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Izvleček
V disertaciji je obdelan problem vpliva števila in kvalitete podatkov tehtanja vozil med vožnjo (WIM
meritev) na izračun notranjih sil, ki se uporabljajo pri analizi mostov. Tehtanja med vožnjo edina zagotavljajo neprekinjeno in neizkrivljeno sliko o prometnih obremenitvah, vendar podatki vsebujejo
napake, ki so posledica vplivov iz okolja ter meritev, ki jih ni mogoče stalno kontrolirati.
Predstavljene so izboljšave mostnega sistema WIM, ki, namesto senzorjev v vozišču, za tehtanje uporablja instrumentirano mostno konstrukcijo. Sistem je imel kljub številnim prednostim pomanjkljivosti, ki so preprečevale njegovo uporabo preko daljših obdobij. Predlagan je bil nov način namestitve
senzorjev za zaznavanje osi vozil, nov način računanja vplivnic, ki temeljijo na odzivu mostu pod
obtežbo vozil, upoštevanje korekcijskih faktorjev zaradi napak, ki so posledica razpok v betonskih
konstrukcijah, ter upoštevanje vpliva temperature na obnašanje mostu. Prikazan je tudi način določitve
dejanskih dinamičnih obremenitev zaradi tovornih vozil in njihov vpliv na rezultate meritev.
V nadaljevanju je prikazan postopek kontrole kvalitete podatkov WIM. Razviti so bili postopki za
preverjanje in popravljanje tipičnih napak, ki se pojavijo med meritvami, ter metode, s katerimi je
mogoče oceniti kvaliteto in zanesljivost podatkov ter bistveno skrajšati čas za njihovo preverjanje.
Postopki simulacije, ki se pretežno uporabljajo za računanje karakterističnih prometnih obremenitev,
so kompleksni in časovno zahtevni. Zato smo celovito ovrednotili metodo konvolucije, ki z uporabo
enostavnih statističnih metod, na mostovih kratkih in srednjih razpetin, daje povsem primerljive rezultate kot bolj kompleksne simulacije. Rezultate smo verificirani z rezultati detajlne simulacije narejene
na podlagi istih podatkov. Metoda konvolucije je omogočila celovito analizo vplivov števila in kvalitete podatkov WIM na izračunane momente in strižne sile za tipske prosto-ležeče razpetine med 5 in 45
metri, ki zajemajo veliko večino vseh realnih mostov. Spreminjali smo količino podatkov in preverjali
vpliv velikosti vzorca na izračunane notranje sile. Pri tem smo uporabili različne vire podatkov, od
surovih, do elektronsko in vizualno prečiščenih. Rezultati podajajo jasno sliko o potrebnem številu in
kvaliteti podatkov WIM za učinkovito modeliranje pričakovanih maksimalnih momentov in prečnih sil
na mostovih.
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Abstract
The thesis is dealing with the influence of number and quality of weigh-in-motion (WIM) data to calculate load effects on bridges. Weighing in motion is the only method that provides continuous and
unbiased information on traffic loads, but the data contains errors as a result of environmental influences and measurements that can not be constantly monitored.
Presented are improvements of bridge WIM technology, which replaces the weighing sensors in the
road surface with instrumented bridge superstructures. The system had many advantages, but also
shortcomings that prevented its long-term installations. Proposed are a new installation procedure for
the sensors that detect axles of the vehicles, a new way of calculating the influence lines, which is
based on the responses of crossing vehicles, a method that deals with measurement errors caused by
cracks in concrete, and a procedure that takes into account the impact of temperature on the behaviour
of bridges. Also shown is the procedure to determine the dynamic loads that the commercial vehicles
induce, and their impact on the measurement results.
The following chapter elaborates quality control of bridge WIM data. The proposed procedures check
and correct typical errors that occur during the measurements, assess quality and reliability of data and
significantly shorten the time needed for its verification.
Simulation procedures, which are predominantly used for calculating the traffic load effects on bridges, are complex and time intensive. The convolution method, a less demanding procedure appropriate
for short to medium-span bridges, was thoroughly investigated. The results were compared with the
ones obtained by comprehensive simulations. Convolution method has facilitated the detailed analysis
of the impact of quantity and quality of WIM data on calculated moments and shear forces, for simply
supported bridges with spans between 5 and 45 meters, which represent the vast majority of all bridges. The size of data samples was varied to investigate its influence on the load effects. Then, various
data sources, with respect to quality of data (measured, electronically corrected, visually verified),
were examined. The results give clear indications about the required number and quality of WIM data
for effective modelling of traffic loads on bridges.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ADMP
BAI
B-WIM
CF
CMA
COG
ERS
FAD
FFT
FP
GEV
IL
KDE
LTPP
MC
MFI
MP
NOR
NSWD
POT
QC
RCS or χ2
SiWIM
STD
RP
Tkm
VMA
WIM

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

axle detection measuring point
bridge aggressiveness index
bridge weigh-in-motion
calibration factor
central moving average
centre of gravity of a vehicle
electrical resistance strain gauges
free-of-axle detector, see also NOR
fast Fourier transformation
framework programme
general extreme value distribution
influence line
kernel density estimator
long-term pavement performance
Monte Carlo
moving force identification
multiple presence
nothing-on-the-road, see also FAD
new SiWIM data
peaks over threshold
quality control
reduced Chi-square factor
Slovenian weigh-in-motion
standard deviation
return period
tonne kilometre
weighted moving average
weigh-in-motion
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SYMBOLS
𝛽1 to 𝛽4
𝛿
𝜀
𝜀̃
λ
𝜎
𝐴𝐿
̃
𝐴𝐿
{𝐴𝐿}𝑘
{𝐶}𝑘

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

𝐷𝐴𝐹
𝐸
𝐸𝑐
𝐸𝑟𝑟
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐴𝐹
𝐹𝑋
𝐹𝑌
𝐹𝑍
𝐹(𝑡)
𝑓0
𝑓𝑋
𝑓𝑌
𝑓𝑍
𝐹𝐼
𝐺𝑉𝑊
𝐺𝑉𝑊𝑤,𝑚𝑎𝑥
ℎ
𝐼(𝑥)
[𝐼]𝑘
𝑘
𝐿
𝐿(𝑡)

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

𝐿𝐼𝐿
𝐿𝑆
𝐿𝑋
𝑚
𝑀
𝑛
𝑁
𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑇
𝑁𝐵
𝑁𝐷
𝑁𝐸
𝑁𝐺
𝑁𝑀
𝑁𝑀𝑃
𝑁𝑃

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

𝑁𝑆

–

statistical parameters to evaluate scaling factor
confidence interval width for relative errors of WIM data
physical strain in μs (10-6 m/m)
corrected strain
regularisation parameter
stress
axle load
corrected axle load
N × 1 vector containing the unknown axle weights
N × 1 vector that contains products of measured strains and influence line ordinates for
each sensor location
dynamic amplification factor
modulus of elasticity
modulus of elasticity of concrete
relative error of the numerical results in scaling factors
error that can be blamed on vehicle dynamics
cumulative density function of traffic loads in lane 1
cumulative density function of traffic loads in lane 2
cumulative density function of convoluted traffic loads from both lanes
dynamic axle load (force) function
filter central frequency in Hz
probability density function of load effect from lane 1
probability density function of load effect from lane 2
probability density function of convoluted load effect from two lanes of traffic
factor of the influence line
gross vehicle weight
weekly maximum gross vehicle weight
bandwidth of Gaussian kernel function
value of the influence line at position, x
N × N matrix of influence ordinates (n being the number of axles on the bridge at scan k
sensor scaling factor
total length of the influence line
location matrix which distributes the applied forces to the relevant degrees of freedom
in the model
effective length of the influence line in metres
length of the base of a strain transducer
distance of a sensor from the edge of the bridge
number of points being averaged in CMA and WMA
bending moment
sample size
number of axles
average daily number of heavy vehicles
number of bins in a histogram
number of days in a year, typically 250 working days
number of events, either multiple presences or all appearances of heavy vehicles
number of measured girders or sections of the slab
number of measurements/equations in B-WIM algorithm, where 𝑁𝑀 ≫ 𝑁
average daily number of multiple presence events
observation period in years for which the expected maximum load effects are being
calculated
number of data points in a strain signal

XXX

𝑁𝑇
𝑁𝑉
𝑁𝑌
𝑝
𝑃(𝑀𝑃)
𝑄
𝑄𝐷
𝑄𝑆
𝑅(𝑍)
𝑆
𝑡
𝑇
𝑇𝑀𝑃
𝑣
𝑢
𝑢̇
𝑢̈
𝑤
𝑊
𝑊𝑆
𝑊𝑊
𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐹
𝑥
𝑋75
𝑦
𝑦
𝑦𝑆
𝑦𝑇
𝑍
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

days of traffic considered
number of vehicles in the data sample
number of years
probability
probability of multiple presence occurrences
load effect, moment or force
measured maximum dynamic load effect, moment or force
predicted static load effect, moment or force
return period
sum of measured strains, over a bridge or a strip, in V
time
temperature
time between two successive vehicles that form a multiple presence event
velocity of the vehicle and its axles, in m/s
displacement of the structure
velocity of the structure
acceleration of the structure
filter width in Hz
section modulus
static reference values of gross vehicle weights or axle loads
gross vehicle weights or axle loads obtained from a WIM system
reference temperature
position calculated from the start of the influence line
return period of 75 years
values of ordinate value on a Gumbel probability plot
values of polynomial function at temperature T
maximum static load effect for the same loading event
maximum total (static + dynamic) load effect due to a particular loading event
value with a probability α of being exceeded in N years
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

In most European countries, including Slovenia, traffic, passenger and freight, is increasing (Cestel,
2012; Cestel, 2016). At the same time, the infrastructure is getting older and, consequently, more and
more deteriorated. As even the richest countries in the world cannot afford to maintain all highway
structures (bridges, culverts and tunnels) in perfect condition, it is a prerequisite that these are assessed
and maintained in an optimal way. With respect to bridges, structural safety is treated as the key indicator which suggests the bridge manager what actions to apply. The purpose of safety and reliability
assessment is primarily to:
-

verify that a structure has adequate capacity to safely resist the loadings and
identify those structures which probability of exceeding a limit state surpasses the acceptable
level, as defined by the owner or manager of the structure.

Optimal assessment that avoids unnecessary interventions employs site-specific load modelling and
actual material characteristics obtained with non-destructive and exceptionally with destructive methods. It also employs a systematic approach, where complexity of analytical methods used is added
gradually if the earlier simpler approach did not provide satisfactory results. The analytical formats
vary from deterministic to probabilistic.
Safety assessment of existing bridges, which in Slovenia are the structures with span length of 5 or
metres, is bound around two key parameters:
-

realistic capacity,
realistic static and dynamic traffic loading.

While design information about the new bridges is readily available, assessing realistic capacity of
older bridges, often without design information and drawings, is challenging. Knowing the age of
bridges becomes extremely important as it implies the design code and loadings that were used at the
time of construction. In Slovenia the situation is particularly demanding as historically eight different
bridge design codes were practiced, starting with the Austro-Hungarian one from over a century ago
(1904). Each of them applied a different traffic load model. But only the last two, used for the last 40
years, account for the modern traffic loading. This is a minor issue for the Slovenian motorway bridges
which are mostly younger than 40 years, but is a serious concern for around 60 % of bridges on the
other state roads that were built before 1970’s, which are designed and constructed for traffic loading
much lighter than today’s (Figure 1.1). As these bridges are frequently seriously deteriorated, many of
them would have to be strengthened if they were assessed according to the present design code (EN
1991-2:2004, 2003). Therefore, avoiding unnecessary and costly remedial measures does not only
require assessment of the remaining structural capacity, but also knowledge about as realistic traffic
loading as possible (COST 345, 2007).
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Figure 1.1: Age of Slovenian bridges, under-designed bridges in red
Slika 1.1:

Starost slovenskih mostov, pod-dimenzionirani mostovi v rdeči

Assessing realistic carrying capacity is beyond the scope of this work and will not be discussed. The
practise employed in Slovenia is described for example in Žnidarič, et al. (2015). The topic of this
work is efficient evaluation of realistic traffic loading on bridges. In Slovenia, for the last 15 years the
weigh-in-motion (WIM) systems systematically collect information about the axle loads and gross
weights of heavy-duty vehicles. This information is used for pre-selection of overloaded vehicles,
assessment of pavement fatigue and for bridge applications, primarily to calibrate the assessment loading schemes, and occasionally to develop the site-specific traffic load models for problematic structures. The technology used is the bridge weigh-in-motion system developed in Slovenia.

1.2

Traffic loading and overloading

Current restrictions on vehicle and vehicle combinations weights are based on safety considerations
and a desire to limit the wear that heavy-duty vehicles cause to road pavement, substructures and
bridges. Current EU law (European Directive No 96/53/EC, 1996; European Directive No
2015/719/EC, 2015) limits maximum permissible vehicle mass to 40 tonnes, except for intermodal
transports using 40-foot containers, which are allowed a maximum weight of 44 tonnes. Maximum
axle loads are 10 t for single axles and 11.5 t for driven axles, 11.5 t to 19 t depending on axle spacing
for tandem axles and 11 t to 24 t for tridem axles. There is no specific mass limit for the steering axles,
but other vehicle design constraints result in an effective mass limit of 8 tons. Vehicles, which diverge
from the EU regulations, are permitted in national operations or after applying for a special permit.
After the economic crises the steady increase of freight traffic in Europe has slowed down and has
today recovered to the level which is 8% below the most trafficked year 2007 (EC, 2016). This is valid
for all four main modes of transport: road, rail, sea and inland waterways (Figures 1.2 and 1.3). Over
the last 15 years, the share of road freight transport remains constantly slightly under 50%, and the
share of rail freight transport just under 12%. Despite all incentives and financial mechanisms to encourage the mode shift from roads to rails, this clearly is not happening, yet. In general, freight
transport will continue to grow. Some forecasts are expecting another 50 % increase by the year 2030.
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of four most important modes of freight traffic in EU-28 (EC, 2016)
Slika 1.2:

Razvoj štirih najpomembnejših oblik tovornega transporta v EU-28 (EC, 2016)

Figure 1.3: Data from Figure 1.2, normalised to the year 2007 (EC, 2016)
Slika 1.3:

Podatki is Slike 1.2, normirani na leto 2017 (EC, 2016)

A specific issue related to road freight transport, which affects heavily bridge loading, is overloading.
There are at least four main reasons for it:

1. The main one is economics. If one carries 10 % more, he saves roughly 10 % in transportation costs. Even if he is caught, which is currently not very likely in Europe, and pays relatively high fines, this pays off with the next few overloaded runs.
2. A great part of axle overloading can be blamed on inadequate loading, especially with respect
to the multi-delivery transport when a part of loading is taken off the vehicle, which moves
centre of gravity of the trailer forward and redistributes the axle loads (Figure 1.4).
3. Vehicles that can lift an axle get the axle loads redistributed which can result in axle overloading (Dahlberg, 2014).
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Figure 1.4: Weight distribution after partially unloading 2-axle tractor with a 3-axle semi-trailer
Slika 1.4:

Porazdelitev obtežbe po delni razložitvi 2-osnega vlačilca s 3-osnim polpriklopnikom

4. Current rules in Europe discourage the 3-axle tractor units, which would improve efficiency
and road-friendliness of the vehicles. A single driving axle on a 2-axle tractor unit is easily
overloaded, particularly when the vehicle is partially unloaded.
Overloading must be enforced to ensure fair competition and to protect the infrastructure. Due to very
diverse situations throughout Europe, overloading is detected at very different levels. In the countries
with strict enforcement policy it is typically low, except on local roads near quarries, gravel pits or in
some farming areas. In other countries, excessive loads are a more serious issue. Finally, if enforcement is pursued, drivers learn how to load their vehicles and the axle overloads are much
lower than before the weight enforcement .
With the exception of Czech Republic (Doupal et al., 2012), where they have set up a couple of sites
where direct enforcement with weigh-in-motion (WIM) system is possible, all other countries require
to stop the vehicle with police and weigh it statically or at low speed at dedicated areas. To be effective, such overload enforcement requires efficient pre-selection by the high-speed WIM systems that
need to be as accurate and reliable as possible.

1.3

Goals of the thesis

The work described in this thesis is based on bridge WIM (B-WIM) technology developed over the
last 28 years and commercially available as SiWIM® product (ERTRAC, 2016). The thesis describes
achievements accomplished in the last five years, primarily those financially supported by the EC 7th
Framework Programme research projects BridgeMon (Žnidarič et al., 2015) and TRIMM (Ralbovsky
et al., 2014) that both finished at the end of 2014, and extensive additional studies realised afterwards.
Projects BridgeMon and TRIMM have had both much wider scopes. The topics relevant to this work
were performed in specific work packages dedicated to bridge weigh-in-motion technology.
In the pre-BridgeMon period the B-WIM system was primarily used for shorter-term measurements
that take place from one week to one month. Its long-term accuracy and stability were not sufficient
for long-term measurements, lasting for several months to several years. Therefore, the aim was to
improve the existing B-WIM technology so that it achieves an accuracy class which is at least one
accuracy class better, e.g. for a bridge with class C(15) accuracy this should improve to class B(10),
according to COST 323 specifications for WIM (see Chapter 2.2.2), and valid also for longer lasting
measurements. This has been successfully achieved, as will be explained in 3.10, and set the ground
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for additional studies performed after the BridgeMon project that focused on the effects of quality and
quantity of WIM data on bridge load effect modelling.
In the TRIMM project the work focused on possibilities to use B-WIM as a monitoring tool in structural assessment of bridges. A procedure known as soft load testing or SLT, which was initiated within
the 6th Framework Programme research project ARCHES (2009), was further elaborated and tested as
a monitoring tool for bridges. Successful implementation of using B-WIM for this purpose required
completely new methods to define experimental influence lines (Chapter 3.2) and sensor factors
(Chapter 3.3) that have directly contributed to better quality of B-WIM results.
The additional work that built upon the results of these three projects focused on two issues:
1. Development of a robust method to calculate the expected traffic load effects on bridges, and
2. Evaluation of effects of quantity and quality of WIM data on results of expected traffic load
effects on bridges.

Outline of the work

1.4

In addition to introductory Chapter 1, the thesis consists of six chapters.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of freight vehicles weighing methodologies, with the focus on bridge
weigh-in-motion (B-WIM) technology. It starts from its beginnings in 1970’s and describes the major
breakthrough and revival as a result of research performed in Europe in the 1990’s. Then the SiWIM®
B-WIM system is described, with the main characteristics of its hardware and software.
Chapter 3 describes the latest improvements and achievements of B-WIM technology developed in the
last five years:
-

improved axle detection method,
calculation of influence lines,
implementation of sensor factors,
application of a limited number of sensors for weighing and,
new method to assess dynamic amplification factor for each vehicle that has crossed the
bridge.

Chapter 4 elaborates quality of WIM results. It gives and overview of available WIM data quality procedures, explains the American and European approaches to data quality and lists the errors unique to
B-WIM technology. Then it describes the data quality assessment (QA) methodology adopted to BWIM results, which have some specific characteristics and advantages that provide even more reliable
estimate about their quality. It divides the results to reliable, questionable and problematic, to allow a
far more efficient evaluation of WIM data than it has been practiced in the past.
Chapter 5 first summarises the existing bridge traffic load modelling techniques, primarily the most
common ones that are based on Extreme Value Distributions (EVD) and on long-run simulations. Then
the principles of traffic data modelling are given, with the focus on tail modelling and data fitting. As
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one of the goals of the research was to provide a robust load modelling method, a number of different
data smoothing methods are compared, to investigate their effect on results.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the convolution method. The method itself is not new and has been used in the
American literature and practise for years. It has been also implemented in Slovene load modelling
recommendations. As a number of issues were left opened, such as how to calculate the number of
events with more than one vehicle on the bridge and how to extrapolate the measured results into the
future, the method was rethought. To minimise the subjectivity associated with selection of parameters
that influence the results, rules are proposed on how to perform the tail smoothing and how to extrapolate the results. The chapter concludes with a sensitivity study that investigates how the key input and
modelling parameters influence the results. Results are compared with outcomes of traditional extreme
value distribution and long-term simulations.
Chapter 7 investigates how quality and quantity of WIM data influence the results of bridge traffic
load modelling. For many years it was guessed how much data is needed for efficient load modelling
and what quality this data should be. Analyses performed give clear indications how these two characteristics should be considered and demonstrate efficiency of the proposed data quality procedures.
The concluding remarks of the thesis are given in Chapter 8, references in Chapter 9 and the extended
abstract in Slovene in Chapter 10.
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2

BRIDGE WEIGH-IN-MOTION

2.1

About measurements of traffic loading

The most common devices for collecting information about the traffic are the traffic counters. Counting technologies vary from manual checking to rubber tubes, inductive loops, low-grade weighing
sensors and modern optical and laser devices. Traffic counters are indispensable for collecting traffic
flow information, but they do not provide any evidence about the true axle loading of the heavy vehicles.
To know the actual axle loads (AL) and gross vehicle weights (GVW) of the freight vehicles these
need to be weighed. Vehicle weighing can be done statically, in-motion or with on-board weighing
systems (Figure 2.1).
Static
weighing

On-board
weighing

Weigh-in-Motion
Lowspeed

High-speed
Pavement WIM

Plate
sensors

Bridge
WIM

Strip
sensors

Figure 2.1: Division of freight vehicle weighing systems
Slika 2.1:
2.1.1

Razvrstitev tehtalnih sistemov za tovorna vozila

Static weighing

Static weighing is by far the most accurate method for weighing of vehicles. In most countries it is the
only legal reference to fine the violators. Three types of devices are used for weighing the vehicles:
-

weighbridges,
axle weighers and
wheel weighers.

Weighbridges (or truck scales in the USA) are composed of a set of scales, usually mounted permanently between the steel weighing platform and the concrete foundation and weigh the entire vehicle
and its contents. The weighing sensors are typically the load cells. These devices are common at the
entrances of factories, quarries, dumps, warehouses etc. In Europe, unlike the USA, they are rarely
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used exclusively for overload enforcement. The main reasons are the high construction and operational
costs and large area of land they require. The devices are certified and must be regularly calibrated.
More common in Europe are the axle and wheel weighers (COST 323, 2002). They provide information on the axle loads, but their accuracy is lower than that of the weighbridges, because stop-andgo driving over them can cause redistributions of the loading. Very popular are the portable wheel load
scales (Figure 2.2 (b)). They are moved from one site to another which improves efficiency of overload enforcement. To avoid redistribution of axle loads the scales are placed between the levelling
mats. The devices are certified and must be calibrated as often as possible.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Dump trucks using a static weigh bridge and (b) vehicle over a wheel static weighing pad
Slika 2.2:

(a) Smetarsko vozilo na statični mostni tehtnici in (b) vozilo na kolesni statični tehtnici

Stopping and statically weighing the individual vehicles provides accurate information about the axle
loads and gross weights of specific trucks. This is, however, infeasible for large-scale data collection
as the process is slow and cumbersome, and inevitably leads to traffic delays.
2.1.2

Low-speed weigh-in-motion

Low-speed WIM (or LS-WIM) devices are wheel or axle scales, with load cells as weighing technology, and are installed into reinforced concrete or asphalt platforms that are at least 30-40 m in length
(Figure 2.3). Vehicles cross the sensors under controlled conditions (accelerating and breaking is prohibited) at speed typically between 5 and 10 km/h.
Due to low speed and absence of vehicle dynamics, LS-WIM systems provide reasonably accurate
results with up to 1 % error for gross vehicle weights for 95 % of the measurements. International
Organisation for Legal Metrology has issued international recommendations for LS-WIM (OIML R
134, 2009) that specify the requirements and test methods to determine the vehicle mass, the axle
loads, and, if applicable, the axle-group loads of vehicles when they are weighed in motion. They also
provide standardized requirements and test procedures to evaluate the metrological and technical characteristics of instruments in a uniform and traceable way.
Static and LS WIM systems do not provide unbiased traffic load information. The three main reasons are:
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Figure 2.3: Reinforced concrete platform with a low-speed WIM system
Slika 2.3:
-

Armiranobetonska platforma z nizko-hitrostnim WIM sistemom

To avoid traffic jams, these systems weigh only a small population of vehicles that on a busy
road does not exceed 1 % of freight vehicles.
With static weighing without pre-selection there is tendency to check the heaviest, not the
characteristic vehicles.
It has been observed (Cunagin et al., 1997; Žnidarič, 2001) that overloaded truck drivers
quickly learn to bypass these static weigh stations.

This all leads to unreliable information on the trends of truck weights on a given road section.
2.1.3

High-speed weigh-in-motion

The only technology that circumvents such situations is the high-speed WIM, often called just WIM.
They capture at full highway speed and at uncontrolled conditions the dynamic axle loads of all
vehicles passing the system and calculate the best approximation of their static axle loads (COST 323,
2002). These systems typically deliver axle loads, axle group loads, gross vehicle weight, number of
axles, length of the vehicle, axle distances, speed and vehicle classification.
More details about working principles and extensive explanations can be found in the reports of projects COST 323 (2002), WAVE (2002) and REMOVE (Rooke et al., 2006), in papers by Richardson et
al. (2014) and Yu et al. (2016), as well as on the internet site of the International Society of Weigh-inMotion (ISWIM, 2016).
In general, a WIM-system is divided into (FHWA-PL-07-002, 2007):

1. External structure, either a pavement or a bridge that provides a physical framework for WIM
sensors and transfers the loads of the passing vehicles to the sensor without damaging the
sensing material;
2. Sensors or transducers that convert axle loads into electrical signals. The most common sensing technologies are piezo-electric, piezo-polymer or piezo-quartz materials, load cells, strain
gauges and fibre optics.
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The combination of parts 1 and 2 results in two different types of WIM installations:
-

pavement WIM systems and
bridge WIM systems.

Pavement WIM systems
A typical pavement WIM installation consists of inductive loops, which measure vehicle’s velocity
and detect the type and the length of the vehicles, and a number of WIM sensors, in different setups.
Based on the width of the sensors they are divided in two major groups (Figure 2.4):
-

plate sensors and
strip sensors.

To provide results of expected accuracy, all pavement WIM systems shall be installed in as smooth
pavement as possible. This can be easily understood when comparing the wavelength of the bodybounce (vertical swaying of the entire vehicle) of a heavy vehicle at normal speed, which is around
30 metres, with the width of the plate or strip sensor. To mitigate the effect of vehicle dynamics, a few
multiple-sensor WIM sites were constructed around the world, with up to 24 sensors at the length of
around 30 metres (Cebon, 1999; COST 323, 2002). They can provide considerably more accurate results but are extremely expensive to build and maintain (Dolcemascolo et al., 2002).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: A wheel over (a) a plate and (b) a strip sensor
Slika 2.4:

Kolo na (a) ploščnem in na (b) trakovnem senzorju

Plate sensors
Their width is larger than the tyre, thus the total axle load is acting on the sensor, as shown in Figure
2.4, (a). Similar sensors are used for static and low-speed axle load measurements. The two prevailing
technologies to measure loads of the crossing wheels are:
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bending plates, which measure strains due to bending of a plate and
load cell devices, which use a number of load cells under the plate.

Plate sensors provide more accurate results than the strip sensors. However, their installation is complex, requires a complete road closure and can last, for the load cell devices, a couple of days.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Example of a (a) plate and (b) strip WIM sensor installation
Slika 2.5:

Primer namestitve (a) ploščnega in (b) trakovnega WIM senzorja

Strip sensors
As the length of the tyre footprint is larger than the width of these sensors, only a part of the axle loads
act on the sensor at each time (Figure 2.4, right). In order to capture the entire axle loads the response
history measured during the passing axles is integrated over time.
Most strip sensors are built around three technologies:
-

piezo-electric and piezo-polymer (Figure 2.6 (a)); both are the cheaper options on the market and are generally less accurate (WAVE, 2002),
piezo-quartz (Figure 2.6 (b)), the most common sensor technology today; they are more accurate and durable but the initial costs for purchase and installation are higher,
strain gauge technology (Intercomp, 2017); they appeared recently and have cross-section that
is around 50 % bigger than the piezo-quartz one.

Strip sensors are installed in less than one day, under complete road closure, and intrude the pavement
far less than the plate sensors. Their main advantages are the proven technology and relatively high
accuracy on smooth pavements. Their main disadvantage is that their accuracy rapidly degrades as the
pavement deteriorates, which happens if they are placed into flexible structures (asphalt with relatively
weak sub-base).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: (a) Cross-sections of embedded piezo-polymer (TE connectivity, 2017) and (b) piezo- quartz
sensor (IRD, 2017)
Slika 2.6:

(a) Prečna prereza nameščenega ploščnega (TE connectivity, 2017) in (b) trakovnega WIM
senzorja (IRD, 2017)

Bridge weigh-in-motion
Bridge-WIM or B-WIM refers to a specific method that uses an instrumented bridge or culvert to
weigh in motion the passing vehicles. These systems provide equivalent results to the pavement WIM
systems (axle loads, gross weight, axle spacing, velocity, vehicle category…).
Bridge WIM systems offer a number of advantages over traditional pavement-based systems:
-

-

-

They are completely portable and can be installed on and detached from a bridge. Unlike with
pavement WIM systems, portable installations provide similar accuracy of results as the permanent ones.
Accuracy of results is generally high, especially on smooth pavements. Installations are possible on less smooth surfaces where pavement WIM installations would not even be considered.
In most cases, all sensors are mounted underneath the bridge deck and thus road or lane closure during installation is not needed. Consequently, installation and maintenance activities do
not interrupt the traffic. This is advantageous for sites where:
o cutting into the pavement is not allowed,
o installation of a pavement based system is not feasible due to heavy traffic or where
o road closures are difficult to obtain.
Often bridges (the scales) cannot be avoided which is not the case for pavement WIM systems, which sensors generally do not cover the entire width of the pavement.
These systems can in parallel monitor bridge behaviour and provide information for improved
bridge assessments: influence lines, dynamic amplification factors, load distribution factors
and strain records (ARCHES D10, 2009; Žnidarič et al., 2010). WIM data can be collected independently from the measurements on a bridge that is being assessed, but this requires double instrumentation.

The two obvious weakness of any B-WIM are that:
-

a proper bridge is needed to install the system and that
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while setting-up common slab or beam-and-slab bridges is straightforward, installing a less
common structure requires considerable knowledge about bridges.

Bridge WIM technology is one of the key topics of this thesis. The state-of-the-art in the field is described in detail below. Its latest improvements are elaborated in Chapter 3.

2.2
2.2.1

Accuracy of WIM data
Standards and specifications on weigh-in-motion

Various standards and specifications exist to evaluate accuracy and reliability of WIM results. The first
one was published in the USA in the 1980’s and was updated eight years ago (ASTM-E1318-09,
2009). In Europe and great part of the rest of the world the COST 323 specifications (COST 323,
2002) are used to evaluate quality of WIM data. These specifications are considerably more detailed
than the ASTM standard. A few years ago, the International Organisation for Legal Metrology, the
OIML, has published a standard that specifies in-motion measurements under controlled conditions at
low speeds (OIML R 134, 2009). All three documents cover specific areas of use, have advantages and
disadvantages and are considered by many too complicated for practical use. Therefore, the national
authorities often develop their own specifications and test procedures, which are not compatible and
cause difficulties for the buyers and vendors of WIM systems. To overcome these issues, and with a
lack of full international standard that would cover all WIM technologies and applications, the Dutch
Metrology Institute has, in cooperation with the International Society for Weigh-in-Motion, just published a new WIM standard (NMi, 2016). It gives specifications of WIM equipment, specifies the performance requirements and specifies the minimum testing procedures to determine actual performance of a
WIM system.
For the last 15 years in Europe the COST 323 specifications have been de-facto the main document to
assess performance and accuracy of WIM systems. Due to its flexibility and coverage of wide range of
test situations, it has also been used in this work as the main reference for accuracy of the results.
2.2.2

COST 323 specifications

COST 323 specifications (Jacob & Stanczyk, 1999; COST 323, 2002) are a comprehensive document
that specifies WIM equipment, site conditions (characteristics of sites appropriate for WIM installations), test conditions (how to compare results under different types of tests), performance of the systems (how accurate and durable are the results), etc. Most relevant for this work is the performance of
WIM systems.
The weighing performance of any WIM system is determined as a combination of accuracy and reliability of measurements. The most common way to describe WIM performance is that it has an accuracy of ±x % for y % of measurements; for example, the results are in the ±10 % range for 95 % of
measurements. Accuracy criteria vary for the measurement of single axle loads, axle group loads and
gross vehicle weights. For example, for a system to achieve class B(10), the errors for a specific confidence interval (typically between 90 % and 95 %), must be within ±10 % for gross vehicle weights,
±13 % for axle group loads, ±15 % for single axle loads and ±20 % for loads of axles within a group.
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The COST 323 WIM specifications indicate what level of accuracy might be achievable for different
sites and describes different test methods required to classify a WIM system. They divide the WIM
systems into seven accuracy classes: A(5), B+(7), B(10), C(15), D+(20), D(25) and E (class E is divided into subclasses, E(35), E(40) etc.). Once a WIM system has been installed, a number of test runs is
carried out using one or more vehicles. These have been statically weighed, to assess how accurately
the WIM system can calculate the axle loads and gross weight. In order to classify the WIM system,
the probability that the measured results are within a certain confidence interval width must exceed a
specified minimum level (π0). The value of π0 depends on the number of trucks used in calibration,
along with the type of test runs that were carried out. Depending on the test conditions, the accuracy
class of the WIM system is calculated. Jacob, et al. (2000) define four levels of repeatability/reproducibility for test conditions as follows:
-

-

Full Repeatability Conditions (r1): One vehicle passes several times at the same speed load
and lateral position.
Extended Repeatability Conditions (r2): One vehicle passes several times at different speeds,
different loads and small variations in lateral position.
Limited Reproducibility Conditions (R1): A small set of vehicles (typically 2 to 10), representing axle loads and spacings of typical traffic, is used. Each vehicle passes several times, at different combinations of speed and load and with small variations in lateral position.
Full Reproducibility Conditions (R2): A large sample of vehicles (some tens to a few hundred), taken from the traffic flow and representative of it, is used for the calibration.

The WIM specifications also define three environmental repeatability/reproducibility conditions which
relate to the duration of the testing period:
-

-

-

Environmental Repeatability (I): The test period is limited to a couple of hours within a day or
spread over a few consecutive days such that the temperature, climatic and environmental
conditions do not vary significantly during the measurements.
Limited Environmental Reproducibility (II): The test period extends at least over a full week
or several days spread over a month, such that the temperature, climatic and environmental
conditions vary during the measurements, but no seasonal effect has to be considered.
Full Environmental Reproducibility (III): The test period extends over a whole year or more,
or at least over several days spread all over a year, such that the temperature, climatic and environmental conditions vary during the measurements and all the site seasonal conditions are
encountered.

Using these repeatability/reproducibility conditions for testing, the minimum level of π0 is evaluated.
The width of the confidence interval in which the weight predictions lie influences the attained accuracy class. Table 2.1 outlines the confidence interval widths for accuracy classes as defined by (Jacob
et al., 2000).
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Table 2.1:

Tolerances of the accuracy classes (confidence interval width for relative errors)

Preglednica 2.1:

Tolerance razredov natančnosti (širina intervalov zaupanja za relativne napake)
Confidence interval width  (%) for Each Accuracy Class

Type of

Domain of Use

Measurement

(kN)

A (5)

B+ (7)

B (10)

C (15)

D (25)

E

1. Gross weight

> 35

5

7

10

15

25

> 25

2. Group of axles

> 20

7

10

13

18

28

> 28

3. Single axle

> 20

8

11

15

20

30

> 30

4. Axle of a group

> 20

10

15

20

25

35

> 35

2.2.3

Factors influencing the accuracy of WIM data

The actual accuracy of WIM results depends on a number of factors:
-

road condition,
quality of installation,
maintenance and calibration,
traffic conditions,
speed of the vehicles, and
temperature.

Road condition
The general rule is that uneven and rutted pavement around the WIM installation will almost certainly
give bad results while smooth pavements may provide good results. Rigid concrete pavements are
more appropriate than the flexible ones. The WIM specifications (COST 323, 2002) list criteria to
select a good WIM location. A bad road excites dynamic behaviour of the passing vehicles which puts
any WIM system to a lot of trouble when attempting to correlate the measurements to the static axle
loads. It will be shown in Chapter 3.9 that road condition is the most influencing parameter with respect to accuracy of traffic loading data.
Influence of pavement smoothness on accuracy of B-WIM data has been reported by Lavrič et al.
(2008). Measurements were performed before and after resurfacing of a 5-m long reinforced concrete
bridge and a section of pavement, approximately 100 m long, before and after the bridge. Figure 2.7
demonstrates the improved repeatability of the strain responses during several runs of the same 5-axle
semi-trailer calibration vehicle, compared to the situation before resurfacing. This has resulted in one
accuracy class improvement, from C(15) to B(10), according to COST 323 specifications (see Chapter
2.2.2 for details) in the smoother lane 1 and even three accuracy classes improvement, from D+(20) to
B+(7), in the more deteriorated lane 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Measured strain responses of a bridge under the runs of the same 5-axle semi-trailer (a) before
and (b) after resurfacing of the carriageway
Slika 2.7:

Merjene deformacije mostu zaradi voženj istega 5-osnega vlačilca s polpriklopnikom (a) pred
in (b) po preplastitvi voziščne konstrukcije

Quality of the installation
For pavement WIM systems the sensors must be installed flush with the road surface. Otherwise, the
sensors will create a bump that will affect accuracy of the WIM results. For B-WIM systems it is crucial to avoid cracks in the concrete and to properly attach sensors to the bridge. To mitigate these
sources of error, all WIM sensors and systems should be installed by experienced users or vendors.
Maintenance and calibration
After installation every WIM system has to be calibrated to adjust for the average measurement error
(Carson, 2008). The standard procedure is to use one or more calibration trucks with known static axle
loads or a few selected vehicles from the traffic stream. Because of wear and tear of the sensors and
possible changes in the road condition, the behaviour of all WIM systems will change over time.
Therefore, maintenance and recalibrations are required at regular intervals, normally once or twice a
year.
Traffic conditions
The traffic flow over any WIM system must be as smooth as possible. Stop-and-go traffic cannot be
captured, therefore, locations close to junctions, railway crossings, toll stations and similar must be
avoided.
Speed of the vehicles
Speed is largely related to the dynamic behaviour of moving vehicles. Generally, higher the speed,
more excited are the vehicles, particularly on uneven pavement, and lower accuracy of the results.
Temperature effects
Although good-quality WIM sensors are not temperature-dependent the whole WIM system installation usually is. This is valid for installations in most pavements and on many bridges. An example of
dependency of B-WIM results on temperature is given in Figure 2.8, where each dot represents the
median daily gross weight of 5-axle semi-trailers on a specific day, versus the median daily temperature on that day, for 696 days of B-WIM measurements. The regression curve should be flat and inde-
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pendent of temperature, which in this example is not the case. Such results, observed also on many
other integral slab bridges, must be corrected for temperature. Similar non-linear dependencies between
temperature and WIM results were reported by Gajda & Burnos (2016) for pavement WIM sensors.

Figure 2.8: Temperature dependence of measured median daily gross weights of 5-axle semi-trailers
Slika 2.8:

2.3

Temperaturna odvisnost median izmerjenih skupnih mas 5-osnih vlačilcev s pol-priklopniki

Bridge WIM history

USA and Australia
Initial research, which ultimately resulted in the first B-WIM system, investigated measurement and
processing of bridge strain histories to collect sufficient data for statistical analyses of bridge fatigue
life (Goble et al., 1974). The project was the first to systematically record truck headways and stress
responses. Comparison of the later with results from static weighing at a weigh station data suggested
that it would be possible to use bridges as weighing scales (Goble et al., 1976).
Soon after, Fred Moses from Case Western Reserve University from Cleveland, USA, published his
article that grounded the still-valid general principles of weighing in motion of vehicles with bridges
(Moses, 1979). The system consisted of:
-

a van with electronics,
a button box that was used to manually trigger data acquisition when a vehicle was approaching,
electric tape switches glued to the pavement to detect axles and
strain transducers to measure the bridge response.

Principles of weighing with a B-WIM system are explained in Chapter 2.4.
In 1980s, R.J. Peters from Australia bonded electrical resistance strain (ERS) gauges to the deck reinforcement of a bridge. As readings from the strain gauges had insufficient resolution to consistently
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measure the strains, the mechanical strain amplifiers (MSA) were developed (Figure 2.9). These amplified the measured strains between four and ten times. This system was known as AXWAY (Peters,
1984). Similar principles are still used today for modern strain transducers.

Figure 2.9: Mechanical strain amplifier (Peters, 1984)
Slika 2.9:

Mehanski ojačevalec deformacij (Peters, 1984)

Peters has also emphasised the need of reliable, waterproof and durable axle detectors which at that
time was a serious challenge. He found that:
-

rubber air hoses gave good speed measurements but were poor at counting axles, often overestimating the number of axles of a truck,
photo-electric cells, where a beam of light is directed across the road just above the surface,
were found not to provide good results, particularly in non-ideal weather conditions,
the electrical type switches they developed correctly identified around 95 % of axles which
was satisfactory for the AXWAY system.

AXWAY was a manned system that was expensive to operate and it was therefore less appropriate to
collect large volumes of data.
A couple of years later Peters developed an unmanned system called CULWAY (Peters, 1986). His
‘low cost/low power single lane system for unattended operation’ weighed individual axles of a vehicle as it crossed over a culvert. Dynamic effects and vibration, a major source of error for bridge-based
WIM systems, were virtually non-existent with culverts as the soil between the culvert and the pavement damps out the vibration. The CULWAY system used peak strain to calculate the axle loads, as
opposed to Moses’s process of fitting to the full strain record. Its application was limited to culverts
with spans shorter than 2.7 m, good road surface, no skew and soil cover between 200 mm and
1500 mm. An accuracy of ±10 % was obtained on a sample of 1296 trucks. Recent generations of
CULWAY system are still widely used throughout Australia.
Later in the 1980’s Rick Snyder, former student of Fred Moses, developed BWS, the next unmanned
generation of B-WIM system. The obvious difference was the hardware which fit into a waterproof
box that could have been carried around and left on a site for a few days (Snyder, 1992). This system
was in 1993 imported to Slovenia and was used for a few years as the first commercial B-WIM system
in Europe (Žnidarič & Žnidarič, 1994).
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Today, B-WIM research is again gaining a lot of attention in the USA. Its different aspects are pursued
at a number of universities (Richardson et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2014; Christenson & Motaref, 2016;
Yu et al., 2016; Bao et al., 2016).
Slovenia
Even before purchasing the BWS system, a prototype software was developed for a manned B-WIM
system that strictly followed the Moses’s algorithm. Measurements were performed with the available
test equipment. Two bridges were instrumented with conventional strain transducers, amplifiers and
photocells as axle detectors. Around 220 vehicles were captured and weighed and results were used as
the first estimate of traffic loading on Slovenian bridges (Terčelj et al., 1990).
Research on B-WIM intensified in the second half of 1990’s within two European research projects
described in the following subchapter. Today, around 150 locations are instrumented throughout Slovenia (Cestel, 2013) to collect traffic loading information for traffic studies, bridge assessment, design
or reconstruction of pavements, control of special transport, specific control of heavy traffic around
quarries or timber industry, safety studies etc.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.10: BWS system in Slovenia in 1996: (a) data acquisition box under the bridge and (b) installation of axle detectors
Slika 2.10:

Sistem BWS v Sloveniji leta 1996: (a) sistem za zajemanje podatkov pod mostom in (b)
namestitev detektorjev osi

Developments in Europe
1990’s were likely the most active period in B-WIM development in Europe. Based on the work from
Slovenia and first studies from Ireland (McNulty, 1999) this technology was included into two major
projects supported by the European Commission: COST action 323 – Weigh-in-Motion of Road Vehicles (Jacob, 2000; COST 323, 2002) and research project from the 4th Framework Programme (FP)
WAVE – Weighing of Axles and Vehicles for Europe (WAVE, 2002). Improvements included:
-

determination of experimental influence lines that replaced the analytical ones,
installation on new types of structures, particularly short reinforced concrete slab bridges and
orthotropic-deck bridges,
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-

new axle detection technologies.

WAVE project came up with a number of alternative B-WIM approaches (McNulty, 1999; WAVE,
2001):
-

-

two-dimensional algorithm (Dempsey et al., 1998; Quilligan et al., 2002) revealed good potential particularly for orthotropic steel decks; however, comprehensive calibration procedure
made commercial deployment less realistic;
algorithms that considered the dynamics of the system (Gonzales & OBrien, 1998);
FAD (Free-of-Axle Detector) installation where short-lasting or expensive axle detectors were
replaced with strain transducers underneath the bridge (Žnidarič et al., 2000).

B-WIM was also tested in harsh climate conditions in the north of Sweden (McNulty & OBrien, 2003).
Finally, WAVE project delivered the Mark I SiWIM B-WIM prototype (Žnidarič et al., 2012). This has
in year 2001, after starting cooperation with the industrial partner and after complete redesign of
software and hardware, entered the market as a commercial product known as Mark II SiWIM®
(Žnidarič et al., 2002; ERTRAC, 2016).
2009 brought a more powerful version of hardware (Cestel, 2012). By 2012 the software, based on a
decade long learning process, was once again completely rewritten and is nowadays known as the
SiWIM® Mark III system that is used in over 20 countries around the world. Over the years it was
constantly improved (Lavrič et al., 2008; Žnidarič et al., 2010; Žnidarič et al., 2012). A major step
forward in accuracy and long-term stability of B-WIM measurements were achieved within the 7th FP
projects TRIMM and BridgeMon (Cantero et al., 2013; Corbally et al., 2013; Corbally et al., 2014;
Žnidarič et al., 2016). These results are discussed in Chapter 3.
European researches have also extensively studied new B-WIM algorithms, as described in Chapter 2.5.

Figure 2.11: SiWIM prototype from 1999
Slika 2.11:

Prototipni SiWIM sistem iz leta 1999
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Other countries
Japan was, and still is, active in various areas of B-WIM (OBrien et al., 2008), but most literature is
unfortunately in Japanese. In the 1980’s in Japan, Miki et al. (1987)) developed a kind of FAD (freeof-axle-detector) B-WIM for steel plate girder bridges based on Moses’s concept. They used instrumented vertical stiffeners on the web plate as axle detectors, with mixed success. This approach was
elaborated by Kobayashi et al. (2004). Matui and El-Hakim (1989) investigated sensitivity of crack
openings in the reinforced concrete slab as a mechanism to detect axles. Ojio et al. (1998) carried out a
feasibility study of B-WIM in orthotropic steel decks using strain in the longitudinal stiffeners for axle
detection. They found that six sensors at two sections were sufficient to detect axles for the full range
of transverse positions, tire widths and types. Ojio et al. (2016) also reported the attempts to use optical devices to monitor bridge deflections under traffic loading and to use this information to predict
the axle loads.
In Hong-Kong, Law et al. (1999) have worked on the Moving Force Identification (MFI, see Chapter
2.5.3) theory which estimates the time-dependent forcing functions (the dynamic axle loads) which
provide the best fit between the response of the finite element (FE) model and the measured bridge
response. Research on similar issues was performed in Thailand by Deesomsuk & Pinkaew (2009).
However, there is no evidence that this work continued beyond the theoretical studies.

2.4

Conventional bridge WIM algorithm

Most operational B-WIM algoritms work on the static assumption, following the principles proposed
by Moses (1979). His algorithm is built upon observation that during the passage of a truck the bridge
oscillates about a static displacement position. Assuming linear behaviour of the structure under traffic
loading and strain transducers at each beam or strip of a slab, for static position of the vehicle, the
gross bending moment in the bridge cross-section, 𝑀, can be found by summing the individual moments:
𝑁𝐺

𝑁𝐺

𝑁𝐺

𝑀 = ∑ 𝑀𝑖 = ∑ 𝐸𝑊𝑖 𝜀𝑖 = 𝐶𝐹 ∑ 𝜀𝑖
𝑖

𝑖

(2.1)

𝑖

where:
𝑀𝑖
E
𝑊𝑖

i
𝑁𝐺
CF

-

is bending moment in the ith girder or section of the slab,
is modulus of elasticity,
is section modulus of the ith girder or section of the slab,
is strain measured in the ith girder or section of the slab,
is number of measured girders or sections of the slab, and
is calibration factor.

Modulus of elasticity E is assumed constant over the entire superstructure. The calibration factor CF is
obtained experimentally by correlating the B-WIM results and the corresponding true axle loads of
some vehicles as measured on static scales.
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The B-WIM analysis is an inverse-type problem where the structural response (bending moment) is
measured and the live load causing this moment is calculated. In theory, the number of unknowns for
each vehicle equals the number of axles, N, and these are determined by N different bending moments
that can be calculated from strains recorded at N different positions of the truck along the bridge. Setting up the necessary equations requires the bending moment influence line, I(x), and positions of individual axles. In the early days, the influence lines were calculated analytically, today they are processed from the measured bridge strain response, as will be shown in Chapter 3.2. The value of the
ordinate is the bending moment for a unit axle load located at this point along the bridge. Positions of
individual axles are estimated from the measured velocity of the vehicle and from the arrival times of
individual axles. Then, the bending moment at any time during the vehicle crossing can be written as:
𝑁

𝑁

𝑀(𝑡𝑗 ) = ∑ 𝐴𝑖 𝐼(𝑥) = ∑ 𝐴𝑖 𝐼 (𝑣𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑗 )) ;
𝑖=1

𝑗 = 1 … 𝑁𝑀

(2.2)

𝑖=1

where:
𝑀(𝑡𝑗 )
𝐴𝑖
I(x)
vi
ti
N
𝑁𝑀

- is bending moment at time 𝑡𝑗 ,
- are unknown axle loads,
- are known values of the bending moment influence line; location x is calculated
from measured axle velocity and axle arrival times,
- are axles’ velocity,
- are arrival times of individual axles,
- is number of axles,
- is number of times, in which bending moments are calculated; 𝑁𝑀 ≥ 𝑁.

The solution of B-WIM weighing challenge is to minimise the difference between the measured and
modelled bending moments. The equations can be written in a matrix form as:
𝒎 = 𝑩𝒂

(2.3)

where the matrix element 𝑏𝑖,𝑗 is equal to 𝐼 (𝑣𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑗 )) and elements of vectors a and m are simply 𝐴𝑖
and 𝑀(𝑡𝑗 ), respectively. In the current software, this over-determined system of equations is solved for
𝐴𝑖 in the least-square sense, with the use of the singular value decomposition algorithm (Press et al.,
2007).
Figure 2.12 demonstrates how the response of a bridge at time t is calculated in terms of the known
bending influence line (measured, see Chapter 3.2) and N unknown axle loads, in this case A1 to A5.
As the bending moments are proportional to strain (2.1) and the B-WIM system is finally calibrated
with vehicles of known axle loads, there is no need to know the true elastic and section moduli.
Consequently, the bending influence lines used in B-WIM is simplified into the influence line
proportional to strains.
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Figure 2.12: Contributions of individual axles within conventional static B-WIM algorithms
Slika 2.12:

Prispevki posameznih osi v konvencionalnih statičnih B-WIM algoritmih

It shall be noted the bridge behaviour under traffic loading cannot be represented with theoretical
influence lines. In reality, this never happens, because any structure:
-

has some, at least minimal form of restraint at the supports, and
the peak of the influence line is smeared due to the thickness of the superstructure and load
dispersion through its depth.

Consequently, the ideal triangular influence line used in the early days of B-WIM did not accurately
represent the response of the bridge. It may have provided reasonably accurate gross weights of the
vehicles, but their individual axle loads were often heavily redistributed. The procedure to calculate
the true bending/strain influence line of the bridge is described in Chapter 3.2.
B-WIM strains sensors are typically installed across the width of the deck and the measured responses
in these sensors are combined to give an equivalent global one-dimensional beam response similar to
that in Figure 2.12. Therefore, the derived influence line represents the combined response of all
sensors for an axle load at any longitudinal position along the bridge. As a rule, different influence
lines are calculated for each lane of traffic.
As an example, Figure 2.13 compares calculated and measured responses of a bridge under the
crossing of a 5-axle semi-trailer. When using the influence lines that was calculated from the measured
strains, then both responses are close to each other. The responses in the figure are given in Volts as for
the purpose of B-WIM, which results are calibrated with vehicles of known weights, there is no need
to know the exact amplitude of strain that has been measured. The difference between the two signals
can be used to estimate the dynamic component of the response which is discussed in Chapter 3.9.
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of calculated (solid) and measured (dashed) responses of a bridge under a 5-axle
vehicle, with individual axle contributions at the locations of spikes (thin solid)
Slika 2.13:

2.5

Primerjava izračunanega (neprekinjena) in izmerjenega (prekinjena) odziva mostu pod 5osnim vozilom, s prispevki posameznih osi na mestih špic (tanke neprekinjene)

Alternative bridge WIM algorithms

Other authors have proposed a number of alternative algorithms to improve accuracy and stability of
bridge WIM results. They include (Corbally et al., 2013):
-

Regularised Moses Algorithm,
2D Bridge-WIM Algorithm,
Multiple-Equation Method,
Moving Force Identification.

Unfortunately, the listed approaches, despite their proven theoretical potential, have not been implemented in practice, yet (Corbally et al., 2014). The main reasons are that they are numerically more
complex, require comprehensive calibration procedures or do not address specific issues found on sites
(weather conditions, measurement noise, hardware issues…). They do however have potential for
further development.
2.5.1

Regularised Moses algorithm

The conventional 1-D Bridge-WIM algorithm, proposed by Moses (1979) solves for the unknown axle
weights of a vehicle by minimising the least squares error between the measured and the theoretical
responses, which is taken as linear combination of the axle weight and the influence line ordinates for
the bridge. An accurate prediction of axle weights requires a system of equations that is wellconditioned. Yet, on bridges roughly longer than 10 to 12 shortest axle spacings, which is around
15 m, the equations can become ill-conditioned when axles are closely spaced, relative to the length of
the bridge, i.e. when individual axles are not visible in the bridge response. To overcome this, Rowley
et al. (2008) proposed to apply the Tikhonov regularization method (Tikhonov & Arsenin, 1977).
Tikhonov regularisation is a numerical procedure that involves a regularisation parameter (λ) to slightly modify the equations to improve the conditioning and hence provide a more stable solution. The
method requires the choice of the optimum value of λ (Rowley et al., 2008). He had shown, using a
model and experimental work, that accuracy of conventional B-WIM algorithms can be improved by
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means of Tikhonov regularization, even for bridges with high roughness or other sources of inaccuracy. However, it shall be noted that his work was done years before the improvements developed in the
BridgeMon project were available. This project concluded (Corbally et al., 2013), based on validations
on two test sites VA0028 and VA0030 (see Chapter 3.1), that using regularisation:
-

-

-

did not improve results on the 6-m long slab bridge because its influence line was short and
the bridge was of integral type (not simply supported); consequently, the equations were already well conditioned;
improved axle load predictions for closely spaced axles in a group on the 20 m long bridge
where ill-conditioning is present; however, making the realistic assumption that all axles in a
group carry the same weight removes the ill-conditioning from the equations and dramatically
improves axle weight accuracy: regularisation of the grouping algorithm had little or no effect;
may be of benefit on longer bridges, where grouping of closely spaced axles does not eliminate the ill-conditioning;
requires to calculate the optimum value of the regularisation parameter λ; acquiring it automatically is possible, but has proven too difficult to recommend in practice.

Despite these reservations, regularisation can be expected as one of the first further improvements of
B-WIM algorithms, particularly for longer bridges or in combination with a non-regularised system.
2.5.2

Multiple-equation method

The multiple-equation B-WIM algorithm is similar to that developed by Moses (1979). However, instead of measuring the response at a single location along the length of the bridge, responses are
measured at multiple locations. Again, in order to solve for the unknown axle weights, the least
squares error between the measured strains and the theoretical strains for all sensor locations is minimised with respect to the unknown axle weights. Carrying out this minimisation leads to a solution in
the form of:
{𝐴}𝑘 = [𝐼]−1
𝑘 {𝐶}𝑘

(2.4)

where:
[I]k - N × N matrix of influence ordinates (N being the number of axles on the bridge at scan k,
{A}k - N × 1 vector containing the unknown axle weights,
{C}k - N × 1 vector that contains products of measured strains and influence line ordinates for
each sensor location.
Unlike the Moses’s original approach that generates a single prediction of the static load, the multipleequation algorithm results in a time history of force predictions for the time during which the vehicle
crosses the bridge. The benefit of using this method is that it allows identifying portions of the response signals where the equations become ill-conditioned, which should result in better overall accuracy. The determinant of the [I]k matrix is examined for each scan and, when below a certain level that
indicates ill-conditioning of the system, the corresponding axle weight predictions for these scans are
excluded. This minimum level of det[I]k can be estimated during calibration. The final prediction for
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the axle weights is obtained by averaging the predictions for all scans during which the det[I]k remained above the threshold.
Numerical simulations carried out in (Corbally et al., 2013) showed that for a series of two axle trucks
the predicted axle weights and gross weights could be improved, particularly on longer bridges where
ill-conditioning of the standard B-WIM equations occurs. Unfortunately, the later practical verifications (Corbally et al., 2014) indicate that the benefits in practise may not be as high as expected.
2.5.3

Moving Force Identification

The conventional Bridge-WIM approach is based upon static assumptions, i.e. that the measured response from the bridge is approximated by multiplying the axle weights of the vehicle by the corresponding influence line ordinates at each point in time during the crossing of the vehicle (Rowley et
al., 2009). In the late 1990s and early 2000s, several researchers investigated the differences between
theoretical responses under the moving vehicles and the corresponding bridge measurements. They
started to develop complex vehicle-bridge dynamic interaction models and tested the results experimentally on a few bridge sites (Gonzales & OBrien, 1998; Law et al., 1999; Zhu & Law, 2001; Law et
al., 2004; González et al., 2008; Rowley et al., 2009; Leming, 2002).
The term Moving Force Identification (MFI) refers to a method that identifies moving vehicle loads on
bridges by measuring the response of the bridge, and accounting for measured frequencies and damping ratios from bridge strain measurements. The idea behind the theory is that the time-dependent forcing functions (i.e. the dynamic axle loads) that caused the measured bridge response can be estimated
by finding the forces which provide the best fit between the response of the finite element (FE) model
and the measured response (Rowley, 2007). This best fit is calculated with least squares method,
which due to the complexity of the problem requires the use of a numerical procedure known as dynamic programming (Trujillo & Busby, 1997). The theoretical response of the FE model is the solution
to a second order differential equation which involves mass, M, stiffness, K, and damping, C, to describe the structural dynamics of the system:
[𝑀]{𝑢̈ } + [𝐶]{𝑢̇ } + [𝐾]{𝑢} = [𝐿(𝑡)]{𝐹(𝑡)}

(2.5)

where {𝑢̈ }, {𝑢̇ }, and {𝑢} are the accelerations, velocities and displacements, respectively, of each of the
degrees of freedom in the FE model. [𝐿(𝑡)] is a location matrix which distributes the applied forces to
the relevant degrees of freedom in the model and {𝐹(𝑡)} is the dynamic axle load (force) function.
Application of the moving force identification (MFI) technique on generic data has shown that the
accuracy of MFI is less affected by signal noise and vehicle dynamics than the traditional Moses BWIM method. The MFI technique also predicted axle weights from measured strain data with accuracy
that was more consistent. At the same time, the calculation methods have improved in recent years to
allow real-time evaluations of axle loads, which was an obstacle a decade ago.
Results obtained in the BridgeMon project confirmed (Corbally et al., 2014) that MFI can provide
more accurate results if compared to the conventional B-WIM methods, but the differences were not
as high as anticipated based on theoretical simulations. For example, on the VA0030 Bridge, an appro-
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priate structure for MFI due to its longer spans, only one additional gross vehicle weight error (of 122)
fell below the 5 % threshold. Based on the relative simplicity of the conventional algorithm when
compared to MFI, BridgeMon suggested that in case of non-problematic and well-defined bridges, as
VA0030, the MFI is difficult to recommend in commercial applications, but could be more effective
on longer bridges.
2.5.4

2D bridge-WIM algorithm

Irish researchers have tested the 2D B-WIM algorithm (Quilligan et al., 2002). It is essentially based
on the concept of the conventional B-WIM algorithm (Chapter 2.4), but minimises the error of every
individual sensor, not the error of the total response. This theoretically requires the availability of a full
influence surface for each sensor. However, due to the impracticality of directly calculating an influence surface for each sensor, the algorithm assumed that an influence line per lane would be calculated. When a vehicle was located at an offset from the centre of a lane, a linear interpolation would be
used between the influence lines for adjacent lanes.
This approach has been tested with simulations using a steel orthotropic bridge model. The results
showed that while the algorithm should improve the results, the simplification of interpolating between influence lines in each lane (to approximate an influence surface) lead to problems where such
interpolation did not fully represent the transverse profile of the actual influence surface.
Related to this is the need for calibration at different transverse positions of the calibration vehicle on
the bridge. Even a conventional calibration, which is identical for bridge and for pavement WIM systems, can take half a day or more, whereas finding an influence surface would require multiple runs at
many transverse positions and could last for days. This is not acceptable for commercial applications.
A simplification of 2D B-WIM algorithm is the strips method explained in Chapter 3.5.

SiWIM® system

2.6

This chapter summarises characteristics of SiWIM®, a B-WIM system, which development started 25
years ago (Terčelj et al., 1990) and is today still the only commercially available B-WIM system in the
world. This system has provided all results used in the thesis.
Three fundamentally different generations of SiWIM® system exist:
2.6.1

Mark I, the prototype developed during the European projects in the 1990s,
Mark II, the first commercial device that entered the market in 2001 and
Mark III, the current version available since 2013.
Hardware

The hardware (Žnidarič et al., 2011) is designed around a processing unit that collects and stores, in
real time, all raw signals measured by the strain transducers installed on the soffit of the bridge. Sensors are based on strain gauge technology, similar to the one presented in Figure 2.9, which can be
replaced by any other strain measuring devices. Other hardware components include:
-

amplifiers that magnify even the weakest signals from the light vehicles on the stiffest bridges,
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-

fast analogue-to-digital (AD) signal converters; standard data acquisition frequency is 512 Hz
per channel,
a reliable, low power consumption industrial PC computer running MS Windows™,
a disk to store the data,
chargers and battery,
cables,
communication devices (wireless and mobile phone router), and
cameras.

All components are installed in a sturdy roadside cabinet (Figure 2.14). As an option, the system can
be equipped with solar panels or fuel cell charging, licence-plate recognition cameras etc.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14. SiWIM® (a) Mark III hardware with (b) optional fuel-cell charging unit
Slika 2.14:
2.6.2

SiWIM® (a) Mark III strojna oprema z (b) opcijsko napajalno enoto z gorivno celico

Software

A number of procedures and algorithms perform various calculation steps that result in axle loads calculation for each vehicle. The software suite consists of three main modules:
-

Engine, a standalone data acquisition and processing module,
Frontend, used to setup, monitor and maintain the system, and
Data Processing software, used to reprocess data and to generate results for various applications.

In addition, web-based applications were developed to monitor sites connected to the network.
The Engine
The Engine is the core software that collects data and performs weighing. In its latest generation it is
composed of a set of processing modules that communicate with each other through the TCP/IP (In-
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ternet) protocol. They run in separate threads, with different priorities. To prevent the system from
losing data, the data acquisition thread has the highest priority, followed by the data evaluation (weighing) thread and the lower level threads that display the results, communicate over the mobile phone
network, manage the log files, etc. Each module adds new information to the weighing process. The
first module permanently acquires and digitalises raw strain signals from the sensors. The last module
in the chain ends with results of weighing. In between the other modules:
-

filter the signals to remove noise and corrects the channel offsets,
split the signals into individual events that contain vehicles, the idle parts of the signals are
discarded,
based on information from axle detection signals calculate velocities and detect axles,
perform weighing,
multiply the raw weights with calibration and correction (temperature, velocity) factors, and
if required, calculate influence lines and collect photos of the vehicles.

Due to its complexity, the Engine permanently monitors operational state of the weighing process. If
necessary, it restarts individual threads of the program or even reboots the computer. Engine is a
standalone unmanned programme that runs on the site, where it performs measurements, or on a remote computer, if it is used to reprocess the data.
The Frontend
The Frontend is a programme that the operator uses to control the Engine and to retrieve the weighing
results. It provides tools to:
-

adjust site, weighing and calibration parameters,
display in real time system status, measured strains, weighing results, photos and other information sent by the Engine,
calibrate the system,
synchronise (copy) data between the site and the remote computers and to
troubleshoot the Engine operation.

Various site, weighing, calibration and other parameters are stored and can be changed in different
windows arranged on the computer desktop. As an example, the Figure 2.15 displays:
-

at the top, configuration of velocity and axle detection sensors, of the weighing chain and system status (log of warnings and errors),
at the centre, a table with detailed information of all weighed vehicles, with scheme of the selected vehicle from the table and its photo(s), and
at the bottom, for the selected vehicle from the table, chosen strain channels used in weight
calculation, in this case the measured and the modelled total strain, position of axles and their
loads, etc.; results can be displayed at any stage of weighing process (data acquisition, filtering, axle detection, weighing, calibration, etc.)
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Data processing
Once vehicle-by-vehicle data is collected any software can be used to evaluate data for various applications. As a part of SiWIM® a number of programmes were written in MS Excel (Kiong, 2008), C++,
Visual Basic, Python (2016), Matlab (MathWorks, 2013) and Mathematica (Wolfram, 2013).
More details about the data processing software are given in the system manual (Žnidarič et al., 2011).
Some of the lastest features are described in the BridgeMon project reports (Corbally et al., 2014).

Figure 2.15: An example of SiWIM-F III desktop
Slika 2.15:
2.6.3

Primer SiWIM-F III namizja

Strain measurements

Strains are the key information required for weighing with a B-WIM system.
The sensors are mounted on the soffit of the bridge (Figure 2.16). In most cases road closures during
installation and maintenance are not needed. Sensors are attached to the bottom flange of each girder
or equidistantly across the slab along a line normal to the direction of the bridge. To capture the highest amplitudes, locations around mid-span are selected although other positions also provide satisfactory information. Each strain transducer is equipped with four strain gauges in a full Wheatstone configuration. They measure voltage proportional to elongation or compression of the structure (∆𝐿𝑆 ) between
two anchors that are placed approximately 200 mm apart (𝐿𝑆 ). Strain transducers (Figure 2.17) are elec-
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tro-mechanical strain amplifiers, see also Figure 2.9, designed to magnify the strain between the two
anchor points.

Figure 2.16: Typical slab bridge instrumentation with strain transducers
Slika 2.16:

Tipična instrumentacija mostu z nosilno ploščo z merilniki deformacij

Figure 2.17: SiWIM® strain transducer ST-503
Slika 2.17:

SiWIM® merilnik deformacij ST-503

On stiffer spans (e.g. girder/deck bridges), the level of strains due to light vehicles can reach only a
few micro-strains (10-6 m/m). Thus, a precise signal conditioning system is required that:
-

sufficiently amplifies the weak strain signals,
does not introduce electrical noise,
does not introduce electro-magnetic noise resulting from the mobile phone and wireless network systems.

Noise filtering is an essential part of signal conditioning but must be used with care not to eliminate
the important lower frequency components of the strain signals. Details about the hardware are available in the system documentation (Cestel, 2012) and system manual (Žnidarič et al., 2011).
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2.6.4

Axle detection and FAD

Axle detection provides information about axle spacings and velocity of the vehicle. These data is needed:
-

to calculate axle loads and
to provide information about the vehicle length, speed and class (category, type of the vehicle).

To find axles, the B-WIM installation requires axle detectors. Two detectors in each lane, at different
longitudinal locations on the bridge, provide sufficient information for calculating vehicle velocity,
axle spacing and axle position on the bridge (Žnidarič & Baumgärtner, 1998; OBrien et al., 1999).
Correlation between the two signals defines the time shift of one signal relative to the other at which
the match between the signals is the best. The known distance between the two sensors and the time
shift allows to calculate the speed of the vehicle.
Axle detectors
Earlier B-WIM systems required physical axle detectors, either removable or permanent. In the first
years electro-mechanical tape switches were glued on the wearing course surface (Peters, 1986;
Snyder, 1992). They provided sharp electrical signals but sustained only a few days of traffic and were
not easy to install. The pavement surface had to be cleaned and treated with a coating. Then, adhesive
tapes were applied to firmly attach a tape switch to the pavement. This resulted in lengthy road blocks.
Today, the most common removable axle detectors are road hoses (Figure 2.18). They consist of a
rubber hose and an electro-pneumatic transducer that converts the air wave, which travels along the
tube when being hit by a wheel, into electric pulse. The hoses are attached with two hooks, one at each
side of the pavement, and easily last for several weeks. If permanent detectors are needed, they are in
most cases low-cost variations of piezo-ceramic, piezo-polymer, optic-fibre or other weighing sensors
that are installed into a groove that was cut in the wearing course of the pavement.

Figure 2.18. Rubber tube axle detectors stretched across the pavement
Slika 2.18:

Detektorji osi (gumijaste cevi) napete preko cestišča
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Free-of-Axle Detector (FAD) installation
WAVE project emerged an innovative way of detecting axles directly from the strain signals measured
underneath the bridge. This procedure is known as FAD (Free-of-Axle Detector) or sometimes NOR
(Nothing-On-the-Road). It was first tested on orthotropic deck bridges (Dempsey et al., 1998) and then
applied in real-time on short slab bridges (Žnidarič et al., 1998; Žnidarič et al., 2005). The idea behind
FAD is to measure and transform (amplify and filter) the measured strain signals (Figure 2.19 (a)) in a
way that accentuates peaks, which, when zoomed, resemble those generated by axle detectors (Figure
2.19 (b)).
Vehicle velocity in FAD installations is calculated by correlating strain responses from two longitudinal positions on the bridge (Kalin et al., 2006). Being indirect, i.e. detecting axles from the response of
the bridge elements, not with sensors under the wheels, FAD is inherently less accurate than measurements with dedicated axle detectors. The original method developed for the SiWIM ® system is presented in detail in Chapter 3.6.1. Other techniques include the optimization process, which improves accuracy but also requires a good initial estimate, and wavelet domain analysis (Chatterjee et al., 2006).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.19: (a) Strain signal for axle detection before and (b) after conditioning
Slika 2.19:

(a) Signal deformacij za detekcijo osi pred in (b) po obdelavi

The FAD B-WIM installations are considerably more durable than the conventional ones as the sensors are not exposed to traffic. However, on some types of bridges, the strain transducers on the concrete deck, under the wheel track, did not provide reliable results. This initiated research that is described in Chapter 3.6. Recently, similar research to improve FAD on beam-and-slab bridges has been
performed by Lydon et al. (2015).
Today, the great majority of SiWIM® installations are of FAD type, which eliminates actions on the pavement and, consequently, reduces costs of installation and inconveniences to road users.
2.6.5

Data formats

SiWIM® software uses different files that are described in detail in the Technical Reference Manual
(Kalin, 2016). These are grouped into:
-

input files required to setup and run the system and
output files containing measured and calculated results.
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For the purpose of WIM data quality evaluation described in Chapter 4 only the two key output file
types are presented.
Event files
A key SiWIM® feature is that it stores all measurement information into files that allow reprocessing
of the measurements and of modifying and verifying the results if necessary. The Split signal module
of the software extracts parts of the signal with any traffic activity and stores this data as the .event
files. These are binary files that contain information about measured strains for all channels, and all
results of calculations added by different modules (velocity, axle spacings, raw axle loads, calibrated
axle loads etc.).
Event files are stored with names in YYYY-MM-DD-HH-MM-SS-mmm.event format, where letters are
replaced with exact date and time of the start of the event to two milliseconds (if sampling frequency
is the standard 512 Hz), for example 2014-03-13-10-17-04-119.event. This provides unique denotation
of the content. These files can only be inspected and processed with dedicated software.
NSWD files
Text files with NSWD extension contain information about all vehicles measured on a specific day.
Each line describes one vehicle and stores the following results of processing:
-

exact time of vehicle occurrence on the bridge,
site name,
warning flags that report issues that occurred during measurements; this information is an essential part of WIM data quality management (Chapter 4),
lane of traffic,
speed of the vehicle, in m/s,
number of axles, N,
subclass identification, based on axle spacings,
axle groups, e.g., 113 for a 5-axle semitrailer,
gross vehicle weight in kN,
axle loads in kN; number of successive fields corresponds to number of axles N,
total distance from the first to the last axle in metres; without inductive loops or similar devices the system is not able to evaluate the total length of the vehicle,
axle spacings in metres, number of successive fields corresponds to number of axles N–1,
temperature used for compensation,
Reduced Chi-Square (RCS); a factor comparing the measured with the calculated response of
the vehicle and used to predict effectiveness of the individual measurement (Chapter 3.6.3),
number of strips used (see Chapter 3.5 for details),
Equivalent Single Axle Load (ESAL) value of the vehicle (Žnidarič, 2015), etc.

NSWD files are stored with names in a form YYYY-MM-DD.nswd, for example 2014-03-13.nswd. Due
to their plain tab-delimited text format they can be read with any text editing or spreadsheet software.
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LATEST B-WIM DEVELOPMENTS

Research performed resulted in numerous improvements that increased accuracy and long-term stability of SiWIM® B-WIM system. All theoretical developments were validated with field testing on five
bridges, which are described at the start of this Chapter, before detailed description of individual improvements.

3.1

Field Testing

New algorithms and improvements were tested on five representative bridges from the Slovene road
network.
3.1.1

VA0468 Bridge in Vransko

The VA0468 Bridge is a typical medium-span beam-and-slab bridge appropriate for Bridge-WIM
measurements. Constructed in 1997 it is located near the town of Vransko, on the A1 motorway, between Ljubljana and Celje. The bridge comprises a single simply-supported span of 24.8 m. The superstructure is a double (for each direction of traffic) beam-and-slab bridge, composed of five 1.4 m
deep prefabricated restressed beams per structure, with a 240 mm reinforced concrete deck on the top.
Each longitudinal beam is supported by reinforced elastic neoprene bearings at both ends of the
bridge. Over both supports, the beams are connected with diaphragm cross beams. Figures 3.1 and 3.2
show a photo and the design drawings of the side view and of the cross-sections respectively.
This bridge was used primarily to test the new FAD algorithms explained in Chapter 3.6. Thus, to capture localised strains as each axle passed overhead, additional strain sensors were attached to the underside of the deck slab.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: VA0468 Bridge side view: (a) photo from the side and (b) design drawing
Slika 3.1:

Stranski pogled na most VA0468: (a) fotografija od strani in (b) risba iz projekta
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Figure 3.2: VA0468 Bridge cross-section
Slika 3.2:

Prečni prerez mostu VA0468

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Sensors on VA0468 Bridge: (a) view from below and (b) strain sensors to test efficient axle
detection
Slika 3.3:

3.1.2

Senzorji na mostu VA0468: (a) pogled od spodaj in (b) merilci deformacij za testiranje
učinkovitosti detekcije osi

VA0028 Bridge in Šmartno

The VA0028 Bridge is located on the A2 motorway north of Ljubljana. It is a 6-m long underpass
which carries four lanes of traffic, two in either direction. The bridge consists of two independent
structures, each carries two lanes of traffic and a shoulder.
VA0028 is a typical bridge recommended for installation of a Bridge-WIM system. Prior to the
BridgeMon project it already had a SiWIM® system installed and it was as such a prime candidate to
test long-term stability of results. Figure 3.4 shows photos of the bridge and Figure 3.5 the side view
drawing from the design.
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(b)

Figure 3.4: VA0028 Bridge: (a) side view, (b) view from below
Slika 3.4:

Most VA0028: (a) stranski pogled, (b) pogled od spodaj

Figure 3.5: VA0028 Bridge: longitudinal cross-section from the design
Slika 3.5:

Most VA0028: vzdolžni prerez iz projekta

The sensor layout was typical for a culvert, with strain transducers located across the mid-span of the
culvert (for weighing) and with each lane having additional sensors located before and after the line of
weighing sensors for axle detection and speed calculations.
In addition to the strain sensors three temperature sensors were installed to allow an in-depth analysis
of the effects of temperature. The first one was embedded in the asphalt on the road wearing course.
The second one was embedded a couple of centimetres and the third one approximately 25 cm into the
concrete deck, viewed from the underside of the structure. Measurements from this third sensor were
used in all evaluations in this thesis.
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VA0030 Bridge over Sava River

The VA0030 Bridge crosses the Sava River approximately 500 m south from the VA0028 Bridge. Two
different bridges on the same stretch of the road were selected to compare accuracy and long-term
stability of B-WIM system results captured on two different bridge types, while allowing the same
vehicles to be weighed on both bridges.
The VA0030 Bridge is a concrete beam-and-slab bridge and is made up of seven spans, one of which
was instrumented for Bridge-WIM testing. Figure 3.6 shows the underside views of the structure. Each
span of the bridge consists of five 1.6 m deep and 20 m long pre-stressed simply supported beams.
Installation was more elaborate than on the VA0028 Bridge, to allow testing of more advanced algorithms and to investigate alternative strategies that may be necessary to deal with the skew.
VA0030 was the first bridge with axle detection sensors installed based on the developments and testing performed on the VA0468 Bridge.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: VA0030 Bridge: (a) general view, (b) view from underneath
Slika 3.6:

(a)

Most VA0030: (a) pogled od strani, (b) pogled od spodaj

(b)

Figure 3.7: VA0030 Bridge: strain sensors for (a) axle detection and (b) weighing (on the bottom flange)
Slika 3.7:

Most VA0030: merilniki deformacij za (a) detekcijo osi in (b) tehtanje (na spodnji pasnici)
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VA0072 Bridge near Slovenska Bistrica

The VA0072 Bridge is located on the A1 motorway, near the town of Slovenska Bistrica. Its 12-m span
carries four lanes of traffic. The bridge consists of two independent structures, each of which carries
two lanes of traffic and a shoulder.
Results from this bridge provided an additional input for data quality assessments and for demonstration of efficiency of the new convolution method (Chapter 6).

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.8: VA0072 Bridge: (a) side view, (b) view from underneath
Slika 3.8:
3.1.5

Most VA0072: (a) stranski pogled, (b) pogled od spodaj

LJ0123 Bridge over Pšata creek

The LJ0123 Bridge is located on the main state road number 104 near the town of Mengeš. Results
from this bridge were used as an example of high dynamic amplification discussed in Chapter 3.9.
The bridge was built in 1959. Its superstructure consists of a 10.70 m long and 8.00 m wide concrete
slab that has 80° skew. Side view and view from underneath are given in Figure 3.9.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: LJ0123 Bridge: (a) side view, (b) view from underneath
Slika 3.9:

Most LJ0123: (a) stranski pogled, (b) pogled od spodaj
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3.2

Calculation of bridge influence line

The majority of Bridge-WIM approaches require the use of an influence line (IL) which describes the
response of the bridge at the measuring location under a unit load anywhere on the structure. This
influence line used to be derived using theoretical principles (Snyder, 1992). However, it has been
shown that theoretical influence lines rarely represent the true structural behaviour of a bridge under
traffic loading (Žnidarič et al., 2002). Today, the influence lines are derived directly from the measurements. Two basic methods for calculating the influence line from B-WIM measurements exist:
-

-

the matrix method uses trucks of known axle loads to carry out a linear optimisation and find
the influence line ordinate at each location across the bridge which provides the best fit to the
measurements (OBrien et al., 2005; McNulty, 1999). An example of influence line calculated
for the bridge VA0028 with the matrix method is given in Figure 3.10 (Corbally et al., 2014).
SiWIM® system performs a non-linear optimisation, using many trucks of unknown weight to
derive the shape of the influence line (Žnidarič et al., 2011).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Influence lines generated from (a) individual vehicle runs and (b) the averaged influence line
(Corbally et al., 2014)
Slika 3.10:

3.2.1

Vplivnice izračunane iz (a) individualnih voženj vozil in (b) povprečna vplivnica (Corbally in
dr., 2014)

The SiWIM® influence line calculation method

The SiWIM® software calculates axle loads by minimising the difference between the measured and
the calculated bridge responses. This is done through variations of axle spacings and load amplitudes,
in combination with influence lines. The objective when calculating the influence lines is to vary not only
axle loads and spacings, but also parameters that define the shape and position of the influence line.
Figure 3.11 shows two typical outputs from the software, displaying examples of measured strain signals (the blue lines) caused by a 5-axle semi-trailer (a) and a 2-axle bus (b). These signals are compared to the purple signals, which are calculated by the system as a product of the bridge influence line
and the axle loads of the two vehicles.
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 3.11: Comparison of measured and calculated bridge strain responses caused by (a) a typical 5-axle
semi-trailer and (b) a 2-axle bus
Slika 3.11:

Primerjava izmerjenih in izračunanih deformacij mostu zaradi vožnje tipičnega (a) 5-osnega
vlačilca s polpriklopnikom in (b) 2-osnega avtobusa

In order to calculate the influence line, the same procedure is used as for weighing (2.2) where the
influence lines, multiplied by the axle weights 𝐴𝐿𝑖 , are fit to the measured signals. This is done by
minimising:
∑ [𝑆(𝑡𝑗 ) − ∑ 𝐴𝐿𝑖 𝐼 (𝑣(𝑡𝑗 − 𝑡𝑖 ))]

2

(3.1)

where:
𝑆(𝑡𝑗 ) - are the values of measured signals from sensors at times tj,
I(x) - is the value of influence line at position x,
x
- is position calculated from the vehicle velocity, v, and arrival times of individual axles, ti.
The difference is that, when weighing, the influence line is known, whereas when calculating it, the
influence line is also an unknown and is calculated as a part of the process.
The influence line is described with a cubic spline, a numeric function that is piecewise-defined by
polynomial functions, and is smooth at knots, the places where the polynomial pieces connect. Unlike
the influence lines generated with the matrix method, these are smooth and independent of the bridge
dynamics. The calculation method is inherently non-linear and Powell’s minimisation (Press et al.,
2007) was used to solve the problem.
Two types of knots have been defined:
-

fixed knots, for which locations and amplitudes are selected; typical fixed knots are the supports whose location is known and amplitude is zero, and
optimised knots, which locations are known but not the amplitudes; these are varied to obtain
the best fit; these knots define the position of the peak of the influence line or of the extremes
in the adjacent spans in the case of multiple-span bridges.

Unlike the theoretical influence lines, which have sharp peaks at the location of the sensor, the modelled ones have the tips rounded, with the radius depending on the superstructure thickness. As a part
of the optimisation procedure, the influence line is normalised so that the integral of the portion be-
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tween the supports closest to the peak is 1. For the purpose of SiWIM® the true amplitude is irrelevant
as the amplitude gets absorbed in the calibration factor. As a result, this influence lines cannot be used
directly in structural analysis. For this purpose they have to be first calibrated with analytical models.
Figure 3.12 displays a sample screenshot generated by the SiWIM® software after calculating influence lines from one full day of traffic measured on the VA0468 Bridge. The small pictures at the bottom present the first sixteen of 2 505 individual influence lines processed from all 5-axle semi-trailers
and 2-axle rigid vehicles, which comprised around 50 % of all heavy vehicles. The top frame displays
the so-called measured influence line which is the result of averaging the selected individual influence
lines based on two criteria:
-

lanes of traffic; in this case only vehicle runs from lane 1 were taken; and
dispersion of individual results; the standard deviation STD is used as a statistical parameter to
eliminate the outliers, the suspicious and oddly shaped influence lines that were generated as a
result of numerical procedure, noisy or otherwise problematic measurements, etc.

The thinner grey lines in Figure 3.12 depict ±1 STD boundaries. The narrow margin between the lines
indicates that, for this bridge, the algorithm provided consistent results.

Figure 3.12: Influence lines generated in SiWIM® software
Slika 3.12:
3.2.2

Vplivnice generirane v SiWIM® programski opremi

Robustness of the method

The method has proven to be robust and the influence lines converge rapidly. Figure 3.13 presents
results of averaging:
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10 influence lines,
43 influence lines, generated from 100 vehicles,
530 influence lines, generated from 1000 vehicles,
2505 influence lines, generated from one full day of traffic,

generated from 2-axle trucks and 5-axle semi-trailers crossing the VA0468 bridge. Within ±1 STD interval there were 7, 30, 445 and 1069 influence lines respectively, which corresponds to 70 % to
82.4 % of all measured influence lines generated in the selected periods. In order to compare the
measured IL with the theoretical simply-supported IL, a linear FE model of the bridge was developed.
The rotational stiffness of the supports were adopted to attain minimum difference between the measured and calculated ILs.

Figure 3.13: Influence of number of considered influence lines, with zoomed data from the frame (top
right)
Slika 3.13:

Vpliv števila upoštevanih vplivnic (levo), z detajlom iz okvirja (zgoraj desno)

It can be noted that the IL averaged from only 10 vehicles is just marginally different from the rest (see
the detail of the peak in the top right corner of Figure 3.13). Similar consistency of results was obtained on other sites which yields the conclusion that the method is sufficiently robust not only to
evaluate the influence lines for B-WIM measurements but also to monitor their evolution as a part of
bridge monitoring process (ARCHES D16, 2009; Žnidarič & Lavrič, 2010; Ralbovsky et al., 2014).
3.2.3

Sensitivity to temperature

A great part of research was devoted to temperature dependency of B-WIM results. As temperature
effects are less emphasised on simply supported bridges, such as VA0468, the focus of the analysis
was on the integral slab bridge VA0028 (Figure 3.4). On both sites the influence lines calculated from
random traffic were averaged within 5° C temperature intervals. The results for the site VA0028 (two
years of measurements) are given in Figure 3.14 and for the site VA0468 (five months of measurements) in Figure 3.15. Both figures display at the top the entire lengths of the influence lines, in the
middle the zoomed peak denoted as Part II and at the bottom the zoomed box denoted as Part III. The
legends in each graph provide information about the temperature intervals, number of influence lines
averaged and the average temperature in that interval, measured 30 cm inside the concrete slab.
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Figure 3.14: VA0028 Bridge: results of averaging the generated influence lines (top), with zoomed data
from boxes Part II (middle) and Part III (bottom)
Slika 3.14:

Most VA0028: rezultati povprečenja vplivnic (zgoraj), z detajlom na mestu senzorjev (sredina) in ob desni podpori (spodaj)

As expected, the VA0028 Bridge IL was affected by temperature, in particular the shape and amplitude
of the sections just before the entrance to (Part I) and just after leaving the bridge (Part III). It was
presumed, based on similar results from some previous bridges, that the most likely reasons were:
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changing constraints in the structure,
soil pressure,
changing asphalt characteristics, particularly at freezing and summer temperatures.

Figure 3.15: VA0468 Bridge: results of averaging the generated influence lines (top), with zoomed data
from Part II (middle) and Part III (bottom)
Slika 3.15:

VA0468 most: rezultati povprečenja vplivnic (zgoraj), z detajlom na mestu senzorjev (sredina) in ob desni podpori (spodaj)
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The negative part of the influence line steadily decreased with temperature, but this effect reversed at
around 5° C where it started to rise again. There is no obvious explanation for this. It has been accepted that the true bridge temperature behaviour is considerably more complex than can be realistically
accounted for, even with very sophisticated FE analytical models that take into account heat transfer
and exposure to the sun (Cantero et al., 2013). Detailed studies of more measurements at different sites
might give better insight into this phenomenon.
On the other hand, the shapes of the VA0468 bridge influence lines are less dependent on temperature,
with the exception of the one related to the temperature range from 15 to 20° C. In this temperature
range only 585 influence lines were captured, which is only 0.4% of the influence lines in the most
populated temperature range from -5 to 0° C.
Results on the VA0028 Bridge and other similar structures demonstrate that temperature can change
the shape of the influence line. This currently is not considered in any B-WIM algorithm and does
affect accuracy of the results. At least the long-term measurements should be corrected for the temperature effects. On simply-supported bridges, with expansion joints and bearings, the effect of temperature on the shape of the IL can be treated as negligible.

3.3

Calculation of sensor scaling factors

Most B-WIM systems today process measured strain records and convert this information into axle
loads. On steel girders, sometimes on steel reinforcement and rarely on concrete, strains are acquired
with strain gauges. In most cases detachable strain transducers (sensors) are mounted on the soffit of
the bridge superstructure. An example of both types of installation is given in Figure 3.16.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16: (a) Strain gauges installed on a steel orthotropic-deck bridge and (b) a typical strain transducer
setup on a reinforced concrete structure
Slika 3.16:

(a) Merilni lističi nameščeni na ortotropno ploščo in (b) tipična postavitev merilnikov deformacij na armiranobetonski konstrukciji

A properly set up and calibrated B-WIM system should measure the true responses of the bridge under
vehicle loading and should give axle loads within a few percent of their statically weighed values
(Žnidarič et al., 2011). However, experience teaches that on reinforced concrete bridges the accuracy
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achieved is often dissapointing. A common reason for this are the strain measurements that do not
necessarily provide the absolute bridge response/strains under the vehicle loading, as expected by the
B-WIM algorithm. While the strain gauges installed by an experienced technician mostly measure
strains that comply with the B-WIM algorithm assumptions, the outputs of strain transducers are less
consistent as they depend on two important factors:
a) Sensor attachment - the transducers are connected to the bridge either over 2.5 cm long steel
anchors drilled into the concrete or over mounting plates glued on the concrete or steel surface. Then, the sensors are secured with bolts or nuts, which, depending on the skills of the
technician and quality of the material, can drift and thus affect the measured signals.
b) Localised defects on the bridge soffit - reinforced concrete cover is rarely without cracks.
Most are thin and are as result overlooked during the installation process. Consequently, instead of measuring the global strains of the structure as presumed by the B-WIM algorithm,
the local strains are provided. Based on many years of experience, the response can be up to 4
times higher, if a sensor is installed over a crack, or only one quarter of the expected value, if
a crack is just outside of the sensor location.
Finally, sensor locations, quality of their production and to some extent their malfunctioning (calibration that fades over time) can have similar negative effects that must be accounted for.
Example in Figure 3.17 presents the average lateral responses calculated from over 4 months of traffic
(approximately 150 000 heavy vehicles) that crossed the VA0028 Bridge. The raw strain signals
caused by vehicles in a single lane only (without multiple-presence events) were processed using
standard Fast Fourier transformations to remove high frequencies (noise). Then, before averaging, the
response of each individual event (a single heavy vehicle on a bridge) was normalised so that the sum
of responses of all twelve sensors was equal to one.

Figure 3.17: Cross-section of one half of the VA0028 Bridge with average normalised strains of all twelve
strain transducers under traffic
Slika 3.17:

Prečni prerez polovice mostu VA0028 s povprečnimi normiranimi deformacijami vseh dvanajstih senzorjev zaradi prometa
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Clearly, the measured response did not follow the anticipated transverse distribution of strains in a slab
from which the average transverse positions of the vehicles should be evident. The maximum response
was detected by sensor number 8 regardless of whether the vehicles were driving in the driving or in
the overtaking lane. A subsequent check revealed that this transducer was placed over a 0.2 mm wide
crack. Overlooking such damage influences the accuracy of the B-WIM results (Žnidarič et al., 2012).
A solution that has shown to improve the results was to adjust the scaling factors of the sensors, i.e. to
multiply the measured strains from individual strain transducers with correction factors. The objective
of this process is to prevent the individual sensors to contribute unrealistically low or high portion to
the total strain used in B-WIM calculation, which influences WIM results when the lateral position of
vehicles on the bridge is changing. The sensors are assigned only one gauge factor, which affects
equally all lanes of traffic.
3.3.1

Conventional correction procedure

With the conventional correction procedure, the sensor factors are adjusted until a logical distribution
in all lanes is achieved. For example, Figure 3.18 displays two possible sets of corrected sensor factors
for the VA0028 Bridge. In this particular case the important correction is scaling of sensor 8 factor to
only around one third of its original value. Other adjustments, with the exception of sensor 1 which
amplitude is in the range of signal noise, are smaller and less influential.
The trial-and-error approach that is looking for expected smooth distribution of strains over the width
of the structure is not ideal as it leads to almost infinite number of subjective results. Experience from
many bridges shows that:
3.3.2

sensors scaling factors under the traffic lanes, over and close to the cracks that require considerable correction, should be adjusted,
corrections in the range up to ± 50% will mostly have negligible effect on the weighing results,
sensors with minimal contribution, such as those under the hard shoulder of a slab bridge, will
likely not influence the result even if they are not corrected.
Automated correction procedure

To avoid manual adjusting of sensor factors, an automated correction was developed (Žnidarič et al.,
2015). It applies a smooth shape function that approximates the measured and statistically evaluated
lateral distribution of the strain response of the bridge. In order to achieve higher quality input for the
B-WIM measurements, it detects and recalibrates sensors with disproportional responses caused by
different sources of imperfections.
The algorithm for the automatic detection of scaling factors is based on the assumption that the response of the structure is similar for all types of conventional heavy traffic, i.e. that the response of the
transducers depends linearly on the total weight of a vehicle on the bridge. The validity of this assumption was confirmed, as follows.
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Scaling factors

Figure 3.18: Two possible sets of manually corrected scaling factors
Slika 3.18:

Dve različici možnih ročno popravljenih skalirnih koeficientov

A comprehensive set of measured load distributions (from 382 823 and 23 478 vehicles, from the driving and the overtaking lane) from VA0028 Bridge was divided into five groups, separately for each
lane, depending on the level of maximum measured strain. The averaged responses were evaluated for
each group separately. Boundaries between them were selected at every 20th percentile of the maximum strains, which means that each curve represents the average values of 76 564 vehicles in lane 1
and 4 696 vehicles in lane 2 (Figure 3.19). The curves are almost identical, which confirms the assumption that the observed anomaly does not depend on the level of loading. The differences are
slightly greater in lane 2, which can be explained by the considerably smaller sample size.
Primary definitions and assumptions
Let 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , . . . , 𝑆𝑁𝐺 denote the responses of 𝑁𝐺 collinear strain sensors positioned at distances
𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑁𝐺 from the edge of the bridge. We need to find the scaling factors 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , . . . , 𝑘𝑁𝐺 ≥ 0 in a
way that the corrected strain response:
𝑆̃1 = 𝑘1 ⋅ 𝑆1 , 𝑆̃2 = 𝑘2 ⋅ 𝑆2 , …, 𝑆̃𝑁𝐺 = 𝑘𝑁𝐺 ⋅ 𝑆𝑁𝐺
leads to as accurate as possible values of the vehicle/axle weights.

(3.2)
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Figure 3.19: The five classes of maximum measured strain on Bridge VA0028, for each lane: the average
response of the normalized measurements
Slika 3.19:

Pet razredov maksimalnih izmerjenih deformacij za oba pasova na mostu VA0028: povprečni odzivi normiranih meritev

The solution of the task is based on earlier experience and on the properties of the bridge. As primarily
short monolithic slab bridges were investigated, it can be assumed that:
-

with constant cross-section and boundary conditions the average of the corrected responses for
the driving and overtaking lanes should be similar, and
the largest response of the structure should be recorded under the vehicle, i.e. under its wheels,
and should decrease as the distance from the wheel increases.

The model describing the relationship between the lateral coordinate of the sensor and the response is
clearly nonlinear. To be applicable to day-to-day B-WIM measurements, the model should not only be
sufficiently simple, but should also simultaneously fit both the empirical and theoretical results. Thus,
the proposed model is based on a linear combination of a Gaussian function, a constant, and a linear
term. For the generalized response of a bridge under a vehicle it is assumed that:

𝑓(𝑥; 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , 𝛽3 , 𝛽4 ) = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2 𝑥 +

1 𝑥 − 𝛽3 2
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− (
) ),
2
𝛽4
𝛽4 √2𝜋
1

(3.3)

where 𝑥 ∈ [𝑥1 , 𝑥𝐺 ] are the sensor locations and 𝛽1 to 𝛽4 have to be estimated from this sample. Without the first two terms, 𝛽3 and 𝛽4 would describe the mean and the standard deviation of the sample.
𝛽1 and 𝛽2 are added to permit small but sometimes important contribution of non-unity and linear
dependency in the model. Note that the measured data have already been subjected to a normalization
procedure during the pre-processing of the signal. The parameter 𝛽4 also serves for the calibration of
the generalized response function 𝑓.
Correction factors of the measured response: the basic procedure
All the numerical investigations were performed using data from the VA0028 Bridge. In order to provide an input for the proposed correction, the load distribution factors were computed for data recorded in August 2013, when the system captured 29 788 events with vehicles having a gross weight of
more than 3.5 tons in the slow lane (lane 1), and 779 in the fast lane (lane 2). Validation of the coeffi-
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cients was performed on the 62 vehicles that were weighed statically during the period between September 2013 and June 2014.
The numerical analyses presented here were performed in a Matlab computing environment
(MathWorks, 2013). Non-linear regression (Rawlings et al., 1998) was first run for each event. This
can generally be described as a procedure where, for each event 𝑡𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑀1 + 𝑀2, and 𝑀1 , 𝑀2
are the numbers of events in the driving and overtaking lanes, respectively), we seek for such parameters 𝛽1 (𝑡𝑖 ), 𝛽2 (𝑡𝑖 ), 𝛽3 (𝑡𝑖 ) , 𝛽4 (𝑡𝑖 ) which would result in the best fit between the responses
𝑆1 (𝑡𝑖 ), 𝑆2 (𝑡𝑖 ), . . . , 𝑆𝑁𝐺 (𝑡𝑖 ) and the regression function (3.3). The fit is based on the least square method. As the problem is nonlinear, an iterative procedure is needed. At each 𝑡𝑖 the scaling factors:
𝑘𝑗 (𝑡𝑖 ) =

𝑆̃𝑗 (𝑡𝑖 )
,
𝑆𝑗 (𝑡𝑖 )

(3.4)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆̃𝑗 (𝑡𝑖 ) = 𝑓(𝑥𝑗 ; 𝛽1 (𝑡𝑖 ), 𝛽2 (𝑡𝑖 ), 𝛽3 (𝑡𝑖 ), 𝛽4 (𝑡𝑖 ))

which serve for the calibration are evaluated. The data were assembled and the results computed separately for each lane. The average values of 𝑘𝑗 (𝑡𝑖 ) for all events 𝑡𝑖 were then evaluated for each lane in
1

2

order to obtain the average scaling factors 𝑘𝑗 and 𝑘𝑗 for each strain sensor. They are presented, for the
given example of bridge VA0028, in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1:

Average scaling factors 𝑘̅𝑗 for each lane obtained by nonlinear regression

Preglednica 3.1:

Povprečni skalirni faktorji 𝑘̅𝑗 za oba pasova, dobljeni z nelinearno regresijo
1

2

3

1

1.31

1.07

1.51

2

0.64

0.12

0.42

Sensor 𝑗
𝑘𝑗
𝑘𝑗

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

0.70 1.257 0.81

1.94

0.60

1.47

1.30

1.50

0.86

0.27

2.66

0.71

1.50

0.98

0.88

0.44

0.68

6

0.89

Finally, the similarity of the two curves is checked. Figure 3.20 presents the average corrected re1
2
1
2
sponses 𝑆̃𝑗 and 𝑆̃𝑗 of each lane, separately, after the correction factors 𝑘𝑗 and 𝑘𝑗 have been applied:
𝑀1
1

1

∑ 𝑘𝑗 ⋅ 𝑆𝑗1 (𝑡𝑖 )

𝑆̃𝑗 = 𝑖=1

𝑀1

𝑀2

2

∑ 𝑘𝑗 ⋅ 𝑆𝑗2 (𝑡𝑖 )
𝑖=1
, 𝑆̃𝑗 =
.
𝑀2
2

(3.5)

It is clear that the corrected curves, while being much smoother than the originals, are still less similar
than expected. On a bridge with a constant cross-section across its whole width, as in this example, it
would be expected that the response over the sensors in both lanes would be similar with respect to
height and width, and that the strains would be dispersed transversely in similar ways. Naturally, differences cannot be avoided towards the two free edges of the slab, but the sensor there are less important for weighing and contribute considerably less to the accuracy of the results.
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Figure 3.20: Average share of strains for traffic in both lanes, after applying the basic correction procedure
Slika 3.20:

Povprečna odziva deformacij za promet v obeh pasovih, po opravljeni osnovni korekciji

Detection and calibration of a sensor with a disproportional response
The reason for the low similarity between the results for the two lanes is that any sensor can provide
values that are far from the expected ones. This could be due to a faulty sensor or, as in the present
example, a crack in the concrete located between the anchors of the sensor. In order to identify a sensor providing disproportional signals it is necessary to repeat 𝑁𝐺 times the basic procedure described
above, and for each repetition to leave out the measurements of one sensor. For example, in the lth
calculation the measurements 𝑆1 , . . . , 𝑆𝑙−1 , 𝑆𝑙+1 , . . . , 𝑆𝑁𝐺 are accounted for by the calculation of 𝑁𝐺 − 1
coefficients 𝑘𝑗,𝑗≠𝑙 of the strain sensors positioned at lateral positions 𝑥1 , . . . 𝑥𝑙−1 , 𝑥𝑙+1 , . . . , 𝑥𝑁𝐺 . The
results of the standard deviations 𝛽̃4 for each lane and the relative absolute differences between the
lanes are assembled in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2:

Comparison of standard deviations 𝛽̃4 ; the scaling factors and responses were computed
without considering the strains from one sensor

Preglednica 3.2:
excluded sensor
|𝛽̃41 − 𝛽̃42 |/𝛽̃41

Primerjava standardnih odklonov 𝛽̃4 ; skalirni faktorji so bili izračunani brez upoštevanja deformacij enega senzorja
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0.345 0.345 0.358 0.331 0.312 0.418 0.275 0.050 0.692 0.354 0.359 0.362

Then the individual coefficients for the eleven sensors are evaluated, independently of the driving
lane. They are obtained by averaging the coefficients 𝑘𝑗,𝑗≠8 for the two lanes (Table 3.3). The exceptions to this rule are sensors 1 and 2 for the fast lane, where the coefficients derived from the slow lane
were assumed. Due to their low signal-to-noise ratio (values are extremely low and sometimes even
negative), their corrected response in the fast lane is higher than that of the third and fourth sensors
that are closer to the vehicle. This is not in agreement with the primary assumption that the response of
the structure should decrease with increasing distance from the vehicle. Consequently, values of these
two coefficients were replaced the corresponding values from the slow lane.
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Table 3.3:

Average scaling factors after eliminating information of the 8th sensor

Preglednica 3.3:

Povprečni skalirni faktorji po izključitvi podatkov 8. senzorja

Sensor j

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

1

0.088 0.927 1.753 0.807 1.321 0.750 1.539 0.853 0.698 0.988 1.503

2

5.487 2.794 1.299 0.406 0.748 0.668 1.550 0.962 0.921 1.340 0.858

𝑘𝑗
𝑘𝑗

0.088 0.927 1.526 0.607 1.035 0.709 1.545 0.908 0.809 1.164 1.181

𝑘𝑗

Finally, we need to determine the correction factor for the eliminated sensor, by returning to the individual computations of the basic algorithm without the data relating to the eighth sensor. For the parameters 𝛽1 − 𝛽4 of each computation 𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑀1 + 𝑀2 ), the function value 𝑓𝑖 is calculated
using Equation (3.3) at position 𝑥8 , and the scaling factors:
𝑘8 (𝑡𝑖 ) =

𝑓𝑖 (𝑥8 )
.
𝑆8 (𝑡𝑖 )

(3.6)
1

2

The average coefficients of the eighth sensor (𝑘8 = 0.403, 𝑘8 = 0.390) are then evaluated for each
lane. By averaging them, 𝑘8 =

1

2

𝑘8 +𝑘8
2

= 0.397, the individual coefficient for the eighth sensor is de-

termined. The coefficients 𝑘𝑗 , for 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑁𝐺 serve as scaling factors for each measured record of
the corresponding strain gauge. The corrected responses:
𝑆̃1 = 𝑘1 ⋅ 𝑆1 ,

𝑆̃2 = 𝑘2 ⋅ 𝑆2 ,

. . .,

𝑆̃𝑁 = 𝑘𝑁𝐺 ⋅ 𝑆𝑁𝐺

(3.7)

can be applied directly in the weighing procedure (Figure 3.21). Note that these results are very similar
to the results of manual correction presented in Figure 3.18(b).

Figure 3.21: Scaling factors for both traffic lanes and comparison with manual adjustment from Figure
3.18 and measured results
Slika 3.21:

Skalirni faktorji za oba pasova in primerjava z ročno korekcijo iz slike 3.18 in meritvami
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The effect of scaling factors on the accuracy of WIM results
In order to demonstrate the effect of scaling factors on the accuracy of WIM results, the proposed
method was validated using measurement data obtained on the VA0028 motorway underpass. Over a
period of ten months, traffic police patrols pulled off the motorway 62 vehicles of different axle configurations and weighed them with portable static weighing pads at a rest area located 3 km beyond
the bridge. The first 18 vehicles (observed during the first two days of static measurements) were used
to calibrate the system according to the European specification for weigh-in-motion systems
(COST 323, 2002).
This provided the initial set-up of the system. The remaining 44 vehicles were used to investigate the
accuracy of the proposed method. It should be noted that, for the purposes of this study, these two
groups could be merged. The vehicles were divided into two groups in order to fulfil the requirements
for the calibration procedure and determination of the calibration factors, see (Jacob, 2000) and (Jacob
et al., 2000). The averaged lateral distribution curves were compiled independently by averaging the
382,823 and 23,478 lateral distribution curves that were obtained for lanes 1 and 2, respectively.
To compare errors in the measured weights of different types of vehicles with different gross weights
and axle loads, the relative error, Ei, of the numerical results was calculated for the 44 vehicles,
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑖 =

𝑊𝑊 − 𝑊𝑆
, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁𝑉
𝑊𝑆

(3.8)

where 𝑁𝑉 is number of vehicles in the data sample, 𝑊𝑊 are the gross vehicle weights (GVW), the individual axle weights and the axle group weights calculated with SiWIM® system, and 𝑊𝑆 are their static reference values. The axle groups consisted of axles that were spaced up to 1.8 m apart. The total
load corresponding to an individual axle group is equal to the sum of all the axle loads in the group.
𝑁𝑉 is the number of all loading cases, i.e. 44 GVW, 54 individual axles and 64 axle groups.
Figure 3.22 compares the results of the study, the relative errors of numerically estimated GVW of 44
selected vehicles, with or without considering the correction factors. The positive influence of the
proposed correction algorithm is evident; the average and especially the most deviating weighing results have notably improved:
-

the maximum absolute GVW error decreased from 17.7 % to 8.4 % and
the 95th percentile of the GVW errors dropped from 11.1 % to 7.4 %.

Consequently, according to the European specifications for weigh-in-motion (COST 323, 2002), a
significant enhancement of one accuracy class (Table 2.1) was achieved for all three criteria (GVW,
individual axles and axle groups). The accuracy of the gross weights and the axles groups advanced
from class C(15) to B(10) and of the individual axles from class B(10) to B+(7).
The entire procedure is explained in detail in (Žnidarič et al., 2015), including a more detailed shape
function that takes into account peaks under individual wheels, as suggested in Figure 3.18(a). This,
however, could not have been verified as the available data (number/density of sensors) was not sufficient to capture localised strain responses under individual wheels.
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Figure 3.22: Sorted GVW relative errors of 44 sample vehicles
Slika 3.22:

3.4

Sortirane relativne napake skupnih tež 44 primerjanih vozil

Using limited number of sensors for weighing

As the raw measurements from each sensor do not necessary provide a realistic representation of the
transverse distribution of strain, the BridgeMon project examined the possibility of carrying out BWIM calculations with a single sensor. This was expected to reduce errors which occur as a result of
adding the signals across the width of the deck in the incorrect proportions and with different signalto-noise rations due to changing distances from the source of the action – the vehicles.
To understand this issue, the influence lines for each sensor from VA0028 Bridge were generated from
responses of individual sensors, using hundreds of random vehicles and the procedure described in
Chapter 3.2. Figure 3.23 shows the mid-span bending moment influence lines for each transverse sensor location, spaced 1.05 m apart. Figure 3.24 displays the same information as a 3D surface plot joining these influence lines. Both figures demonstrate that the shapes of the influence lines change significantly across the width of the deck. Responses (influence lines) from sensors further away from the
wheel load are considerably flatter, have lower amplitudes and are therefore more sensitive to noise in
the signals, i.e. the signal-to-noise ratio is much lower. This has implications for the use of the standard B-WIM algorithm that combines all sensors across the width of the deck into an equivalent 1D
response and assumes one influence line across the entire width of the structure. Until recently, only
the sensor scaling factors were used to fine-tune transverse distribution of strain over the width of the
structure (see the previous Chapter) but the shape of the individual influence lines was not considered.
The BridgeMon project elaborated this issue and has compared accuracies of the weights calculated
from individual sensors only (Corbally et al., 2014). As expected, the sensors located close to the
trucks’ transverse position provided the best accuracy. Figure 3.25 compares the errors of the calculated GVW for 40 heavy vehicles which axle loads were verified on the static scales. The abscissa shows
the transverse location of the sensors, which roughly corresponds to their number (they were spaced
1.05 m apart) and the ordinate indicates GVW prediction accuracy, with 100 % indicating an exact
prediction.
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Figure 3.23: Bending moment influence lines of the VA0028 Bridge at locations of strain transducers S1
to S12
Slika 3.23:

Vplivnice upogibnih momentov mostu VA0028 na mestih merilcev deformacij S1 do S12

Figure 3.24: Surface joining bending moment influence lines at locations of individual strain transducers
Slika 3.24:

Ploskev, napeta preko vplivnic upogibnih momentov na mestih posameznih merilnikov
deformacij

Figure 3.25: VA0028 Bridge: GVW errors when using strains from individual sensors (Corbally et al., 2014)
Slika 3.25:

Most VA0028: napake skupnih tež ob upoštevanju deformacij posameznih senzorjev
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Piles of black dots at each sensor location represent the predictions for individual vehicles GVW when
using only strains from that specific sensor. The most consistent accuracy was obtained when only
sensor 5 (Figure 3.17), located around 5 m from the right edge of the slab, just under the average trail
of the vehicles in the driving lane, was used for weighing. The error gradually increased with the distance from the vehicle location when strains from other sensors were used for weighing.
Based on this study it was suggested that under ideal circumstances (all vehicles would use the same
transverse track) may be more accurate to use a single sensor in the Bridge-WIM algorithm. In reality,
as vehicles do travel left and right from the central track, the recommended procedure is that:
-

3.5

a small number of sensors is used for weighing, typically covering 2-3 metres of the width of
the superstructure under the traffic,
different sensors are used for different lanes of traffic, and, consequently
different influence lines for the driving and adjacent lanes are taken into account.

Strips method

To deal with the issue of several vehicles on the bridge the strips approach was proposed, an upgrade
over the classical Moses method, which does include the lateral dimension of the bridge without making additional calibration runs that would be needed for acquiring an influence surface.
The basic principle behind strips is that instead of summing signals into one value, the strain signals
from individual sensors 𝑠𝑗 are summed within groups of sensors that belong to individual lanes. This
extra information is used to increase accuracy. For example, on a two-lane bridge instrumented with
16 sensors, 8 under each lane, the sums of measured strains (𝑆1 and 𝑆2 ), for each time 𝑡𝑘 , would be:
8

𝑆1 (𝑡𝑘 ) = ∑ 𝑠𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 )
𝑗=1
16

and
(3.9)

𝑆2 (𝑡𝑘 ) = ∑ 𝑠𝑗 (𝑡𝑘 )
𝑗=9

The motive for such grouping is straightforward: when a vehicle passes the bridge in lane 1, the signals from sensors mounted underneath this lane will show a higher and less noisy response than those
from sensors mounted underneath the adjacent lanes, and vice-versa. Just how much higher is initially
unknown and needs to be solved for.
The load distribution across sensors is approximated by averaging strain distributions from the random
traffic. Using this information (how the influence of traffic is split between the lanes) keeps the equations solvable with linear methods. The size of the new system of equations is equal to the size of a
conventional B-WIM system multiplied by the number of strips.
The main reason for using strips are the so-called multiple-presence or MP events, i.e. situations where
the measured response results from vehicles from more than one lane of traffic. If these vehicles have
met close to the point of measurement (the sensor at mid-span), the conventional 1D B-WIM algo-
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rithm is not able to divide the results according to their gross weights. In such cases strips can provide
an effective solution for the problem.
The efficiency of strips method has been tested several times. For example, results from a 7 m long
slab bridge (Žnidarič et al., 2012) demonstrate one accuracy class improvement according to the European Specifications for WIM (COST 323, 2002). Similar improvements of one accuracy class will be
shown for the VA0028 Bridge (Table 3.8).
Example from the longer VA0030 Bridge demonstrates improvements that are more striking. Installation without strips resulted in a number of multiple-presences of vehicles, where the proportion of
weights between the two lanes was completely wrong, with numerous negative axle loads as a result
of ill-conditioning of the system of equations. After applying the strips, number of vehicles with negative axle loads, resulted from numerical issues in axle load calculation, dropped almost ten times: on
average from every 31st vehicle to every 292nd vehicle.

3.6

Improved axle detection methods

This Chapter summarises the recent advancements in axle detection.
Traditionally, since the beginning of the FAD (Free-of-Axle Detection) installations on beam-and-slab
bridges (Žnidarič et al., 2005), sensors on the bottom flange of the beams have been installed to measure strains that are used for weighing. Additional strain sensors on the slab between the beams provided the necessary information for detection of axles. Such setup was effective on slab bridges and other
flexible structures (Figure 3.26), but not on beam-and-slab bridges, where a number of vehicles
crossed the bridge with the wheels located directly over the beams (Figure 3.27). If the distance between the beams was similar to the width of the vehicles (i.e. wheels on both sides of the vehicle were
all crossing over a beam), then axles were often not identified correctly by the sensors on the slab.

Figure 3.26: FAD installation on a short slab bridge with axle detection sensors at around ¼ and ¾ of the
span; direction of driving from left to right
Slika 3.26:

Namestitev FAD na kratkem mostu z nosilno ploščo in s senzorji za detekcijo osi približno na
¼ in ¾ razpetine; smer vožnje od leve proti desni
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Figure 3.27: FAD installation on a beam-and-slab bridge with axle detection sensors on the slab on both
sides of the cross beams; direction of driving from top to bottom
Slika 3.27:

3.6.1

Namestitev FAD na mostu z nosilci in s senzorji za detekcijo osi na plošči med nosilci na
obeh straneh prečnika; smer vožnje od zgoraj navzdol

Early FAD axle detection installations

Signals from the axle detection measurement point (ADMP) sensors are used to detect axles. The challenge of good measurements is to find the ADMP locations on the bridge that provide signals with
sharp peaks of the crossing axles and at the same time contain as little noise as possible. On longer
bridges the length of the influence line at the sensor position can also be long compared to the axle
spacings. Its shape is then flat without sharp peaks representing the axles.
The original FAD algorithm used centred moving averages (CMA) to circumvent these problems. The
signal was first averaged over a short distance comparable to the width of the response of a single axle
– this removed the high-frequency noise, retained axle peaks and followed the general shape of the
signal. Then the signal was averaged over a longer distance, comparable to the width of an axle group,
to remove the high-frequency noise. The two averages were then subtracted. The difference was positive only in the regions of the axles. Figure 3.28 shows the first average for a sample signal in green,
the second average in red and the difference in magenta.

Figure 3.28: Applying moving averages to detect axles in the earlier versions of the B-WIM software
Slika 3.28:

Uporaba drsečega povprečja za detekcijo osi v zgodnjih verzijah B-WIM programske opreme
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This difference was then scanned for regions that lay above a range of thresholds, expressed in percentages of the maximum difference. The blue line in the example in Figure 3.28 shows the regions
where the difference exceeds 11 % of the maximum (the value is arbitrary and is selected during the
setup procedure) – these regions are candidates for axle positions. If a candidate axle appears in a few
of these scans, it is pronounced an axle. Figure 3.28 presents signals that are relatively easy to analyse,
the only disadvantage being that the bridge is fairly long and that the peaks from axles are not very
pronounced. Even so, this procedure worked well on most bridges.
However, on the beam-and-slab bridges, including the VA0468 and VA0030, other influences can
make axle detection difficult. These include:
-

low signal to noise ratio,
global effects (the signals start in negative due to global bending, before the axle peaks appear),
changing lateral position of vehicles, resulting in vehicles traveling away from ADMP sensors,
natural frequencies of the bridge that coincide with the frequency of axles; this results in the
so-called ghost axles, axles that were selected as a result of vibration peaks.

Figure 3.29 displays a common case of a signal from a bridge with extensive noise from bridge vibration that occurs at a similar frequency and amplitude as the unloaded tridem axle. Its peaks are induced
as a function of axle spacings and speed of the vehicle. The goal of the research was to find optimal
positions to install the ADMP sensors.

Figure 3.29: Axle-detection signal measured during passage of a 5-axle semitrailer
Slika 3.29:
3.6.2

Signal za detekcijo osi izmerjen med prevozom 5-osnega vozila s polpriklopnikom

Modified installation of sensors for axle detection

Numerical model
The study of improved axle detection started with generation of a numerical model of the VA0468
Bridge where over 10 % of vehicles were not detected because of unreliable axle detection. The
AceFEM package (2009) built around the Mathematica software (Mathematica, 2013) was used for
modelling and analysis. The 3D solid elements (standard 3D Lagrange 27-node isoparametric, displacement based, linear elastic element, with 81 global degrees of freedom) were used (Korelc, 2009).
The dimensions of the bridge were taken from the design drawings (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) and from onsite measurements. A schematic plan view and two cross-sections, with dimensions in metres and the
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origin of the coordinate system, are given in Figures 3.30 and 3.31. Model dimensions are in metres
and correspond to site dimensions; small discrepancies are due to some requirements of modelling.
The structural model consisted of a slab, five longitudinal pre-stressed beams and transverse beams at
both supports. The thickness of the slab was 0.24 m. The cross-section of the transverse beams was
rectangular (width/height/length = 0.90/1.40/12.4 m) and the cross-sections of the longitudinal beams
were as shown in Figure 3.32, with model dimensions in cm. The cross-sections were different in sections L1 and L2. In the model it was assumed that the cross-section of the beam changes linearly over
a length of 0.33 m (the length of the finite element in the longitudinal direction). The asphalt layer and
bearings were also considered in the model.

Figure 3.30: Schematic plan view of the VA0468 Bridge
Slika 3.30:

Shematski prikaz tlorisa mostu VA0468

Figure 3.31: Schematic cross-sections of the VA0468 Bridge (a) near the support and (b) at mid-span
Slika 3.31:

Prečna prereza mostu VA0468 (a) ob podpori in (b) v sredini razpetine
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.32: (a) Cross-section and (b) FE mesh at section L1 of the beams; the grey area represents the slab
Slika 3.32:

(a) Prečni prerez in (b) mreža končnih elementov nosilcev na delu L1 razpetine; senčena
površina označuje ploščo

The material characteristics have not been verified with experiments. The design report specifies concrete compressive strength of superstructure of 40 MPa. No information is available about the material
characteristics of asphalt. Consequently, based on information from the literature and accounting for
some restrictions of the software, the following material characteristics (E = modulus of elasticity,  =
Poisson’s ratio) were taken into account in the elastic analyses:
-

Superstructure:
Bearings:
Asphalt:

E = 31 GPa,
E = 0.43 GPa,
E = 5 GPa (T = 25C),

 = 0.2
 = 0.4
 = 0.2

All elements, i.e. slab, longitudinal beams, transverse beams, asphalt layer and bearings, were modelled with the 3D solid elements. The mathematical model of the whole structure, generated in the
AceFEM program, is shown in Figure 3.33. The mesh was generated with finite elements connected at
the nodes (Figure 3.32). Fully fixed supports were assumed at the bearing (in all nodes). The thickness
of the bearings was 0.085 m. In total, the model consisted of 39 392 elements and 356 515 nodes.
Elastic multi – static analyses were performed to simulate moving loads. The 3-axle vehicle, modelled
as six static point forces, crossed the bridge at two different transverse locations, as can be seen from
Figure 3.34 (P1 – at the middle of the Lane 1 and P2 – vehicle crosses the bridge with a wheel directly
on beam 2). The purpose of selecting these two locations was to investigate how the structure reacts to
wheels right above the beams and if other measurements can be used for axle detection.
Model validation
The results from simulations were used to determine the best locations for axle detection sensors on
the bridge. The VA0468 Bridge was instrumented with various strain and displacement gauges
(Figure 3.35 (b)). As sharp peaks under axles were looked for, the shape of the measured signals was
compared to the shape of the stress signals predicted by the model.
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Figure 3.33: Mathematical model of the bridge, with the modelled forces representing a vehicle
Slika 3.33:

Matematični model mostu z modeliranimi silami, ki predstavljajo vozilo

Figure 3.34: Transverse locations of vehicle (P1 and P2) and modelled vehicle
Slika 3.34:

Prečni položaj vozil (P1 in P2) in model obtežbe

L
(a)

R
(b)

Figure 3.35: Analysed (a) and measured locations (b) on beam B2 used to test efficiency of axle detection
Slika 3.35:

Analitična (a) in merjena mesta (b) na nosilcu B2 uporabljena za testiranje učinkovitosti detekcije osi
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Results confirmed that the modified instrumentation strategy for the detection of axles allowed sufficient localised effects to identify and capture the majority of axles.
Figures 3.36 to 3.38 show the results obtained by multiple static analyses of the FE model of the
VA0468 bridge, which simulates the situation when a vehicle crosses the bridge directly over beam 2
(transverse position of vehicle is P1, see Figure 3.34). The main results are presented in terms of
stresses in the longitudinal X direction – σxx, for points 1 to 13 in the vertical direction (Figure 3.35
(a)), at the centre of the span of the span on the beam B2 when a 3-axle truck, in the driving lane but at
unknown lateral position, crossed the bridge. These results, from the left (L) and from the right (R)
sides of the beam, were compared with the results of strain measurements on beam B2 (Figure 3.39).

Figure 3.36: Calculated strains at the midspan of beam B2(L) in FE model points 1 to 13
Slika 3.36:

Izračunane specifične deformacije na sredini nosilca B2(L) v točkah 1 do 13 FE modela

Figure 3.37: Calculated strains at the midspan of beam B2(L) for FE model points 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7
Slika 3.37:

Izračunane specifične deformacije na sredini nosilca B2(L) v točkah 2, 3, 5, 6 in 7 FE modela
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Figure 3.38: Calculated strains at the midspan of beams B2 and B3 (L and R) for FE model point 6
Slika 3.38:

Izračunane specifične deformacije na sredini nosilcev B2 in B3 (L in R) v točki 6 FE modela

Figure 3.39: Measured strain signals at the midspan of beam B2
Slika 3.39:

Izmerjene specifične deformacije v sredini razpetine na nosilcu B2

Clearly, the shapes of the calculated strains in Figure 3.38 and the measured strains in Figure 3.39
match. In both cases the spikes representing the axles are clear, which is not the case at the soffits of
the beams, the traditional locations of B-WIM sensors. This proves the effectiveness of the model and
its experimental validation. Based on these results a new axle-detection strategy has been adopted for
beam-and slab-bridges, whereby the strain transducers used to identify axles are placed at the side of
the top flange of the beams rather than on the slab between the beams.
3.6.3

Improvements of axle detection algorithms

More efficient FAD axle detection did not only require a new sensor installation approach, but also
involved changes in signal processing. New software tools were developed, including:
-

improved signal processing,
axle reconstruction,
combination of several sensor inputs, and
axle substitution.
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Improved signal processing
Processing of acquired strain signals is applied to accentuate peaks that represent locations of the axles
of the vehicles. The following signal processing enhancements were investigated to enhance the efficiency of axle detection:
1. Triangular window,
2. Savitzky-Golay smoothing, and
3. Two-phase threshold.
Triangular window
Central moving average (CMA) technique is used to smooth the measured strain signals in real time.
Originally, the averages were obtained using a square window, i.e., a certain number of samples to the
left and right of the central point were averaged and this procedure was performed for each point of
the signal. It has been shown that often a weighted moving average (WMA) with triangular window,
where points closer to the central point are assigned a higher weight than points further away, can
amplify axle peaks, but at the expense of admitting more high-frequency noise. More explanations
about CMA and WMA algorithms are given in Chapter 5.4.2.
Savitzky-Golay smoothing
The other enhancement in the calculation of averages is the use of Savitzky-Golay smoothing (Press et
al., 2007). Instead of averaging the values, a polynomial is fitted over a number of points to the left
and right of the central point. The advantage of using this smoothing technique is that it preserves the
heights of peaks, whereas simple averaging smears the peaks. Thus, in some cases, the axle peaks
remain more pronounced, while the noise still gets suppressed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.40: Effect of applying (a) square and (b) triangular window in moving average filter
Slika 3.40:

Učinek uporabe (a) pravokotnega in (b) trikotnega okna pri filtriranju z drsečim povprečenjem

Two-phase threshold
The two-phase threshold was introduced to differentiate between heavy and light vehicles. The values
of the sequence of thresholds in axle detection are based on the maximum of the signal. If the lower
value is set too low, spurious axles, known as ghost axles, may appear in the signals of the heavier
vehicles, whereas if set too high, it may miss axles of lighter vehicles. To mitigate this, the signal is
first split into regions based on a simple threshold, which is set relatively low – just above the noise. If
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two regions are separated by more than the maximum axle distance, they are considered as containing
two separate vehicles and each of the regions is processed separately.
The interaction between these FAD enhancements is not entirely understood, yet, as they were tested
on data from a limited number of sites only. To fully investigate the effects and interrelations, data
from more challenging sites would need to be processed. However, on the bridges evaluated so far, the
axle detection rates have markedly improved, as will be shown in Chapter 3.6.4.
Combining several axle-detection channels
B-WIM systems typically capture strains from several locations appropriate for axle detection. Two
options for combining these channels were investigated:
1. On shorter slab bridges, where individual axles are seen in the weighing sensors even if they
are installed at mid-span, several sensors along the width of the deck can be addressed as axle
detectors. The software finds the most appropriate signal to detect the axles from.
2. On longer bridges sensors at different longitudinal locations, like both speed measuring sensors, can be combined into a joint axle detection signal. This had proven efficient on the
VA0030 Bridge, where it correctly identified 5 of 6 remaining vehicles that could not have
been detected correctly with other algorithms.
Axle reconstruction
Apart from all the enhancements on the axle-detection level, i.e., before weighing, a few postprocessing algorithms were developed.
The so-called axle reconstruction takes place during the weighing phase. Once a vehicle is weighed,
the axle spacings of the frequent, well defined vehicle types (from the axle spacing point of view) are
checked for missing axles. For the predefined rules, specified in a configuration file, the missing axles
are added and a second weighing is performed. To retain the new axle, the Reduced Chi-Square (RCS)
or χ2 factor must decrease by a predefined amount, typically by at least 5 %. RCS is defined as:
𝑁𝑀

𝑁𝐺

𝜒 2 = ∑ [𝑆(𝑡𝑗 ) − ∑ 𝐴𝐿𝑖 𝐼 (𝑣𝑖 (𝑡𝑗 − 𝑡𝑖 ))]
𝑗=1

2

(3.10)

𝑖=1

where S(tj) is the sum of values of the measured strain signal from 𝑁G sensors at time tj , 𝐴𝐿𝑖 are the
axle weights, I(x) are the corresponding values of the influence line, and position, x, is calculated from
the axle or vehicle velocity, vi, and arrival times of individual axles, 𝑡𝑖 . 𝑁𝑀 is the number of strain
samples in the evaluated signal.
The RCS measures the goodness-of-estimate of the weighing results. For each weighing interval the
value of χ2 is calculated as the sum of squared differences between the measured and the modelled
strain signals. The later are generated from influence lines and calculated axle loads and spacings. The
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lower the value the better the fit. The absolute values of RCS are not indicative, instead one should use
values relative to the average RCS. Based on experience, results with RCS above the 99th percentile
should be examined further as they may come as a result of missed or misplaced axles. However, this
cut-off value is not necessarily appropriate for sites with high dynamic amplification factor.
The reconstruction procedure has proven very efficient, in particular on longer beam-and-slab bridges,
where individual axles of lighter vehicles are not always evident.
Axle substitution method
If the bridge superstructure is thick and stiff, like on railway bridges with the ballast between the rails
and the bridge, the peaks of the closely spaced axles will be smeared. This effect is even more pronounced as the span increases in length.
For such cases, axle substitution method has been developed. When enabled, each identified axle is
unconditionally replaced with two axles at a certain predetermined distance apart. This method has a
limitation that one needs to know in advance the double axle spacing to enter it as a part of the procedure. This distance is typically selected at 1.35 m for road vehicles and between 1.80 and 2.00 m for
railway vehicles.
Once the single axle is divided into two axles, at a predefined distance, the IL calculation is straightforward and the influence line values for an individual axle can be generated. When the single IL is
obtained, the reconstruction procedure and RCS factor explained above are used to select between
individual and multiple axles. Figure 3.41 compares the measurement with such calculated response
obtained from individual axle contributions of a 4-axle locomotive (Ni Choine et al., 2014).

Figure 3.41: Strain response calculated from contribution of individual axles, using the axle substitution
technique
Slika 3.41:

Odziv konstrukcije izračunan z metodo zamenjave osi iz prispevkov posameznih osi

Selecting parameters
The main goal when setting the axle detection parameters is to detect as many of axles as possible.
Achieving this is a trade-off between not losing the axles and minimising the number of incorrectly
identified the so-called ghost, i.e. non-existent axles. This can be avoided by setting:
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appropriate averages that accentuate the peaks of the measured FAD signals, and
upper and lower thresholds that define the signal range where the peaks are looked for; the key
for successful detection is to distinguish between the axle peaks and the signal peaks due to
the vehicle-bridge dynamics or signal noise.

To date, the selection of parameters and their influence on enhancement of results has been made on a
trial-and-error basis. Even with expert knowledge this process can be long and tedious. Ideally, in the
future, the software would be programmed to apply different procedures and use different parameters,
run axle detection on a selected events and select the set of procedures and parameters that provide the
most efficient and accurate axle detection. The criteria for the “best” detection could include:
3.6.4

maximisation of the number of axles without obtaining unclassified vehicles, or
comparison of the set of evaluated axles to a human-generated list obtained from photographs.
Results of improved axle detection

The efficiency of FAD transformations has been validated on bridges VA0028 and VA0030.
VA0028 Bridge
The VA0028 underpass is a short structure which facilitates axle detection. If the vehicles were driving
with the wheels near the FAD sensors, with respect to their lateral position, the measured signals already had pronounced peaks which only needed to be amplified. As a result, after fine-tuning the FAD
parameters, only 3 axles out of 789, belonging to 178 statically weighed vehicles, were incorrectly
identified, which corresponds to 0.38% of all axles. In all cases (Figure 3.42) the missed axles were
light, either because they were lifted or because their loading was redistributed to the adjacent axles.

Very light second axle
Figure 3.42: An example of vehicle from the VA0028 Bridge with a light missed axle
Slika 3.42:

Primer vozila na mostu VA0028 z manjkajočo lahko osjo

VA0030 Bridge
Instrumentation of the VA0030 Bridge was more challenging and the old type of sensor setup, on the
slab between the beams, resulted in over 10 % of misdetected axles. However, moving the axle detector transducers from the slab to the bottom flange of the beams and applying all other enhancements
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left only one of 121 statically weighed vehicles with axles incorrectly identified. This unloaded 5-axle
semi-trailer induced axle peaks in the strain signal at a frequency that was close to one natural frequency of the bridge. Thus, even a combination of two axle detection signals could not identify the
triple axle from the axle responses similar to the bridge vibration (Figure 3.43).

Very noisy signal

Figure 3.43: The vehicle with a missed triple axle from the VA0030 Bridge
Slika 3.43:

Vozilo z manjkajočo trojno osjo na mostu VA0030

Another vehicle had one missed axle on both sites (VA0028 and VA0030) compared to the static
weighing. However, as evident from the zoomed photo in Figure 3.44, the reason was the fourth axle,
which was lifted while crossing both bridges.

A lifted axle
Figure 3.44: A vehicle with a lifted fourth axle (first axle on the semi-trailer)
Slika 3.44:

3.7

Vozilo z dvignjeno četrto osjo (prvo osjo na polpriklopniku)

Measurement of dynamic amplification on bridges

Correct evaluation of the behaviour of highway bridges under heavy traffic loading is extremely important both for the enhancement of design techniques and for the assessment of existing infrastructure. It is widely accepted that shortfalls exist in the determination of the traffic loads which the bridge
may be required to support during its expected lifetime, due to inadequate consideration of, amongst
others, the dynamic interaction between the bridge structure and the heavy vehicles crossing it. Tradi-
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tionally, the dynamic components of traffic loading were evaluated analytically (Kirkegaard et al.,
1997; Caprani, 2013) or with some limited experiments that included:
-

artificial unevenness before the bridge in a form of a plank attached to the pavement, and
limited number of vehicles with known axle loads that crossed the bridge at some predefined
speeds (Cantieni, 1984).

An alternative approach to assessing dynamic behaviour of bridges is to measure the dynamic response of a bridge under the traffic. The first attempts were done by Ghosn & Xu (1989) who were
looking for the dominant vibration frequencies on the end girders, using a Fourier analysis of the strain
record, assuming that the end girders carry little static but considerable dynamic effect. The frequencies determined the dynamic "influence lines" with amplitudes that were found using the minimization-of-error technique of the WIM algorithm. Preliminary results indicated that the proposed method
could be applicable for a large number of bridges where more traditional methods fail to predict the
dynamic effects. Work continued in the 5th FP project SAMARIS (2006), in which the measured strain
signals were compared to the sum of theoretical static responses generated from the axle loads calculated with a B-WIM system (Žnidarič et al., 2008). As errors of calculated axle loads generated excessive and unrealistic values of the Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF), the 6th FP project ARCHES
(2009) investigated possibilities to condition the strain signals with various filters to estimate the static
response of the bridge. The most recent method (Kalin et al., 2015) has been developed in parallel
with the latest enhancements of the B-WIM software.
Although other methods have been proposed (Brady, 2003; Caprani, 2005; ARCHES D10, 2009), in
most cases the dynamic amplification of bridges under traffic is described as the increase of static load
effects due to presence of components of dynamic loading. This is defined as (Caprani, 2013):
𝐷𝐴𝐹 =

𝑦𝑇
𝑦𝑆

(3.11)

where DAF is the dynamic amplification factor, yT is the maximum total (static + dynamic) load effect
due to a particular loading event and yS is the maximum static load effect for the same loading event.
The total load effect is readily available – it corresponds to the measured response of the bridge during
a vehicle crossing. Then, the static load effect needs to be determined from this load effect. Until recently, two methods have been used to obtain this estimate:
3.7.1

sum of calculated axle responses and
filtering in the frequency domain with manual filter selection.
Sum of calculated axle responses

The sum of calculated axle responses is used to appraise the absolute static response. The B-WIM
evaluated axle loads are multiplied by the relevant influence lines and the sum of all axle contributions
is taken as the static reference yS . A clear disadvantage of this method is that miscalculated axle loads
due to misdetected axles or ill conditioned system of equations have a large influence on the DAF
value. Unfortunately, the likelihood of miscalculation of axle responses increases in cases where DAF
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is likely to be significant – on longer bridges and on lively bridges susceptible to dynamic excitation from
traffic.
3.7.2

Filtering in the frequency domain with manual filter selection

The ARCHES project (2009) suggested to separate the static and dynamic components of the load
effect by filtering off the dynamic component of the bridge response. The signals are transformed into
the frequency domain using FFT – Fast Fourier Transform (Press et al., 2007), the spectrum is lowpass filtered at a selected cut-off frequency and transformed back into time domain. Whatever remains
approximates the static bridge response and is used to calculate the DAF value.
An illustrative example of the procedure implemented is given in Figure 3.45. Figure 3.45 (a) shows
eight weighing channels of bridge response in time domain during crossing of a heavy vehicle. Figure
3.45 (b) displays the frequency spectrum of the sum of these signals and results of FFT transformation.
In the specific case, a 3.25 Hz cut-off frequency was selected, just to the right of the first peak in the
spectrum, at the limit between static and dynamic components of the response. The top part of Figure
3.45 (b) displays:
-

the sum of eight channels from Figure 3.45 (a) taken as the measured dynamic reference,
the same signal filtered with 3.25 Hz to obtain the static reference, and
difference between the two, which is taken as the dynamic component of the signal (red line);
in this case it has the dominant frequency of 10.25 Hz, a typical axle hop excitation (see the
next Chapter below).

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.45: An example of a lively bridge response: (a) signals from individual strain sensors and
(b) comparison of average measured and filtered signals
Slika 3.45:

Primer odziva na vibracije občutljivega mostu: (a) signali iz posameznih merilnikov deformacij in (b) primerjava povprečnega merjenega in filtriranega signala
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The disadvantage of this method is that the cut-off frequency selection is subjective, based on the user’s best knowledge and experience. This is performed in a purely manual way by looking at a number
of signals and results of frequency modulation and by inputting a value into the DAF configuration.
Furthermore, filtering must be performed with care not to remove part of static component of the response.
3.7.3

The new method to calculate DAF

Recently a more advanced DAF calculation method has been developed which combines the advantages and tries to mitigate the disadvantages of earlier attempts (Kalin et al., 2015; Kalin et al.,
2016). In the new advanced method each captured event is processed twice.
In the first step the signal is filtered with a filter defined by two parameters. An example of the transfer
function of the filter is shown in Figure 3.46. Parameter f0 is the central frequency and w is the width
of the filter. The two parameters are varied until the best fit is achieved between the filtered strain signal and the strain signal calculated with the B-WIM algorithm. Because miscalculated axle loads can
still influence filter parameters for individual event, this procedure is repeated for each captured event
and the mean values of parameters are selected as the definite filter parameters.
In the second step the complete data set is reprocessed using the FFT filtering to smooth the measured
signal to obtain the approximations of static responses. In this way the DAF calculation procedure:
-

becomes insensitive to the miscalculation of axle loads and
can be automated, requiring almost no intervention or special knowledge from the user.

Figure 3.46: Filter transfer function
Slika 3.46:

Prenosna funkcija filtra

In the final stage, the equation 3.11 is used to evaluate the individual DAFs.
Two examples from the lively site LJ0123 (see Chapter 3.1) are shown in Figure 3.47. Figure 3.47 (a)
presents the response of a vehicle with one of the highest measured DAF – a tractor-trailer with axle
groups 1-2-1-1, GVW of 30.0 t and DAF equal to 2.26. Figure 3.47 (b) shows the response of an empty 5-axle semi-trailer with axle groups 1-1-3, GVW of 14.1 t and DAF again equal to 2.26. The blue
traces are the measured signals, the green traces are the filtered signals (the static estimates) and the
black “spikes” indicate the position of axles.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.47: Correctly identified static responses of the bridge on vehicles causing high DAF value due to
(a) resonance effects and (b) complex vehicle-bridge interaction
Slika 3.47:

Pravilno določena statična odziva mostu na vzbujanje z voziloma, ki povzročita visoko vrednostjo DAF zaradi (a) resonančnih pojavov in (b) kompleksne interakcije vozila z mostom

The trailer region exhibits a clear resonance effect. The dominant sinusoidal vibration of Figure 3.47
(a) indicates that the vehicle and the bridge vibrate in phase and that a resonance of the bridge-vehicle
system has occurred. On the other hand, the non-harmonic vibration of Figure 3.47 (b) suggests a
more complex vehicle-bridge interaction, where possibly the trailer bounced across the bridge and
where the effects of axle hopping and interlocking between the tractor and the semi-trailer have been
recorded in the signal.
Figure 3.48 shows the DAF calculation for the heaviest measured vehicle that has crossed the same
bridge, a vehicle with axle groups 1-2-2-2, GVW of 64.5 t and DAF equal to 1.05. In addition to the
measured and filtered signals, the thick trace represents the dynamic component of the measured signal, which, in this case, is considerably lower than in the case of lighter vehicles from Figure 3.47.
This corresponds to the general observations known from literature (Cantieni, 1984; Kirkegaard et al.,
1997; Caprani, 2005; González et al., 2008) and previous work in projects SAMARIS (SAMARIS
D30, 2006) and ARCHES (ARCHES D10, 2009).

Figure 3.48: Response of the LJ0123 Bridge during the crossing of the heaviest measured vehicle
Slika 3.48:

Odziv mostu LJ0123 med prevozom najtežjega izmerjenega vozila
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Additional work (Kalin et al., 2016) confirmed that the dynamic amplifications vary from one site to
another. Six shorter bridges were examined and the DAF mean values were evaluated between 1.05
and 1.19. Even more importantly, the standard deviations of DAF varied from 0.02 to 0.14 and maximum DAF values from 1.29 to 2.45. DAF values measured on two characteristic examples, a relatively
quiet bridge VA0028 and much livelier LJ0123, are shown in Figures 3.49 and 3.50. DAF values in
Figure 3.49 are compared with those from the design codes used at the time of their construction
(PTP-5, 1949; Official Gazette of SFRJ 1/91, 1991). The measured DAF values, in particularly those
of the heaviest vehicles, are considerably lower than those prescribed in the codes.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.49: DAF values measured on bridges (a) VA0028 and (b) LJ0123
Slika 3.49:

Vrednosti DAF izmerjene na mostovih (a) VA0028 in (b) LJ0123

Figure 3.50 presents the same results as Figure 3.49, but in the form of histograms. It can be observed
that:
-

the mean values are close to each other,
the considerably higher variation of individual values on bridge LJ0123 is represented with
the skew of the distribution, i.e. the long tail to the right of the mean value.
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Figure 3.50: Histograms of DAF values on sites (a) VA0028 and (b) LJ0123
Slika 3.50:

Histogrami DAF vrednosti na mostovih (a) VA0028 in (b) LJ0123

Table 3.4 summarises the most important characteristics from both sites:
-

-

-

While both bridges, the VA0028 on a motorway and the LJ0123 Bridge on a main road, are of
similar structural type and experience similar average DAF value, the dispersion of DAF values on the LJ0123 Bridge is far greater.
One could argue that measurements on LJ0123 Bridge captured only 8 102 events and that
there some extreme cases have not been captured. However, on the VA0028 Bridge around 2
years of data (90-times more than on the other site) were considered, still with smaller variability of results.
Due to considerably longer weighing period the mean GVW of the heaviest 10 vehicles on the
site LJ0123 (b) is only 52.4 t, and the maximum gross weight is 64.5 t. In contrast, the mean
GVW of the heaviest 10 vehicles on the site VA0028 (a) is 92.5 t and the maximum is 110.9 t.

This information was used to simulate the dynamic response of bridges on traffic loading and its influence on the accuracy of B-WIM results.
Table 3.4:

Characteristics values of DAF of the two sites considered

Preglednica 3.4:

Karakteristične vrednosti DAF na dveh testnih mostovih
Bridge
Road
Bridge type
Span

VA0028

LJ0123

A2

R1

Concrete slab

Concrete slab

6.6 m

10.5 m

745 868

8 102

DAFMean

1.05

1.07

DAFSTD

0.02

0.09

DAFMax

1.34

2.36

Events
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Consideration of temperature effects

The response of virtually all bridges to traffic loads is affected by environmental impacts. The effect of
temperature on the strains due to (traffic) loads is mainly reflected in three ways:
-

on integral (frame-type) structures, where displacements and rotations of support are constrained, it changes their behaviour, including the shape of the influence lines,
material properties (stiffness) vary with temperature; this applies to steel, concrete, and above
all, the asphalt, in particular at high summer temperatures
local behavior of the structure, where strains are measured, can change due to varying exposure to the sun.

For example, the International Federation for Structural Concrete is estimating in its Model Code for
Concrete Structures (fib, 2010) the relationship between the modulus of elasticity of normal strength
and high strength concrete, 𝐸𝑐𝑖 , and temperature, T, as:
𝐸𝑐𝑖 (𝑇) = 𝐸𝑐𝑖0 (1.06 − 0.003 𝑇)

(3.12)

where 𝐸𝑐𝑖0 is the value for modulus of elasticity at 20° C.
This means that the stiffness of the concrete, which is assumed constant in the conventional B-WIM
algorithms, is changing for 0.3 % per every degree. On non-simply supported structures, which deformations are constrained, this can result in almost 20 % variations of the level of measured strains
which can be assigned to the temperature changes of concrete alone (Corbally et al., 2013).
Due to many unknowns related to bridge-vehicle interaction, especially when considering:
-

random vehicles,
complex measurements and evaluation of temperature gradients,
changing exposure to the sun,
importance of locations where temperature is measured, and
daily and seasonal temperature cycles,

it was only feasible in this thesis to present the temperature vs. weight relationship in statistical terms,
as average or median values of both quantities. As an example, Figures 3.51 and 3.52 present the daily
median values of the gross weights of the most common group of vehicles, the loaded five axle semitrailers, on the VA0028 Bridge. In the first diagram the median daily measured gross weights are given
as a function of time (402 days from August 2013 to September 2014) and in the second one the normalised (with average GVW of all 5-axle semi-trailers) median daily measured gross weights as a
function of median daily temperature.
Temperature was measured around midspan, close to the strain transducers and 25 cm deep in the concrete, viewed from the bottom of the slab. An obvious temperature dependence of GVWs can be established, which is confirmed by the high value of the T-test (Turk, 2012) of 14.362.
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Figure 3.51: VA0028 Bridge: courses of the daily median GVW of 5-axle semi-trailers and temperature
Slika 3.51:

Most VA0028: potek median dnevnih skupnih tež 5-osnih vozil s polpriklopniki in temperature
4

3

2

y = 4E-05 T – 0.004 T + 0.091 T – 0.244 T + 95.873

Figure 3.52: Correlation of the normalised median daily GVW of 5-axle semi-trailers and temperature
Slika 3.52:

Mediane dnevnih normiranih skupnih tež 5-osnih vozil s polpriklopniki v odvisnosti od
temperature

With a T-test we have set the null hypothesis that the random variables X (temperature) and Y (gross
weight) are linearly independent (Corbally et al., 2013). If the calculated value T exceeds the value
from the table of Student's t distribution (t = 1.960, for the 5 % risk) for the number of degrees of
freedom n = ∞ (or n > 180), then the null hypothesis is rejected and we can conclude that the measured gross weights and axle loads depend on the temperature. Furthermore, in order to improve the
data fit, the linear regression was substituted with a 3rd or 4th order polynomial fit, which gave considerably higher value of R2 (0.4593 compared to 0.3456 for the linear fit).
This non-linear relationship between the load, which is calculated from measured strains, and temperature is not surprising and confirms that the true structural behaviour is more complex than is normally
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assumed and accounted for in structural assessment. It shall be noted that Gajda & Burnos (2016) report about similar non-linear dependencies for pavement WIM sensors.
As studying temperature effects is not a main topic of this work, a straightforward approach was taken
to mitigate the effects of temperature on weighing results. A temperature dependant calibration factor
𝐶𝐹(𝑇) was calculated for each individual vehicle record:
𝐶𝐹(𝑇) = 𝐶𝐹.

𝑦(𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐹 )
𝑦(𝑇)

(3.13)

where CF is the initial calibration factor, and y is the polynomial function at temperature, T, and at
reference temperature, TREF, respectively. In order not to change the bias (mean error) of the results,
TREF is taken as the average temperature during the initial calibration. Corrected results from Figure
3.51 are presented in Figure 3.53. The long-term temperature dependence was removed, which is confirmed by the low value of T-test that dropped from 14.362 to 0.002.

Figure 3.53: Correlation of the normalised median daily GVW of 5-axle semi-trailers and temperature,
after applying temperature correction
Slika 3.53:

Most VA0028: potek median dnevnih skupnih tež 5-osnih vozil s polpriklopniki in temperature, po temperaturni korekciji

In theory and on an ideal structure it should be sufficient to establish the 𝐺𝑉𝑊(𝑇) relation based on
any group of vehicles. As temperature dependence is far more structure- than vehicle-related issue, the
𝐺𝑉𝑊(𝑇) should describe, in statistical terms, the overall temperature behaviour of the bridge. However, measurements on the VA0028 and other similar integral bridges demonstrate that this is not necessary the case. Some of the reasons are explained in the previous chapter and in more details in
(Corbally et al., 2013). At the moment we do not have enough information to set definite recommendation for calculating the temperature correction curve(s), but at least for the following reasons can be
put forward:

1. Bridge-vehicle interaction is a complex process that involves a number of dependent parameters. Consequently, the challenge may already be which vehicles to consider, with respect to
their type and loading, when defining temperature dependencies.
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2. Temperature correlation with loading depends on locations where bridge temperature measurements are taken.
3. The global temperature trends can be corrected in a straightforward way, as demonstrated in
Figure 3.53. This is sufficient for load modelling applications that are based on large quantities of data. Considering the daily fluctuations of temperature is a different issue as it involves
time shifts between the instant when the temperature was measured and when the changed
overall stiffness of the structure can be recorded. Available information shows that the bridge
stiffness and, consequently, the measured strains, typically follow temperature with delay of
several hours.
With these reasons in mind and having only limited information available (bridges VA0028 and
VA0030) a pragmatic approach is selected. The proposed procedure takes into account the most common types of vehicles and then follows the trial-and-error principle. In order to identify the temperature vs. weight relationships to calculate the correction functions for the B-WIM weighing algorithm
and to present the efficiency of temperature correction, several tools have been written in VBA and
Python programming languages. Typically, the vehicle categories from Figure 3.54 that come in sufficient numbers to provide reliable correction curves, are considered. Numbers under the figures represent the number of axles and their configuration in the following way:
-

2-axle rigid trucks or buses of axle configuration 1-1,
3-axle rigid trucks of axle configuration 1-2,
4-axle rigid trucks of axle configuration 2-2,
5-axle semi-trailers of axle configuration 1-1-3 and
5-axle tractor trailers of axle configuration 1-2-1-1.

As the focus of most applications is on heavy vehicles, only loaded and overloaded vehicles are accounted for. The lower gross weight threshold of each category can be taken at the median value but
this may provide scattered and sometimes unreasonable results. Therefore, current experience suggests
that taking values above the 70-75th percentile may be safer and more efficient. The upper threshold
will eliminate the heaviest vehicles which are likely exceptional in occurrence and therefore the 99th
percentile is suggested. More results of temperature studies are available in (Corbally et al., 2013).

1-1

1-1-3
Figure 3.54: Five types of vehicles considered in analyses
Slika 3.54:

Pet tipov vozil upoštevanih v analizah

1-2

2-2

1-2-1-1
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Influence of vehicle velocity on B-WIM accuracy

Vehicle velocity is the other important factor that affects accuracy of Bridge-WIM measurements
where the uneven pavement induces dynamic excitation of the vehicles (OBrien et al., 2009; Corbally
et al., 2014). This is exhibited by (Cebon, 1999):
-

-

whole vehicle body bounce, which typically has:
o a frequency between 1.0 to 1.5 Hz for air suspension and around 3 Hz for steel suspension (Krebs & Cantieni, 1999),
o consequently, depending of the vehicle velocity, wave length between 25 and 30 m, and
axle hop, with a higher frequency of around 10 Hz and shorter wave lengths.

Dynamic actions of vehicles are commonly described as the increase of static loading due to dynamic
bridge-vehicle interaction. Bridges react differently to loading of individual vehicles. The main factors
that steer the dynamic amplification are:
-

-

dynamic properties of the vehicles, in particular:
o type of suspension; air suspension vibrates at lower frequencies than the traditional
steel-leaf suspension;
o number of axles: longer vehicles induce less dynamic activities, due to interference between the axles,
o type of the vehicle: rigid vehicles are more lively than articulated vehicles (tractortrailers and semi-trailers);
o vehicle loading: resonance effects can appear as a result of specific loading;
vehicle velocity,
surface smoothness; vehicles are excessively excited when they pass ruts, potholes, settlements or damaged expansion joints at the approach to bridge.

Consequently, the dynamic bridge-vehicle interactions vary from one vehicle type to another. If:
-

dimensions, axle loads and dynamic characteristics of all vehicles are known and
a calibrated numerical model of a bridge and the acting vehicles has been developed,

it is possible to calculate reasonably accurate dynamic responses of the bridge to crossings of random
vehicles (DRD, 2003). Such modelling, however, is not straightforward. One of the main challenges is
to assess realistic dynamic properties (stiffness and damping of the suspension) of random vehicles,
which change over time. They are mostly taken from manufacturers specifications or measured on a
limited number of vehicles.
The effect of vehicle-bridge dynamic interaction on errors of SiWIM® results was tested with simulations. The goal was to demonstrate, in a simple qualitative way, how the dynamic excitation of the
bouncing vehicles changes the response of bridges of different spans, a phenomenon that B-WIM algorithms tend to ignore. Most conventional B-WIM algorithms, with the exception of dynamic methods like MFI (see Chapter 2.5.3), assume that the measured response used in weight calculation is
proportional to the theoretical static response of the bridge.
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3.9.1

Input parameters

The dynamic amplification was modelled with Gumbel distribution (Gumbel, 1958) of DAF, evaluated
from B-WIM data on the lively LJ0123 Bridge, as described in Chapter 3.7. The entire dataset (Figure
3.50 (b)) was divided into three subsets that included:
-

2- and 3-axle vehicles (Figure 3.55),
4-axle vehicles and
5-axle vehicles.

Statistical weights and dimensions parameters (mean values and standard deviations of axle loads and
axle spacings) for modelled vehicles were obtained from the database of static heavy vehicle weighing
(Cestel, 2014) performed on Slovenian roads, which comprises over 35 400 records from years 2009
to 2012. Again, parameters were grouped into five clusters according to the vehicle types from Figure
3.54. Detailed information about vehicle parameters is given in Tables 3.5 to 3.7.

Figure 3.55: Histogram of measured DAF of 2-and 3-axle vehicles, with its Gumbel distributions
Slika 3.55:

Histogram izmerjenih DAF vrednost 2- in 3-osnih vozil, z Gumblovo porazdelitvijo

Table 3.5:

Vehicle axle load (AL) parameters used in dynamic modelling

Preglednica 3.5:
Vehicle Type
1-1
1-2
2-2
1-1-3
1-2-1-1

Parametri za simulacijo osnih obremenitev vozil (AL)
Quantity
Mean
STD
Mean
STD
Mean
STD
Mean
STD
Mean
STD

AL1 [kN]
48.6
17.1
60.0
14.3
50.8
14.1
68.7
8.4
69.3
12.8

AL2 [kN]
71.6
32.6
56.7
20.6
66.5
17.4
88.9
26.8
79.6
28.6

AL3 [kN]

78.4
35.1
63.4
23.8
53.3
26.1
55.0
23.8

AL4 [kN]

103.8
45.0
47.7
17.6
52.4
23.3

AL5 [kN]

60.4
24.2
53.4
21.2
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Table 3.6:

Vehicle axle spacing (AS) parameters used in dynamic modelling

Preglednica 3.6:

Parametri za simulacijo medosnih razdalj vozil (AS)

Vehicle Type
1-1
1-2
2-2
1-1-3
1-2-1-1

Table 3.7:

Quantity
Mean
STD
Mean
STD
Mean
STD
Mean
STD
Mean
STD

AS1 [m]
4.97
0.966
3.43
0.308
1.75
0.126
3.74
0.143
4.59
0.462

AS2 [m]

AS3 [m]

AS4 [m]

1.36
0.081
2.57
0.298
5.56
0.452
1.30
0.073

1.33
0.061
1.31
0.044
5.95
0.956

1.29
0.047
2.73
1.676

Vehicle velocity parameters used in dynamic modelling

Preglednica 3.7:

Parametri za simulacijo hitrosti vozil
Vehicle Type
1-1
1-2
2-2
1-1-3
1-2-1-1

Quantity
Mean
STD
Mean
STD
Mean
STD
Mean
STD
Mean
STD

Velocity [km/h]
89,7
7,6
85,4
5,7
83,9
5,0
86,6
3,5
86,9
3,7

Mean values and standard deviation of vehicle velocities, needed to transform the vehicles signals
from time to distance domain, were calculated from the databases of WIM measurements.
It was further assumed that most heavy vehicles had air suspension and therefore the mean value for
body bounce frequency of 1.0 Hz was selected (Cebon, 1999). As no information about the standard
deviation was available in the literature, 0.1 Hz (10% variance) was assumed. In a similar way, 10 Hz
and 1 Hz were selected for the mean value and standard deviation for the axle hop frequency.
3.9.2

Assessing of error due to the dynamic loading of the vehicles

As the objective of this study was to qualify, not to quantify the effect of road roughness on quality of
B-WIM results, a simple model was applied (Žnidarič et al., 2016). Its goal was to compare static responses of bridges under passing vehicles, according to the conventional B-WIM algorithm, with the
corresponding estimated dynamic responses. As the integral under the strain function is proportional to
the gross weight of the vehicle, the difference between the two integrals (measured static and estimated dynamic) was taken as an indication of the error, 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝐷𝑌𝑁 , that can be blamed on vehicle dynamics:

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝐷𝑌𝑁 =

𝑀
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑆𝐷,𝑖
𝑀
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑆,𝑖

(3.14)
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SD,i and SS,i are amplitudes of measured dynamic and estimated static strains at discrete points i and 𝑁𝑀
the number of measurements/discrete points from the moment when the first axle enters the bridge
until the last one leaves it. This is precisely the strain interval that the conventional B-WIM algorithm
uses in calculations.
The dynamic component of the excited bridge was introduced with two sinusoidal contributions at the
body bounce and axle hop frequencies, with the amplitude derived from the Gumbel models of measured DAF. As the contributions from the bouncing and hopping frequencies of random vehicles are not
constant, the generated DAF value was distributed randomly between the two frequencies at a ratio
between 1 : 2 and 1 : 10. Other ratios were also tested, but had, in qualitative terms, minor effect on
the results of responses.
Figure 3.56 shows two examples of simulated bridge strain responses of a 6 m long bridge, similar to
VA0028, due two randomly generated 2-axle vehicles that resulted in similar maximum strains (bending moments). While in the first case the integral under the dynamic response was underestimated for
almost 5%, the second example provided almost a perfect match between the static in dynamic results.
This demonstrates, in qualitative terms, how relatively small differences in vehicle velocity, axle loads
and axle spacings can change the overall (dynamic) bridge response.
For the full simulation, 50 000 bridge responses were generated using random vehicles of five types
from Figure 3.54 and the statistical parameters collected in tables above. Proportions of vehicle types
and DAF characteristics were taken from B-WIM measurements on the LJ0123 Bridge (Tables 3.5 to 3.7).

Figure 3.56: Calculated responses of a 6 m bridge due to crossing of two different 2-axle vehicles
Slika 3.56:
3.9.3

Računska odziva 6-m mostu zaradi dveh 2-osnih vozil, ki prečita most

Results of simulation

Finally, all 50 000 vehicles were run over generic 2 m to 40 m long simply supported spans and the
average values, standard deviations and extreme values of errors were evaluated. Figure 3.57 summarises the errors, 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝐷𝑌𝑁 , grouped as a function of bridge span for 2-, 3- and 4-axle vehicles (rigid
trucks) and for tractor-trailers and semi-trailers (articulated vehicles). It is evident that, except for
spans below 5 m, the average errors (thick lines) are stable. On the other hand, the variation of errors
(thinner lines) stays in the range of ±2 % for spans over 15 m, but increases to well over ±5 % for
shorter spans.
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Figure 3.57: Results of ErrDAF simulations using DAF measured on LJ0123 Bridge
Slika 3.57:

Rezultati simulacije ErrDAF ob upoštevanju DAF izmerjenih na mostu LJ0123

It should be noted that these errors have limited effect on traffic load modelling, which is based on
thousands of results, but are important when accuracy of individual result is looked for, like when the
potentially overloaded vehicles are pre-selected or when accuracy of the WIM system is evaluated.
3.9.4

Velocity-calibration procedure

Practical approach implemented is similar to that adopted for temperature calibration (Chapter 3.8).
First, the correlation between the gross weight and the velocity is defined. The example from VA0028
Bridge shown in Figure 3.58 presents results of 45 runs of the same calibration vehicle that crossed the
bridge at different velocities. Graph in Figure 3.58 (a) presents the gross weight and in Figure 3.58 (b)
the first axle dependence from velocity. Linear regression was applied to define the relationship between velocity and the error, from which the correction functions were calculated to correct, in real
time, the GVW results (Figure 3.59). Then the same procedure was repeated for the first axles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.58: VA0028 Bridge: measured error of (a) GVW and (b) first axle loads of 5-axle semi-trailers as
a function of vehicle velocity
Slika 3.58:

Most VA0028: izmerjena napaka (a) skupnih tež in (b) tež prvih osi 5-osnih vlačilcev s polpriklopniki, v odvisnosti od hitrosti vožnje
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Figure 3.59: VA0028 Bridge: measured error of (a) GVW and (b) first axle loads of 5-axle semi-trailers as
a function of vehicle velocity, after velocity calibration
Slika 3.59:

Most VA0028: izmerjena napaka (a) skupnih tež in (b) tež prvih osi 5-osnih vlačilcev s polpriklopniki, v odvisnosti od hitrosti vožnje, po kalibraciji hitrosti

It shall be noted that such corrections are vehicle and site dependant, as they depend on the vehicle
dynamic properties and pavement smoothness. If not taken with care, such velocity calibration can
seriously impair results of certain vehicles.

3.10 Influence of recent developments on the accuracy of results
To demonstrate efficiency of the individual improvements described above, 178 static measurements
(on the VA0028 Bridge) and 122 static measurements (on the VA0030 Bridge) were used as reference
values to which we compared the B-WIM results.
The following parameters were varied:
-

-

number of strain channels used to calculate weights;
different values of calibration factors to deal with the effects of different types of vehicle due
to their dynamic properties;
redistribution of the weight of the first axles to the remaining axles: this is needed because the
distribution of axle loads of moving vehicles is different to that of the stand-still vehicles (the
rolling driving axles tend to decrease and the spoilers on the cabin increase the pressure on the
steering axle);
application of strips method according to Chapter 3.5;
optimised axle detection according to Chapter 3.6;
temperature compensation: in addition to the procedure described in Chapter 3.8, in some calculations the corrections were manually fitted only to the results of static weighing;
velocity compensation, according to Chapter 3.9;
drift compensation according to Chapter 4.2.1;
percentile related to RCS estimator (Chapter 3.6.3); 100th and 95th percentiles of RCS were
used;
inclusion or exclusion of lighter vehicles with the average axle weight of over 50 kN.
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For each subset of parameters a set of 178 events was processed in the case of the VA0028 Bridge and
122 events in the case of the VA0030 Bridge. These events included all statically weighed vehicles. In
each case, the following variables were evaluated:
-

number of successfully weighed vehicles,
standard deviation of the error of the gross vehicle weights,
confidence intervals and accuracy classes according to the COST 323 WIM specifications
(COST 323, 2002), separately for GVW, individual AL and group AL,
percentage of GVW errors (over 10 %, between 5 % and 10 % and below 5 %),
percentage of GVW errors (over 5 tons, between 2 and 5 tons between 1 and 2 tons and below
1 ton), and
minimum negative and maximum positive error (i.e. the greatest under/over-predictions).

Accuracy of the results was evaluated according to the European WIM specifications (COST 323,
2002). As in all cases over 100 random vehicles were checked and measurements were performed over
several months, full reproducibility conditions (R2) and full environmental reproducibility (III) were
considered (see Chapter 2.2.1).
Results in the following two tables are coloured from dark red (least accurate results) to dark green
(most accurate results).
3.10.1 Results from the VA0028 Bridge
Table 3.8 summarises the key detailed results from the VA0028 Bridge. Out of 16 variations, 9 are
presented in the table. In each variation, the event files of all 178 reference vehicles, which were
weighed on the static scale, were reprocessed using different combinations of the input parameters
(rows 2 to 12 in the table):
-

sensor factor corrections: no correction or according to Chapter 3.3,
weighing sensors: either all 12 sensors, or only 5 of them, according to Chapter 3.4,
strips: no strips or according to Chapter 3.5,
axle reconstruction: no reconstruction or according to Chapter 3.6.3
calibration factors: either 1 calibration factor for all vehicles or different calibration factors for
7 types of vehicles (from 96.6 to 110.2),
temperature compensation: no compensation or according to Chapter 3.8,
velocity compensation: no compensation or according to Chapter 3.9,
drift compensation: no compensation or according to Chapter 4.2.1,
optimised axle detection: the pre-BridgeMon way or according to Chapter 3.6.2,
RCS percentile: all vehicles or only those with RCS value below 95th percentile, according to
equation 3.10.
only average AL > 50 kN: if yes, only vehicles heavier than N×50 kN were considered, where
N is number of axles.

It should be noted that strains of two vehicles out of 178 were not correctly recorded and were as a
result, despite correctly identified axles (Chapter 3.6.4), eliminated from all evaluations.
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Table 3.8:

VA0028 Bridge: accuracy of results at different stages of B-WIM development

Preglednica 3.8:

Most VA0028: Natančnost rezultatov v različnih fazah razvoja B-WIM sistema

Row Variation

15

13

10

9

8

7

6

4

0

1 Weighing sensors

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

12

2 Calibration factors

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

1

1

3 Temperature compensation

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

4 Velocity compensation

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

5 Drift compensation

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

6 Optimised axle detection

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

7 Axle reconstruction

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

8 Strips

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

9 Sensor factor corrections

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

10 RCS percentile

95%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

12 Only average Axle Load >50kN

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

13 STD of GVW error

6.86

7.06

7.60

8.31

8.60

8.37

8.52

no

no

10.87 12.62

14 GVW Confidence Interval

12.55 12.91 13.89 17.91 18.76 18.73 16.70 22.64 23.10

15 Single Axle Confidence Interval

14.48 14.46 14.99 19.22 19.58 20.01 17.84 27.79 25.32

16 Group Axle Confidence Interval

11.56 11.84 12.44 17.11 17.96 17.73 15.53 30.95 34.51

17 GVW Accuracy Class

C(15) C(15) C(15) D+(20) D+(20) D+(20) D+(20) D(25) D(25)

18 Single axles Accuracy Class

C(15) C(15) C(15) D+(20) D+(20) D(25) D+(20) E(30) E(30)

19 Group axles Accuracy Class

C(15) C(15) C(15) D+(20) D+(20) D+(20) D+(20) E(35) E(35)

20 Overall Accuracy Class

C(15) C(15) C(15) D+(20) D+(20) D(25) D+(20) E(35) E(35)

21 Number of vehicles:

148

176

176

176

176

176

176

169

169

22 Error >10%

13.5% 14.2% 18.2% 31.8% 34.1% 35.8% 28.4% 42.0% 33.1%

23 Error 5%÷ 10%

35.8% 34.7% 35.8% 29.5% 32.4% 26.7% 30.1% 23.1% 26.6%

24 Error <5%

50.7% 51.1% 46.0% 38.6% 33.5% 37.5% 41.5% 34.9% 40.2%

25 Error > 5 t

6.8%

26 Error 2t ÷ 5 t

35.1% 32.2% 33.5% 26.7% 31.1% 30.7% 29.5% 40.0% 39.1%

27 Error 1t ÷ 2 t

29.1% 29.9% 29.0% 20.5% 24.3% 19.9% 25.6% 16.5% 22.5%

28 Error <1 t

29.1% 31.1% 27.8% 31.3% 23.2% 26.7% 28.4% 22.4% 23.7%

29

-19%

-19%

-20%

-18%

-18%

-18%

-20%

-48%

-34%

18%

19%

18%

29%

30%

30%

26%

31%

83%

30

GVW error interval

6.8%

9.7% 21.6% 21.5% 22.7% 16.5% 21.2% 14.8%

Rows 13 to 20 contain statistical data (confidence intervals  and accuracy classes) according to the
European weigh-in-motion specifications (COST 323, 2002), separately for gross weights, single axle
loads and group axle loads.
Rows 22 to 28 after number of vehicles considered (row 21, number changes because initially not all
vehicles were detected and, in the later stages, some vehicles were not fulfilling the criteria) summarise the error intervals, first in percent and then in tonnes. The last two rows present the maximum and
minimum errors.
Results from the VA0028 Bridge demonstrate that each improvement has, to a lesser or greater extent,
decreased the confidence intervals δ. Ultimately, the overall accuracy class increased from E(35) in
column 0, achieved with the knowledge and software available prior to the commencement of
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BridgeMon project, to class C(15) in column 17, after application of the algorithms and methods presented in this chapter. This represents an improvement of four accuracy classes compared to the initial
setup.
The following main conclusions can be made:
1. Due to the misdetected axles, the setup as at the beginning of the BridgeMon project was not
able to weigh 9 out of 178 vehicles. The final setup measured all vehicles, with three vehicles
missing one axle each and two vehicles with high RCS value, which were excluded from further evaluations.
2. All factors improved the results (decreased the confidence intervals for GVW, single and axle
group errors). By far the most influential parameter is the drift of the calibration factor. Not
taking it into account decreased the accuracy by at least one accuracy class.
3. All other improvements (temperature and velocity compensation, different percentiles of accounted results with respect to RCS quality estimator and lateral position of the vehicle), in
any combination, jointly contributed 1 to 4 % of the reduction in the confidence intervals.
4. Roughly one accuracy class was gained with individual calibration factors for different types
of vehicles. In the final setup seven different vehicle categories were defined, with the calibration factors varying for roughly ±7 % from the average calibration factor. This is a sign that
dynamic bridge-vehicle interaction, induced by uneven pavement, played an important role.
5. In general, the accuracy class C(15) was disappointing and was worse than on many other
similar bridges instrumented in the past. As demonstrated in Chapter 3.9, pavement unevenness and resulting dynamic bridge-vehicle interaction was blamed for it. Measurements of the
wheel tracks with the ZAG Longitudinal Profile Meter proved that the evenness of the pavement before and over the bridge was not good, with a notable bump on the entrance to the
bridge (Figure 3.60).
3.10.2 Results from the VA0030 Bridge
On the VA0030 Bridge (Table 3.9), too, each improvement has to lesser or greater extent decreased the
confidence intervals which has ultimately increased the accuracy class from D+(20) to class B(10).
This represented an improvement of two accuracy classes compared to the initial setup. In addition, if
the vehicles with the gross weight below 5 tons were not considered, the attained accuracy class for
the gross weights was A(5), which is an extremely rare achievement for long-term weigh-in-motion
measurements.
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Figure 3.60: Longitudinal profile of pavement near the VA0028 Bridge
Slika 3.60:

Vzdolžni profil voziščne konstrukcije v okolici mostu VA0028

The following main conclusions can be made:
1. Taking into account two vehicles with wrongly identified axles dramatically decreases the accuracy of the results (confidence interval δ of the single axle’s error increased from 16.6 % to
24.0 %). Therefore, such vehicles must be efficiently identified and flagged in order that they
can be excluded from the data sample.
2. All factors improved the results (decreasing δ for GVW, single and group axle errors). Contrary to the VA0028 Bridge, calibration drift had lesser effect.
3. Temperature and velocity compensation were not taken into account as on such bridges temperature (due to simply supported prefabricated prestressed beams with continuous reinforced
concrete deck) and velocity (due to more suitable span, see Chapter 3.9) have insignificant effect on accuracy of the results.
4. Loads between the axles have redistributed differently on vehicles without spoilers on the cabins. Distinguishing between the vehicles with and without spoilers, with the help of photographs, has not improved the accuracy class of the results, but has decreased the confidence
interval δ for single axles from 9.79, on the verge of class C(15), to 8.15, close to class B+(7).
Unfortunately, spoilers were not detected automatically. For this purpose, it would be possible to use
laser devices that measure the dimensions of the vehicle and estimate the longitudinal profile of the
vehicle, but this has been neither tested nor was envisaged in the studies. Such errors are not significant for pavement and bridge applications but would be beneficial to increase accuracy for preselection for weight enforcement, where a police officer follows the B-WIM results on a portable device that displays the individual axle loads and the vehicle photo.
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Table 3.9:

VA0030 Bridge: accuracy of results of at different stages of B-WIM development

Preglednica 3.9:

Most VA0030: natančnost rezultatov v različnih fazah razvoja B-WIM sistema

Row Variation

15

13

10

9

8

7

6

4

0

1 Weighing sensors

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

12

2 Calibration factors

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

1

1

3 Temperature compensation

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

4 Velocity compensation

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

5 Drift compensation

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

6 Optimised axle detection

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

7 Axle reconstruction

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

8 Strips

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

9 Sensor factor corrections

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

10 RCS percentile

95%

12 Only average Axle Load >50kN

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

13 STD of GVW error

6.86

7.06

7.60

8.31

8.60

8.37

8.52

14 GVW Confidence Interval

12.55 12.91 13.89 17.91 18.76 18.73 16.70 22.64 23.10

15 Single Axle Confidence Interval

14.48 14.46 14.99 19.22 19.58 20.01 17.84 27.79 25.32

16 Group Axle Confidence Interval

11.56 11.84 12.44 17.11 17.96 17.73 15.53 30.95 34.51

17 GVW Accuracy Class

C(15) C(15) C(15) D+(20) D+(20) D+(20) D+(20) D(25) D(25)

18 Single axles Accuracy Class

C(15) C(15) C(15) D+(20) D+(20) D(25) D+(20) E(30) E(30)

19 Group axles Accuracy Class

C(15) C(15) C(15) D+(20) D+(20) D+(20) D+(20) E(35) E(35)

20 Overall Accuracy Class

C(15) C(15) C(15) D+(20) D+(20) D(25) D+(20) E(35) E(35)

21 Number of vehicles:

148

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

176

176

176

176

176

176

no

no

10.87 12.62

169

169

22 Error >10%

13.5% 14.2% 18.2% 31.8% 34.1% 35.8% 28.4% 42.0% 33.1%

23 Error 5%÷ 10%

35.8% 34.7% 35.8% 29.5% 32.4% 26.7% 30.1% 23.1% 26.6%

24 Error <5%

50.7% 51.1% 46.0% 38.6% 33.5% 37.5% 41.5% 34.9% 40.2%

25 Error > 5 t

6.8%

26 Error 2t ÷ 5 t

35.1% 32.2% 33.5% 26.7% 31.1% 30.7% 29.5% 40.0% 39.1%

27 Error 1t ÷ 2 t

29.1% 29.9% 29.0% 20.5% 24.3% 19.9% 25.6% 16.5% 22.5%

28 Error <1 t

29.1% 31.1% 27.8% 31.3% 23.2% 26.7% 28.4% 22.4% 23.7%

29

-19%

-19%

-20%

-18%

-18%

-18%

-20%

-48%

-34%

18%

19%

18%

29%

30%

30%

26%

31%

83%

30

GVW error interval

6.8%

9.7% 21.6% 21.5% 22.7% 16.5% 21.2% 14.8%
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WIM DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT

This Chapter elaborates one of the key topic of this work, the quality of WIM data. Initially, the existing data quality assurance procedures are presented, followed by the latest developments tailored to
the B-WIM systems.
Most WIM systems, regardless of the sensor technology, have built-in temperature and sometimes
velocity calibration algorithms that compensate data for the environmental effects. They also perform
quality checks which ensure that results are stable and of expected quality. In addition, the data owners, when importing data from the individual WIM systems into their traffic databases, perform a
number of data quality validations to eliminate the unreliable information.
It will be shown in Chapter 7.1 how data quality affects the calculated traffic load effects on bridges.

4.1

Introduction to WIM data quality assessment

WIM measurements are performed under unmanned and uncontrolled conditions and thus record a
certain amount of erroneous data (FHWA, 2013). According to the current practise this data must be
identified and removed before any meaningful statistical analysis can be performed (Walker & Cebon,
2011; Sivakumar et al., 2011; Žnidarič et al., 2015). The common rules focus on checking each record
to determine if parameters such as speed, axle spacings and axle weights are within certain expected
ranges. This work describes quality control checks which aim to determine if a B-WIM system is
working as intended and is properly recording data. These checks are based on statistical evaluations
of some vehicle parameters within the entire measured traffic. They generally focus on the most common heavier vehicles on the roads, the 5-axle semi-trailer trucks, of axle configurations 1-1-3 in Europe and 1-2-2 in the United States.
4.1.1

LTPP approach

The Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) programme (2010) is a long-lasting activity that the
US Federal Highway Administration is financing in order to obtain valuable information about durability of pavements. The programme originally planned to install 2,500 WIM sites all around the US
and Canada but it was soon realised that this was unrealistic. Two major obstacles for successful implementation of WIM were:
-

the cost of WIM equipment and services which remained considerably higher than expected
and
the quality of WIM data which, even 10 years after start of the programme, was disappointing.

Walker & Cebon (2011) describe in their report the lessons learned and protocols introduced during
the 20+ years of WIM data collection. As an example, Figure 4.1 (a) shows the average monthly histograms of 5-axle semi-trailers, the Class 9 vehicles according to the American classification –
(FHWA, 2013), on a site in Florida from the early years of the LTPP programme. Data was clearly
unreliable as there is no justification for the average monthly gross weights of the most common type
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of the vehicle to vary by as much as 60% throughout a year. In this case, the second peak representing
fully loaded semi-trailers is changing from 50 to 80 kips (kilo pounds). With reason, temperature and
lower quality of the early generation of WIM sensors were blamed as the main reasons for poor results. The anomaly disappeared after more accurate sensors, better installation and calibration procedures, and thorough data quality procedures were applied, as shown in Figure 4.1 (b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.1: Monthly distributions of 5-axle semi-trailers’ GVW (a) before and (b) after implementation of
the new LTPP specifications (Walker & Cebon, 2011)
Slika 4.1:

Mesečne porazdelitve skupnih tež 5-osnih vlačilcev (a) pred in (b) po vpeljavi novih LTPP
specifikacij (Walker & Cebon, 2011)

To improve the situations strict data quality control guidelines were developed. They cover all aspects
of WIM data collection, from site selection to calibration and maintenance, and among others to:
-

ban the underperforming technologies, such as low-grade piezoelectric cables,
require:
o bending plates, load cells and piezo-quartz as the weighing technology,
o concrete pavement,
o improved road roughness,
o regular calibration,
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-

ban auto-calibration, a method where the calibration factors change according to statistically
evaluated characteristic weights of traffic,
impose daily quality checking of data.

Some rules are arguable (strict banning of auto-calibration, even if used properly), but the results did
dramatically improve, as can be seen in the results from the same Florida location after it was reinstalled and maintained according to these guidelines (Figure 4.1 (b)).
Quality control checks are today performed by responsible authorities on a daily basis to ensure that
WIM sites are operating correctly. These checks permanently monitor statistical parameters, such as
the average daily or hourly gross vehicle weights and the number and percentage of certain vehicle
classes within the entire population of measured vehicles.
The SiWIM® system incorporates a QA module that evaluates data according to the 9 LTPP requirements,
as explained in Chapter 4.2.2.
4.1.2

Recent European data quality assessment procedures

Enright & OBrien (2011) give a detailed description of rules which were developed to clean WIM data
from five European WIM sites within the ARCHES project (2009). These rules account for similar
parameters to those proposed by Sivakumar, et al. (2011), but they develop a points system whereby a
vehicle record accumulates points if it contains suspicious characteristics. If the number of points
against a vehicle record exceeds a predefined limit, it is removed from the database. This work also
assesses additional errors which can occur, such as:
-

ghost axles, i.e. axles that were recorded due to the signal noise or software error but did not
actually exist,
merged trucks that are essentially two vehicles following each other but have been, due to the
short inter-vehicle distance, classified as one,
divided trucks, i.e. vehicles which have been, due to a long axle spacing, split into two vehicles; this typically occurs with long low-loader vehicles used for special transports,
trucks straddling two lanes.

Leahy (2013) adopted a similar points system approach while also proposing additional checks to
monitor data quality. He examined the steer axle weight on 5-axle trucks on a daily basis to identify
any problems with the calibration of weighing sensors. Monitoring of steer axle weights has also been
used by other authors, such as (Grundy et al., 2002).
Two types of checks are typically performed:
-

a check of individual vehicle records and
a check of the site.

The check of the records consists of a set of rules that examine individual records and quantifies its
quality according to compliance with these rules. Enright & OBrien (2011) and Leahy (2013) assign a
green, orange or red flag depending on the amount and type of suspicious characteristics detected in
the record. The second check examines all data captured at a site in a given time period, typically a
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day. A warning is issued if suspicious behaviour, such as calibration drift or large volumes of red flag
records are detected.
BridgeMon project (Corbally et al., 2014) also investigated the potential of kernel density estimation
(KDE) functions for quality assurance of Bridge-WIM records. They were used to identify the probability associated with all possible axle configurations and distributions of weight. The axle configuration of a WIM record was checked to determine the probability associated with that axle configuration.
Axle configurations with low probabilities of occurrence were flagged as potentially erroneous. Details about the KDE are given in Chapter 5.4.2.
In this thesis, the QA methodology was further elaborated to include the B-WIM specifics.
4.1.3

B-WIM specific errors

B-WIM systems generate specific errors that are less common with the pavement WIM systems:

1. The indirect free-of-axle-detector or FAD axle detection approach (see Chapter 2.6.4) captures
axle information not by devices built into the pavement but by sensors attached to the soffit of
the bridge superstructure, and can, as a result, detect non-existent ghost axles or miss the real ones.

2. Bridges with spans over 20 m a B-WIM system will likely provide accurate gross weights, but
these may not be optimally distributed between the axles. The extent of redistributions depends primarily on how closely spaced the axles are relative to the length of the bridge, how
many multiple-presence events are recorded and how precisely the system has been setup.

3. On ‘lively’ bridges, with high dynamics, the vibration frequencies may coincide with the frequency of axle appearances, which not only can miss-detect, miss-place or add ghost axles
(see example in Figure 3.43) but also foster errors in axle load calculation.

2 ghost
axles

Double axle
detected as a single

Figure 4.2: Examples of ghost and lost axles due to bridge dynamics
Slika 4.2:

Primera namišljenih in manjkajočih osi zaradi dinamičnega odziva mostu
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4.1.4

SiWIM® data quality checks

SiWIM® B-WIM system has a unique ability that it stores all measurement data including:
-

measured strains and
complete set of specific information accumulated along the weighing process.

This allows not only to eliminate potentially erroneous data, similar to other WIM technologies, but
also to check, re-evaluate and possibly correct the results (Žnidarič & Lavrič, 2011). Calculated, theoretical strain responses of each vehicle, which the axle loads were calculated from, are compared with
the measured strains. The RCS value (Eq. 3.10), stored in the vehicle-by-vehicle file, is taken as the
first estimator of quality of measurement.
Since the release of the Mark II system 15 years ago, the Data Processing Software provided tools to
search and filter the outliers and otherwise extreme or suspicious records from the vehicle-by-vehicle
database. A subset of vehicles matching specified conditions was generated and these records were
visually checked for errors. Each suspicious record was either rejected or corrected and approved.
An example of erroneous result is given in Figure 4.3. Clearly, in Figure 4.3 (a), the sixth axle of the
vehicle is missing and the difference between the measured and calculated strains in that area, marked
with a purple line, is far from zero. After inserting an axle the vehicle is automatically reweighed to
achieve an almost perfect match between the measured and calculated strains, as shown in Figure 4.3 (b).
Apart from the RCS value the system stores for each individual vehicle the following warning flags:
1. Disregarded vehicle – a suspicious or incorrect result is kept in the database but is flagged to
be discarded in the analyses.
2. Incomplete MP signals – the captured signal was too short to provide reliable source for weighing.
3. Vehicle overloaded – self-explanatory.
4. Axle overloaded – self-explanatory.
5. Classification manually changed – self-explanatory.
6. First axle position manually adjusted – during inspection the first axle was moved forward or
backward to provide better match between the measured and calculated responses.
7. Axles and loads manually adjusted – the software allows changes without re-weighing; such
vehicles are flagged.
8. Missing temperature for compensation – self-explanatory.
9. Vehicle reconstructed – one or more axles were added to achieve lower RCS.
10. Vehicle reclassified – due to different number and/or position of axles the vehicle was reclassified.
11. Negative axle loads – if allowed, typically for research purposes; for commercial weighing
negative axle loads are not allowed and are replaced with zeros.
12. Multiple truck presence – there has been more than one vehicle on the bridge, which may have
influenced accuracy of the result.
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Difference btw.
measured and
calculated strain

Missed axle

(a)

Contribution
from lane 1

Total measured
strain

Contribution
from lane 2

(b)
Figure 4.3: (a) Bridge strain response due to a missing axle and (b) recalculated vehicle after manually
adding the axle
Slika 4.3:

4.2
4.2.1

(a) Odziv mostu zaradi manjkajoča os in (b) preračunano vozilo po ročno dodani osi

Long-term monitoring
Detecting loss of calibration

Loss of calibration or gradual calibration drift may happen during any WIM measurements. To monitor for that, the gross weights or the steering (first) axle loads on five-axle trucks are followed as they
tend to provide an appropriate verification parameter with fairly defined mean and low standard deviation. The first axle carries the cabin and the engine and is not significantly influenced by the load
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which the truck is hauling. Despite the fact that its amplitude is correlated to the GVW of the vehicle,
as will be demonstrated in Chapter 4.3.1, it can be shown that statistics, if based on large amount of
data (tens of thousands of vehicles), can capture calibration loss or drift.
SiWIM® is equipped with tools to monitor the long-term drift of the results. This routine compares, in
real time, the peak-to-peak values of individual sensors over time. Figure 4.4 displays an example of
18 % drift of peak values captured by one unstable channel (the remaining 11 channels were stable or
drifter considerably less) over 400 days of measurements. In practice, when such anomalies are detected, the system linearly adjusts the affected strain channels over time.

Figure 4.4: Peak values of a problematic channel and the regression curve used to correct the signal drift
Slika 4.4:

4.2.2

Maksimalne vrednosti problematičnega kanala in regresijska krivulja uporabljena za
korekcijo lezenja

LTPP quality control checks

The LTPP project in the United States uses nine checks for its WIM data (FHWA, 2010). These checks
were adjusted to fit better the European traffic. The tests are only applied to weekdays as weekends
and public holiday volumes are often much less and are consequently not comparable. The nine checks
are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Total daily count by vehicle.
No lane has a count of 0 in a specific hour.
No lane has a traffic count of 2 500 or more in any specific hour.
Percentage of vehicles per day assigned a red flag by the rules described in Chapter 4.3.3.
Percentage of vehicles per day assigned at least one warning flag by the system (Chapter 4.1.4).
Total daily count of 5-axle semi-trailers. These are the most common semi-trailers configuration, consisting of a five-axle truck with either two axles on the tractor unit and a tridem axle
at the rear of the trailer or 3 axles on the tractor and a tandem axle at the rear (so-called 18wheelers).
7. Percent of 5-axle semi-trailers per day.
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8. Percent of 5-axle semi-trailers per day assigned an error warning by the system. Although a
valid vehicle record with weights and axle spacing may be created, a warning message can indicate some irregularity in how the vehicle passed over the system.
9. Average gross vehicle weight of 5-axle semi-trailers per day.
These checks can efficiently identify abnormal behaviour of any WIM system. Results of check No. 1
is shown in Figure 4.5. Red dots denote days where 75 % of the average flow were not achieved,
which in this case happened every Sunday and public holiday. Days where the system was out of service can be also easily identified by the zero daily volume.

Figure 4.5: Check No. 1: Time course of daily number of all heavy vehicles
Slika 4.5:

Preverba št. 1: Časovni potek dnevnega števila vseh težkih vozil

A weekly pattern can also be recognized: the highest volumes occur on Mondays and reduce over the
week to the lowest volumes on Fridays (with exception of weekends and public holidays). Similar
information is available from the percentage plot of 5-axle semi-trailers in Figure 4.7. At the end of
both years, dips in the percentages correspond to the Christmas periods. Figure 4.6 displays check
No.5: percent of vehicles per day that were assigned at least one warning flag by the system.
Graphs such as these can be plotted for all LTPP checks and can clearly point out the results that
should be taken with caution.

4.3

Identifying erroneous data

Without any doubt, the quality of any WIM data influences the results of traffic load modelling for
pavements and for bridges. The proposed data QA procedure takes the benefits of SiWIM’s unique
ability to allow reprocessing of data, and combines it with the best from FHWA and European practices, with the main objectives to be as efficient as possible, with respect to time and personal efforts
needed to perform data verification, while still clean, i.e. correct, approve or reject, all erroneous or
suspicious records that may affect the results of traffic load modelling for bridges and for pavements.
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Figure 4.6: Check No. 5: Time course of daily percentage of vehicles with red flag
Slika 4.6:

Preverba št. 5: Časovni potek dnevnega odstotka vozil z rdečo oznako

Figure 4.7: Check No. 6: Time course of daily number of 5-axle semi-trailers
Slika 4.7:

Preverba št. 6: Časovni potek dnevnega števila 5-osnih vozil s pol-priklopniki

Once collected, data is checked in the following four phases:

1. Data is auto-cleaned. The individual vehicle-by-vehicle files are run through the Python
scripts (2016) to correct some obvious errors.

2. Data is split into subsets, typically 3 to 5. In this thesis, the 50th, 64th, 99th percentiles and
997th permille were investigated to divide all vehicles based on the level of strains they
had induced. The purpose of this action is to avoid spending time on light vehicles that
have little or even no effect on the results of traffic load modelling.

3. The subsets are run through a number of quality checks and each vehicle is given a green,
yellow or red flag. Results are stored into separate vehicle-by-vehicle (.NSWD) files.

4. Only the red and possibly orange-flagged vehicles are visually verified.
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4.3.1
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Auto-cleaning

Prior to performing the QA check of the data all vehicle-by-vehicle files are processed by an autocleaning procedure that corrects some obvious errors. Currently it:
-

splits two following vehicles recorded as one,
adjusts first axle load of some well-defined types of vehicles, like 5-axle semi-trailers,
adds axles which absence is unlikely, for example the second axle in a tridem of a semi-trailer,
deletes light ghost axles before and after the heavy vehicle.

Auto-cleaning procedure is independent from measurements. It changes the results without ‘reweighing’, by reprocessing the vehicle strain files through the entire weighing chain.
Two following vehicles recorded as one
One of the common errors in the B-WIM data, or any WIM data which vehicle classification is based
purely on axle detectors, without vehicle detection devices such as inductive loops, is recording of
consecutive vehicles as one (Figure 4.8). These events occur when two vehicles are following each
other at a distance shorter than the longest permitted axle spacing. This is typically set at 12 m, to capture low-loaders (oversize or very heavy vehicles) used for special transports, which longest spacing
often exceeds 10 m.
To correct these cases, the Python script searches for combinations of two heavy vehicles. If:

GVW=37,44 t

GVW=40,12 t

Figure 4.8: Bridge response due to two trucks recorded as one
Slika 4.8:
-

Odziv mostne konstrukcije zaradi dveh tovornih vozil registriranih kot eno

a suspicious vehicle with 4 to 10 axles is found,
this vehicle contains a long axle spacing longer than 8 m, and
the new subsets of split axles correspond to axle configurations of realistic vehicles,

then the original vehicle is divided into two vehicles. In a similar way, closely spaced cars are disconnected from heavy vehicles.
Adjustment of first axle load
The next group of errors is related to vehicles where the weights of the steering (first) axles appear to
be unrealistic. This is mainly associated with redistribution of axle loads due to:
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-

multiple-presence of several vehicles on the bridge,
dynamic behaviour of the vehicle in general, and
absence of a spoiler over the cabin.

First axle loads are worked on as on most types of vehicles they are well defined. For example, in Slovenia, the average static first axle weight of 11 945 loaded 4- and 5-axle semi-trailers is 6.84 tons
(Cestel, 2014). In addition, the first axle load of these vehicles is strongly correlated to their gross
weights, as demonstrated in Figure 4.9. If the population of all semi-trailers is divided into equally
sized subsets limited by the 10th, 20th etc. percentiles, then the average standard deviation of the ten
subsets, each containing 1194 or 1195 data points, is only between 311 and 404 kg. Consequently, a ±3
standard deviation interval around the corresponding mean values is selected to define and detect the
outliers. If the amplitude of the first axle is outside these boundaries, as in the example in Figure 4.10,
a new first axle is generated.

Figure 4.9: Relationship between the first axle load and gross vehicle masses of 11 945 statically weighed
5-axle semi-trailers
Slika 4.9:

Razmerje med pritiski prve osi in skupnimi masami 11 945 statično stehtanih 5-osnih vozil s
pol-priklopniki

GVW=26,96 t
AL1=10,56 t

Figure 4.10: Response of a bridge due to a five-axle truck with unrealistically high steer axle load AL1
Slika 4.10:

Odziv mostu zaradi pet-osnega vozila z nerealno visoko težo prve osi AL1
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A similar relationship can be established between the second axles and gross weights of the 5-axle
semi-trailers (Figure 4.11). However, it should be noted that in this case the coefficients of variation
are considerably higher, as loadings of all remaining axles are far less consistent than of the first axles.
Thus, checks of the second axle seem more appropriate to detect incorrectly loaded vehicles than for
data quality checks.

Figure 4.11: Relationship between the second axle loads and gross vehicle masses of 11 945 statically
weighed 5-axle semi-trailers
Slika 4.11:

Razmerje med pritiski druge osi in skupnimi masami 11 945 statično stehtanih 5-osnih vozil s
pol-priklopniki

For correction of the first axles, three types of corrections of the first axle load, AL1,C , are proposed:
1.

The limit value: the new first axle load is set on the limit of the outlier interval as:
𝐴𝐿1,𝐶 = 𝐺𝑉𝑊. 𝑎 + 𝑏 + 3𝜎

(4.1)

for the overestimated values and
𝐴𝐿1,𝐶 = 𝐺𝑉𝑊. 𝑎 + 𝑏 − 3𝜎

(4.2)

for the underestimated values. GVW is the measured gross weight, a and b are parameters of
the GVW vs. first axle load linear regression function and 𝜎 is the average standard deviation
calculated from the 10 sets of data separated by equal percentiles.
2.

The average value: the new first axle load is selected directly from the regression function:
𝐴𝐿1,𝐶 = 𝐺𝑉𝑊. 𝑎 + 𝑏

3.

(4.3)

The distributed value: the inverse normal distribution function is used to generate the new value of the first axle:
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𝐴𝐿1,𝐶 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑃), 𝐺𝑉𝑊. 𝑎 + 𝑏. 𝜎(𝐺𝑉𝑊))

(4.4)

where norminv is the Normal inverse cumulative distribution function as calculated by Excel,
Matlab, Python or similar.
The difference between the original and the new first axle load is distributed either entirely to the second axle or proportionally to all other axle loads, whichever can be showed to match better actual situation on the bridge.
Adding missing axles
Before performing the data quality checks, the potentially missing axles in groups of axles have already been treated, as a part of the axle reconstruction method (see Chapter 3.6.3). This efficiently
reinserts many missing axles. However, on bridges with pronounced dynamics reconstruction may not
have been fully successful. Two typical cases are:
-

-

The fourth axle of the 5-axle semi-trailer, similar to the example in Figure 4.3. Vehicles with
modern air suspension can lift the forth axle, but they do it in combination with the third one.
Therefore, if only the fourth axle is missing, it is added and all axles of the new tridem are
credited the average axle load equal to one third of the sum of the original third and fifth axle.
Lifting axles of rigid trucks. The second axle of the driving tandem axles can often be lifted
and is designed to carry 50 % of the load of the main driving axle. Experience shows that if
the driving axle of a rigid truck with first axle spacing exceeding 4.5 m is noticeably overloaded (its load exceeds 12-13 tons), there is high probability that the lifting axle was not detected and is, as result, reinserted (Figure 4.12).

Deleting non-existent axles
In cases with pronounced dynamics heavy vehicles often start or end by non-existent axles, typically
lighter than 10 kN, which are either part of closely spaced partially detected light vehicles or emerge
from dynamic excitation of the bridge that has been miss-captured as axle peaks. If these axles are
lighter than a specified threshold, and the remaining axles constitute a realistic vehicle, these light
axles are deleted. This rule applies to:
-

second or third axle of a 3-axle heavy vehicle, if they are lighter than 10 kN,
third axle of a 5-axle heavy vehicle, if it is lighter than 10 kN,
last axle of a heavy vehicle, if it is spaced more than 7 metres from the nearest axle and is
lighter than 5 kN.

Eliminating negative axles
Negative axle loads are only acceptable for research purposes, otherwise they must be eliminated. By
default, the SiWIM® software sets such results to zero, i.e. keeps the vehicles in the database, but with
zero axle loads.
Negative axle loads occur in the results if:
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-

-
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B-WIM system is set to weigh light vehicles, i.e. cars and vans; particularly in the MP events this
can cause ill-conditioning of the equations and negative axle loads of these light vehicles;
axles in a group (spaced closer than 1.8 m apart) are calculated as individual axles, not as axle
groups; then redistribution can underestimate some axles, even down to negative values, and
overestimates the others;
notable bridge-vehicle interaction is present on the bridge.

Missed axle

Figure 4.12: Response of a bridge with a vehicle with missed third axle
Slika 4.12:

Odziv mostu zaradi vozila z manjkajočo tretjo osjo

Ghost axle

Ghost axle

Figure 4.13: Response of a bridge with a vehicle with light ghost axles before and after
Slika 4.13:

Odziv mostu zaradi vozila z lahkima neobstoječima osema pred in za njim

An efficient tool for eliminating negative axles is to cluster axles in groups. This assumes that closely
spaced axles have the same axle load, which improves conditioning of the system of equations. However, it shall be noted:
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-

-

Axle grouping may generate results of slightly lower accuracy, but these are more robust, with
far less or even no negative axle loads.
The procedure is appropriate for applications where results are compared to static weights,
with axles in a group distributed evenly. If the real traffic loading is looked for, than individual axle loads will better capture the true loading of the crossing vehicles.
The procedure is unavoidable on longer bridges, with spans over 20 m, where not using it
would inevitably result in ill-conditioning of equations, and will generate many redistributed
(negative) axle loads.

Efficiency of auto-cleaning
As an example, Table 4.1 summarises the data auto-cleaning statistics from the VA0028 Bridge. It
shows that 95.16 % of all vehicles were left untouched. From the rest:
-

2 548 vehicles (0.27 %) were detached from closely spaced successive vehicles,
3 098 of vehicles (0.33 %) got the first axle adjusted as it was out of predefined bounds,
33 252 vehicles (3.55 %) was cleaned of non-existent axles, and
in 6 237 vehicles (0.67 %) negative axles were deleted or corrected.

The main reason for relatively high number of non-existent and negative axles was allowance to detect
light vehicles. Selecting higher thresholds to capture the vehicles would miss more light vehicles and
reduce the number of vehicles in need for correction. However, in this case the lighter vehicles on the
adjacent lanes would not contribute to the results and would likely worsen accuracy of weighing.
4.3.2

Grouping the vehicles according to the strains they induce

The traditional manual vehicle-by-vehicle inspection and validation of results is resource- and timeintensive. As the lighter vehicles have only minor or even no influence on generated pavement or
bridge traffic load effects, errors in calculated axle loads of those vehicles have marginal influence on
the result of load modelling. To speed up the data cleaning procedure it is suggested to verify only the
important heavier vehicles. Therefore, the entire vehicle-by-vehicle database is divided into subsets
based to the level of strains that these vehicles had induced.
Percentiles of sum of maximal measured strains are taken as the dividers between the subsets. Typically, the highest one is set at the 997th permille (median value plus 3 standard deviations) to extract the
heaviest measured loading events. The lowest one is set at 50th percentile.
It will be shown in Chapter 6 that vehicles with strains below the median value, even if erroneous,
have negligible effect on the outcomes of traffic load monitoring. The remaining two dividers are currently set at 64th (median value plus 1 standard deviation) and 99th percentiles. These values may
change once experience from more sites is gathered.
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Table 4.1:

Data auto-cleaning statistics from the VA0028 Bridge

Preglednica 4.1:

Statistika čiščenja podatkov iz mostu VA0028
Rule / result
All records
Unchanged records
Changed records
Split 4-axle vehicle from the rest
Split 5-axle vehicle from the rest
General split
Split a car from the vehicle
Adjust first axle
Delete first and last negative or light axles
Fix light axle in three axle vehicles
Delete fictitious third axle in a 5-axle vehicle
Delete light distant last axle
Negative axle in a light vehicle
Negative axle in a middleweight vehicle
Fix negative middle axle
Negative axles

4.3.3

Vehicles
936520
891342
45135
462
588
1476
22
3098
177
17485
14735
855
4401
427
1354
55

%
100.00
95.18
4.82
0.05
0.06
0.16
0.00
0.33
0.02
1.87
1.57
0.09
0.47
0.05
0.14
0.01

Quality checks and flagging of data

In the third stage the generated vehicle-by-vehicle subset files are run through a number of procedures
that search for errors using similar points system that was proposed in projects ARCHES D08 (2009)
and BridgeMon reports (Corbally et al., 2014). Some rules are less relevant for the SiWIM® system, as
its software prevents from storing such data into the vehicle-by-vehicle files, but are kept in case that
some other source of WIM data would be evaluated. The current set of rules is listed in Table 4.2.
Points for each error are summed together. If a record has more than 7 points it is flagged as red, if less
or equal than zero green, and otherwise orange.
The red flagged vehicles (typically below 1 %) must be verified. They are visually inspected, corrected
and recalculated, if possible, and then rejected or approved. The green ones are deemed reliable and
need no verification. Even if they are not completely error-free (i.e., a light double axle is identified as
a single axle), they have negligible effect on cumulative traffic loading estimates. The orange ones
(typically from below 1 % to 20 % of all vehicles) are to some extent suspicious but will likely have
minor effect on traffic loading estimates. They are verified only if high quality data is required.
Two issues shall be noted:

1. Rule R is set to subtract 2 points if the RCS value is below its 99th percentile. Experience
shows that even if some criteria are exceeded the result is likely correct if RCS value is so low.
If several criteria are exceeded, for example more than 2 axles are overloaded, the total points
will be more than zero and the record will not be given a green flag.

2. The red flagged vehicles are not only the ones with errors but also the very heavy ones (special transports) that should be verified.
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Table 4.2:

Rules for flagging the suspicious vehicle records and associated points

Preglednica 4.2:

Pravila za označevanje vprašljivih zapisov o vozilih s pripadajočimi točkami

Rule
Wheelbase (distance between first and last axle) less than 1 m
Wheelbase (distance between first and last axle) greater than 30 m or last axle spacing is greater than 10 m
C Wheelbase (distance between first and last axle) greater than 40 m
D Any axle load less or equal to zero and not a car
E High first axle load, depending on the weight:
8 t: 2 | 10 t: 3 | 12 t: 5 | 15 t: 7
F Any axle load, except the first one, greater than:
13 t: 2 | 15 t: 3 | 20 t: 5 | 25 t: 7, for each such axle
G Low first axle load, depending on the weight, below:
5 t: 2 | 4 t: 3 | 2 t: 5
H Any axle load greater than 15 t and greater than 85% of GVW
I Any axle load less than 500 kg, for each such axle, and not a car
J GVW less or equal to zero and not a car
K Unbalanced first two closely spaced heavy axle loads (axles 1 and 2 are spaced less
than 2m apart and any load is 2.5 times greater than the other)
L First axle spacing greater than 8 m
M Any axle spacing less than 40 cm
N Any axle spacing between 40 cm and 70 cm, for each such spacing
O Any axle spacing between 70 cm and 100 cm, for each such spacing
P Negative axle spacing
Q RCS more than 99.7th percentile of RCS (adjustable)
R RCS less than 99th percentile of RCS (adjustable)
A
B

4.3.4

Points
7
7
7
7
1 to 7
1 to 7
1 to 5
7
2
7
4
7
7
2
1
7
2
-2

Manual verification

The ‘Red Flag’ WIM records are examined manually in the dedicated software, primarily to:
-

distinguish between the extremely heavy vehicles and erroneous data,
correct vehicles that can be corrected,
mark vehicles that cannot be corrected, to exclude them from further evaluation.

Typical corrections include:
-

distribution of loads between two closely spaced vehicles in a multiple-presence event (Figure
4.14); if the vehicles overlap, then the distribution of loads between them may be wrong,
splitting of vehicles identified as one vehicle,
merging of vehicles identified as two vehicles,
deleting of remaining ghost axles,
adding obviously missing axles.
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Figure 4.14: Response of a bridge due to incorrect distribution of loads between two multiple-presence
vehicles
Slika 4.14:
4.3.5

Odziv mostu zaradi napačno porazdeljenih osnih pritiskov med osmi v dogodku z več vozili

Results of data quality assessment

As an example, Tables 4.3 and 4.4 summarise results of data quality evaluation of measurements on
sites VA0028 and VA0072. At the top (first row) they give, for each of the five strain levels, number of
all vehicles, with relative percentages related to all vehicles. Then, in the next three rows, these numbers are divided to green, orange and red-flagged vehicles. Following are the detailed results for all criteria
listed in Table 4.2, again with percentages related to the vehicles in the specific strain level category.
Results from both sites are fundamentally different. On VA0028 Bridge, the shorter bridge with marginal dynamics due to bridge-vehicle interaction, 97.3 % of all vehicles received the green flag and
only 0.05 % or 468 vehicles the red one. When neglecting the vehicles that caused maximum strains
below 50th percentile of the values from all vehicles, only 0.02 % or 214 vehicles received a red and
20 851 or 1.76 % of vehicle an orange flag. In total, 2.71 % of vehicles were verified visually in the
software, by checking if all axles were correctly identified and if the generated strains from axle loads
and influence lines matched the measured ones.
The situation on bridge VA0072 was less favourable. Due to high dynamics almost 0.5 % of all vehicles received a red flag and almost one third of all vehicles an orange one. This corresponds to
27.44 % of all vehicles when neglecting the ones with the level of strain below the median value,
compared to 2.71 % in case of the bridge VA0028.

4.4

Data quality assessment conclusions

All WIM data contains a certain amount of erroneous records. When using WIM data for traffic load
modelling, most of these errors have minor effect on the results. On the other hand, a few topmost
errors can change the results substantially. A number of approaches exist to detect and eliminate such
errors. Within this work the procedures have been upgraded and tailored to the SiWIM® B-WIM system.
The proposed data quality assessment procedure is divided to long-term monitoring and to vehicle-byvehicle checks. The long-term monitoring uses updated procedures, applied within the LTPP system
(2009): following the calibration of the average gross weights or first axle loads of the most common
types of the vehicles, counting of vehicles with error codes, identifying the expectedly low number of
vehicles, etc.
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Results of data quality evaluation of measurements on site VA0028

Preglednica 4.3:

Rezultati analize kvalitete meritev na mostu VA0028

File
All levels
Strain level 5
Strain level 4
Strain level 3
Strain level 2
Strain level 1
Rule
vehicles
% vehicles
% vehicles
% vehicles
% vehicles
% vehicles
%
all
936520 100.00
3034 0.32 50427 5.38 259257 27.68 171171 18.28 452631 48.33
green
911126 97.29
2507 82.63 44345 87.94 247338 95.40 168634 98.52 448302 99.04
orange
24926 2.66
509 16.78
6055 12.01 11816 4.56
2471 1.44
4075 0.90
red
468 0.05
18 0.59
27 0.05
103 0.04
66 0.04
254 0.06
A
170 0.02
1 0.03
1 0.00
71 0.03
72 0.04
25 0.01
B
1 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
1 0.00
C
1 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
1 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
D
110 0.01
1 0.03
5 0.01
16 0.01
6 0.00
82 0.02
E
64039 6.84
591 19.48
6565 13.02 37420 14.43 12210 7.13
7253 1.60
F
33156 3.54
479 15.79
6915 13.71 19025 7.34
2446 1.43
4291 0.95
G
15796 1.69
142 4.68
2939 5.83
1321 0.51
3098 1.81
8296 1.83
H
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
I
10670 1.14
4 0.13
139 0.28
827 0.32
2730 1.59
6970 1.54
J
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
K
5 0.00
1 0.03
3 0.01
0 0.00
0 0.00
1 0.00
L
604 0.06
0 0.00
11 0.02
103 0.04
122 0.07
368 0.08
M
1 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
1 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
N
5 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
3 0.00
2 0.00
O
1033 0.11
17 0.56
64 0.13
236 0.09
306 0.18
410 0.09
P
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
Q
2810 0.30
170 5.60
1184 2.35
1034 0.40
189 0.11
233 0.05
R
927154 99.00
2725 89.82 47132 93.47 254713 98.25 170607 99.67 451977 99.86

Table 4.4:

Results of data quality evaluation of measurements on site VA0072

Preglednica 4.4:

Rezultati analize kvalitete meritev na mostu VA0072

File
All levels
Strain level 5
Strain level 4
Strain level 3
Strain level 2
Strain level 1
Rule
vehicles
% vehicles
% vehicles
% vehicles
% vehicles
% vehicles
%
all
125916 100.00
438 0.35
6604 5.24 34115 27.09 22410 17.80 62349 49.52
green
84231 66.89
146 33.33
1249 18.91 12097 35.46 15526 69.28 55213 88.55
orange
41104 32.64
204 46.58
5151 78.00 21870 64.11
6832 30.49
7047 11.30
red
581 0.46
88 20.09
204 3.09
148 0.43
52 0.23
89 0.14
A
2 0.00
0 0.00
1 0.02
1 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
B
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
C
63 0.05
30 6.85
24 0.36
6 0.02
1 0.00
2 0.00
D
81 0.06
9 2.05
15 0.23
6 0.02
10 0.04
41 0.07
E
24539 19.49
124 28.31
1996 30.22 12878 37.75
5456 24.35
4085 6.55
F
1793 1.42
107 24.43
348 5.27
621 1.82
353 1.58
364 0.58
G
1107 0.88
27 6.16
57 0.86
24 0.07
23 0.10
976 1.57
H
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
I
856 0.68
13 2.97
43 0.65
51 0.15
71 0.32
678 1.09
J
47 0.04
9 2.05
15 0.23
4 0.01
9 0.04
10 0.02
K
4 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
4 0.02
0 0.00
L
43 0.03
4 0.91
12 0.18
6 0.02
6 0.03
15 0.02
M
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
N
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
O
51 0.04
4 0.91
6 0.09
7 0.02
4 0.02
30 0.05
P
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
Q
1260 1.00
66 15.07
550 8.33
513 1.50
82 0.37
49 0.08
R
27744 22.03
166 37.90
5068 76.74 17736 51.99
2972 13.26
1802 2.89
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The data quality rules that are built into the SiWIM® system, are primarily built around the RCS (Reduced Chi Squared) factor that calculates, for each vehicle, the difference between the measured
strains and the strains obtained by combining the calculated axle loads with the influence line. RCS is,
in combination with the dynamic amplification factor (DAF), the main data quality indicator that can
be used in real time, for example when pre-selecting the potentially overloaded vehicles. Experiences
from different sites suggest that on sites with modest dynamics (low bridge-vehicle interaction) the
vehicles with the highest 0.3 % of RCS values (mean value plus 3 standard deviations) are either very
heavy special transports or likely contain substantial errors. Such records should be visually verified in
dedicated software. RCS values for lively bridges with high dynamics are yet to be investigated.
The objective of the proposed QA system was to optimise the data verification procedure, which, with
hundreds of thousands of vehicles in a typical database, can be tedious and long-lasting. The system
builds on the specific advantages of the SiWIM® system, primarily:
-

the error flags collected during measurements,
having available all details about weighing, including the measured strains, and
the RCS value calculated for each individual vehicle.

In the initial stage the WIM dataset is auto-cleaned, which includes:
-

splitting of closely spaced vehicles,
adjustment of first axles,
insertion of missing axles,
deletion of non-existent axles and
elimination of negative axles.

Auto-cleaning is not a part of the weighing process, it just attempts to mitigate the likely errors in the
results by fine-tuning them. The most complex correction procedure is adjustment of the first axle
load, which can be heavily redistributed because of forces acting on the moving vehicles. Rules have
been derived to identify and correct the first axles, which fall outside ± 3 standard deviations from
their mean or median value.
In the second phase, the auto-cleaned WIM dataset is split to subsets based on the measured strain. As
the lighter vehicles have negligible influence on pavement and bridge traffic load effects, even if the
results are not completely error-free, they do not need to be visually verified. This considerably reduces time and man-power required for this tedious work.
Finally, to assess quality of the results, a points system is applied, similar to the ones suggested by
ARCHES and BridgeMon projects. The existing post-processing rules have been upgraded to fit better
the B-WIM measurements. They address points to each vehicle with suspicious characteristics, such as
axles that are too heavy or too light, unusual axle spacings, high RCS value etc. Based on the sum of
points the vehicles receive a red, orange or green flag. A green flag is assigned to vehicles with no
suspicious characteristics or with a normal RCS value, typically below their 99th percentile, which
indicates that there was nothing wrong with the measurement. An orange flag is used if some suspicious characteristics are discovered that may affect the results. Their visual verification is recommended for applications that require high accuracy of results. Red flag means that the record has errors or is
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at least very suspicious, or contains extremely heavy vehicles, with respect to gross weight or axle
loads. These vehicles must be verified, before approval.
Chapter 7.2 will demonstrate importance of WIM data quality on results of bridge load modelling.
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TRAFFIC LOAD MODELLING FOR BRIDGES

Knowing the realistic loading of heavy traffic on existing road bridges is of prime importance for optimized structural safety assessment. It can result in significant cost savings in maintenance and repair
of existing highway bridges. Codes of practice for the design of bridges such as Eurocode 1: Part 2
(EN 1991-2:2004, 2003) must be sufficiently general to be applicable to different bridge types with
varying traffic loading conditions and for the entire lifespan of the structures. Contrary, bridge assessment, especially if its purpose is to extend the lifetime of a structure or to optimise the expensive rehabilitation measures, should be as optimal as possible.
The application of design code loadings in assessment of actual bridges is possible and is often utilized
but is in most cases unduly conservative (Bailey, 1996). Assessment codes and recommendations
(Moses, 2001; Sivakumar et al., 2011; BD 21/01, 2001; BA 16/97, 2001) that support maintenance
decisions are relatively rare (Žnidarič & Kreslin, 2012), but are less conservative due to considerably
lower uncertainties (assessment is performed on specific, not on generic bridges). It is recognised
(O'Connor & Enevoldsen, 2006; Žnidarič et al., 2015) that site-specific assessment, based on detailed
bridge inspection and measured traffic, results in optimised rehabilitation measures and significant
cost reductions for maintenance.
Loading schemes in bridge codes are in most cases based on limited amounts of weigh-in-motion data
that was collected on a narrow number of sites several years ago. Changing composition of traffic, i.e.
number, weights and sizes of the vehicles, have implications for bridge loading. Traffic changes
should be taken into account regularly, by re-calibrating the codes and by using the most recent data
for site-specific bridge assessment. Apart from normal legal traffic that accounts for realistic illegal
overloading, the codes must consider the special heavy vehicles, for which numbers, permitted loads
and enforcement policy vary considerably between EU countries, and wider.
For the short to medium span bridges discussed in this thesis, free flowing traffic represents the dominant type of loading. The critical events on such spans generally consist of a single very heavy truck
on the bridge or a multiple-presence event where two or more lighter trucks are on the bridge simultaneously (Žnidarič et al., 1998; Enright & OBrien, 2013). On shorter bridges, with spans between 5 and
10 m, the critical event may consist of only a group of axles on the bridge rather than the full vehicle.
For bridges longer than 50 m the critical events are governed by congested traffic with a large number
of closely spaced vehicles on the bridge. To model such traffic, simple simulations based on normal
distribution, can be used. However, to determine bridge load effects, more complex microsimulation
methods are proposed (Caprani, 2005; Enright, 2010). Modelling of congested traffic is not discussed
here but some of the free flow methods described can also be applied to congested situations.
The most accurate method of determining characteristic bridge traffic load effects is to use data obtained from WIM systems. Statistical extrapolation is a popular approach for obtaining characteristic
load effects from such data. However, statistical extrapolation does not consider truck types and truck
meeting events which were not recorded during the WIM measurement period. To address these short-
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comings, some authors favour long run simulations to simulate many years of traffic crossing the
bridge. This approach generates trucks and truck meeting events which were not necessarily measured.
Regardless of the method, the quality of the statistical fits, especially of the tail of the distribution that
includes the critical heaviest vehicles, influences the results of load predictions. A key characteristic of
the traffic is the number of vehicles with gross weights or axle loads over the legal limits, which typically hold special permits. Proportion of such vehicles in the traffic flow varies widely across Europe
as national policies with respect to issuing the permits (freight specific or general/annual) and enforcement practices vary considerably from one country to another. Inclusion or avoidance of such
vehicles governs the results of load modelling.
Important factors with respect to traffic load modelling are also:
-

5.1

dynamic amplifications of traffic loading which are typically higher for shorter span lengths
and diminish with increasing number of vehicles on the bridge,
distribution of traffic loading over structural members, i.e. how much of the loading a particular structural member is taking.

Extrapolation using extreme value distributions

Statistical extrapolation from measured WIM data to estimate the characteristic maximum lifetime
bridge load effects has been used in many studies, both for site-specific assessment (Miao & Chan
2002; Getachew & OBrien 2007) and for the development of load models for bridge design (Nowak
1999; EC1 2003). To examine visually the representation of data in the model, the results of the model
and of measurements are often compared on probability paper. This allows to check the behaviour of
the data, in particular the extreme upper tail. Normal and Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distributions are most commonly used for this purpose.
5.1.1

Normal distribution

Using a normal distribution for extrapolation often involves the measured data being plotted on Normal probability paper (Nowak & Hong, 1991; Nowak, 1993). As an example, Figure 5.1 displays the
Normal probability plot for bending moments in driving lane, as reported by (Sivakumar et al., 2011),
with an excellent fit of the top 5 % of the results (the tail). The results are normalized by dividing by
the corresponding load effects for AASHTO (American Association of State Highway Officials) HL93
loading scheme. This scheme was developed using the WIM truck data collected in 1975 for the Ontario Ministry of Transportation that was projected to 75-year live-load occurrence. The scheme consists of three basic live loads: a Design truck and a Design Tandem from Figure 5.2 and a uniformly
distributed Design Lane load of 9.3 kN/m that is assumed to occupy 3 m in transverse direction. HL93 is the maximum of the two:
-

Design Tandem + Design Lane, or
Design Truck + Design Lane.
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Figure 5.1: Normalised bending moments on a standard probability plot (Sivakumar et al., 2011)
Slika 5.1:

Normirani upogibni momenti na normalnem verjetnostnem prikazu (Sivakumar et al., 2011)

Figure 5.2: Truck and a design tandem used in AASHTO HL-93 scheme
Slika 5.2:
5.1.2

Vozilo in dvojna os uporabljena v AASHTO HL-93 obtežni shemi

Generalised extreme value distribution

Generalised extreme value (GEV) distribution is deemed more appropriate for maximum-per-day or
maximum-per-week load effects. The GEV family of distributions contains the Gumbel (type I), Fréchet (type II) and Weibull (type III) distributions. With this extreme value approach, the distribution is
fitted to block maximum data, e.g., maximum daily or maximum weekly values. Some authors use the
type I Gumbel distribution (Cooper, 1997; O'Connor & Eichinger, 2007), but the type III Weibull distribution is also commonly used in the literature (Bailey & Bez, 1999; Grave et al., 2000). The Weibull
distribution is bounded by an upper limit and seems more appropriate for modelling truck loads as,
due to the technology constraints, a maximum weight exists that can be carried by a truck axle.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of the three types of GEV distribution plotted as a regular cumulative
distribution function (CDF) and on Gumbel probability paper. Clearly, the tail behaviour is more apparent in the Gumbel probability paper plot, with the ordinate rescaled to a double log scale, than on
the regular CDF graphs. While the Gumbel distribution plots as a straight line, the bounded nature of
the Weibull and Fréchet distributions curve as they approach an asymptote.
Figure 5.4 gives an example of real data measured on the VA0028 Bridge. Figure 5.4 (a and b) shows
histograms of maximum daily truck bending moments in both lanes of traffic. The behaviour in both
tails of the data is of interest but it is difficult to determine the trends from these plots. This is clearer
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in Figure 5.4 (c) and illustrates that this data coincides well with the type I Gumbel distribution that
plots as a straight line on the top 30% of the points in this graph.
5.1.3

Other methods

The Peaks Over Threshold (POT) is an alternative to the block maxima approach – all load effects
greater than a specified threshold value are retained and fitted to a specific distribution. However,
judgement is required to select an appropriate threshold – too high excludes good data and too low
allows the main body of the distribution to interfere with the all-important trend in the tail.
The Rice formula is an indirect approach where the frequencies of the exceedance of the load effect
(rather than load effect data itself) are fitted to a formula. This is favoured in some countries and was
used in the fatigue lifetime and in calibration studies for the development of the Eurocode for bridge
traffic loading (EN 1991-2:2004, 2003).

5.2

Long run simulations

Statistical extrapolation of the load effects generated from the WIM data is a popular method but has a
disadvantage that it may be overlooking certain axle configurations and multiple-truck loading events
that are not captured in the WIM measuring period. To address this, Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
methods can be used, as described by Moses & Verma (1987), Bailey (1996), Enright & OBrien
(2013), Sivakumar et.al. (2011), O'Connor and O'Brien (2005), Caprani et al. (2008) and others. MC
simulations are computational algorithms that rely on repeated random sampling to produce results
consistent with any specified probability distribution. For example, given the mean and standard deviation of the heights of a population of men, MC simulation will generate a random population of
men’s heights that have that mean and standard deviation (Ang & Tang, 2006; Turk, 2012).

Figure 5.3: (a) The CDF of type I, II and III GEV data, plotted with an arithmetic ordinate and (b) on
Gumbel probability paper
Slika 5.3:

(a) Porazdelitve ekstremnih vrednosti tipa I, II in III, prikazane na aritmetični ordinati in (b)
na Gumblovem verjetnostnem papirju
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Figure 5.4: VA0028 Bridge: distribution of maximum daily gross weights in (a) slow lane and (b) fast
lane and (c) PDF in slow lane plotted on Gumbel probability paper
Slika 5.4:

Most VA0028: porazdelitev maksimalnih dnevnih skupnih tež vozil v (a) voznem pasu, (b)
prehitevalnem pasu in (c) funkcija gostote verjetnosti v voznem pasu na Gumblovem verjetnostnem papirju

Thanks to the increases in computing power, hundreds or thousands of years of traffic crossing the bridge
can be simulated and the relevant load effects can be read directly from the simulations (Enright, 2010),
rather than from the extrapolated functions. Over the simulated period, critical combinations of trucks,
which may not have been measured in the WIM data, will be generated. If the simulation allows for
the generation of new truck configurations, it can simulate trucks that are heavier and have more axles
than those in the measured data. This, however, can be misleading, as the increase in axle loads or
allowing vehicles with more axles typically results, not from natural growth but from political decisions which are difficult to forecast and realistically describe (Berndtsson & Lundquist, 2008), especially if loads in the far future (more than 20 years ahead) are forecasted. Many studies have shown
that characteristic load effects are sensitive to the quantity of WIM data used (e.g., less than one year
of data), which will be elaborated in Chapter 7.1.
In traffic load modelling, the data is generated using statistically evaluated parameters that describe the
measured traffic. Distributions used in simulations are fitted to parameters of the measured traffic,
including (Enright & OBrien, 2013):
-

gross vehicle weight,
number of axles,
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-

axles spacings,
weight distribution between axles,
speed,
inter-truck gaps,
daily flow variations,
proportion of each truck type.

Although often not perfect, the normal distribution and mixtures of several normal distributions are the
preferred option of many to characterise WIM data. Figure 5.5 shows an example of a Normal distribution fitted to the first and second AS on 5-axle semi-trailers measured on the VA0028 bridge.

Figure 5.5: VA0028 Bridge: distributions of (a) first and (b) second axle spacings of 5-axle semi-trailers
from WIM data, modelled with normal distributions
Slika 5.5:

Most VA0028: porazdelitvi (a) prvih in (b) drugih medosnih razdalj 5-osnega vlačilca s polpriklopnikom, modelirani z normalnimi porazdelitvami

Once statistical distributions have been fitted to all the relevant parameters, traffic can be simulated at
a site. Figure 5.6 shows an example of long run, 300-year simulations performed for three European
WIM sites (Leahy, 2013). The simulated data (light colours) is a relatively good fit to the load effects
for the observed WIM data (dark colours) and effectively extrapolates beyond the WIM data. How
realistic the extrapolated values are depends on the assumptions associated with:
-

the potential increase of traffic over time (Leahy et al., 2016) and
special heavy vehicles, whether they are taken as normal traffic or as permit transports.

It should be noted that, if traffic changes in time, it can no longer be described with a stationary process and one should not plot it on the probability paper in the usual way.
In conclusion, OBrien et al. (2015) reviewed seven methods of statistical inference for bridge safety
evaluation. They found that GEV and POT methods are generally good for inferring characteristic
values. While they are less satisfactory from a theoretical viewpoint, fitting to a normal distribution
and the Rice formula also performed well in numerical tests. They have concluded that the accuracy of
the results is less sensitive to the method chosen but more to the quantity of data used and the assumptions made with regard to the tail. This is discussed in Chapter 7.1.
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Figure 5.6: An example of 300-year traffic simulations of bending moment on a 50 m bridge based on
WIM data from three countries, Leahy (2013)
Slika 5.6:

5.3

Primer tristoletne simulacije upogibnih momentov na 50-m mostu na podlagi WIM podatkov iz treh držav, Leahy (2013)

Return period and maximum values

The Eurocode for traffic loading on bridges (EN 1991-2:2004, 2003) specifies a design characteristic
load effect as the value with a 5 % probability of exceedance in 50 years, which is, as shown below,
approximately equivalent to a return period of 1000 years. The U.S. (AASHTO, 2012) and Canadian
(OHBDC, 1979, 1983, 1991) bridge design codes use the mean 75-year and mean 50-year maximum
load effects as the basis for design (Nowak, 1993; Nowak & Grouni, 1994). These are close, but not
equal, to the values with return periods of 75 years or 50 years.
The estimated characteristic maximum load effects in the past have typically been based on extrapolation from a relatively short samples of data, either a few weeks of measurements or simulated, which
resulted in significant uncertainties. Today considerably more WIM data is available which provides a
solid base for more accurate assessment of traffic load effects.
5.3.1

Return period

If the probability of exceeding a value 𝑍 in any one year is p, then the return period is defined as
(Ang & Tang, 2006; Enright, 2010):
𝑅(𝑍) =

1
𝑝

(5.1)

The value Z is defined as the value with a probability α of being exceeded in 𝑁𝑌 years – e.g. 5 %
in 50 years in the Eurocode (2009). If the probability of Z being exceeded is p, which by definition
is:
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1
𝑅(𝑍)

(5.2)

then the probability of Z not being exceeded in 𝑁𝑌 years is:
(1 − 𝑝)𝑁𝑌 = (1 −

1 𝑁𝑌
)
𝑅(𝑍)

(5.3)

Rearranging the above equation gives:
𝛼 = 1 − (1 − 𝑝)𝑁𝑌 = 1 − (1 −

1 𝑁𝑌
)
𝑅(𝑍)

(5.4)

where 𝛼 is probability of exceedance in 𝑁𝑌 years and yields the know formula for return period:
1

𝑅(𝑍) =

1⁄
𝑁𝑌

1 − (1 − 𝛼)

(5.5)

For the Eurocode (EN 1991-2:2004, 2003), α = 5 % and 𝑁𝑌 = 50 years gives the return period value of 975.3 years.
If 𝑅(𝑍) ≫ 1 and 𝑁𝑌 < 𝑅(𝑍) then the equation (5.3) can be approximated with:
𝑁𝑌

𝛼 = 1 − (1 − 𝑝)

𝑁𝑌
1 𝑁𝑌
= 1 − (1 −
) ≈ 1 − 𝑒 𝑅(𝑍)
𝑅(𝑍)

(5.6)

which, after inverting, yields the commonly used approximation:
𝑅(𝑍) ≈ −

𝑁𝑌
𝑁𝑌
≈
𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝛼)
𝛼

(5.7)

and for the Eurocode, using again α = 5 % and 𝑁𝑌 = 50 years, gives the approximate return period
of 1000 years.
On a cumulative distribution plot of daily or annual maxima, the value Z is the value that has a
probability of not being exceeded in one day or year, resp.:
𝑝𝑠 = 1 −

1
𝑅(𝑍)

(5.8)
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Then Z is given as:
𝑍 = 𝐹𝑍−1 (1 −

1
)
𝑅(𝑍)

(5.9)

where F is the cumulative distribution function for the daily or annual maxima.
On a Gumbel probability plot, the corresponding ordinate value (standard extremal variate derived
from the Gumbel distribution) for the Eurocode characteristic value is:
𝑦 = −𝑙𝑛 (−𝑙𝑛 (1 −

1
1
)) = 6.88 ≈ −𝑙𝑛 (−𝑙𝑛 (1 −
)) = 6.91
975.3
1000

(5.10)

In traffic evaluations based on WIM data we often used daily maxima. Then, if taking 250 working
days per year, we get in 50 years:
𝑅(𝑍) =

1
1 − (1 −

1
𝛼) ⁄𝑁

=

1
1⁄
50.250

1 − (1 − 0.05)

= 243 697 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

(5.11)

Or, when using the approximate approach:
𝑅(𝑍) ≈ −

𝑁𝑌
𝑁𝑌 50 . 250
≈
=
= 250 000 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝛼)
𝛼
0.05

(5.12)

Then the values of ordinate value on a Gumbel probability plot are:

𝑦 = −𝑙𝑛 (−𝑙𝑛 (1 −

1
1
)) = 12.40 ≈ −𝑙𝑛 (−𝑙𝑛 (1 −
)) = 12.43
243697
250000

(5.13)

Value of 12.43 was used in most Gumbel plots in this thesis to extract the characteristic values.
In an identical way, taking 6 working days in a week gives a 1.4 % higher value:

𝑦 = −𝑙𝑛 (−𝑙𝑛 (1 −

1
1
)) = 12.57 ≈ −𝑙𝑛 (−𝑙𝑛 (1 −
)) = 12.61
292439
300000

(5.14)
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Return period and mean maximum values

As said in the previous chapter, the bridge design codes are based on the mean 75-year and mean 50year maximum load effects, respectively. These are close, but not equal, to the values with return periods of 75 years or 50 years.
Assume the annual maximum values of a particular load effect X have a cumulative distribution function 𝐹𝑥 , where:
𝐹𝑥 (𝑋) = 𝑃(𝑋 ≤ 𝑥)

(5.15)

If these annual maxima are grouped in blocks of 75 years, then the 75-year maximum will have a
distribution (Ang & Tang, 2006):
(5.16)

𝐺(𝑥) = 𝐹𝑋75 (𝑥)

The load effect value with a return period of 75 years (X75) is given by equation (5.9):
𝑋75 = 𝐹𝑋−1 (1 −

1
1
) = 𝐹𝑋−1 (1 − ) = 𝐹𝑋−1 (0.987)
𝑅(𝑍)
75

(5.17)

or:
𝑋75 = 𝐺 −1 ((1 −

1 75
1 75
) ) = 𝐺 −1 ((1 − ) ) = 𝐺 −1 (0.365)
𝑅(𝑍)
75

(5.18)

Enright (2010) has also shown that the PDF of the annual maxima tend to have a slightly positive
skew. Consequently, the mean 75-year and 50-year maxima, that are used as the characteristic
values, are slightly greater than their median values and are typically 1 % to 3 % above the 75year return period value. It will be shown in Chapter 6.5 that the differences are small enough to
allow comparison with the results calculated using different methods.

5.4

Data modelling

As shown above, the main challenge of predicting the expected maximum live load effects lies in how
to extrapolate the measured traffic and, consequently, how to reliably estimate the probable maximum
bridge load effects over a selected lifetime. A common approach is to measure traffic data for some
weeks or months, to calculate load effects for the measured traffic, and to extrapolate them to estimate
their trends.
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Data fitting

Extrapolation starts with data fitting. Three different methods of data fitting of load effects are considered (OBrien et al., 2010):
-

parametric fitting,
non-parametric fitting, and
semi-parametric fitting.

Parametric fitting
Although other distributions are used for parametric fitting, the most widely used approach (O'Connor
& OBrien, 2005) is to fit the histogram of measured data to a multimodal normal distribution, i.e., to a
linear combination of a number of normal distributions (Figure 5.7). This is similar to the approach
used in reliability studies (Kennedy et al., 1992) where heavy trucks are modelled with a normal distribution. An example from the VA0028 Bridge is given in Figure 5.7, with the third mode at 400 kN
representing the fully loaded vehicles. Parametric fitting can give a reasonably good fit for most of the
range, but can underestimate the probabilities in the critical upper tail.
Non-parametric fitting
Non-parametric fitting uses the measured histogram directly as the basis for simulating GVW. A uniformly distributed random variable is generated in the range [0, Σfi] where fi is the measured relative
frequency for interval (bin) i. The corresponding GVW is used in the simulation. This is a reasonable
method for the range of commonly observed GVWs, but the method is less appropriate in the upper
regions of the histogram with insufficient data. If a particular GVW is not in the set of measured data,
it will not appear in the simulation and, most significantly, this method will never simulate a GVW
heavier than the maximum measured value.

Figure 5.7: VA0028 Bridge: fitting normal distributions to the gross weights of 5-axle semi-trailers
Slika 5.7:

Most VA0028: prileganje normalnih porazdelitev na histogram skupnih tež 5-osnih vozil s
pol-priklopniki
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Semi-parametric fitting
Sivakumar et al. (2011), OBrien et al. (2010) and Enright (2010) use the measured histogram in the
lower GVW range where there are sufficient data and model the upper tail with a parametric fit. This:
-

ensures much greater accuracy of the probabilities in the tail region,
allows for interpolation between sparse data points and
provides a non-zero probability of GVWs above the highest observed value.

The most common curve selected is the tail of a Normal distribution which is asymptotic towards zero
probability and has been found to fit well to extreme truck weight data (Sivakumar et al., 2011).
Semi-parametric fitting requires to select a threshold value for GVW, or any other modelled quantity,
below which the measured histogram is used. The threshold must not be too large, to have sufficient
data for a good fit to the histogram in the important tail region. Some commonly recommended number of points used in tail fitting are the:
-

2√𝑁𝑉 , where 𝑁𝑉 is the number of all data points in the sample (Castillo, 1988),
top 5 % of 𝑁𝑉 (Sivakumar et al., 2011), and
top 30 % of 𝑁𝑉 (OBrien et al., 2015).

The three approaches consider very different number of data points and, understandably, can yield
significantly different results. Therefore, it may be wise to use a tail where the trend looks to be significantly different from the rest of the data (preferably with justification such as corresponding to a different truck type or meeting event type) and provided there is a decent number of points in it (preferably a few tens).
5.4.2

Tail modelling

Importance of tail modelling is illustrated in the NCHRP report (Sivakumar et al., 2011). Figure 5.8
shows good agreement between the projections obtained from the normal fit of the tail (Figure 5.1)
and the WIM data for the 1-day, 1-week, and 1-month periods. While the limited WIM data are not
sufficient to obtain the maximum load effect for periods greater than one month, the use of tail fitting,
in this case of the normal distribution of WIM data, gives the maximum load effect distribution for
extended periods.
Consequently, the quality of tail fitting, i.e. selection of the function and parameters to describe it,
plays a key role in the calculation of characteristic values of loading. Often a small change in parameters results in considerable differences, particularly for longer return periods. If the traffic sample is
small then the extreme values are typically rare and sparse, which makes calculation of characteristic
values unreliable. The situation does not improve much even when using more data, as can be seen in
Figure 5.9 that represents the magnified tails of histograms of two years of data from the VA0028
Bridge from both lanes. Such data typically contains even more heavy, yet unique vehicles that appear
in the histograms as single points. Figure 5.10 displays the data from Figure 5.9 on Gumbel probability paper. In this particular case, varying the number of points to fit the tail, as given above, results in
almost 15 % difference of the 75-year return period values (see Chapter 5.3).
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Figure 5.8: Cumulative distribution of maximum normalised load effects of single lane events, for different periods (Sivakumar et al., 2011)
Slika 5.8:

Porazdelitvena funkcija maksimalnih normiranih notranjih sil zaradi vozil v enem voznem
pasu, za različne periode (Sivakumar in dr., 2011)

Figure 5.9: VA0028 Bridge: distribution of 696 days of GVW results, all vehicles in both lanes
Slika 5.9:

Most VA0028: porazdelitev skupnih tež v 696 dneh meritev, vsa vozila v obeh pasovih

Figure 5.10: VA0028 Bridge: distribution of GVW of all vehicles, Gumbel probability paper, various 𝑁𝑉
Slika 5.10:

Most VA0028: porazdelitev skupnih tež vseh vozil, Gumblov verjetnostni papir, različni 𝑁𝑉
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Consistency of the results improves if special transports with more than seven axles are not considered
in the data sample (Figure 5.11). Then, in the case of VA0028 Bridge, the values follow the Gumbel
distribution nicely and the extrapolated values practically do not change, regardless of how many
points are taken for tail modelling. The extrapolated 75-year return period values are considerably (60
to 80 %) lower than in the case of all vehicles.

Figure 5.11: VA0028 Bridge: distribution of GVW of vehicles with not more than seven axles, Gumbel
probability paper, various 𝑁𝑉
Slika 5.11:

Most VA0028: porazdelitev skupnih tež vozil z največ 7 osmi, Gumblov verjetnostni papir,
različni 𝑁𝑉

It should be noted that imposing a weight limit severely limits the tail information, especially for a
large data, and should be considered with care. However, in most European countries, including Slovenia, transports with gross weights above 40 tonnes are regulated with special permits and those
heavier than 60 tonnes are escorted. The goal of load modelling should be to consider the potentially
overloaded vehicles without escorts, which are often overloaded, despite the permits. Then it is safe to
assume that vehicles with more than seven axles are escorted. Typical 7-axle vehicles that need to be
included into the load model, are the 3-axle trucks with 4-axle trailers used to move the construction
machinery.
Inconsistency of the results is reintroduced when gross weights are converted into bending moments
(Figure 5.12). The reason is that, due to more axles and longer length, the load effects caused by the
heaviest vehicles are, despite their high gross weight, not extremely high. Consequently, the bending
moments do not increase linearly with the gross weights, which can be seen as a graph curving upwards, with resemblance to a Weibull distribution. Then, taking different numbers of points for tail
modelling results in notably different characteristic values.
5.4.3

Data smoothing

Data smoothing can eliminate a part of the subjectivity that is associated with tail fitting where the
fitting functions and the thresholds between fitted and non-fitted part of the load histograms are selected by more or less experienced users. The effect of smoothing is similar to that of data modelling described in Chapter 5.3, in particular parametric fitting. The method applied is the kernel density estimation (KDE) that fits a continuous distribution to the sample discrete data.
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Figure 5.12: VA0028 Bridge: distribution of 399 days of bindings moments, vehicles with less than eight
axles, Gumbel probability paper, various 𝑁𝑉
Slika 5.12:

Most VA0028: porazdelitev upogibnih momentov v 399 dneh meritev, vozila z manj kot
osmimi osmi, Gumblov verjetnostni papir, različni 𝑁𝑉

Kernel density estimators
In kernel density estimation (Silverman, 1986; Wikipedia, 2016) each sample data point, either individual values or weighted values from a histogram (kernel function at the centre of a bin, multiplied by
the value of that bin), is replaced with a component probability density, known as a ‘kernel function’.
The kernel functions are summed together to obtain the estimate of the overall probability distribution.
Any symmetric unimodal distribution can be used for the kernel functions, with uniform, triangular
and Gaussian being the most common. It can be shown that both approaches, when applying kernel
functions on individual data values and on histograms, give very similar results, as long as the numbers of data points (several thousands) and of bins in the histogram (at least 25) are sufficient, which is
the case with WIM data.
It will be shown in Chapter 6.6.4 that results of KDE depend to a minor degree on the shape of the
kernel function. The most influential factor is the smoothing parameter called the bandwidth, h. The
bandwidth of the kernel is a free parameter which strongly influences the resulting estimate. Using too
narrow or too wide an interval can under-smooth or over-smooth the data.
For example, if Gaussian basis functions are used to approximate univariate data, in this case gross
weights or load effects, the optimal choice for h (the bandwidth that minimises the mean integrated
squared error) is (Scott, 1992):
4𝜎 5

1⁄
5

ℎ = ( 3𝑛 )

≈ 1.06𝜎𝑛−0.2

(5.19)

where n is the number of the samples and STD is their standard deviation. Values for h or its multipliers were considered in this work if Gaussian functions are used to smooth the data.
Figure 5.13 illustrates the method on a sample of 50 individual GVW values. Figure 5.13(a) shows a
histogram of these values. Figure 5.13(b) displays the Gaussian kernel functions that were generated
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for each of the 50 sample values. The total probability associated with each kernel function is 1/50.
These were summed to obtain the estimate of the complete distribution. Figure 5.13(c) shows the histogram alongside the KDE distribution for the data.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.13: Example of KDE method: (a) histogram, (b) individual kernel functions, (c) comparison of
histogram and Kernel density distribution
Slika 5.13:

Primer KDE metode: (a) histogram, (b) posamezne kernelove funkcije, (c) primerjava histograma s porazdelitvijo kernelove gostote
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Moving average
If the Gaussian function is replaced with a square function, we are talking about moving average, also
known as rolling average or running average, which creates a series of averages of different subsets of
the full data set in order to forecast the trends from the existing data.
Two basic forms of moving average are:
-

simple moving average (SMA) is the unweighted mean of the previous m data, i.e. all data
points in the sample window are represented with its true values, and
weighted moving average (WMA) where individual points in the sample window are multiplied with factors to give different weights to data at different positions.

In science and engineering moving average is used as a smoothing tool and the mean is taken from an
equal number of data points on either side of a central value. This is known as a central moving average (CMA) and requires using an odd number of points in a sample.
For a set of values, 𝑎, CMA can be written as:

𝐶𝑀𝐴 =

𝑎𝐴−(𝑚−1)+ 𝑎𝐴−(𝑚−1+1)+⋯+ 𝑎𝐴+(𝑚−1−1)+ 𝑎𝐴+(𝑚−1)
2

2

2

2

𝑚

𝑚−1
2

=

1
∑ 𝑎
𝑚 𝑚−1 𝐴+𝑖
𝑖=−

(5.20)

2

where 𝐴 is the central data point number of a subset being averaged and m is the odd number of points
in this subset.
In a similar way, a common central WMA function that has a triangular form is written as:
𝑎
𝑊𝑀𝐴 =

2𝑎 𝑚−1
𝑎 𝑚−1
𝑚−1 2𝑎
𝑚−1
𝐴−(
)+
𝐴−(
+1)+⋯+
𝐴+(
−1)+ 𝐴+(
)
2
2
2
2
2
𝑚+1
(
)
2

2

2
=(
)
𝑚+1

𝑚−1
2

𝑚+1
∑ (
− |𝑖|) . 𝑎𝐴+𝑖
2

(5.21)

𝑚−1
𝑖=−
2

In addition to smoothing the GVW and load effects data, the CMA and WMA were also used in improved axle detection algorithms.
Performing moving average over data has similar effects as applying Gaussian kernel function over
the histogram values. The main differences are that they:
-

are less complex to calculate,
do not extend to infinity but are bounded with the number of points being averaged.

Figure 5.14 compares the effect of five smoothing methods on a histogram of bending moments divided into 80 bins of 50 kNm each:
-

Gaussian kernel functions with bandwidths equal to 1 h and 2 h, according to Equation 5.19,
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-

CMA over 5 and 7 points, according to Equation 5.20, which corresponds to roughly 6 and
9 % of the entire range of bending moments, and
triangular WMA, according to Equation 5.21, over 9 bins.

Clearly, the effects of these smoothing methods are comparable. When focussing on the tails (Figure
5.14 (b)), all methods smooth and therefore reduce the individual sparse peaks and extend beyond the
highest measured value. While the Gaussian kernel density functions in theory spread to infinity, the
extension with the CMA and WMA goes only over (𝑚⁄2 − 1) bins. This means that in this case the
maximum values in the bending moments’ density function, depending on the number of bins, exceed
the measured values by 100 kNm to 250 kNm, which in the concrete case correspond to an increase of
3 to 8 %. In reality, when using the Gaussian functions, the probabilities of getting values higher than
with CMA or WMA are low. This is evident from the Figure 5.14 (b) which shows a few variations of
smoothing that has been used in the thesis and where trends are similar regardless of the method used.
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Figure 5.14: (a) Comparison of effects of smoothing the PDF with two Gaussian kernel density functions,
two CMA, and one triangular WMA, (b) with tail details
Slika 5.14:

(a) Primerjava vpliv v glajenja funkcije verjetnosti z dvema Gaussovima kernelovima funkcijama, dvema pravokotnima in enim trikotnim drsečim povprečjem, (b) z detajlom repa
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It will be shown in Chapter 7.1 that applying realistic smoothing parameters has controllably low influence on the results of traffic load modelling. It just has to be noted that:
-

the type of the function has little effect,
the bandwidth selection in the case of Gaussian kernel functions and the number of bins in
case of CMA and WMA have significant effect and should be used with care.

Consequently, the following variations of smoothing parameters were used in the rest of the work:
-

5.5

bandwidth equal to 1 h to 4 h in the Gaussian functions, and
between 5 and 15 bins in the CMA and WMA functions, to smooth ± 2 to ± 7 points around
the central points.

Approximate methods

The methods described above are effective for estimating extreme bridge load effects, but can be time
consuming and require a certain amount of specialist knowledge. The approximate methods allow to
quickly evaluate the bridge loading from WIM data without specialised knowledge or training in statistics and data modelling. The main reasons for applying simplified load models are:
-

-

-

-

Long-run simulations, as accurate as they are, can be subjective. Numerous unknowns related
to traffic growth and advances in vehicle technologies are mostly of a political nature. Consequently, increase of vehicle size, axle loads, tyre pressure, multiple-presence of vehicles and
the level of overload enforcement are difficult to predict. For example, in Figure 5.6 the 75year predicted value of bending moments for the Dutch data is forecast at around 7500 kN,
while more conservative assumptions about the traffic increase and closer following to the data trends would give moment closer to 6500 kN, a 15 % difference.
Inclusion of special heavy transports in the load model is an important issue. If such transports
are strictly regulated with special permits, their axle loads are controlled and the heaviest vehicles are escorted, they should be assessed separately, for example according to the load
model 3 from the Eurocode (2009). In countries like the Netherlands, a high proportion of
permanent annual permits for unescorted heavy transports increases the probability that the
overloaded heaviest vehicles meet other extremely heavy vehicles on a bridge. These vehicles
have to be included in the load models.
In the majority of applications (exceptions may be long-term forecasts for design codes) traffic
loading is evaluated for a limited time. If traffic conditions change, a new traffic load modelling, based on new measurements, is performed.
The most sophisticated methods require strong software and hardware support.
It is desirable that the results of load modelling are robust and comparable, regardless of the
user, which is not necessarily in the case when the most sophisticated and advanced traffic
load modelling methods are used.

Two available approximate methods for assessment of bridge loading based on WIM data are:
-

Bridge Aggressiveness Index (BAI) and
the convolution method, discussed in Chapter 6.
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The BAI method was proposed by OBrien & Enright (2012). It uses WIM data to obtain a simple indicator which rates traffic in terms of its ‘aggressiveness’ for bridges, i.e., it indicates the magnitude of
the load effects that the traffic will produce. The BAI is defined as:
𝐵𝐴𝐼 = 0.5 +

𝐺𝑉𝑊𝑤,𝑚𝑎𝑥
200

(5.22)

where the 𝐺𝑉𝑊𝑤,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the mean weekly maximum GVW (in kN) and is calculated by taking the
maximum truck weight for each week of WIM data and then getting the average of these values.
This index was determined using long run simulations for five WIM sites across Europe (ARCHES
D08, 2009). Characteristic load effects were calculated for each site for a number of bridge lengths
and load effects. It was found that the BAI correlated well with the Eurocode alpha factors calculated
for each WIM site. Alpha factors are the ratios of the estimated characteristic load effects to the design
load effects calculated using the basic traffic load model specified in the Eurocode (2009). This can be
seen in Table 5.1 which is taken from (ARCHES D08, 2009). BAI has potential but will have to be
verified on more sites using additional country-specific parameters.
Table 5.1:

BAI and alpha factors for WIM data from various countries (ARCHES D08, 2009)

Preglednica 5.1:

BAI in faktorji alfa za podatke WIM iz različnih držav (ARCHES D08, 2009)

Site

NL

CZ

SI

PL

SK

Average alpha factor – all load effects, spans
and lane factors

1.13

0.93

0.89

0.86

0.84

Mean weekly maximum GVW (t)

133.1

89.2

70.4

81.0

74.9

BAI

1.17

0.95

0.85

0.91

0.87
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CONVOLUTION METHOD

The convolution method has been used for years for modelling of bridge traffic loading. This technique is computationally less demanding than the full simulations reported by various authors. Moses
and Verma (1987) have also shown that the convolution can give similar results to Monte Carlo simulation, if the assumption of independent traffic in the two lanes is valid. Good matches between results
were obtained with convolution and other more sophisticated traffic load modelling methods in the
ARCHES project (2009). In Slovenia, the convolution method, similar to the one proposed by Moses
& Verma (1987), has been used for over 20 years (Žnidarič & Žnidarič, 1994; Žnidarič & Moses,
1997; Žnidarič, 2010).
The sources of traffic loading information are the WIM measurements. It shall be noted that for bridge
traffic load modelling applications, the WIM systems should not only provide information about axle
configurations and loads of each vehicle, but also time stamps of individual vehicles at a resolution of
one hundredth of a second, to allow accurate modelling of inter-vehicle spacings. These are required to
properly simulate the extreme loading events (Žnidarič et al., 2015).
The first part of this Chapter presents the background of the convolution method. The final Chapters
discuss modifications that were applied in the areas of data modelling and calculations of multiplepresences of vehicles. The main goal was to improve flexibility, with respect to information available
in WIM data, and robustness, with respect to avoiding human errors, of the method.

6.1

Calculation of load effects

As the first step, the axle loads of individual vehicles from the WIM data sample, which was checked
for quality (Chapter 4) are converted into traffic load effects (bending and hogging moments, shear
forces) by using the influence lines, either theoretical or experimental. The predicted static load effect,
QS, moment or force, is determined as:
𝑁

𝑄𝑆 = ∑ 𝐴𝐿𝑖 𝐼(𝑥𝑖 )

(6.1)

𝑖=1

where 𝐴𝐿𝑖 is load of axle i, N is number of axles of the vehicle and 𝐼𝑖 is the value of the influence line
due to axle i at location x. The QS values of all vehicles are combined into histograms of static load
effects, separately for each traffic lane. In most cases, tail modelling or smoothing, discussed in Chapter 5.4, is used to extend the results beyond the measured values.
The convolution method assumes that the highest load effect is achieved when two vehicles from independent traffic flows in each traffic lane are placed side by side on a bridge at the place of maximum
effect, which is defined as a loading event. In Europe, such an approach can be justified on well over
90 % of bridges (SAMARIS D19, 2006; Žnidarič et al., 2011) which influence lines are shorter than
30 m (or even more on non-simply supported structures). On these bridges, due to the length of com-
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mon heavy vehicles which does not exceed 15 m, the critical event happens due to one vehicle in each
of the two lanes.
Assuming that the distributions of the load effects for lanes one and two are independent, which can be
justified for opposing traffic, but taken with reserve for traffic in the same direction, the probability
mass function (PMF) for a combined event, with vehicles meeting each other, can be expressed as:
∞

(6.2)

𝑓𝑍 (𝑧) = ∑ 𝑓𝑋 (𝑘) 𝑓𝑌 (𝑧 − 𝑘)
𝑘=−∞

where fX and fY are the probability mass functions of load effects from two adjacent lanes, and fZ is the
probability mass function of the load effects for multiple-presence events composed of vehicles from
both lanes of traffic. X and Y random variables representing load effects for lanes 1 and 2, respectively,
whereas Z is a random variable representing load effect for a multiple-presence event. If fX and fY are
divided into m bins, then the length of fZ will be equal to 2m – 1 bins (MathWorks, 2013).
The probability function fZ(z) includes all possible combinations of vehicles from lanes 1 and 2, including the highly unlikely multiple presences of the heaviest vehicles on both lanes.

6.2

Probability distribution of extremes

Many engineering applications require predictions of future conditions, typically the highest possible
(likely) loading and the lowest bearing capacity. This inevitably requires extrapolation from the available data (Ang & Tang, 2006).
If Z is the initial random variable, in this case the convoluted load effect, with known initial distribution function FZ(z), then we can divide the sample space Z into 𝑁𝑇 observation periods, where each
sample will be a subset of observations (z1, z2, …, zN). Since every observed value is unpredictable
prior to being actually observed, we can describe the maximum value 𝑍𝑁 of the sample of size 𝑁𝑇 as:
(6.3)

𝑍𝑁 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑍𝑖
1≤𝑖≤𝑁𝑇

The largest value of the sample size 𝑁𝑇 taken from population Z is also a random variable whose distribution can be derived from that of the initial variate Z. If ZN is less than some value z, then all other
sample random variables must also be less than w. If we assume that Z1, Z2, , ZN are independent and
identically distributed as the initial variate Z:
(6.4)

𝐹𝑍1 (𝑧) = 𝐹𝑍2 (𝑧) = ⋯ = 𝐹𝑍𝑁 (𝑧) = 𝐹𝑍 (𝑧)
then the distribution function for ZN is
𝐹𝑍1 (𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑍𝑁 ≤ 𝑧)

𝑁𝑇

= 𝑃(𝑍1 ≤ 𝑧, 𝑍2 ≤ 𝑧, … , 𝑍𝑁 ≤ 𝑧) = (𝐹𝑍 (𝑧))

(6.5)
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In traffic load modelling words, if we:
-

have a measured sample of load effects from 𝑁𝑇 days of traffic and
assume that the distribution is stationary (if drastic changes happen, measurements shall be repeated),

then we can approximate the maximum expected load effect by raising the measured distribution FZ to
the power of 𝑁𝑇 :
(6.6)

𝑁𝑇 = 𝑁𝐸 𝑁𝐷 𝑁𝑃
where:
𝑁𝐸

𝑁𝐷
𝑁𝑃

- is the number of events in 𝐹𝑍 and can be, depending on the application, daily number of
multiple-presence events (with one vehicle in each of the two adjacent lanes) or average
daily number of all vehicles in those events,
- is number of days per year taken in consideration, typically 250 working days, and
- is the selected time period (in years) for which we are calculating the expected maximum
load effects.

GVW of 2 vehicles (kN)

The power of 𝑁𝑇 vastly influences the results. An important part of the total value is related to the density of traffic and probability of having multiple-presence (MP), i.e. truck meeting events on the
bridge. For short to medium span bridges, with span length below 40 to 50 ms, MP events with vehicles in the same lane are less relevant. Analysis of headways from the VA0468 site has shown that two
fully loaded vehicles followed each other with headways (time difference between the first axles) not
shorter than 0.85 s. The distances between the centres of gravities (COG) of all pairs of successive
vehicles with gross weights above 150 kN are presented in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: VA0468 Bridge: distance between centres of gravity of two heavy vehicles as a function of
sum of gross weights
Slika 6.1:

Most VA0468: Razdalje med težiščema dveh težkih vozil v odvisnosti od vsote skupnih tež
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The ordinate displays the sum of gross weights of both vehicles. The centres of gravity of the closest
pair of fully loaded 5-axle vehicles (red bigger diamond), obtained from WIM measurements, are
18.9 m apart and the distance from the first axle of the first vehicle and last axle of the second vehicle
is 28.7 m. Consequently, even on a 45 m long bridge the load effects due to two heavy vehicles following each other are only exceptionally higher than those of a single vehicle placed in the most unfavourable location on the bridge. For this reason, the critical MP situations on short to medium span
bridges occur due to vehicles in adjacent lanes. Consequently, the MP events with vehicles following
each other are not discussed in this work.

6.3

Probability of multiple-presence events

The SiWIM® system accepts two consecutive vehicles as a multiple-presence (MP) event if they drive
in adjacent lanes and their centres of gravity, COG1 and COG2, lie within (Figure 6.2):
𝐿𝑀𝑃 = 𝐹𝐼. 𝐿

(6.7)

where LMP is the effective length of the influence line (in m), FI is the factor of the influence line and L
is its total length (ARCHES D08, 2009). FI is defined as that part of the influence line that divides the
area under it into two halves. Outside of LMP the load effect from both vehicles is deemed to be less
than that of one single heavy vehicle in the most unfavourable location on the bridge. For single-span
bridges the value of FI is, depending on the constraints in the supports, typically between 0.5 and 0.7.

Figure 6.2: Determination of FI factor as a function of the shape of the influence line – example of a single-span bridge
Slika 6.2:

Določitev faktorja FI kot funkcija oblike vplivnice – primer za konstrukcijo preko ene razpetine

An event with two vehicles in adjacent lanes is qualified as a MP event if 𝐿𝑀𝑃 is longer than the distance between the centres of gravities of the two vehicles. As the difference in appearance of two vehicles is measured in time rather than in meters, the duration of side-by-side crossings is expressed in
time domain as:
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𝑇̅𝑀𝑃 =

2. (𝐿𝑀𝑃 + ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑂𝐺1 − ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑂𝐺2 )
𝑣̅1 + 𝑣̅2

where:
𝑇̅𝑀𝑃
𝑣̅1 and 𝑣̅2
̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅2
𝐶𝑂𝐺1 and 𝐶𝑂𝐺
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(6.8)

is the average time between the two vehicles that form a multiple presence event,
are the average velocities of vehicles in both lanes (in m/s), and
are the average centres of gravity of vehicles in both lanes, measured from the
first axle (in m).

Adding centres of gravity adjusts the time of side-by-side crossing for different lengths and axle loads
of the two vehicles.
Two approaches are used to estimate the number of MP events:
-

-

by generating headway histograms (Moses & Verma, 1987; Sivakumar et al., 2011), which
provide information about the time gaps between the vehicles; this information is used to estimate how many MP events occurred in a specific time interval and are in such form typically
used also in traffic simulations; and
if the time stamps of the vehicles in the WIM database are provided to an accuracy of at least
1/100 of a second, then equation (6.8) can be implemented to estimate the total time of multiple presences directly from the WIM data (Žnidarič, 2010).

The software developed for this work does both: it generates the headway histograms and evaluates
the total time of MPs directly.
6.3.1

Calculation of multiple presences from headway histograms

As an example, Figure 6.3 displays typical four headway histograms generated from the arrival times
(when the first axle of a vehicle reached the bridge) of the heavy vehicle from the VA0468 bridge database:
-

1-1: of two vehicles following each other in lane 1,
2-2: of two vehicles following each other in lane 2,
1-2: of vehicles in lane 1 being followed by a vehicle in lane 2, and
2-1: of vehicles in lane 2 being followed by a vehicle in lane 1.

As the upper two histograms are not relevant for short to medium span bridges, the bottom two are
used to calculate the number of MPs and probability of occurrence of an MP. On VA0468 Bridge there
were on average 3253 vehicles per day in the measured two lanes. Using the average velocities of
vehicles in lanes 1 and 2 (23.24 m/s and 24.34 m/s, resp.) allows to calculate the longest expected time
for a multiple presence, 𝑇̅𝑀𝑃 , as a function of 𝐿𝑀𝑃 .
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Figure 6.3: VA0468 Bridge: heavy vehicle headway histograms
Slika 6.3:

Most VA0468: histogrami medsebojnih razmikov težkih vozil

The next step is to read, from the Case 1+2 and Case 2+1 histograms in Figure 6.3, the number of
events where vehicles were spaced closer to each other than 𝑇𝑀𝑃 , to extract the number of multiple
presences per day, 𝑁𝑀𝑃 . Dividing this value with total number of vehicles per day gives the percentage
of MPs. Finally, the probability of multiple presence occurrence, 𝑃(𝑀𝑃), is estimated as:
𝑃(𝑀𝑃) =

𝑇̅𝑀𝑃 𝑁𝑀𝑃
24 3600

(6.9)

Traffic characteristics from the VA0468 Bridge were applied on five generic simply-supported bridges
with spans from 5 to 45 m (Table 6.1). It can be noted that even for the reasonably high density of the
traffic (2 588 heavy vehicles per day), the probabilities of MP are low. For example, on the VA0468
Bridge with 25 m long span, there was less than 1 % of vehicles participating in a MP event, and the
probability P(MP) was as low as 1.92×10-4. If the same traffic is used with a 45 m long influence line,
the probability of MP increases 3.5 folds, to 6.91×10-4.
6.3.2

Direct calculation of multiple presences

Using the headway histograms and average values of vehicle lengths and velocities is a common approach that gives reasonably good estimates of probability of multiple presence events, but, for example, underestimates their variation by time of the day. There will be almost no MPs at some times of
day and lots at other times. To deal with this issue the probability of MP can be identified directly
from the traffic dataflow, by comparing pairs of vehicles that are recorded in the database.
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Table 6.1:

Number and probability of MP events for different spans, data from VA0468 Bridge

Preglednica 6.1:

Število in verjetnost dogodkov z več vozili na mostovih različnih razpetin, podatki iz
mostu VA0468

Bridge span (m)
̅MP (s)
T

5

15

25

35

45

0.14

0.44

0.73

1.02

1.32

MPDAY

2.0

10.8

23.0

36.5

45.3

MP (%)

0.08

0.42

0.89

1.41

1.75

3.2

54.6

194.2

432.1

690.7

P(MP).10

-6

For each combination of successive vehicles in adjacent lanes, the equation (6.8) to calculate the criti′
, is modified to:
cal MP time for any pair of vehicles, 𝑇𝑀𝑃,𝑖
′
𝑇𝑀𝑃,𝑖
=

2 (𝐿𝑀𝑃 + 𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑖 − 𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑖+1 )
𝑣𝑖 + 𝑣𝑖+1

(6.10)

where:
-

𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑖 and 𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑖+1 are the measured centres of gravities of two successive vehicles in the adjacent lanes,
𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑖+1 are their measured velocities, and
i and i+1 are their identity numbers.

′
𝑇𝑀𝑃
must be less than the difference of the time stamps (arrival times) of these two vehicles to accept
or reject the combination of these two vehicles as an MP event. Dividing the sum of all MPs with the
total number of vehicles in the database gives the percentage of MPs.
′
If the event has been identified as a MP, the values of 𝑇𝑀𝑃,𝑖
are summed together to get the total time
of all MPs in the database:
𝑁𝑀𝑃
′
𝑇𝑀𝑃 = ∑ 𝑇𝑀𝑃,𝑖

(6.11)

𝑖=1

Finally, 𝑇𝑀𝑃 is divided by the total time of measurement to get the probability of MPs.
Despite the same background, the results of both MP calculation methods are not identical. Numbers
of MPs obtained with the direct method are on spans from 15 to 45 m on the average 9 % higher, and
the probabilities of MPs are on the average over 11 % higher than those calculated from the headway
histograms (Figure 6.4). The exception is the 5-m span where the direct method gives 2.4 times higher
number of MPs and 3.4 higher value of their probability. Slightly smaller differences, but similar
trends, were obtained on the VA0028 bridge, where:
-

numbers of MPs obtained with the direct method are on 15 to 45 m long spans on average
5.5 % higher, and
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-

the probabilities of MPs are on average over 12.2 % higher than those calculated from the
headway histograms,
the corresponding values for the 5 m span are 1.46 and 2.11.

The three most likely reasons for the differences between the Tables 6.1 and 6.2, which are more pronounced for the spans that are shorter than the vehicles, are:
-

the use of measured velocities and centres of gravity of the vehicles, instead of their average
values,
the use of exact vehicle time stamps, instead of the histogram values, and
the direct method accounts for the variation of MPs by time of the day.

Table 6.2:

Number and probability of MP events for different spans, data from VA0468 Bridge, direct
calculation

Preglednica 6.2:

Število in verjetnost dogodkov z več vozili na mostovih različnih razpetin, podatki iz
mostu VA0468, direktna metoda

Bridge span (m)
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15
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35

45

MPDAY

4.7

12.0

25.3

39.6

47.3

MP (%)

0.18

0.46

0.98

1.53

1.83

-6
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63.3

216.3

476.5

741.0

P(MP).10
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Figure 6.4: Probabilities of MP events calculated with two alternative methods
Slika 6.4:
6.3.3

Verjetnosti dogodkov z več vozili izračunane z dvema alternativnima metodama

Applying multiple presence information in calculation of load effects

Multiple presence information can be applied to load modelling in two ways. The more common approach (Moses & Verma, 1987; Žnidarič, 2010) is to calculate or estimate the number of multiple
presence events and to raise the distribution function 𝐹𝑍 (𝑤) to the power of 𝑁𝑇 , which is equal to:
𝑁𝑇 = 𝑁𝑀𝑃 𝑁𝐷 𝑁𝑃

(6.12)
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where 𝑁𝑀𝑃 is the daily number of multiple presence events. 𝑁𝐷 is number of days in a year, typically
250 working days, and 𝑁𝑃 is the period that the load effects are forecasted to, expressed in years.
The alternative approach starts with generation of a modified probability density function of load effects, 𝑓𝑍′ (𝑧), which takes into account the probability of multiple-presence, P(MP). It combines the
probability density functions (histograms) of multiple presence events, fZ, and of single load events in
the heavier driving lane, fX:
𝑓𝑍′ (𝑧) = 𝑓𝑍 (𝑧) 𝑃(𝑀𝑃) + 𝑓𝑋 (𝑥) (1 − 𝑃(𝑀𝑃))

(6.13)

As multiple presences have already been taken into account, the 𝑁𝑇 from equation (6.12) changes to:
𝑁𝑇′ = 𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑇 𝑁𝐷 𝑁𝑃

(6.14)

where NMP is replaced by NADT, the measured or average daily number of heavy vehicles. The example
in Figure 6.5 illustrates this procedure by displaying:
-

cumulative distribution functions of single vehicle load effects, FX, of convoluted load effects,
FZ, and of combination of both, 𝐹Z′ , all raised to the power of 𝑁𝑇 ,
maximum measured bending moment due to the single vehicles in the driving lane, MMAX,1, and
sum of maximum measured bending moments due to single vehicles in the driving and the
overtaking lanes, MMAX,2, i.e. if the two measured vehicles from both lanes, causing the highest
load effects, would meet at the centre of the bridge.

Examples in the next two figures illustrate the entire procedure. Figure 6.6 presents the histograms of
bending moments for multiple presence events and for single lane loading events using data from the
VA0028 Bridge. In Figure 6.6 (c) the cumulative distribution function 𝐹𝑍′ (𝑧) is raised to three different
𝑁𝑇 values according to equation (6.14), in which the time periods, 𝑁𝑃 , were varied. The 75-year return
period value (at P = 0.362) from Figure 6.6 (c) is compared with the 75-year return period from the
Gumbel plot of the daily maximum moments (Figure 6.6 (d)). As the tail of the daily maximum moments turns upwards, i.e. resembles a Weibull more than a Gumbel plot, the extrapolated values on the
Gumbel plot slightly exaggerate the convolution result. The convoluted value (2 487 kNm) is in line
with the trend of maximum load events captured on the VA0028 Bridge.
Figure 6.7 presents a similar example from the VA0468 Bridge. In this case it is even more evident
that the daily maximum moments turn upwards and the extrapolated values on the Gumbel paper are
exaggerated. Due to only 59 days of data, taking 5 % of points from the tail to extrapolate the Gumbel
plot is insufficient. Again, the convoluted value represents well situation on the VA0468 Bridge. As
tail fitting using the 30 % of upper points and the Castillo rule consider almost the same number of
points (17 vs. 15) the two lines overlap each other.
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Figure 6.5: Example of combining single and multiple presence probability functions
Slika 6.5:

Primer kombiniranja verjetnostnih funkcij posameznih vozil in kombinacij vozil
8
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Figure 6.6: VA0028 Bridge: PDF of bending moments (a) for multiple presence and (b) single lane presence, (c) CDF functions of MP bending moments for different periods, (d) Gumbel plot of
maximum daily moments
Slika 6.6:

Most VA0028: gostoti verjetnosti upogibnih momentov (a) sočasno prisotnih vozil in (b)
vozil v voznem pasu, (c) porazdelitvena funkcije upogibnih momentov za različna časovna
obdobja, (d) Gumblov diagram maksimalnih dnevnih momentov
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Figure 6.7: VA0468 Bridge: PDF of (a) convoluted and (b) single lane bending moments, (c) CDF functions of convoluted bending moments for different periods, (d) Gumbel plot of maximum daily moments
Slika 6.7:

Most VA0468: gostoti verjetnosti (a) konvuliranih upogibnih momentov in (b) momentov v
enem pasu, (c) porazdelitvene funkcije za različna časovna obdobja, (d) Gumblov diagram
maksimalnih dnevnih momentov

It is noted that:
1. All diagrams represent raw, unsmoothed data.
2. All diagrams represent unfiltered data that includes special transports.
3. The convoluted PDF is far smoother and with less gaps in the tail area than the single lane
PDFs. This is valid for the PDFs calculated from the raw load effects, and even more so if
smoothing is applied.
4. In the case of VA0468 Bridge, with only 59 days of data, the extrapolation based on only 5 %
of points from the tail is inappropriate.
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6.3.4

Selected quantile and 𝑵𝑻

Eurocode (2009) specifies a return period of 1000 years. This means that the characteristic load effect
is expected to be exceeded once in 1000 years, and that the probability of exceedance in these 1000
years, 𝛼, is according to equation (5.4):

𝛼 = 1 − (1 −

1 1000
)
= 0.6323
1000

(6.15)

This means that there is 63.2 % probability that the characteristic load effect will be exceeded at least
once during this period. Using the same principles, the Eurocode specifies:

𝛼 = 1 − (1 −

1 50
) = 0.0488
1000

(6.16)

This means that the once-in-1000-year level corresponds to approximately 5 % probability of exceedance (or 95 % probability of non-exceedance) in 50 years.
Similarly, the American (AASHTO, 2012; Sivakumar et al., 2011) and Canadian practice consider a
return period of 75 years that gives probability of exceedance:

𝛼 = 1 − (1 −

1 75
) = 0.6346
75

(6.17)

As a result, for the convolution results to be comparable with return periods, the values 𝑁𝑇 in equations (6.6), (6.12) and (6.14) need to be multiplied by 𝛼. In most cases in this work, a 75-year return
period was considered, with corresponding probability of being exceeded once in this period. This
requires to read the characteristic values from the convolution probability density functions at probability of (1 - 0.635) = 0.365, see equation (5.18). These results were in a few occasions compared with
results according to Eurocode, i.e. the convolution probability density functions were read at
(1 - 0.049) = 0.951 probability.

6.4

Load distribution

The distribution of traffic loading over structural members depends on the bridge type and on the load
effect that is accounted for. Typically, three approaches are used, at different levels of complexity:
-

finite element models,
girder distribution factors and
lane factors.

Calibrated finite element models are well known, can be very accurate but are also relatively complex
and time consuming. Consequently, in practice, simplified approaches using girder distribution or lane
factors are more common and were also used in this work.
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6.4.1

Girder distribution factors

The U.S. AASHTO bridge design code (AASHTO, 2012) specifies the girder distribution factors
(GDF) for the most common beam and slab bridges. Values in the code were calibrated with extensive
strain measurements on steel (Kim & Nowak, 1997; Eom & Nowak, 2011) and prestressed concrete
girders. For each girder, the GDF is calculated by dividing the load effect carried by that girder by the
total load effect at that cross-section, caused by one vehicle.
The same approach has been used in Slovenia (Žnidarič & Moses, 1997; Žnidarič, 2010). B-WIM
measures the maximum strains from all sensors for all vehicles that have passed the system (Chapter
3.3). If an event contains only vehicles in single lanes, data is added into a log file. Then, the mean or
median values and coefficients of variation are calculated to obtain the girder distribution factors
(Žnidarič et al., 2015). As an example, Figure 6.8 displays the mean values of measured distribution
factors from an 8.5 m wide slab bridge. The slab was divided into twelve 62 cm wide strips, in each
one strain sensor was installed. Note that the structure was so flexible that in each lane, traces of each
wheel can be seen. This normally does not happen on thicker and transversely stiffer structures with a
greater degree of load sharing.
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Figure 6.8: An example of measured load distribution factors
Slika 6.8:
6.4.2

Primer izmerjenih faktorjev porazdelitve obtežbe

Lane factors

If girder distribution factors are not measured, then the load distribution can be approximated with
lane factors.
Enright (2010) has applied comprehensive finite element analyses to examine the effects of lateral
distribution of loading for different bridge types, spans, and load effects. He accepted that, in reality, the amount of lateral distribution on a particular bridge depends on its structure (type and condition) and on the location of vehicles in a specific loading event, but he needed to reduce complexity to allow its implementation in his traffic simulation models.
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He assumed bidirectional traffic, with one lane in each direction, and generated independent
streams of traffic for each direction, with millions of loading events. He used a simple beam to calculate load effects for each vehicle, and multiplied these load effects by a lane factor to account for
transverse distribution. The lane factors were based on finite element analyses performed on
bridges with different spans (from 12 to 45 m), and different construction methods (solid slab for
shorter spans, and beam-and-slab for longer spans). One lane was taken as the primary lane and
the lane factor for vehicles in this lane was always taken as unity. If a vehicle was also present in
the other lane, the location of maximum stress was identified in the finite element model, and the
relative contributions of each truck was calculated. In the case of shear stress at the supports of a
simply supported bridge, the maximum occurred with both trucks close to the support, and the
lateral distribution was far less than for mid-span bending moment. As a result of his analysis,
Enright proposed two sets of lane factors, the low and the high (Table 6.3). Values depend on the
three types of load effect that were examined in his simulation runs.
Table 6.3:

Lane Factors for secondary lane (Enright, 2010)

Preglednica 6.3:

Faktorji pasu za drugi pas (Enright, 2010)

Load Effect
Mid-span bending moment, simply supported
Support shear, simply supported
Central support hogging moment, 2-span continuous

Lane Factors
Low
High
0.45
1.00
0.05
0.45
0.45
1.00

Alternatively, lane factors can be calculated from the girder distribution factors. The simplest way is to
average the girder factors under individual traffic lanes. As an example, Figure 6.9 displays the lane
factors calculated from data shown in Figure 6.8. Note that in this case around 5 % of strains are taken
by the sensors that are installed under the sidewalks, i.e. the part of the structure not directly under the
traffic lanes, which provides additional structural reserve and should not be neglected when calculating structural safety of a bridge.
Altogether strain data from 28 bridges, with traffic in at least two lanes, were investigated. Bridges,
which were too narrow to fit vehicles side by side, were not considered. Example on the Figure 6.9
shows the results from the most flexible structure in the lateral direction. Its superstructure was an
8.70 m long and 50 cm thick heavily skewed slab, with abutments placed at 52° to the direction of
driving. Only 18.8 % of load from lane 1 was transferred to lane 2 and 13.8 % of load vice-versa.
Figure 6.10 presents a similar example from the bridge with the highest, 42.1 % distribution of loads
to the adjacent lane. The superstructure is composed of 70 cm thick slab over three spans, with total
length of 16 m. The bridge is located in a curve and the slab under the lane 2 is considerably thicker
than under the lane 1.
Table 6.4 summarises the results for all 28 investigated bridges. Data collection contains bridges with
spans from 5.7 to 37 metres, with various types of superstructures: reinforced concrete slab, reinforced
or prestressed concrete beams with a slab and in one case, steel girders with timber deck. The distribu-
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tion of loads between lanes 1 and 2 varied in the range between 81 % : 19 % and 58 % : 42 %. Results
in the opposite direction, from lane 2 to lane 1, were similar, ranging between 86 % : 14 % and again
58 % : 42 %. The average distribution of load effects between lanes 1 to lanes 2 was found to be
66.7 % : 33.3 % and in the opposite direction, from lanes 2 to lanes 1, 64.4 % : 35.6 %.
As a result, in all successive traffic load effect calculations in lane 1 (by definition, the lane with the
heaviest traffic), the load effects in lane 1 were multiplied by 0.67 and in the other lane by 0.33. And
opposite, if load effects in the other lane were calculated.
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Figure 6.9: Distributions of average measured strains across the bridge and associated low lane factor
Slika 6.9:

Porazdelitve povprečnih izmerjenih deformacij po širini mostu s pripadajočim nizkim faktorjem pasu
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Figure 6.10: Distributions of average measured strains across the bridge and associated high lane factor
Slika 6.10:

Porazdelitve povprečnih izmerjenih deformacij po širini mostu s pripadajočim visokim faktorjem pasu
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Table 6.4:

Basic information and lane factors of 28 investigated bridges

Preglednica 6.4:
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

6.4.3

Bridge ID
CE0125
KR0145
VA0437
KP0000
VA0028
LJ0079
LJ0119
NM0076
LJ0099
VA0093
CE0015
PT5004
VA0468
AL231S
NM0096
CND
VA1049
LJ0224
CE0055
US31N
NM0075
MB0252
VA0073
VA0072
VA0090
MS29_N
CE0014
LJ0082

Osnovni podatki in faktorji pasov 28 upoštevanih mostov
No. of

Type of structure spans
slab
1
slab
1
slab
1
beam&slab
1
slab
1
slab
1
slab
3
slab
1
slab
1
beam&slab
11
slab
2
slab
1
beam&slab
1
slab
1
slab
1
slab
1
slab
1
slab
1
girder&timber
1
beam&slab
3
beam&slab
1
slab
1
slab
3
slab
1
beam&slab
10
slab
2
beam&slab
1
slab
1

IL

Bridge

length (m) width (m)
8.70
7.50
6.00
10.00
8.00
13.00
16.00
15.00
6.00
12.70
5.70
9.20
25.00
7.00
6.00
5.30
4.20
16.10
37.00
13.15
18.40
9.00
4.00
11.20
25.00
12.50
10.00
10.00
11.10
8.40
6.00
10.00
8.00
13.15
7.50
8.50
10.20
5.50
30.00
9.00
19.00
11.00
9.50
10.30
30.00
12.50
12.00
13.80
35.00
12.00
10.00
9.50
13.00
9.00
16.00
10.15
Average:
STD:
Maximum:
Minimum:

Traffic lane 1 (%)
Lane 1 Lane 2
81.2
18.8
75.8
24.2
74.6
25.4
74.0
26.0
73.1
26.9
72.8
27.2
71.9
28.1
69.7
30.3
69.0
31.0
68.5
31.5
66.4
33.6
66.1
33.9
66.0
34.0
65.9
34.1
65.9
34.1
65.6
34.4
65.1
34.9
63.8
36.2
63.1
36.9
63.0
37.0
62.4
37.6
62.3
37.7
62.1
37.9
61.4
38.6
60.8
39.2
60.0
40.0
58.6
41.4
57.9
42.1
66.7
33.3
5.7
5.7
81.2
42.1
57.9
18.8

Traffic lane 2 (%)
Lane 1 Lane 2
13.8
86.2
33.6
66.4
49.0
51.0
21.9
78.1
23.7
76.3
29.7
70.3
42.5
57.5
35.5
64.5
22.8
77.2
57.8
42.2
37.4
62.6
38.1
61.9
32.3
67.7
38.7
61.3
44.1
55.9
29.8
70.2
32.8
67.2
41.0
59.0
38.4
61.6
32.7
67.3
35.7
64.3
34.7
65.3
31.1
68.9
49.3
50.7
36.0
64.0
29.9
70.1
43.7
56.3
40.4
59.6
35.6
64.4
9.1
9.1
57.8
86.2
13.8
42.2

Correlation between traffic in adjacent lanes

Enright (2010) has pointed out a noticeable rise in some European countries in the average GVW of
trucks in the fast lane when they are close to a truck in the slow lane. He suspected that their gross
weights might be correlated. The degree of dependence involves calculating the coefficients of correlation between the weight of each truck and a few consecutive trucks behind it. The correlation between
the weights of vehicles in adjacent lanes was not considered in this thesis.

6.5

Validation of convolution method

It has been shown before that results of convolution are comparable with results of GEV modelling or
simulations (Moses & Verma, 1987; Žnidarič & Žnidarič, 1994; Sivakumar et al., 2011). The purpose
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of the exercise here was to compare the results obtained by the convolution method with the results of
long-run simulations proposed by Enright (2010) and Enright & OBrien (2013). To relate the two sets
of the results, a collaboration allowed the dataset from the VA0028 Bridge to be processed with Enright’s long-run simulation software (2016).
Enright’s procedure is based on the Monte Carlo simulation model in which GVW and the number of
axles are modelled using the semi-parametric tail fitting approach described in Chapter 5.4.1. Much
attention is devoted to the modelling of the axle configuration (axle spacing and axle weights) on simulated vehicles, an important factor in loading of short to medium-span bridges. The simulation model
allows all vehicle types, not just the standard ones. The key of this procedure is to generate hundreds
or even thousands of years of traffic which replaces the extrapolation process and therefore removes
its contribution to the uncertainty/inaccuracy in the process. Still, some curve-fitting is required to
account for the randomness inherent in the simulation process, not only for axle loads and spacings,
but also for inter-vehicle gaps and velocities. This approach gives a much better answer than the shorter conventional simulation procedures. However, as for any simulation, results depend on the assumptions used in building it. Long simulation runs also allow the examination of those loading events that
produce the characteristic maximum load effects. This provides physical evidence, example scenarios
that illustrate the implications of the assumptions used in building the model.
6.5.1

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made when comparing the Enright’s and the convolution methods:
-

-

not more than 7 axles (in simulation, and in filtered WIM data), to exclude special transports,
two same-direction lanes, i.e. motorway traffic,
lateral transfer model based according to Chapter 6.4.2 – axle weights in the slow lane are
multiplied by 0.67, and axle weights in the fast lane are multiplied by 0.33,
two load effects:
o mid-span bending moment,
o shear force at entrance to bridge,
5 simply supported spans: 5, 15, 25, 35 and 45 m,
75-year return period values.

75-year return period values were estimated from 200 yearly maxima obtained from simulations. This
means that, according to equation (5.10), the corresponding ordinate value (standard extremal variate
derived from the Gumbel distribution) to extract the results from Gumbel paper is:

𝑦 = −𝑙𝑛 (−𝑙𝑛 (1 −

1
)) = 4.31
75

(6.18)

Results of Enright’s long-run simulations, for bending moments and shears at the entrance to the
bridge, are given in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 and in Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.11: VA0028 Bridge: Yearly maximum bending moments as a function of bridge span
Slika 6.11:

Most VA0028: Maksimalni letni upogibni momenti v odvisnosti od razpetine
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Figure 6.12: VA0028 Bridge: Yearly maximum shear forces at entrance to the bridge as a function of
bridge span
Slika 6.12:

Most VA0028: Maksimalne letne prečne sile na začetku mostu v odvisnosti od razpetine

Table 6.5:

VA0028 Bridge: Load effects with 75-year return period for a range of bridge spans

Preglednica 6.5:

Most VA0028: notranje sile pri 75-letni povratni periodi za različne razpetine

Mid-span bending moment (kNm)

Shear force at bridge entrance (kN)

5m

15 m

25 m

35 m

45 m

5m

15 m

25 m

35 m

45 m

312

1 433

2 676

3 882

5 233

282

387

436

464

482
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6.5.2

Results of convolution

Table 6.6 compares the convolution results, using data with 2 h Gaussian kernel smoothing, with the
simulated results. Two convolution methods have been evaluated:
-

the original method, which combines the number multiple presence events and probability
density function of convoluted load effects, and
the alternative method, which combines the probability of multiple presences with probability
density functions of single lane events and of convoluted load effects, according to equation
(6.13).

The first observation is that, with VA0028 data, the original method, if compared to the alternative
method, gives on the average:
-

approximately 4 % higher values for spans over 25 m,
approximately the same values for the 15 m span, but
15 % lower values for the 5 m span.

The likely reason for the high differences is the low probability of multiple presence on this site,
which for the 5-m span is as low as 4.1×10-6. Subsequently, the alternative method is governed almost
exclusively by the single lane PDF. This has very limited number of data points in the tail region,
which do not derive smooth functions to extract the maximum load effects from (Figure 5.8).
Table 6.6:

VA0028 Bridge: load effects calculated with convolution method: (a) original method, (b)
alternative method

Preglednica 6.6:

Most VA0028: notranje sile izračunane z metodo konvolucije: (a) originalna metoda,
(b) alternativna metoda

Span length (m)

(a)
(b)

5

Bending moments (kNm)
15
25
35

45

Shear forces at bridge entrance (kN)
5
15
25
35
45

75-year RP

312.5 1 432.9 2 676.1 3 882.2 5 233.1

281.8

387.4

435.7

463.7

482.0

NE =all, P(MP) - 75-yr RP

214.2 1,254.7 2 484.7 3 810.1 5 173.1 245.8

366.9

429.7

462.3

482.4

NE =all, P(MP) - 75-yr mean

250.6 1 264.9 2 351.4 3 632.6 4 935.4 289.7

371.0

418.4

446.7

463.6

NE =MP, P(1) - 75-yr RP

254.9 1 297.8 2 418.2 3 750.9 5 081.6

295.2

381.7

430.4

459.0

476.9

253.8 1 285.0 2 384.2 3 690.6 5 017.3

293.5

376.7

424.3

454.4

471.4

NE =MP, P(1) - 75-yr mean

With VA0072 data, with 10 times higher probability of multiple presences (4.2 10-5 on a 5 m span), but
also 6 times less data, the original method gives for 5 m to 35 m spans more consistent values, which
are 11 % to 16 % higher than those from the alternative method. For 45 m span, the difference drops to
5 %, as with the VA0028 data.
The table also compares the 75-year return period values, which were used in this work, with the 75year mean value which are also used in load modelling (Enright, 2010). As expected, due to the load
distributions skewed to the right, the 75-year mean values are higher than the 75-year return period
values. The difference is greater for the conventional method, where the results for all spans, for bending moment and shear, are on average 11.7 % higher, compared to 8.4 % for the alternative method.
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6.5.3

Comparison of the results of simulation and convolution methods

Table 6.7 presents the ratios between the load effects generated by the convolution methods and the
long-run simulation. On average, the simulation values are 5.5 % higher than the convolution ones.
Shear forces are closer than the bending moments, where for spans below 25 m the differences start to
increase. The most diverging results are observed for the 5 m span moments, where the bending moments from convolution were, depending on the convolution method, 20 % to 32 % lower than the
simulated values.
Table 6.7:

VA0028 Bridge: comparison of load effects with simulation results: (a) original method, (b)
alternative method

Preglednica 6.7:

Most VA0028: primerjava notranjih sil z rezultati simulacije: (a) originalna metoda, (b)
alternativna metoda
Ratio between convolution and
simulation bending moments (%)

Span length (m)
NE =MP, P(1) - 75-yr RP
(a) NE =MP, P(1) - 75-yr mean
NE =all, P(MP) - 75-yr RP
(b) NE =all, P(MP) - 75-yr mean

5
68.6

15

25

35

45

87.6

92.8

Ratio between convolution and
simulation shear forces (%)
5

15

25

35

45

Average

94.7

98.6

99.7 100.1

96.1

91.1
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One of the reasons for greater differences at shorter spans is that the simulation method has generated
loading events with vehicles that are considerably heavier than anything that has been measured. For
example, Figure 6.13 displays the three bending moments loading scenarios at or near the 75-year
maxima for the on 5 m long bridges (Enright, 2016). All contain vehicles above 69 tonnes. This is well
above the measured 4-axle vehicles, of which the heaviest had 62.7 tonnes, and the next four were
only between 51.7 and 57.2 tonnes. In addition, 3 of the 5 heaviest simulated vehicles have axle spacings shorter than the real vehicles. To illustrate consequences of these differences on the modelled load
effects, the Figure 6.14 plots the daily maximum bending moments of the measured 4-axle vehicles on
the Gumbel paper plot, using the top 30 % points to extrapolate the data. This gives 241 kNm, which
is 5 % lower than the value obtained by the alternative convolution method.
As the simulated vehicles have higher axle loads than the measured ones, they cause higher load effects. The differences are greater on spans that are shorter than the vehicles, in particular on 5 m and
15 m long bridges, where individual heavy axles govern the load effect. On longer spans (35 m and 45
m), with single vehicles in the lane and plenty of empty space before and after them, the differences on
average fall below 5 % for bending moments and below 2 % for shear.
The results suggest that the convolution method, unless data is heavily smoothed, generates results that
are less conservative than the simulated ones. While the convolution method more or less (depending
on data smoothing) relies on the measured data, the simulation method generates vehicle combinations
that are based on models of vehicles (axle loads, axle spacings, number of axles, velocity) and of traffic (density, inter-vehicle gaps, correlation between lanes). This approach often creates vehicles that
are substantially heavier than the measured ones.
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Figure 6.13: VA0028 Bridge: maximum bending moments due to the simulated vehicles (Enright, 2016)
Slika 6.13:

Most VA0028: maksimalni upogibni momenti zaradi simuliranih vozil (Enright, 2016)
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Figure 6.14: VA0028 Bridge: extrapolation of the 4-axle vehicles daily maximum bending moments
Slika 6.14:

6.6

Most VA0028: Ekstrapolacija maksimalnih dnevnih upogibnih momentov 4-osnih vozil

Sensitivity analysis

This chapter discusses how individual parameters influence bridge load modelling results calculated
with the convolution method. The following parameters are analysed:
-

-

-

tail smoothing:
o no smoothing,
o 1 h, 2 h, 4 h and 8 h kernel function smoothing, where h is calculated with equation
(5.19),
o 3-point, 5-point, 7-point and 15-point central moving average (CMA), and
o 3-point, 5-point, 7-point and 15-point triangular moving average (WMA),
influence of vehicles considered:
o entire traffic flow or that on working days only,
o inclusion of heavy special transports or not; these were defined as vehicles with more
than 7 axles (in Slovenia, any vehicle exceeding 40 tonnes needs a special permit),
number of bins used to calculate the histograms.
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Data from three test sites was used for testing:
6.6.1

the 2-year measurement on the VA0028 Bridge and
two other measurements lasting between 1 and 2 months.
Influence of data smoothing

Figure 6.15 illustrates the effect of smoothing parameters on the load modelling using WIM data from
the VA0028 Bridge. The differences are below 5 % for smoothing up to 2 h kernel, 5 point CMA or 7
point WMA. Higher values of smoothing (8 h kernel, 15-point CMA and WMA) increase the load effects by up to 17.2 %. Details are given in Table 6.8.
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Figure 6.15: VA0028 Bridge: Effect of smoothing of the tail of distribution on results of convolution
Slika 6.15:

Most VA0028: Vpliv glajenja repa porazdelitve na rezultate konvolucije

Tables 6.9 and 6.10 summarise the results when using WIM data from the other two sites with up to 4times denser traffic and less data available (31 and 56 days instead of two years). Compared to the
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WIM data from the VA0028 bridge, the increment of difference almost doubles and gives up to 33 %
higher values for the extreme 8 h Gaussian kernel smoothing on the VA0072 data. Differences for
CMA and WMA smoothing are more reasonable, results increase for up to 5.3 % with WIM data from
the VA0072 Bridge and for up to 8.7 % with that from the VA0468 Bridge.
Results suggest that low smoothing (up to 2 h Gaussian kernel, or up to 5-point CMA or WMA) minimally changes the results but helps to ‘overbridge’ the gaps in distributions with sparse data in the
tails. Higher smoothing will provide up to an additional 10 % of conservatism in the results, but this
should be considered only with good reason. In general, the effects of smoothing are similar to the
effects of modelling parameters for simulations. In both cases the results depend on how closely the
model follows the actual data.
Table 6.8:

VA0028 Bridge: effect of tail smoothing on calculated load effects

Preglednica 6.8:

Table 6.9:

Most VA0028: vpliv glajenja repa porazdelitve na izračunane notranje sile

VA0072 Bridge: effect of tail smoothing on calculated load effects

Preglednica 6.9:

Most VA0072: vpliv glajenja repa porazdelitve na izračunane notranje sile
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Table 6.10: VA0468 Bridge: effect of tail smoothing on calculated load effects
Preglednica 6.10:

6.6.2

Most VA0468: vpliv glajenja repa porazdelitve na izračunane notranje sile

Influence of vehicles considered

In Central European countries, the number of the exceptional heavy vehicles, which belong to a wider
group of special transports, is lower than on some heavily loaded European motorways. A particularly
challenging situation from the infrastructure point of view is known from the Netherlands, where they
issue a high number of annual permits. Consequently, on the main routes, the number of vehicles
weighing over 60 tonnes can be counted in hundreds per day (ARCHES D08, 2009) even though the
load limit without a permit is 50 tonnes. This is different from the situation in Central and much of the
rest of Western Europe, where exceptional heavy vehicles are more strictly controlled.
In Slovenia, all vehicles with gross weight exceeding the legal limits specified in the European Directive 96/53/EC (1996) and in the associated national specifications (Official Gazzette of RS, 2006)
have to obtain a permit. In addition, vehicles with gross weights over 600 kN require safety verification of all critical bridges on the driving route.
In this work, the special heavy transports were defined as vehicles with more than seven axles, without
any gross weight or axle load thresholds. This excludes some of the lighter special transports, such as
typical 3-axle tractors with 4-axle trailers used to move construction equipment. These vehicles often
have permanent permits and are thus appropriate for inclusion in the traffic load models.
Figures 6.16 to 6.18 present distributions of vehicles with more than seven axles in terms of GVW
from all three reference sites, for the entire measurement periods. Results show that on Slovenian
roads exceptional heavy vehicles are rare. On the low-volume motorway over the VA0028 Bridge,
there was only one such vehicle every two weeks. Only every fourth of those vehicles was heavier
than 600 kN. Bridge VA0072 on the high-volume motorway was on average crossed by vehicles with
more than seven axles and weighing more than 600 kN almost every day. The figures for over 600 kN
vehicles are 10-times lower on the VA0468 Bridge, on the same motorway, but those measurements
were taken 8 years ago with an older generation of software that had not necessarily captured all extreme vehicles.
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Figure 6.16: VA0028 Bridge: number of exceptional heavy vehicles with GVW over 400 kN, in 696 days
Slika 6.16:

Most VA0028: število izrednih težkih vozil s skupno težo preko 400 kN, v 696 dneh
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Figure 6.17: VA0072 Bridge: number of exceptional heavy vehicles with GVW over 400 kN, in 31 days
Most VA0072: število izrednih težkih vozil s skupno težo preko 400 kN, v 31 dneh
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Figure 6.18: VA0468 Bridge: number of exceptional heavy vehicles with GVW over 400 kN, in 57 days
Slika 6.18:

Most VA0468: število izrednih težkih vozil s skupno težo preko 400 kN, v 57 dneh
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Despite the low number of exceptional heavy vehicles, they have a notable effect on the characteristic
load effects. Tables 6.11 and 6.12 show that including the vehicles with more than seven axles on the
VA0072 Bridge increases the bending moments and shears at the entrance of the bridge for up to 20 %.
This is far from negligible, therefore, considering all vehicles or only non-exceptional heavy vehicles,
is a key decision to be taken when modelling load effects on bridges.
Table 6.11: VA0072 Bridge: load effects taking into account the different types of vehicles
Preglednica 6.11:

Most VA0072: notranje statične količine ob upoštevanju različnih tipov vozil

Axle
limit
Mass
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Bending moments (kNm)

7
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7

Shear force at bridge entrance (kN)

5
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206.9

1,195.7

2,284.5

3,445.1

4,714.7

232.2

344.0

385.8

417.2

438.0

207.0

1,232.9

2,392.6

3,616.5

4,947.5

232.3

349.8

398.6

433.0

458.0

207.0

1,272.1

2,856.1

4,752.1

6,749.2

232.3

368.6

502.0

571.8

624.5

Table 6.12: VA0072 Bridge: ratios of load effects taking into account the different types of vehicles

Axle
limit
Mass
limit

Preglednica 6.12:
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6.6.3

Most VA0072: razmerja notranjih statičnih količin ob upoštevanju različnih tipov vozil
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Influence of days in the week

Results from all three sites demonstrate that considering:
-

the working days only (from Monday to Friday) or
skipping Sundays or
taking all days in a week,

has minimal effect on the characteristic load effects. In these cases, the number of days in the return
period had to be corrected according to Chapter 5.3.2. As an example, Table 6.13 shows that on the
VA0072 Bridge, the differences for all spans lengths vary for up to 1.2 %, which is negligible. The
differences on the other two reference sites are even smaller: on the VA0028 Bridge only ±0.2 % for
all spans, and on the VA0468 Bridge ±0.3 %.
Table 6.13: VA0072 Bridge: ratios of load effects compared to all days in a week
Preglednica 6.13:
Days

Most VA0072: razmerja notranjih statičnih količin v primerjavi z vsemi dnevi v tednu
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6.6.4
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Influence of number of bins in the histograms

There is no optimal size and/or number of bins as different bin sizes emphasise different characteristics of the data. While on the one hand, fewer and wider bins reduce noise due to sampling randomness, on the other hand, many narrower bins describe the actual density function more accurately. Thus
varying the bin-width within a histogram can be useful.
A number of theoretical attempts exist to determine an optimal number of bins, 𝑁𝐵 , but these methods
mostly make strong assumptions about the shape of the distribution and provide very different recommendations about the size of the bins. Three common examples that consider the sample size n are:
-

Square root choice:
𝑁𝐵 = √𝑛

-

Sturges formula:
𝑁𝐵 = [𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑛] + 1

-

(6.19)

(6.20)

Rice rule:
3

𝑁𝐵 = 2 √𝑛

(6.21)

These formulas result in very diverse values for the recommended number of bins. From Table 6.14 it
is apparent that the square root choice and Sturges formula are not appropriate for the high number of
WIM data that are counted in thousands if not millions. The Rice Rule gives more reasonable results,
but 𝑁𝐵 increases beyond a reasonable value for very large sample sizes.
Table 6.14: Selecting the number of bins in histograms
Preglednica 6.14:

Izbira števila razredov v histogramih

For practical reasons it seems most appropriate to select a constant number of bins. To test sensitivity
of results to the number of bins and, indirectly, bin size, data from all three reference sites was compared. Initially, the load effect probability density function was divided into 50 bins. After performing
the convolution procedure, the number of bins was increased to 2𝑁𝐵 − 1. Then the expected 75-year
return period load effects were calculated using the convolution method. Finally, the same procedure
was repeated with 25, 100, 200 and 500 bins, and for all five spans.
Figures 6.19 to 6.21 summarises the variation of bending moments for a 25 m span as a function of the
number of bins. The common characteristics of all three sites is that the load effects drop considerably
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with 500 bins. This drop is up to 1.2 % on the VA0028 Bridge and even up to 4.5 % on the other two
bridges, with the largest reductions observed for 25 and 35 m spans.

Figure 6.19: VA0028 Bridge: Effect of number of bins on 75-year RP bending moments
Slika 6.19:

Most VA0028: Vpliv števila razdelkov na 75-letni RP upogibni moment

Figure 6.20: VA0072 Bridge: Effect of number of bins on 75-year RP bending moments
Slika 6.20:

Most VA0072: Vpliv števila razdelkov na 75-letni RP upogibni moment

Figure 6.21: VA0468 Bridge: Effect of number of bins on 75-year RP bending moments
Slika 6.21:

Most VA0468: Vpliv števila razdelkov na 75-letni RP upogibni moment
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Figure 6.22: VA0028 Bridge: Effect of number of bins on 75-year RP bending moments – 5 spans
Slika 6.22:

Most VA0028: Vpliv števila razdelkov na upogibni moment pri 75-letni RP – 5 razpetin
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Figure 6.23: VA0072 Bridge: Effect of number of bins on 75-year RP bending moments – 5 spans
Slika 6.23:

Most VA0072: Vpliv števila razdelkov na upogibni moment pri 75-letni RP – 5 razpetin
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Figure 6.24: VA0468 Bridge: Effect of number of bins on 75-year bending moments – 5 different spans
Slika 6.24:

Most VA0468: Vpliv števila razdelkov na upogibni moment pri 75-letni RP – 5 razpetin
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The evident reason for differences is that the results are affected by the size of the data sample, i.e.
how many data points were considered in every bin. Figure 6.25 displays the average results from
figures 6.19 to 6.21, but normalised per number of data points in each bin, separately for the bending
moments (thicker lines) and for the shear forces at bridge entrance (thinner lines). Data is normalised
to the 50-bin value of the VA0028 dataset. In all six cases the highest values were obtained in the
range between 1 000 and 4 000 data points in a bin, with less than 0.5 % differences in the area between 1 000 and 10 000 data points per bin. With more and with less points in a bin, the results started
to decrease at relatively fast pace, for example, for 2 % with 500 data points in a bin or for 1% at
30 000 data points in a bin.
Consequently, for majority of WIM datasets, typically containing between 50 thousand to 2 million
vehicle records, 50 or 100 bins can be recommended. For readability of diagrams, 50 bins were used in
all histograms presented in this work.

Figure 6.25: Dependence of calculated load effects from the number of data points in a bin
Slika 6.25:

Odvisnost izračunanih karakterističnih obtežb od števila podatkov v razdelku
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INFLUENCE OF QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF WIM DATA ON BRIDGE
LOAD MODELLING

Data quality and quantity influence the results of bridge load modelling. However, no clear recommendations exist about sufficient quality of WIM data, how data quality affects the results and how
much data is needed for reliable prediction of load effects. The only criteria, based on engineering
judgment, are given in the European specifications for WIM (COST 323, 2002), where it is suggested
that:
-

-

accuracy of WIM data for bridge traffic load modelling shall be of at least class C(15), or
roughly 95 % of gross weights within ±15 % and axle loads within 20 % of the static values,
and that
as many vehicle records as possible (but at least 100 000) shall be used.

Therefore, the purpose of this work was to investigate influences of quantity and quality of WIM data
on the results of bridge traffic load modelling and set some recommendations for the future work.

7.1

Effect of data quantity

The effect of quantity of WIM data on bridge traffic load modelling was primarily evaluated using
data from the VA0028 Bridge. With almost two years of data available, the dataset was the only dataset available that could have been divided into large number of smaller subsets. The main intention
of this exercise was to investigate:
-

variability of the results of equally sized subsets, and
how quickly the results converge or, in other words, how much data is needed to provide stable and reliable results.

The procedures were repeated with the other two datasets (VA0072 and VA0468), but due to considerably less data those results were found to be less reliable.
7.1.1

The convolution procedure

The adopted procedure is demonstrated with the highest quality, visually cleaned datasets from the
VA0028 Bridge (dataset 3_8, see Chapter 7.2). 25 m long generic simply supported influence line was
used to generate the bending moments and shear forces for all 793 799 vehicles. Then the load effects
were converted into histograms. Fifty bins were used over the entire data range, meaning that the bin
sizes were not constant, but were adjusted according to the size of data subsets. This required interpolations in order to compare the results of individual subsets. Calculations were performed separately
for the slow and for the fast lane. Results were convoluted and modified Equation 6.14 was applied to
get the expected 75-year return period bending moment:
𝑁𝑇′ = 𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑇 𝑁𝐷 𝑁𝑃 𝛼

(7.1)
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where α, the probability of exceedance of load effect in 75 years (6.17), is equal to 0.6346. No traffic
increase was considered (Leahy et al., 2016), as it has no effect on demonstration of influence of quantity of data on bridge traffic load modelling.
Individual steps of this procedure are demonstrated in Figure 7.1, from the individual lane PDFs ((a)
and (b)), convoluted PDF (c), with tail detail (d), convoluted CDF on powers of 𝑁𝑇′ , corresponding to
10, 20 and 75-year return periods (e), and, for comparison, maximum daily bending moments on the
Gumbel probability plot (f). The later diagram compares the 75-year return period bending moment,
calculated with convolution, with three extrapolated daily maximum values based on different number
of points in the tail.
Data from all days were considered and all signals were smoothed with 2 h Gaussian kernel function.
7.1.2

Influence of duration of measurements on the results of bridge traffic load modelling

In the next step the WIM dataset was divided into subsets of various lengths. The shortest duration of
individual subset was 15 working days, or roughly half month of data, containing on the average
17 250 vehicles each. Figure 7.2 displays all 46 subsets of 75-year return period results (at P = 0.365).
Only the complete days, with all 24 hours of traffic, were considered. Each subset started at midnight,
immediately after the previous subset ended. In all subsequent examples, 2 h Gaussian kernel smoothing was applied, to soften the tails with sparse data, particularly in the shorter subsets. Figure 7.2 also
displays the mean value and the ±1 STD curves. From there the mean value of 2 471 kNm and coefficient of variation of 5.5 % are established.
Very evident is the wide variability of the results, caused by insufficient number of vehicles in general
and by inconsistent number of exceptional heavy vehicles in the short individual subsets.
Then the procedure was repeated for nine different measurements periods: 2 weeks, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6
months, 1 year, 1 year and a half, and all 696 days. Results are displayed in Figure 7.3. With more
data, the mean value of the characteristic load effect starts to increase and at certain point reaches the
level that is very close to the results of the largest dataset. This is summarised in Figure 7.4 that displays the mean bending moments and their coefficients of variations as a function of days of data in
the subsets. To compare the results from different sites, with different number of heavy vehicles per
day, the procedure was rerun with datasets organised not in days but in number of vehicles. Data sets
containing 20-, 50-, 75-, 150-, 250-, 400- and all 794-thousands of vehicles were generated. As expected, the graphs in Figure 7.5 resemble those from the previous figure.
Finally, the procedure was applied on all three reference data sets. Resulting bending moments and
shear forces at bridge entrance, for all five spans, are presented in Figures 7.6 to 7.8. All results are
normalised to the largest datasets, which provide the most comprehensive and most reliable reference
for the specific sites.
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Figure 7.1: VA0028 Bridge: steps of convolution procedures, all data, 50 bins, 75-year return period
Slika 7.1:

Most VA0028: koraki v postopku konvolucije, vsa vozila, 50 razredov v histogramih, 75letna povratna perioda
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Figure 7.2: Bending moments for 2-week data slots – mean value and standard deviation
Slika 7.2:

Upogibni momenti za 2-tedenske izseke iz podatkov – srednja vrednost in standardni odklon

Figure 7.3: Influence of the length of data sample on expected maximum bending moment
Slika 7.3:

Vpliv velikosti vzorca na pričakovani maksimalni upogibni moment

Figure 7.4: VA0028 data: Influence of the duration of measurements on 75-year return period bending
moments, (a) mean values and (b) coefficients of variation
Slika 7.4:

Podatki VA0028: Vpliv dolžine trajanja meritev na upogibni moment pri 75-letni povratni
periodi, (a) srednje vrednosti in (b) koeficienti variacije
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Figure 7.5: VA0028 data: Influence of number of vehicles on 75-year return period bending moments:
(a) mean values and (b) coefficients of variation
Podatki VA0028: Vpliv števila vozil na upogibni moment pri 75-letni povratni periodi:
(a) srednje vrednosti in (b) koeficienti variacije
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Figure 7.6: VA0028 data: Influence of number of vehicles on 75-year return period load effect, for various spans: (a) bending moments and (b) shear at bridge entrance
Podatki VA0028: Vpliv števila vozil na notranje sile pri 75-letni povratni periodi: (a) upogibni momenti in (b) strižne sile na začetku mostu
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Figure 7.7: VA0072 data: Influence of number of vehicles on 75-year return period load effect, for various spans: (a) bending moments and (b) shear at bridge entrance
Slika 7.7:

Podatki VA0072: Vpliv števila vozil na notranje sile pri 75-letni povratni periodi: (a) upogibni momenti in (b) strižne sile na začetku mostu
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Figure 7.8: VA0468 data: Influence of number of vehicles on 75-year return period load effect, for various spans: (a) bending moments and (b) shear at bridge entrance
Slika 7.8:

Podatki VA0468: Vpliv števila vozil na notranje sile pri 75-letni povratni periodi: (a) upogibni momenti in (b) strižne sile na začetku mostu

Table 7.1 summarises the attained differences, in %, with respect to the end values, for all three sites,
fives spans and various sizes of data subsets. Table 7.2 summarises the COV values for the same results.
Table 7.1:

Influence of the size of data subsets – the differences with respect to the end values

VA0468

VA0072

VA0028

Preglednica 7.1:
Vehicles
25000
50000
75000
150000
250000
390000
793799
22960
45920
68880
101680
16450
32900
49350
65800
82250
98700
115150
131600

Vpliv velikosti podskupin – razlike glede na končne vrednosti

Bending moments - difference vs. end value (%)
5m
15 m
25 m
35 m
45 m
1.64
-2.71
-1.48
-2.36
-5.38
1.67
-1.73
-0.86
-1.14
-3.11
0.60
-1.18
-0.61
-0.73
-1.71
0.84
-0.16
0.11
0.29
1.52
0.72
-0.04
0.01
0.07
1.13
1.82
0.39
0.01
-0.45
2.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.36
-8.91
-15.06
-18.38
-19.48
0.14
-9.36
-12.57
-14.22
-14.42
1.36
0.77
1.03
1.04
1.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.79
-1.80
-3.86
-6.27
-10.19
1.18
-1.81
-4.20
-6.11
-9.40
0.93
0.24
0.36
0.21
0.74
0.53
0.33
0.26
0.43
-0.76
0.58
1.24
0.64
-0.29
1.16
0.40
1.21
1.03
0.99
0.94
-0.14
0.62
0.51
0.49
0.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Shear forces - difference vs. end value (%)
5m
15 m
25 m
35 m
45 m
1.65
-0.09
-2.44
-6.61
-10.01
1.48
0.03
-1.20
-3.92
-6.49
0.80
-0.16
-0.75
-2.00
-3.38
1.00
0.45
0.58
2.39
3.04
0.90
0.12
0.10
1.45
1.50
2.18
0.69
0.21
3.99
6.52
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.80
-6.70
-14.84
-17.41
-18.47
-0.62
-7.27
-11.62
-12.46
-12.62
0.16
1.09
1.13
1.07
1.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.52
-1.10
-4.78
-9.06
-15.00
1.26
-1.70
-5.00
-8.81
-13.54
1.11
0.99
0.01
0.95
-2.31
0.58
0.21
-0.31
-1.38
-4.05
0.86
1.27
1.29
1.36
1.39
0.52
1.32
1.24
1.02
1.00
-0.10
0.63
0.63
0.49
0.53
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Table 7.2:

Influence of the size of data subsets – coefficients of variation

VA0468

VA0072

VA0028

Preglednica 7.2:
Vehicles
25000
50000
75000
150000
250000
390000
793799
22960
45920
101680
16450
32900
49350
65800
131600
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Vpliv velikosti podskupin – koeficienti variacije

Bending moments - COV difference vs. end value (%)
5m
15 m
25 m
35 m
45 m
1.67
-0.51
-3.19
-7.85
-11.46
1.65
-0.09
-2.44
-6.61
-10.01
1.48
0.03
-1.20
-3.92
-6.49
0.80
-0.16
-0.75
-2.00
-3.38
1.00
0.45
0.58
2.39
3.04
0.90
0.12
0.10
1.45
1.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.86
14.22
17.05
19.17
19.95
3.24
17.49
23.23
26.29
26.68
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.55
6.11
8.28
10.05
12.50
0.39
6.21
8.75
11.17
14.17
0.68
4.94
4.11
4.11
3.05
0.50
0.67
1.64
0.19
3.89
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Shear forces - COV difference vs. end value (%)
5m
15 m
25 m
35 m
45 m
5.70
5.66
6.52
8.07
8.99
5.77
5.18
6.63
8.90
10.26
4.99
4.46
6.00
9.07
10.99
4.95
4.46
6.11
9.45
11.64
2.88
1.26
1.87
3.84
6.12
2.28
2.65
2.35
6.44
9.27
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.30
11.19
15.80
17.67
18.61
4.28
14.34
21.73
23.05
23.31
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.09
5.68
8.30
11.54
14.10
0.51
6.05
9.33
12.85
16.62
0.18
3.72
5.48
2.83
7.90
0.44
2.01
3.73
5.14
9.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Figure 7.9 displays all differences (errors) for bending moments and shear forces from the Table 7.1.
The clear conclusion for the three sites is that having more than 100 000 vehicles will, regardless of
the span length, provide results that will not change with more data. Underestimation for up to 5 % can
be expected in the range from datasets containing 50 000 to 100 000 vehicles. Datasets with less data
provide unpredictable, in most cases severely underestimated results. By far the most consistent are
results for the 5 m span, which error never exceeds the ±2 % interval, which might suggest, after verification with more datasets, that for very short bridges less data is sufficient.

Figure 7.9: Errors of bending moments and shear forces as a function of size of the samples, 3 datasets, 5
spans
Slika 7.9:

Napake upogibnih momentov in strižnih sil v odvisnosti od velikost vzorcev, 3 viri podatkov,
5 razpetin
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7.1.3

Discussion on the impact of the quantity of data on bridge load modelling results

The following can be concluded in relation to the impact of the quantity of data on modelled characteristic load effects on bridges:
-

-

-

-

-

-

7.2

The three datasets are fundamentally different. The VA0028 one was collected on a motorway
with low-volume traffic, but contains nearly 800 000 vehicles accumulated over almost two
years. The other two datasets contain data from the same high-volume motorway. Both measurements were considerably shorter and the datasets contain only 13 % to 18 % of vehicles
from the VA0028 dataset. In addition, the VA0468 dataset was acquired almost 10 years ago,
with an older generation of B-WIM software, while the other two datasets are from years 2013
to 2016.
To eliminate the effect of sparse extremely heavy vehicles, those with more than seven axles
were treated as escorted special vehicles and were not considered in data modelling. All datasets were conditioned with a modest 2 h Gaussian kernel smoothing (see Chapter 6.6.1).
On all three sites the most reliable, visually inspected results were used. The subsets with less
than 50 000 vehicles generated lover values of load effects, with higher coefficients of variations. This means that the load effects from smaller subsets, based on shorter measurements,
are considerably less reliable and can generate results which can be either greatly underestimated or even overestimated, if some extremely heavy vehicles had been captured in that specific timeslot.
The above seems not to be valid for the shortest 5 m span, where the bending moments and
shear forces at the bridge entrance do not change for more than ±2 %, regardless of the size of
the subsets. The most probable reason is that the extreme axle loads on shorter vehicles (4axle trucks) are common and can be captured regularly, even in smaller subsets of WIM data.
The less common extremely heavy longer vehicles (cranes and low-loaders that carry bulky
loads) that affect longer spans, are on the other hand rare and are captured only during longer
measurements.
For all other spans, and in all six cases (bending moments and shear forces on three locations),
the mean load effects reached the ‘accurate’ end values at around 50 000 to 100 000 vehicles.
At those instants, the coefficients of variation typically dropped below 3 %.
Based on the three sets of WIM data (more would strengthen the conclusion) it can be recommended that bridge traffic load modelling should be based on at least 100 000 vehicles.
Datasets with at least 50 000 vehicles may give usable, but less conservative outcomes, with
higher uncertainties that need to be evaluated and accounted for in the results.
A convergence test, using the above approach with varying size of the datasets, is a useful tool
to test how the results depend on the number of vehicles in the database.

Effect of data quality

With respect to data quality, the questions emerging from many years of working with WIM data, are:
-

When using B-WIM, what is the effect of optimal (with all improvements presented in this
thesis) vs. day-to-day (with as little efforts as possible allocated to data cleaning) setup and
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calibration of the measuring system? How does a less optimal setup of the system, which inherently leads to less accurate WIM results, influence the calculated load effects?
How do long-term (environmental) effects, such as temperature and roughness of the road surface, affect the results?
How efficient is the automatic data control procedure that was developed?
Can results be further improved by visually inspecting the results? And, if such verification influences the results, how many vehicles and which vehicles need to be visually checked?

To answer these questions a parametric study was designed with data from the same three reference
datasets as in previous chapters. A number of parameters were varied in order to get an overview into
the issue of data quality. The main study was done with data from the most populated VA0028 Bridge.
7.2.1

VA0028 dataset

Initially, three sets of data were prepared:

1. Based on the initial setup, in accordance with the early B-WIM knowledge (dataset 0_1).
2. Based on the optimal setup that included all improvements described in Chapter 3 (optimal influence lines, sensor factors, strips, optimised axle detection, using less weighing sensors), but
without temperature and velocity calibrations (dataset 1_1).

3. Same as item 2, but with temperature and velocity calibrations (dataset 1_2).
Then, in the dataset 2_1 data were auto-cleaned (Chapter 4.3.1) and split to subsets that contained
vehicles based on five levels of strain (Chapter 4.3.2). These subsets were quality checked with procedures described in Chapter 4.1.4 and individual vehicles were flagged as red, orange or green. In the
following stages, data was step-by-step visually inspected, possibly corrected and then either approved
or rejected. In the data set 3_1 this was done only for all red-flagged records. Then the five orangeflagged sets of data were visually checked (sets 3_2 to 3_6). In data set 3_7 this was done also with
the heaviest green-flagged vehicles, and finally, in data set 3_8, with all vehicles. Details of the
VA0028 datasets are given in Table 7.3.
Finally, for all datasets the 75-year return period bending moments and shear forces at the bridge entrance were calculated according to Chapter 6. Calculations were repeated for three sizes of datasets:
-

50 000 vehicles,
250 000 vehicles, and
750 000 vehicles.

Figures 7.10 and 7.11 present the mean values of bending moments and shear forces calculated from
750 000 vehicles.
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Summarises all input parameters used in the analysis

Preglednica 7.3:

Povzetek vhodnih parametrov uporabljenih v analizi

Data System setup Temp.&Vel.
Strain levels Red
set & calibration compensated 5 4 3 2 1
0_1
Initial
No
No No No No No
1_1
Optimal
No
No No No No No
1_2
Optimal
Yes
No No No No No
2_1
Optimal
Yes
A A A A A
3_1
Optimal
Yes
M M M M M
3_2
Optimal
Yes
M M M M M
3_3
Optimal
Yes
M M M M M
3_4
Optimal
Yes
M M M M M
3_5
Optimal
Yes
M M M M M
3_6
Optimal
Yes
M M M M M
3_7
Optimal
Yes
M M M M M
3_8
Optimal
Yes
M M M M M

Strain levels Orange
5 4 3 2 1
No No No No No
No No No No No
No No No No No
A A A A A
A A A A A
M A A A A
M M A A A
M M M A A
M M M M A
M M M M M
M M M M M
M M M M M

Strain levels Green
5 4 3 2 1
No No No No No
No No No No No
No No No No No
A A A A A
A A A A A
A A A A A
A A A A A
A A A A A
A A A A A
A A A A A
M A A A A
M M M M M

A Automatic data quality control
M Manual data quality control
No No data quality actions

Figure 7.10: VA0028 Bridge: effect of WIM data quality on bending moments – 25 m span, 750 000vehicle dataset
Slika 7.10:

Most VA0028: vpliv kvalitete WIM podatkov na upogibne momente – 25 m razpetina, vzorec s 750 000 vozili
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Figure 7.11: VA0028 Bridge: effect of WIM data quality on shear forces – 25 m span, 750 000-vehicle
dataset
Slika 7.11:

Most VA0028: vpliv kvalitete WIM podatkov na prečne sile – 25 m razpetina, vzorec s
750 000 vozili

Table 7.4:

Results of the WIM data quality influence on load effects – VA0028

Preglednica 7.4:

Shear forces at bridge entrance

Bending moment

Vehicles

Set
Mean
kvar
50000
Min
Max
vs.3_8
Mean
kvar
250000
Min
Max
vs.3_8
Mean
750000
vs.3_8
Average Mean
Mean
kvar
50000
Min
Max
vs.3_8
Mean
kvar
250000
Min
Max
vs.3_8
Mean
750000
vs.3_8
Average Mean

Rezultati vpliva kvalitete podatkov na notranje statične količine – most VA0028
0_1
2974.3
7.19%
0.0
0.0
120.6%
3091.1
2.35%
0.0
0.0
124.5%
3085.3
124.6%
123.2%
501.1
6.59%
0.0
0.0
117.8%
517.1
2.99%
0.0
0.0
120.3%
517.2
120.8%
119.6%

1_1
2537.7
6.25%
2238.9
2726.6
102.9%
2575.4
1.62%
2527.5
2605.0
103.8%
2570.0
103.8%
103.5%
438.1
7.25%
384.6
486.5
102.9%
448.9
1.41%
442.1
454.6
104.5%
448.1
104.6%
104.0%

1_2
2486.3
4.69%
2296.3
2706.6
100.8%
2512.0
2.38%
2475.2
2581.0
101.2%
2515.1
101.6%
101.2%
429.0
5.33%
396.1
465.1
100.8%
434.9
2.40%
426.7
446.6
101.2%
435.3
101.6%
101.2%

2_1
3_1
2497.2 2464.3
5.55% 4.08%
2284.6 2321.0
2839.9 2599.4
101.2% 99.9%
2542.1 2478.4
4.57% 0.30%
2472.5 2472.0
2676.3 2486.4
102.4% 99.8%
2559.9 2470.1
103.4% 99.7%
102.3% 99.8%
431.5
425.2
5.45% 5.04%
401.1
394.1
479.2
458.9
101.4% 99.9%
437.5
429.8
3.50% 0.51%
426.6
427.3
455.0
431.4
101.8% 100.0%
440.0
428.4
102.7% 100.0%
102.0% 100.0%

3_2
2458.4
4.01%
2320.9
2599.5
99.7%
2471.6
0.51%
2457.5
2481.7
99.6%
2463.9
99.5%
99.6%
424.2
4.92%
394.1
456.7
99.7%
428.1
0.50%
426.7
430.6
99.6%
426.8
99.6%
99.7%

3_3
2457.6
4.10%
2317.3
2600.9
99.6%
2472.6
0.47%
2459.6
2481.9
99.6%
2464.9
99.5%
99.6%
423.9
5.03%
393.9
456.8
99.6%
428.2
0.48%
427.0
430.6
99.6%
426.9
99.7%
99.6%

3_4
2458.6
4.10%
2318.3
2602.4
99.7%
2473.6
0.47%
2460.7
2482.8
99.7%
2465.9
99.6%
99.6%
424.1
5.03%
393.9
457.0
99.7%
428.3
0.48%
427.1
430.7
99.7%
427.0
99.7%
99.7%

3_5
2458.8
4.10%
2318.3
2602.5
99.7%
2473.8
0.47%
2460.9
2483.1
99.7%
2466.1
99.6%
99.6%
424.1
5.03%
394.1
457.0
99.7%
428.4
0.49%
427.2
430.8
99.7%
427.0
99.7%
99.7%

3_6
2458.5
4.09%
2317.9
2602.6
99.7%
2473.4
0.49%
2459.7
2483.2
99.6%
2465.8
99.6%
99.6%
424.1
5.01%
394.0
456.8
99.7%
428.3
0.50%
427.0
430.8
99.7%
427.0
99.7%
99.7%

3_7
2458.4
4.09%
2317.9
2602.4
99.7%
2473.3
0.49%
2459.7
2482.6
99.6%
2465.5
99.6%
99.6%
424.1
5.01%
393.9
456.8
99.7%
428.3
0.49%
427.0
430.7
99.7%
427.0
99.7%
99.7%

3_8
2466.9
4.27%
2317.7
2602.4
100.0%
2482.1
0.99%
2459.9
2508.7
100.0%
2476.5
100.0%
100.0%
425.5
5.08%
393.9
459.5
100.0%
429.7
1.05%
427.0
435.0
100.0%
428.3
100.0%
100.0%

In the next stage the effect of the length of the influence line was investigated. Results were generated
from the bending moments calculated with simply supported influence lines of five different lengths:
5, 15, 25, 35 and 45 m. Datasets contained 50 000, 250 000 and 750 000 vehicles. To allow comparing
the outcomes, these were normalised to the results obtained from the 3_8 datasets. Results are for the
different sizes of the datasets presented in Figures 7.12 to 7.14.
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Bending moment error
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0.30
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0.10

33.0%

23.1% 20.6%

15.7% 14.3%

0.00
-0.10

0_1

2.0% 0.6% 1.2% 2.0% 2.5%

2_1

Datasets from 50 000 vehices

Figure 7.12: VA0028 Bridge: bending moment errors for different quality datasets and different spans –
mean values and min-max intervals of 50 000-vehicle datasets
Slika 7.12:

Most VA0028: napake upogibnih momentov za različne kvalitete vzorcev in različne razpetine – srednje in min-max vrednosti vzorcev s 50 000 vozili
Bending moment error
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0.20

34.7%

0.10

25.6% 24.5%

18.0% 15.7%

0.00
-0.10

0_1

3.4% 1.5% 2.4% 2.7% 2.8%

2_1

Datasets from 250 000 vehices

Figure 7.13: VA0028 Bridge: bending moment errors for different quality datasets and different spans –
mean values and min-max intervals of 250 000-vehicle datasets
Slika 7.13:

Most VA0028: napake upogibnih momentov za različne kvalitete vzorcev in različne razpetine – srednje in min-max vrednosti vzorcev z 250 000 vozili
Bending moment error
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Figure 7.14: VA0028 Bridge: bending moment errors for different quality datasets and different spans –
mean values of 750 000-vehicle datasets
Slika 7.14:

Most VA0028: napake upogibnih momentov za različne kvalitete vzorcev in različne razpetine – srednje vrednosti vzorcev s 750 000 vozili
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For the VA0028 Bridge the figures and the table above yield the following conclusions, valid for the
bending moments and for the shear forces at bridge entrance:

1. Initial setup 0_1 has given on average over 20 % higher values than the most accurate, visually validated end values generated from the dataset 3_8. Differences are greater for shorter than
for longer spans.

2. Expert setup without temperature and velocity calibration reduced the difference to 4.0 %.
3. Adding temperature and velocity calibration further reduced the average error to 1.2 % of their
end values.

4. Adding automatic data QA procedure (dataset 2_1) has increased the results for almost 2 %.
5. Visual inspection of all red-flagged vehicles rescued some heavy vehicles, but reduced the results for over 3 %, practically to the end values.

6. Gradual visual inspection of all orange-flagged and green-flagged vehicles resulted in negligible variations of up to 0.4 %.
To summarise, the only substantial differences in the results were observed:
-

7.2.2

between the old type of instrumentation and the new one, which accounted for all improvements from Chapter 3; this narrowed the gap with respect to the end results to 4 %, and
after applying the data quality check; in this case, the automatic procedure had little effect, the
remaining error was removed after visual validation of all red-flagged vehicles.
VA0072 dataset

This dataset was used as a high-density traffic alternative to traffic from the VA0028 Bridge, but also
contained considerably less data than the previous example. In this case, only three datasets were generated:
-

as measured, using the optimal possible setup of the B-WIM system (denoted as ‘Measured’,
equivalent to 1_1 dataset from VA0028),
after applying the automatic quality control (denoted as ‘AQC’, equivalent to 2_1 dataset from
VA0028),
after visually inspecting all records (‘Final’).

With these datasets, the differences between the optimal measured results, which included all improvements described in Chapter 3, and those processed with the automatic QC algorithms, are as high
as 25 % for bending moments and 22 % for shear forces, compared to almost no difference between
the VA0028 datasets 1_1 and 2_1.
The main reason for the large difference on this site was the very lively bridge, which was reflected by
the large number of missed axis, particularly those from the axle groups. Consequently, over one third
of vehicles were flagged orange, compared to below 3 % on the VA0028 Bridge. The miss-detected
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axes resulted in high load effects of the non-existent merged axles. The auto-cleaning and automatic
QC procedures successfully resolved most of these cases and reduced the differences in bending moments to 0.2 % below the end values (Figure 7.15) and in shears forces to 3.4 % above the end values
(Figure 7.16).

Bending moment (kNm)

3 000
2 800

2 600
2 998

2 400
2 200
2 000

Measured

2 373

2 379

AQC

Final

Data set from 109 808 vehicles

Figure 7.15: VA0072 Bridge: effect of WIM data quality on bending moments – 25 m span, all vehicles
Slika 7.15:

Most VA0072: vpliv kvalitete WIM podatkov upogibne momente – 25 m razpetina, vsa vozila
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Figure 7.16: VA0072 Bridge: effect of WIM data quality on shear forces – 25 m span, all vehicles
Slika 7.16:

Most VA0072: vpliv kvalitete WIM podatkov na prečne sile – 25 m razpetina, vsa vozila

The procedure was repeated for simply supported influence lines of five different lengths: 5, 15, 25, 35
and 45 m, and 3 sizes of datasets: containing 20 000, 50 000 and all 109 808 vehicles. The results were
normalised to the corresponding end values and are for different sizes of the datasets presented in Figures 7.17 to 7.19.
After applying the automatic quality control checks, the results (AQC) are similar to those from the
VA0028 datasets. The error compared to the end values are between -7 % for the 5 m span, to +2 % for
the 45 m span. While the 5 m value is too high to be accepted without visual validation, the results for
other spans can be used for bridge data modelling, without visually validating the heaviest vehicles.
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Figure 7.17: VA0072 Bridge: bending moment errors for different quality datasets and different spans –
mean values and min-max intervals of 20 000-vehicle datasets
Slika 7.17:

Most VA0072: napake upogibnih momentov za različne kvalitete vzorcev in različne razpetine – srednje vrednosti in min-max vrednosti vzorcev z 20 000 vozili
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Figure 7.18: VA0072 Bridge: bending moment errors for different quality datasets and different spans –
mean values and min-max intervals of 50 000-vehicle datasets
Slika 7.18:

Most VA0072: napake upogibnih momentov za različne kvalitete vzorcev in različne razpetine – srednje vrednosti in min-max vrednosti vzorcev s 50 000 vozili
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Figure 7.19: VA0072 Bridge: bending moment errors for different quality datasets and different spans –
mean values of 109 808-vehicle datasets
Slika 7.19:

Most VA0072: napake upogibnih momentov za različne kvalitete vzorcev in različne razpetine – srednje vrednosti vzorcev s 109 808 vozili
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7.2.3

Conclusions on effect of quality of data on bridge load modelling results

Only two sets of data do not allow for reliable conclusions. Nevertheless, some recommendations can
be given:
-

-

-

Data quality verification must be applied. The auto-cleaning and automated quality checking
procedures proposed in Chapter 4 seem effective. All auto-cleaned results were within a few
percent of the end values, calculated from the highest quality datasets, in which all vehicles
were visually verified. This suggests that at least the automatic Q C procedure should
be performed.
Comprehensive visual verification of results, as used in the past, is not needed. Depending on
the required accuracy and reliability of the results, it is recommended to visually validate the
red-flagged vehicles. This will clarify the issues related with the most questionable records:
the heaviest vehicles, which need to be approved, and
the ones with real errors, which often can be corrected and reweighed.
Checking the orange-flagged and the green-flagged results will result in negligible changes
with respect to calculated load effects. If very high accuracy of the results is required, it may
make sense to verify the heaviest (with respect to the measured strain) 1 % to 5 % of the orange-flagged results. However, such a procedure should be done only in exceptional cases and
not on a daily basis.
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CONCLUSIONS

The main goal of this thesis was to investigate how quantity and quality of weigh-in-motion (WIM)
data affect the results of bridge load modelling. WIM data is available for decades and has been used
to evaluate bridge loading, but no clear recommendations existed about how much data is needed for
reliable forecasts, how efficient are the data quality algorithms and how many efforts are required,
with respect to data verification, to ensure data of acceptable quality.
The work covered four major topics:

1. Improvements of bridge weigh-in-motion (B-WIM) systems. In Slovenia, these systems are in
use and constant development for over 20 years. The recent major developments were financially supported by two research projects from the seventh FP of the European Commission,
BridgeMon and TRIMM. The major achievements are presented in Chapter 3.

2. WIM data quality. This is the key issue when looking for reliable results for any application.
Chapter 4 elaborates the data quality procedures applicable to bridge WIM data, including the
novel auto-cleaning procedure and measures to reduce time and work force needed to ensure
high-quality data.

3. Convolution method. Comprehensive testing of influences of quantity and quality of data on
bridge load modelling, performed in Chapter 7, requires reliable calculation methods that can
forecast the expected maximum load effects for the years to come. In Chapter 6 the convolution method, a simpler, yet much faster than the conventional simulation methods, was elaborated.

4. Influences of quantity and quality of WIM data on bridge load modelling: The objectives were
to establish the minimum required number of vehicles that would result in reliable characteristic traffic load effects, and the degree of data quality verification needed to ensure reliable results.

8.1

Improvements of bridge weigh-in-motion systems

Bridge WIM systems use the existing bridges or culverts to weigh vehicles while they cross the structure. The method has many advantages if compared to the more popular WIM sensors that are installed
into the pavement surface, but has also suffered from several issues that had to be resolved:
-

accuracy of the results, particularly when using the so-called free-of-axle detector (FAD) installation, was not sufficient, and
long-term stability of the results needed improvements to allow permanent installations.

FAD is one of the prime advantages of B-WIM systems as it allows to instrument and maintain the
WIM site without disturbing the traffic. However, as the sensors are installed on the underside of the
structure and not directly under the wheels, the axles are detected indirectly from strain recordings
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taken on the bridge members. As a result, sharp signals from individual axles, required by the B-WIM
algorithm, were not always available. On beam-and-slab bridges, up to 10 % of vehicles were not detected correctly. To find the best possible locations for measuring points, comprehensive analytical and
experimental investigations were performed. After instrumenting alternative locations and improving
the signal processing algorithms, the number of correctly identified axle on beam-and-slab bridges
increased to over 99 %.
Accuracy of B-WIM results depends on many factors. One of the fundamental ones is the influence
line, which must correctly describe the true behaviour of the structure under the moving load. With the
support of the TRIMM project, a new algorithm was developed that evaluates the influence lines of all
vehicles crossing the bridge. These measured individual influence lines are statistically processed to
get the best possible representation of bridge response under vertical loading.
The issue of localised damage or micro cracking in reinforced concrete was investigated. These damages can amplify or dump the responses due to localised stress concentrations. An automated numerical procedure was developed to calculate the gauge factors. These adjust the measured signals in order
to give more realistic transverse distribution. The application of gauge factors improved the accuracy
of calculated weights for one accuracy class according to European WIM specifications.
Bridge behaviour often changes with temperature, which can affect B-WIM results on some structures
for 20 % or more in a single day. The most sensitive are the integral bridges, without expansion joints
and bearings. They are not affected only by the changing stiffness of the superstructure, in particular
the asphalt layer, but also by the impact of the fixed supports, including the changing soil properties
behind the abutments. Numerous measurements demonstrated that the relationship between temperature and strains is typically not linear and is difficult to model. As a result, statistical methods were
applied to define the correction functions that successfully mitigate long-term temperature effects.
Road roughness, especially potholes and other unevenness at the entrance of the bridge, induce vehicle
dynamics, which causes difficulties for the static algorithms that are used in commercial B-WIM algorithms. A study has shown that uneven pavement causes more difficulties on shorter spans, below
20 m in length, which length is shorter than the typical wave length of a swaying vehicle.

8.2

WIM data quality

Quality checks of WIM data are essential to ensure reliable vehicle weight information. WIM systems
can, for different reasons, measure axle loads that are not necessary correct. Bridge WIM systems in
particular are prone to such errors, as they estimate individual axle loads from the global response of
the bridge that is equal to the sum of the effects of several axles, even several vehicles. Therefore,
calculating the individual axle loads is prone to errors, especially, when there are many axles on the
bridge at the same time and when appearances of those axles are not correctly identified. Then, a BWIM will most likely properly evaluate the sum of axle load effects on the bridge, but the individual
calculated axles can be greatly redistributed.
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A comprehensive data quality system has been designed to be used with B-WIM systems. It is made of
four steps:

1. As a part of the B-WIM weighing chain the axle reconstruction procedure attempts to find the
missing axles. At the location of likely missing axle, a virtual axle is inserted. If the ReducedChi Squared (RCS) value, which calculates the goodness of the match between the calculated
and the measured strain responses, and which includes the new axle, is below the RCS value
of the original vehicle, the new axle is attained.

2. In the next stage, the auto-cleaning procedure was added. Using the pre-defined rules it
searches for typical errors, such as light axles that should not be detected, missing axles and
unrealistic axle load distributions, and corrects them on the level of data, without reweighing.

3. Then, vehicles are grouped into a few subsets, according to the maximum measured strains.
This divides the vehicles according to the load effect they induce. The main purpose of this
step is to reduce the time spent for verification of individual vehicles, by neglecting the light
vehicles, which are not relevant for bridge load modelling.

4. Finally, the data quality assessment rules, which use the points system, were adopted to work
efficiently with B-WIM systems. The points system tests a number of parameters (axle loads,
axle spacings, axle load configuration, axle load distribution…) if they are within the predefined thresholds. If these are exceeded, the vehicle gets points. Based on the number of points,
the vehicle gets a green (no questionable characteristics), orange (with some issues that have
little influence on bridge loading) or red flag (vehicles that need to be verified for potential
major errors or to be confirmed as extremely heavy vehicles). Key to the proposed methodology is the RCS factor.

8.3

Convolution method

Convolution is an approximate bridge load modelling method that is known to provide comparable
results to those calculated by more comprehensive simulation methods. Its main limitation is that it is
only appropriate for situations governed by only one vehicle in each lane of traffic. This means that it
can be used on bridges that are shorter than around 40 m, which involves well over 90 % of all bridges. Its main advantage is that it is computationally considerably less demanding than the full simulations and is thus appropriate for extensive parametric studies related to WIM data quantity and quality
that were performed in this thesis.
Before starting the parametric studies, the method itself was investigated. Explored were:

1. Number of multiple presence events, i.e. events with two vehicles side-by-side on the bridge
that govern the load effect. In the probability distribution of extremes that the convolution
method is based upon, the results depend mostly on the number of representative events, in
this case the multiple-presences, which are used as the power that the load effect density function is put on. A new method for searching of the multiple-presence events is proposed that is
not based on the traditional histograms of inter-vehicle gaps, but on direct searching for such
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events in the WIM database. This allows to assess more precisely the number of multiplepresence events and the probability that such event would occur.

2. Selection of characteristic values. In different countries different values are used, the most
common being 1000-year return period, with approximately 5% probability of being exceeded
in 50 years, the 75-year return period, exceeded once in this period, and the 75-year mean value.

3. Distribution of traffic loading over the structure, which primarily depends on its type. Ideally,
load distributions are calculated with finite element models that have been calibrated with
measurements. As measurements are often not available, and detailed structural modelling of
each bridge is time consuming and costly, the practice was to use either girder factors (in
North America) or lane factors (in Europe). Both were developed as a result of extensive finite
element structural analyses. As B-WIM systems collect for each vehicle the maximum measured strains on all sensor locations, data from 28 bridges was used to evaluate the realistic distribution of traffic loading between adjacent lanes. These varied in the range between
81 % : 19 % and 58 % : 42 %. The average distribution of load effects between lanes 1 and 2
was found to be 66.7 % : 33.3 % and in the opposite direction 64.4 % : 35.6 %.
As a result, it was proposed to multiply, if measured data is not available, the load effects in
the heavier lane (the slow lane on a motorway) by 0.667 and in the other lane by 0.333. These
factors were used for all calculations of load effects in this thesis.

4. Availability and condition of data. WIM data is not always available in large quantities. Such
datasets may not include the relevant extremely heavy vehicles that would be captured over
longer measurement periods. Still, this data is used to extrapolate the load effects. The most
common tool to overcome sparsity of data of heavy vehicles is the tail modelling, where different distributions (usually Gaussian and extreme value, in particular Gumbel or Weibull) are
used to overbridge the gaps of the sparse data and to reasonably extend the measured results to
higher values. As the results of load modelling depend more on the parameters used for tail
modelling than on the method itself, a more robust kernel data smoothing, using Gaussian or
moving average, was investigated. It has been shown that reasonable smoothing (up to 4 h
bandwidth Gaussian or ± 4 point moving average) improves the resolution of cumulative density functions, from which the convolution results are read from, while at the same time has
only small effect on the results. The convolution results were compared with results of simulation. Although not identical, the results were close to each other, which confirmed that the
convolution method can be used for studies related to quality and quantity of WIM data. Finally, the influence of three other parameters on the load modelling results was investigated:
number of bins in the probability density functions, vehicles included in the datasets (all or
without special heavy transports), and days in the week (all days, without Sundays, without
weekends).
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Influence of number and quality of WIM data on modelling of bridge load effects

All work until Chapter 7 was done to prepare the tools for efficient running of parametric studies that
would give an answer about how much WIM data is needed for reliable calculation of load effects on
bridges and how quality of WIM data affects the results. For those purposes, three sets of WIM data
have been prepared. The dataset from the VA0028 Bridge was collected over a period of almost two
years on a low-volume motorway. The other two measurements, from bridges VA0072 and VA0468,
lasted only 31 and 57 days resp., but have been collecting data on the busiest motorway in Slovenia,
with three to four times more traffic than in the first case.
On all three sites, the most reliable, visually inspected datasets were used as a reference to test the
impact of the quantity of data on the modelled load effects. The procedure was repeated with subsets
of data containing different number of vehicles. The goal was to assess how quickly the results, as a
function of the subset size, converge to the ‘accurate’ results, which were calculated from the maximum available size of the sample. The following was concluded:
-

-

-

-

The subsets with less than 50 000 vehicles generated lower values of load effects, with considerably higher coefficients of variations. Results based on individual subsets were either
sometimes considerably underestimated or overestimated, depending on the extremely heavy
vehicles that have or have not been included in the specific subset.
The exception was the shortest tested 5 m span, where the bending moments and shear forces
at the bridge entrance did not change for more than ± 2 %, regardless of the size of the subsets.
The likely explanation is that the very heavy axle loads on the shorter rigid vehicles (3- and 4axle trucks) are captured regularly, even in smaller subsets of WIM data. The less common extremely heavy longer vehicles (cranes and low-loaders that carry bulky loads) that affect longer spans, are on the other hand less common and are captured randomly.
For all other spans, and all six cases (bending moments and shear forces, on three locations),
the mean load effects, calculated from the results of all subsets, got close to the ‘accurate’ end
values at around 50 000 to 100 000 vehicles in the subsets. Around there, the mean values
raised to at least 99 % of the end values and the coefficients of variation dropped below 3 %.
Based on the three sets of WIM data it can be recommended that bridge traffic load modelling
shall be based on at least 100 000 vehicles.
Datasets with at least 50 000 vehicles may be appropriate, but they will likely provide less
conservative results, with higher uncertainties.
A convergence test, using varying sizes of the subsets, is a useful tool to test how the results
depend on the number of vehicles in the dataset.

For testing of the influence of data quality on results of bridge load modelling, two datasets were investigated, at different stages of data quality assessment process:
-

as measured,
after applying the automatic quality control procedures and
at various stages of detailed visual verification of the vehicles.

Evaluating only two sets of measurements is not sufficient to generate firm conclusions. Nevertheless,
some obvious recommendations can be given:
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-

-

Data quality verification must be applied. While the raw measured results were up to 25 % off
the final values, the auto-cleaning and automated quality checking procedures brought all results within a few percent of the final values. This clearly suggests that at least the automatic
QA procedures should be applied.
Comprehensive visual verification of vehicles, as used in the past, is not needed. In most cases
it is sufficient to verify only the red-flagged records, which typically comprise up to 1 % of all
vehicles. This double-checks the critical results: it allows to verify and approve the heaviest
vehicles and to reject, or possibly correct and approve, the others with errors. The orangeflagged vehicles have, even if they contain errors, little impact on load modelling results. The
heaviest (top 1 % to 5 %) ones can be verified if high accuracy of data is required. Inspecting
the lighter orange-flagged and green-flagged records is not necessary, as these vehicles do not
influence the bridge load modelling results. In addition, the green-flagged vehicles have no
outstanding characteristics and low RCS factor, which means that the results comply with the
measurements and do not need additional verification.

It is evident that using a few more long-lasting datasets would be beneficial. Nevertheless, the results
of this thesis give some clear indications about quantity and quality of WIM data needed to reliably
model the traffic load effects on bridges.
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10 RAZŠIRJENI POVZETEK
Med vsemi obtežbami na mostove je, poleg tistih zaradi naravnih nesreč, najteže napovedati realno
prometno obtežbo (Bailey, 1996; Melchers, 1999). Problem je zlasti izpostavljen pri vrednotenju
obstoječih mostov, kjer je poznavanje realnih prometnih obremenitev vitalnega pomena, da lahko
dokažemo zadostno konstrukcijsko varnost objektov, ki so bili dimenzionirani na bistveno manjše
prometne obtežbe, kot jih morajo prenašati danes. Na ozemlju Slovenije smo tako v zadnjih 113 letih,
od Avstro-Ogrskega pravilnika za gradnjo mostov (1904) do Evrokoda (EN 1991-2:2004, 2003),
vključno z njima uporabljali devet različnih pravilnikov, od katerih je vsak predpisoval drugačne
obtežne sheme, ki so bile prilagojene stanju prometa ter stanju stroke v času, ko so nastali.
Velik kvalitativni preskok pri določitvi realnih prometnih obremenitev na mostovih je bil narejen z
uporabo rezultatov tehtanj vozil med vožnjo (ang. weigh-in-motion ali WIM). Sistemi WIM so prvi
razcvet doživeli v 70-ih in 80-ih letih prejšnjega stoletja. Sočasno zasledimo v Kanadi prve poskuse
določitve prometnih obremenitev na podlagi statičnih tehtanj (Agarwal & Wolkowicz, 1976), ki so
služili za osnovo kanadskemu pravilniku za mostove (OHBDC, 1979, 1983, 1991) ter mnogim nadaljnjim študijam in raziskavam. Iz istega obdobja izhajajo prvi poskusi uporabe podatkov WIM za določanje realne prometne obtežbe in za kalibracijo pravilnikov za določitve obtežb mostov. Pionirja na
tem področju sta bila Ghosn & Moses (1986), ki sta uporabila teoretične statistične modele (Ang &
Tang, 2006). Moses (1979) je tudi avtor prvega mostnega sistema WIM (Bridge WIM ali B-WIM), ki
igra v tej nalogi ključno vlogo. Drugi avtorji, ki so se v tistih letih ukvarjali z uporabo rezultatov WIM
in vplivom prometnih obremenitev na mostove, so še Nowak & Hong (1991) in Fu & Hag-Elsafi
(1995) v ZDA, Ditlevsen (1994) na Danskem, Cooper (1995) v Veliki Britaniji, Bailey (1996) v Švici,
Crespo-Minguillón & Casas (1997) v Španiji ter Grave (2001) na Irskem. Poleg teoretičnih statističnih
modelov so ti avtorji uporabljali tudi simulacije prometnih obtežb.
Iz tega obdobja so tudi prve slovenske raziskave na tem področju (Žnidarič et al., 1991; Žnidarič &
Žnidarič, 1994; Žnidarič, 1996; Žnidarič & Moses, 1997), ki smo jih izvajali v sodelovanju s profesorjema Mosesom in Ghosnom. Precejšnja težava raziskav iz tega obdobja, tudi slovenskih, so bile omejene količine podatkov WIM, pogosto vprašljive kvalitete, ki niso bili namenjeni analizi mostov. Podatki iz sistemov WIM, ki se namestijo v vozišče, namreč še danes pretežno zagotavljajo podatke zgolj s
sekundno natančnostjo, kar ne zadošča za določanje največje pričakovane prometne obtežbe na mostovih (ekstremnih dogodkov z več težkimi vozili na mostu). Zato smo v začetku 90-ih let prejšnjega
stoletja v sodelovanju s prof. Mosesom oživili tehnologijo mostnega tehtanja vozil med vožnjo, ki je v
ZDA medtem zamirala, in jo do konca stoletja v okviru evropskih raziskovalnih projektov COST 323
(2002) in WAVE (2002) uveljavili kot uspešno alternativo bolj razširjenim cestnim sistemom WIM. V
teh in v naslednjih evropskih raziskovalnih projektih SAMARIS (2006) in ARHCES (2009) smo
poglobili stike z irskima univerzama University College Dublin (UCD) in Trinity College Dublin
(TCD), od koder prihajajo avtorji nekaterih najbolj naprednih študij zadnjih let na področju dejanskih
prometnih obremenitev na mostovih: Grave (2001), O'Connor (2001), OBrien (2003), Getachew
(2003), Caprani (2005) in Enright (2010).
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Nekoliko za statičnimi so se začeli raziskovati tudi dinamični vplivi na mostove zaradi prometne
obtežbe. Tako so že predpisi za mostove Kraljevine Jugoslavije (1933) samo tri leta po nastanku dobili
dodatek, ki je vključeval koeficient sunka (1936). Enaka formula za račun koeficienta sunka se je
uporabljala tudi po 2. svetovni vojni v pravilniku PTP-5 (1949). Upoštevanje realnih prirastkov
dinamične obtežbe pa je še vedno predstavljalo svojevrsten izziv. Cantieni (1984) na primer podrobno
opisuje eksperimentalne postopke določitev dinamičnih vplivov, ki so temeljili na vožnji enega ali
dveh vozil čez umetno neravnino pred ali na mostu, in rezultate, ki so bili osnova za švicarske
pravilnike. Ti in podobni rezultati so služili kot osnova za upoštevanje dinamičnih obremenitev zaradi
prometa, ki so implicitno vključene v obtežne sheme iz Evrokoda (EN 1991-2:2004, 2003).
Meritve koeficientov sunka zaradi vseh vozil na mostu so postale izvedljive šele z razvojem mostnih
sistemov za tehtanje vozil med vožnjo v zadnjih letih. Ghosn in Xu (1989) sta v času prve generacije
sistemov B-WIM poskušala osnovni algoritem tehtanja dopolniti z dinamičnimi komponentami in
rekonstruirati dinamični odziv konstrukcije, vendar pristop v praksi ni zaživel. Z razvojem nove generacije teh sistemov pa smo predlagali in implementirali več algoritmov merjenja koeficienta sunka, ki
temeljijo na obdelavi izmerjenih deformacij mostu v časovnem in frekvenčnem območju (SAMARIS
D30, 2006; ARCHES D10, 2009). Tudi zadnji rezultati razvoja na tem področju (Kalin et al., 2016),
dobljeni na mostovih različnih konstrukcijskih zasnov, kažejo zmanjšanje vrednosti koeficienta sunka
pri najtežjih obtežnih dogodkih, ki je celo nekoliko večje kot v primeru simulacij (Kirkegaard et al.,
1997; González et al., 2008; Caprani, 2013).
Osnova vseh analiz pa so kvalitetni podatki WIM. Pričujoča naloga se je posvetila vprašanju, kako
količina in kvaliteta podatkov vplivata na rezultate modeliranja prometnih obremenitev na mostove.

10.1 Uporabljena metodologija
Uporabljena metodologija temelji na statistični obdelavi podatkov tehtanj vozil med vožnjo. Sisteme
B-WIM v Sloveniji razvijamo že več kot 25 let in danes zagotavljajo vsaj primerljive, če ne bolj kvalitetne podatke kot alternativne WIM tehnologije, ki se vgrajujejo v voziščno konstrukcijo.
Za doseganje še bolj natančnih podatkov o prometnih obremenitvah so bili razviti številni novi in
izboljšani postopki, kot so:
-

račun vplivnic mostu na podlagi meritev,
izboljšana metodologija zaznavanja osi vozil, kot predpogoj za natančne meritve,
hitrostna in temperaturna kalibracija, ki temeljita na robustni statistiki in bistveno zmanjšata
napake zaradi dinamične interakcije vozil in mostov ter zaradi okolja, predvsem vplivov
sprememb temperature na obnašanje konstrukcije.

Kvaliteta (izboljšana natančnost) podatkov je bila preverjena s primerjavo tež dobljenih s sistemi BWIM in statičnih tež istih vozil. Razvit je bil sistem kontrole kakovosti rezultatov, ki v prvi fazi korigira nekatere tipične napake meritev, kot so manjkajoče ali neobstoječe osi, loči vozila, ki so bila zaradi
bližine zaznana kot eno vozilo, in podobno. V nadaljevanju algoritem poišče vozila z malo verjetnimi
karakteristikami, na primer nenormalnimi medosnimi razdaljami ali osnimi pritiski.
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Kvalitetni podatki so osnova za razvoj robustnega postopka za določitev maksimalne pričakovane
prometne obtežbe in, posledično, pričakovanih maksimalnih notranjih sil zaradi prometne obtežbe.
Konvencionalne metode za račun le-teh temeljijo bodisi na statističnih metodah - porazdelitvah ekstremnih vrednosti (Ang & Tang, 2006) ali na metodah simulacije (Enright et al., 2010). Preliminarne
raziskave kažejo (Žnidarič et al., 2012), da je mogoče z relativno enostavnimi statističnimi metodami,
kot je metoda konvolucije (Moses & Verma, 1987) dobiti rezultate, ki malo odstopajo od rezultatov
obsežnih simulacij in so povsem primerne za določitev realnega vpliva prometne obtežbe pri računu
varnosti mostov. Za razliko od zelo natančnih dinamičnih simulacij, ki so računsko in časovno zahtevne, je metoda konvolucije nekaj 100-krat hitrejša. V okviru disertacije je bila predlagana metoda celovito ovrednotena in primerjana z rezultati dobljenimi z metodo simulacije, (ARCHES D08, 2009;
Enright & OBrien, 2013; Enright, 2016).
Za vse naštete analize, primerjave in verifikacije so bili uporabljeni rezultati meritev WIM iz številnih
lokacij, zlasti tistih, ki smo jih izvajali v okviru evropskih projektov ARCHES (iz 6. okvirnega programa EU), ter TRIMM in BridgeMon (oba iz 7. okvirnega programa EU).
V nadaljevanju je podan povzetek rezultatov na štirih ključnih področjih:
-

izboljšave tehnologije mostnega tehtanja vozil med vožnjo,
razvoj sistema kontrole kakovosti podatkov B-WIM,
razvoj in verifikacija metode konvolucije kot robustne alternative obstoječim načinom določanja prometnih obremenitev na mostovih, ter
določitev vpliva količine in kvalitete podatkov na določitev prometnih obremenitev na mostovih.

10.2 Izboljšave mostnega sistema za tehtanje vozil med vožnjo
Najpogostejše naprave za zbiranje podatkov o prometu so števci prometa. Štejemo lahko ročno, z
gumijastimi cevmi, induktivnimi zankami, manj natančnimi tehtalnimi senzorji, ter sodobnimi optičnimi in laserskimi napravami. Števci so nujno potrebni za zbiranje informacij o prometnih tokovih,
vendar ne dajejo nobenih informacij o dejanskih osnih pritiskih vozil.
Če želimo poznati osne obremenitve (ang. axle load ali AL) in skupno težo vozil (ang. gross vehicle
weight ali GVW), jih je potrebno stehtati. To lahko storimo statično, med vožnjo ali na samem vozilu
(Slika 10.1).
Daleč najbolj natančno je statično tehtanje vozil. V večini držav je to edini način tehtanja, ki omogoča
kaznovanje kršiteljev. Žal so te naprave za zbiranje podatkov o prometnih obremenitvah neuporabne,
saj je postopek tako počasen, da je z njimi mogoče stehtati le manjši delež vozil. Za statično tehtanje
se po pravilu izbirajo najtežja vozila, zato vzorec tako stehtanih vozil tudi ni reprezentativen.
Alternativni način je tehtanje vozil med vožnjo. Sisteme delimo na nizko-hitrostne (ang. Low Speed ali
LS), ki tehtajo na posebnih stezah v kontroliranih pogojih med vožnjo s hitrostjo do 10 km/h, in na
klasične sisteme WIM, ki tehtajo v prostem prometnem toku pri potovalni hitrosti (t.i. High Speed
sistemi).
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Statično
tehtanje

Tehtanje med vožnjo
Nizkohitrostni

Pri običajni hitrosti
Cestni WIM
Ploščni
senzorji

Slika 10.1:

Tehtanje na vozilu

Mostni
WIM

Trakovni
senzorji

Razvrstitev tehtalnih sistemov za tovorna vozila

Sistemi LS WIM so hitrejši od statičnega tehtanja, vendar še vedno prepočasni za zbiranje podatkov o
prometnih obremenitvah. Zato so edino primerni tehtalni sistemi v prostem prometnem toku. Delimo
jih na voziščne in na mostne. Oba vrsti zagotavljata v realnem času vsaj podatke o:
hitrosti vozila,
številu osi,
razdaljah med osmi,
razredu oz. tipu vozila,
osnih obremenitvah in skupni masi,
temperaturi,

-

lahko pa tudi o konfiguraciji osi, faktorju ekvivalentnosti (vplivu vozila na voziščno konstrukcijo),
kvaliteti posamezne meritev in podobno.
Razlika med voziščnimi in mostnimi sistemi WIM je v postavitvi. Voziščni sistem je, ne glede na tehnologijo senzorjev, vgrajen v voziščno konstrukcijo in je v neposrednem stiku s kolesi. Namestitev
zahteva zaporo ceste ter suho vreme. Mostni sistem je nameščen na spodnjo stran prekladne konstrukcije mostu, postavi se ga v nekaj urah in še isti dan zbira podatke.
10.2.1 Mostni sistemi za tehtanje vozil med vožnjo
Mostni sistemi WIM za tehtanje vozil uporabljajo prekladno konstrukcijo obstoječega mostu ali prepusta. Večina delujočih sistemov B-WIM deluje po principih, ki jih je predlagal Moses (1979). Njegov
algoritem temelji na predpostavki, da med prehodom vozila most niha okoli statične ravnovesne lege.
Če merimo deformacije na vsakem nosilcu ali po vzdolžnih odsekih plošče, lahko skupni upogibni
moment mostu med prevozom vozila izrazimo kot seštevek momentov na posameznih nosilcih:
𝑁𝐺

𝑁𝐺

𝑁𝐺

𝑀 = ∑ 𝑀𝑖 = 𝐸 𝑊 ∑ 𝜀𝑖 = 𝐶𝐹 ∑ 𝜀𝑖
𝑖

kjer so:

𝑖

𝑖

(10.1)
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upogibni moment nosilca ali odseka plošče i,
elastični modul,
odpornostni moment celotne prekladne konstrukcije,
deformacija v i-tem nosilcu ali odseku plošče,
število merjenih nosilcev ali odsekov plošče,
kalibracijski faktor.

Odpornostni moment W poenostavljeno upoštevamo za celotno prekladno konstrukcijo, prav tako
elastični modul E. Produkt E in W nadomestimo s kalibracijskim faktorjem, ki ga določimo s primerjavo rezultatov B-WIM in statičnega tehtanja predpisanega števila izbranih vozil, kot je definirano v
specifikacijah (COST 323, 2002).
Analiza B-WIM predstavlja obraten problem, kjer merimo deformacije prekladne konstrukcije
(deformacije, ki so proporcionalne upogibnim momentom) zaradi obtežbe, ki deluje na most. V teoriji
je število neznank za vsako vozilo enako številu osi, N, ki jih določimo iz meritev zabeleženih v N
različnih položajih vozila vzdolž mostu. Za postavitev sistema potrebujemo vplivnice upogibnih
momentov, I. Le-te izračunamo iz izmerjenega odziva mostu. Vrednost na ordinati predstavlja upogibni moment za obremenitev osi velikosti ene enote, ki se deluje na tej točki vzdolž mostu. Cilj algoritma B-WIM je minimizirati razliko med izmerjenimi in modeliranimi upogibnimi momenti:
𝑁

𝑁

𝑀(𝑡𝑗 ) = ∑ 𝐴𝑖 𝐼(𝑥) = ∑ 𝐴𝐿𝑖 𝐼 (𝑣𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑗 )) ;
𝑖=1

𝑗 = 1 … 𝑁𝑀

(10.2)

𝑖=1

kjer so:
𝑀(𝑡𝑗 )
Ai
I(x)
vi
ti
𝑁
𝑁𝑀

-

upogibni moment v času, 𝑡𝑗 ,
neznani osni pritiski,
vrednost vplivnice na mestu x,
hitrost vozila oz. osi,
časi prihoda na most posamezne osi,
število osi,
število meritev.

Slika 2.12. prikazuje, kako se izračuna teoretični upogibni moment most v času t, ob upoštevanju
poznanih ordinat vplivnice na mestu 𝑥, za 𝑁 neznanih osnih pritiskov, v tem primeru A1 do A5.
Ker so upogibni momenti po teoriji elastičnosti proporcialni deformacijam in ker sistem B-WIM
kalibriramo z vozili znanih osnih obremenitev, ni potrebno poznati pravih vrednosti elastičnega
modula in odpornostnega momenta. Posledično vplivnico upogibnih momentov za potrebe algoritma
B-WIM nadomestimo z vplivnico deformacij.
Drugi avtorji so predlagali številne alternativne algoritme, z namenom izboljšati natančnost in
stabilnost rezultatov meritev B-WIM. Med njimi so:
-

regularizirani Mosesov algoritem,
2D mostni algoritem WIM,
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-

metoda sočasnih enačb (ang. Multiple-Equation Method), in
identifikacija premikajoče se sile (ang. Moving Force Identification).

Na žalost našteti pristopi, kljub dokazanemu teoretičnemu potencialu, še niso bili preneseni v prakso
(Corbally et al., 2014), saj so numerično kompleksni, zahtevajo umerjanja, ki presegajo realne
možnosti izvedbe, ali zanemarjajo vplive, ki so del realnih meritev (vremenske razmere, napake
meritve, potencialne težave s strojno opremo ...). Imajo pa brez dvoma potencial za nadaljnji razvoj.
Mostni sistemi WIM imajo pred cestnimi sistemi WIM nekaj bistvenih prednosti:
-

sistem je v celoti prenosljiv in voznikom neviden,
vsi senzorji so nameščeni na spodnji strani mostu, kar ne ovira uporabnikov med namestitvijo
in vzdrževanjem, ter
tehtalna platforma v smeri vožnje je bistveno daljša (celotni most, v primerjavi z nekaj cm
širine senzorja v voziščni konstrukciji), kar v teoriji zagotavlja boljšo natančnost rezultatov.

Po drugi strani je imel stari sistem B-WIM tudi dve pomanjkljivosti, ki ju je bilo potrebno odpraviti:
-

natančnost rezultatov na nekaterih tipih konstrukcij, v primeru instalacije brez detektorjev osi
na vozišču (ang. Free-of-axle-detector ali FAD), ni bila zadovoljiva, in
sistem je bil dolgoročno nestabilen, kar je preprečevalo trajne namestitve.

10.2.2 Testni mostovi
Večina mostov je tako ali drugače primernih za izvajanje mostnih meritev WIM. Z vidika nosilne konstrukcije so najbolj primerni nosilci s ploščo ter nosilne plošče, z dolžino vplivnic do 30 m. Mostovi so
torej lahko tudi daljši od 30 m, če le oddaljeni deli ne vplivajo na odziv mostu v polju, v katerem se
izvajajo meritve B-WIM. Uspešne meritve so bile izvedene tudi na paličjih in mostovih z ortotropno
ploščo (Favai et al., 2014). Za potrebe disertacije smo uporabili meritve z:

1. Mostu VA0028 na avtocesti A2 v bližini Šmartnega pod Šmarno goro. Na mostu je nameščen
stalni sistem B-WIM. Na razpolago smo imeli 696 dni podatkov WIM. Most je okvirna konstrukcija z nosilno ploščo razpetine 6 m. Podatke smo uporabili za potrditev izboljšav sistema
B-WIM, za potrditev konvolucijske metode in za račun vpliva količine in kvalitete podatkov.

2. Mostu VA0030 na avtocesti A2 čez Savo, v bližini mostu VA0028. Na razpolago smo imeli
150 dni podatkov WIM. Most je prosto-ležeča konstrukcija preko šestih polj, sestavljena iz prednapetih nosilcev in plošče. Podatke smo uporabili za potrditev izboljšav mostnega sistema WIM.

3. Mostu VA0072 na avtocesti A1 pri Slovenski Bistrici. Na razpolago smo imeli 31 dni podatkov WIM. Most je ploščna okvirna konstrukcija z nosilno ploščo razpetine 12 m. Podatke smo
uporabili za potrditev konvolucijske metode in za račun vpliva količine in kvalitete podatkov.

4. Mostu VA0468 na avtocesti A1 pri Vranskem. Na razpolago smo imeli 57 dni podatkov WIM.
Most je prosto-ležeča konstrukcija razpetine 25 m, sestavljena iz prednapetih nosilcev in plošče. Podatke smo uporabili za razvoj nove metode za detekcijo osi in za potrditev konvolucijske metode.
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5. Mostu LJ0123 na državni cesti 104 pri Mengšu. Most je starejša konstrukcija z nosilno ploščo
razpetine 10,70 m. Podatke smo uporabili za račun koeficientov sunka (poglavje 3.9).

10.3 Izboljšave mostnega sistema WIM
10.3.1 Račun vplivnic
Natančnost meritev B-WIM je odvisna od mnogih dejavnikov. Eden temeljnih je vplivnica, ki mora
čim bolj natančno opisati resnično obnašanje konstrukcije pod premikajočo se prometno obtežbo. S
podporo raziskovalnega projekta TRIMM je bil razvit nov algoritem, ki izračuna vplivnice iz odzivov
vseh vozil, ki prečkajo most. Izmerjene posamezne vplivnice statistično obdelamo, da dobimo reprezentativno vplivnico, ki jo uporabimo pri tehtanju.
Da bi izračunali vplivnico, uporabimo enak postopek kot za tehtanje, kjer vplivnice, pomnožene z
osnimi pritiski, ALi, primerjamo z izmerjenimi signali. To naredimo z minimizacijo:
2

∑ [𝑆(𝑡𝑗 ) − ∑ 𝐴𝐿𝑖 𝐼(𝑥)] = ∑ [𝑆(𝑡𝑗 ) − ∑ 𝐴𝐿𝑖 𝐼 (𝑣𝑖 (𝑡𝑗 − 𝑡𝑖 ))]

2

(10.3)

kjer so S(tj) vrednosti vsote izmerjenih deformacij posameznih senzorjev v času tj, I(x) je vplivnica, pri
kateri je položaj, x, izračunan iz hitrosti posamezne osi, vi , ki je v splošnem enaka hitrosti vozila, in
časov prihodov posameznih osi na most, ti. Razlika v primerjavi s tehtanjem B-WIM je, da tam poznamo vplivnico, v tem primeru pa so vrednosti vplivnice dodatni parametri, ki se računajo kot del
procesa optimizacije.
Metoda se je izkazala za robustno, saj se oblika vplivnice hitro konvergira. Na mostu VA0468 se je
vplivnica povprečena iz 10 posameznih vplivnic le malenkostno razlikovala od vplivnic povprečenih
iz 45, 450 ali 2 505 posameznih vplivnic (Ralbovsky et al., 2014).
Dodatno smo preiskovali vpliv temperature na obliko vplivnice, oziroma na njen potek vzdolž mostu.
Po pričakovanju je ta zanemarljiv na prosto ležečih mostovih, kot je VA0468. Na okvirnem mostu
VA0028 (poglavje 3.1) pa se je oblika vplivnice spreminjala s temperaturo, zlasti v območju podpor.
Razloge lahko iščemo predvsem v spreminjanju robnih pogojev konstrukcije zaradi vplivov temperature (enakomerno spreminjanje, gradienti in spremembe osončenja), ter spremembah pritiskov zemljine za podporniki zaradi temperaturnih sprememb, zlasti zmrzovanja.
10.3.2 Korekcije meritev (faktor senzorjev)
Lokalne poškodbe in mikro razpoke v armiranem betonu povzročijo koncentracije napetosti in bistveno spremenijo odziv merilnika deformacij. Posledično so izmerjene vrednosti signalov višje ali nižje
od pričakovanih. Razviti sta bili dve metodi za izračun korekcijskih faktorjev za izstopajoče senzorje.
Konvencionalna vizualna metoda z uporabo grafičnega vmesnika po principu poskušanja in napake je
sicer učinkovita, a so rezultati odvisni od izkušenj in znanja operaterja. Zato je bila razvita avtomatizirana metoda, ki predpostavlja, da se najvišji odziv konstrukcije mora zgoditi pod vozilom, oziroma, v
primeru zelo podajne konstrukcije, pod kolesom, in da se vpliv zmanjšuje z oddaljenostjo.
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Model, ki opisuje razmerje med prečno koordinato senzorja in odzivom je očitno nelinearen. Predlagali smo linearno kombinacijo Gaussove funkcije, konstante in linearne funkcije. Za odziv mostu pod
vozilom predpostavimo:

𝑓(𝑥; 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , 𝛽3 , 𝛽4 ) = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2 𝑥 +

1 𝑥 − 𝛽3 2
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− (
) ),
2
𝛽4
𝛽4 √2𝜋
1

(10.4)

kjer so 𝑥 ∈ [𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑁 ] položaji senzorjev oz. meritev, faktorje 𝛽1 do 𝛽4 pa ocenimo iz tega vzorca. Brez
prvih dveh pogojev bi 𝛽3 in 𝛽4 opisovala povprečje in standardni odklon vzorca. 𝛽1 in 𝛽2 pa omogočita majhen, a včasih pomemben prispevek linearne odvisnosti modela.
Celotna razlaga postopka presega obseg tega povzetka, se pa končni rezultati lepo ujemajo z vizualno
metodo (Slika 10.2). Detajli so razloženi v poglavju 3.3.2 in v Žnidarič in dr. (2015).

Korekcijski faktorji

Slika 10.2:

Primerjava korekcijskih faktorjev izračunanih z ročno in avtomatsko metodo

10.3.3 Izboljšana detekcija osi
Tehtanje brez detektorjev osi (t.i. free-of-axle-detector ali FAD) je ena od glavnih prednosti mostnih
sistemov WIM, saj omogoča namestitev in vzdrževanje strojne opreme brez motenj za uporabnike.
Sistemi so zaradi tega izza volana nerazpoznavni in neovirano zbirajo podatke. Vendar, ker so senzorji
nameščeni na spodnji strani mostu in ne pod kolesi, kot pri cestnih sistemih WIM, signali deformacij v
določenih primerih niso bili dovolj ostri, da bi omogočili zanesljivo detekcijo osi, kar je ključno za
učinkovito tehtanje. Na mostovih z nosilci in ploščo, kjer so bili detektorji osi nameščeni na spodnji
strani plošče med nosilci (Slika 10.3), je bilo napačno zaznanih tudi 10 % vozil, kar je nespremenljivo.
Z namenom najti najboljše možne lokacije za merilna mesta, smo izvedli celovite analitične in eksperimentalne raziskave. Na podlagi detajlnega numeričnega modela smo preizkusili nov način postavitve
senzorjev, ki smo jih iz plošče pomaknili na zgornje pasnice nosilcev. Po dodatni optimizaciji algoritmov za obdelavo signalov, ki ojačijo špice v merjenih signalih, se je število pravilno zaznanih vozil na
mostovih z nosilci in ploščo povečalo na preko 99 %.
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Slika 10.3:

Senzorji za detekcijo osi na plošči med nosilci na obeh straneh prečnika; smer vožnje od zgoraj navzdol

10.3.4 Temperaturni vplivi
Obnašanje mostov se pogosto spreminja s temperaturo, kar povzroči napake meritev B-WIM, ki lahko
presegajo ±20 % v enem samem dnevu. Najbolj občutljivi so integralni mostovi, ki nimajo ležišč in
dilatacij. Na njihovo obnašanje ne vpliva samo sprememba togosti prekladne konstrukcije, zlasti na
temperaturo zelo občutljiva asfaltna plast, ampak tudi vpetje ležišč ter pritiski zemljine na krajni podpori, zlasti v fazi zmrzovanja in odtajevanja. Slika 10.4 prikazuje kot primer potek median skupnih tež
5-osnih vozil s polpriklopniki, ki predstavljajo najbolj pogosto skupino tovornih vozil na slovenskih
avtocestah, v odvisnosti od mediane dnevnih temperatur na mostu VA0028. Odvisnost med temperaturo in težami ni linearna, zato jo je težko modelirati. Posledično smo predlagali uporabo statističnih
metod za določitev korekcijskih funkcij, ki uspešno ublažijo dolgotrajne vplive temperature na rezultate meritev WIM.
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Slika 10.4:

Potek median dnevnih skupnih tež 5-osnih vozil s polpriklopniki v odvisnosti mediane dnevnih temperatur na mostu VA0028
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10.3.5 Meritve dinamičnih obremenitev
Čeprav so bile predlagane tudi druge metode (Brady, 2003; Caprani, 2005; ARCHES D10, 2009), v
večini primerov dinamično ojačenje obtežbe zaradi prometa še vedno opišemo kot povečanje vplivov
statične obremenitve zaradi prisotnosti dinamičnih obremenitev. Koeficient sunka, 𝑘𝑑 , oz. angleško
Dynamic Amplification factor ali DAF, definiramo kot:
𝐷𝐴𝐹 =

𝑦𝑇
𝑦𝑆

(10.5)

kjer je 𝑦𝑇 maksimalni skupni (statični in dinamični) vpliv obremenitev zaradi določenega obtežnega
dogodka, 𝑦𝑆 pa je maksimalna vrednost statičnega dela tega dogodka.
Skupni vpliv obremenitev je na voljo – ustreza izmerjenemu odzivu mostu med prečenjem vozila. Od
tod je potrebno oceniti statični del obremenitve. V preteklosti smo razvili dve metodi, ki sta temeljili
na naslednjih principih:
-

primerjave izmerjenega signala deformacij s statičnim odzivom, izračunanim s kombiniranjem
stehtanih osnih pritiskov in vplivnice, ter
filtriranja signalov deformacij v frekvenčnem območju, z ročno izbiro filtra.

Dva primera odzivov 'živahnega' mosta LJ0123 (glej poglavje 3.1) sta prikazani na sliki 10.5. Slika
10.5 (a) prikazuje odziv mostu zaradi vozila, ki je povzročilo enega od najvišjih izmerjenih faktorjev
sunka – tovornjaka s priklopnikom osne konfiguracije 1-2-1-1 (vsaka številka pomeni število osi v
posamezni skupini osi), s skupno maso 30 t in faktorjem 𝐷𝐴𝐹 = 2,26. Slika 10.5 (b) prikazuje odziv
mostu zaradi vožnje praznega 5-osnega vozila s polpriklopnikom z osmi v konfiguraciji 1-1-3 in skupno maso 14,1 t, kjer je 𝐷𝐴𝐹 spet enak 2,26. Z modro sta prikazana izmerjena signala, z zeleno filtrirana signala (statična približka), črne konice pa prikazujejo položaje osi. Izrazite sinusne vibracije na
sliki 10.5 (a) kažejo, da je prišlo do resonance. Po drugi strani neharmonično nihanje na sliki 10.5 (b)
opisuje bolj zapleteno interakcijo sistema vozilo – most, kjer je pol-priklopnik poskakoval preko mostu.

(a)
Slika 10.5:

(b)
Približka statičnega odziva mostu zaradi vozil z visokim 𝐷𝐴𝐹zaradi (a) resonance in (b)
kompleksnega odziva zaradi interakcije vozila z mostom
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Slika 10.6 prikazuje odziv mostu med prevozom najtežjega vozila na isti lokaciji, s skupinami osi 1-22-2, skupno maso 64,5 t in s faktorjem sunka 𝐷𝐴𝐹, ki je enak 1,05. Poleg izmerjenih in filtriranih signalov je prikazana tudi dinamična komponenta merjenega signala, ki je znatno nižja kot pri lažjih
vozilih iz slike 10.5. To je v skladu s splošnimi ugotovitvami iz literature (Cantieni, 1984; Kirkegaard et
al., 1997; Caprani, 2005; González et al., 2008) ter zaključki projektov SAMARIS (2006) in ARCHES
(2009).

Slika 10.6:

Odziv most med prevozom najtežjega vozila na mostu LJ0123

Slika 10.7 prikazuje vse izračunane faktorje sunka na izrazito 'živahnem' mostu LJ0123. Medtem, ko
vrednost 𝐷𝐴𝐹 pri manjših skupnih težah vozil v veliko primerih močno presega vrednost iz pravilnika,
po katerem je bil most dimenzioniran, v tem primeru PTP-5 (1949), se le-ta pri večjih skupnih težah
zelo približa vrednosti 1. Dinamične notranje sile so pri zelo težkih vozilih minimalne.

Slika 10.7:

Vrednosti 𝐷𝐴𝐹 izmerjene na mostu LJ0123

10.3.6 Vplivi hitrosti vožnje in neravnosti vozne površine
Neravnine vozne površine, predvsem udarne jame in druge nepravilnosti na dovozu na most, vzbudijo
dinamično nihanje vozila. Le-tega statični algoritmi B-WIM niso sposobni upoštevati. Da bi ocenili
vpliv interakcije sistema most-vozilo na napako meritve B-WIM, smo izvedli simulacijo dinamičnega
obnašanja tovornih vozil, ob upoštevanju izmerjenih koeficientov sunka iz mostu LJ0123. Analiza
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rezultatov je pokazala (Slika 10.8), da neravna vozna površina povzroča težave predvsem na razpetinah krajših od 20 m, katerih dolžine so krajše od tipičnih valovnih dolžin nihajočega vozila. Pri razpetini 6 m, ki ustreza mostu VA0028, lahko ob upoštevanju koeficientov sunka iz Slike 10.7 dinamičnim
vplivom pripišemo dobre 4 % napake meritve (𝐸𝑟𝑟𝐷𝑌𝑁 ).
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Slika 10.8:

Simulacija napak meritev B-WIM na prosto-ležečih mostovih različnih razpetin, ob upoštevanju dinamičnih vplivov izmerjenih na mostu LJ0123

10.3.7 Učinkovitost izboljšav mostnega sistema WIM
Da bi preverili učinkovitost razvitih izboljšav, smo osne pritiske 178 statično stehtanih vozil, ki so
peljala preko mostu VA0028, in 122 vozil, ki so peljala preko mostu VA0030, primerjali z rezultati
meritev B-WIM. Pri tem smo postopoma dodajali izboljšave in vsakič sproti izračunali:
-

število uspešno stehtanih vozil,
standardni odklon napake skupne teže vozil,
parametre v skladu z evropskimi specifikacijami za tehtanje vozil med vožnjo (COST 323,
2002) za skupne teže, obremenitev posameznih osi in obremenitev skupin osi,
odstotke vozil z napako skupne mase, ki je večja od 10 %, med 5 % in 10 % ter manjša od
5 %;
interval napake.

Vpliv izboljšav na natančnost rezultatov – most VA0028
Rezultati za most VA0028 so zbrani v tabeli 3.8 in kažejo, da je vsako izboljšanje, v manjši ali večji
meri zmanjšalo interval zaupanja δ. Razred natančnosti se je povečal iz E(35) v stolpcu 0, ki je bil
računan z znanjem in programsko opremo iz časa pred začetkom projekta BridgeMon, na razred C(15)
v stolpcu 15, po uporabi algoritmov in metod, predstavljenih v poglavju 10.3. To ustreza izboljšanju za
štiri razrede natančnosti v primerjavi z začetno nastavitvijo. Ugotovimo lahko:
1. Zaradi pomanjkljive detekcije osi z nastavitvami iz obdobja pred začetkom projekta BridgeMon sistem ni stehtal 9 od 178 vozil. S končnimi nastavitvami smo zaznali vsa vozila, pri treh
vozilih je manjkala po ena os. Pri dveh vozilih je sicer prišlo do napake pri zajemu podatkov,
zaradi česar jih ni bilo mogoče stehtati, zato sta bili iz primerjav izločeni.
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2. Vse izboljšave so povečale natančnost rezultatov, zmanjšali so se intervali zaupanja napak za
skupne teže, posamezne osi in osi v zapregi. Daleč najbolj vpliven dejavnik je bil korekcija
lezenja določenih kanalov, ki je stabilizirala srednjo vrednost kalibracijskega faktorja in sama
izboljšala rezultate za en razred natančnosti.
3. Vse druge izboljšave (korekcija temperaturne in hitrostne odvisnosti, izločanje rezultatov glede na vrednost centila faktorja RCS (3.10), ki oceni ujemanje izmerjenih in izračunanih
deformacij), v katerikoli kombinaciji, so skupaj zmanjšale intervali zaupanja napake za 1 do 4 %.
4. Približno en razred natančnosti smo pridobili z uporabo različnih kalibracijskih faktorjev za
različne tipe vozil. V končnih nastavitvah smo uporabili sedem različnih kategorij vozil, za
katere so se kalibracijski faktorji razlikovali za približno ± 7 % od povprečne vrednosti. To je
znak, da je dinamično obnašanje vozil, ki se razlikuje po tipih vozil, igralo pomembno vlogo.
5. Na splošno je bil razred natančnosti C(15) razočaranje. Glavni razlog so bile neravnine vozne
površine in, posledično, velik vpliv dinamične interakcije med vozili in mostom (poglavje
10.3.6). Meritve ravnosti so pokazale, da vzdolžna ravnost vozišča pred in preko mostu ni bila
idealna, zaznane so bile opazne neravnine na dostopu na most (slika 3.60).
Vpliv izboljšav na natančnost rezultatov – most VA0030
Tudi na mostu VA0030 (preglednica 3.9) je vsaka izboljšava zmanjšala intervale zaupanja napake, ki
so v končni fazi izboljšale natančnost meritev iz razreda D+(20) v razred B(10). Če smo upoštevali
samo polna vozila (smo izločili tista s povprečnimi osnimi pritiski pod 50 kN), smo dosegli celo razred natančnosti skupnih tež A(5), kar je redek dosežek na področju tehtanja vozil med vožnjo. Glavne
ugotovitve so bile:
1. Upoštevanje dveh vozil z napačno ugotovljenimi osmi je dramatično zmanjšalo natančnost
rezultatov (interval zaupanja δ za posamezne osi se je povečal iz 16,6 % na 24,0 %). Zato je
treba takšna vozila nedvoumno identificirati kot vprašljiva, da jih je mogoče izključiti iz vzorca upoštevanih podatkov.
2. Vsi dejavniki so izboljšali rezultate (so zmanjšali intervale zaupanja δ za skupne mase, enojne
osi in osi v zapregi). V nasprotju z mostom VA0028 lezenje kalibracijskega faktorja ni bistveno vplivalo na rezultate.
3. Temperaturne in hitrostne kalibracije nismo upoštevali, ker imata na taki konstrukciji temperatura (zaradi prostoležeče zasnove mostu) in hitrost (manj občutljiva razpetina, slika 10.8) majhen vpliv na raztros rezultatov.
4. Obremenitve med osmi so se prerazporedile na vozilih brez spojlerjev na kabinah. Razlikovanje med vozili z in brez spojlerjev (s pomočjo fotografij) sicer ni izboljšalo razreda natančnosti rezultatov, se je pa zmanjšal interval zaupanja δ za posamezne osi iz 9,79, na robu razreda
C (15), na 8,15, precej bližje razredu B+ (7).
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Na žalost samodejno zaznavanje spojlerjev, na primer z uporabo laserske tehnologije, ki posname
vzdolžni profil vozila, ni bilo predvideno. Tovrstne napake sicer niso bistvene za določevanje obremenitev na voziščne konstrukcije in mostove, bi pa izboljšana natančnost meritev ob upoštevanju spojlerjev pomagala pri pred-selekciji verjetno preobteženih vozil. Takrat policist na podlagi posredovanih
podatkov WIM izloča vozila in njihove osne pritiske preveri na statični tehtnici.

10.4 Sistem kontrole kakovosti podatkov WIM
Meritve WIM se izvajajo v nekontroliranih pogojih brez človeškega nadzora in zato neizogibno zajamejo določeno količino napačnih podatkov (FHWA, 2013). Glede na uveljavljeno prakso je treba te
podatke pred nadaljnjo uporabo najti in jih izločiti (Sivakumar et al., 2011). V procesu kontrole kakovosti za vsak zapis preverimo, ali so parametri, kot so hitrost, osni pritiski, skupna masa in medosne
razdalje znotraj pričakovanih vrednosti. Prav tako spremljamo stabilnost kalibracijskih faktorjev, z
namenom preverjanja dolgoročne stabilnosti rezultatov. Te analize temeljijo na statističnih ocenah
karakteristik vozil, ki so v prometnem toku zastopana v zadostnem številu. Najpogosteje za analize
uporabljamo 5-osne vlačilce s polpriklopniki, s konfiguracijo osi 1-1-3.
10.4.1 Specifičnosti mostnih sistemov WIM
Mostni sistemi WIM generirajo nekatere napake, ki so manj pogoste pri sistemih, ki se vgrajujejo v
voziščno konstrukcijo:
1. Detekcija osi brez namenskih detektorjev osi – FAD (glej poglavje 3.6), ki zaznava osi posredno preko konstrukcije in ne v neposrednem v stiku z detektorji v vozni površini, lahko zazna
neobstoječe osi ali ne zazna dejanskih osi.
2. Zlasti na mostovih z razpetino preko 20 m bo mostni sistem WIM verjetno zagotovil natančno
oceno skupne teže, ki pa ne bo pravilno razporejena med osi. Obseg prerazporeditev je odvisen predvsem od minimalne razdalje med osmi glede na dolžino mostu, od sočasne prisotnosti
vozila na drugem pasu in od pravilnosti postavitve sistema.
3. Na 'živahnih' mostovih lahko njihove lastne frekvence sovpadejo s frekvenco pojavljanja osi,
zato je težko razločiti med nihaji zaradi vibracij in zaradi vozečih osi (slika 3.43). Posledično
napačno zaznane osi povzročijo napake pri računu osnih obremenitev.
10.4.2 Predlagani postopek
SiWIM® sistem ima edinstveno sposobnost med podobnimi sistemi, da shranjuje vse podatke o meritvah, vključno:
-

z izmerjenimi deformacijami in
s celotnim nizom informacij, ki se generirajo v procesu tehtanja.

To poleg izločanja vozil z napako, kot pri ostalih tehnologijah WIM, omogoča tudi ponovno preverbo
in po možnosti popravek rezultatov (Žnidarič & Lavrič, 2011). Izračunane deformacije zaradi vsakega
vozila se primerjajo z izmerjenimi vrednostmi deformacij. Podatek o faktorju RCS (en. 3.10), ki izra-
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čuna vsoto kvadratov razlik med izmerjenim in izračunanim signalom deformacij in je sestavni del
informacije o posameznem vozilu, daje prvo ključno oceno o kakovosti meritev.
Od uvedbe druge generacije sistema SiWIM® pred 15 leti programska oprema v bazi išče vozila z
neobičajnimi karakteristikami. Vsako tako vozilo se bodisi izloči ali z namensko programsko opremo,
ki vozilo po vsaki korekciji (npr. dodani ali izbrisani osi) ponovno preračuna in izračuna novo vrednost faktorja RCS. Če je le-ta za izbrani delež nižja od originalne vrednosti RCS, se spremenjeno vozilo odobri, sicer zavrne.
V primeru na sliki 4.3 (a) šesta os vozila očitno manjka in razlika med izmerjenimi in izračunanimi
deformacijami se na območju manjkajoče osi močno poveča. Po vstavitvi osi se vozilo samodejno
pretehta. V tem primeru je bilo doseženo skoraj popolno ujemanje med izmerjenimi in izračunanimi
deformacijami, slika 4.3 (b).
Sistem SiWIM® poleg vrednosti RCS za vsako vozilo shrani še informacijo o drugih napakah, informacijah in opozorilih, med drugim:
1. Neupoštevano vozilo – zaradi sumljivih ali napačnih rezultatov je sicer shranjeno v bazi podatkov, vendar je označeno in se v analizah ne upošteva.
2. Nepopolni signal – posneti signal je prekratek, da bi zagotovil zanesljivo tehtanje.
3. Preobremenjeno vozilo ali osi – samoumevno.
4. Osni pritiski ali medosne razdalje so bila ročno prilagojeni, za boljše ujemanje z meritvijo.
5. Manjka podatek o temperaturi – samoumevno.
6. Vozilo je bilo rekonstruirano – dodana je bila ena ali več osi, za dosego nižjega faktorja RCS.
7. Vozilo je bilo prerazporejeno v drugi razred, zaradi drugačnega števila ali položaja osi.
8. Negativne osne obremenitve – če je to dovoljeno, tipično za raziskovalne namene; za komercialno tehtanje negativnih osne obremenitve niso dovoljeni.
9. Prisotnost vozila v sosednjem pasu, ki lahko vliva na pravilnost tehtanja.
Avtomatsko čiščenje podatkov
Pred preverjanjem kakovosti gredo podatki o vseh vozilih skozi samodejno čiščenje, ki popravi nekatere očitne napake. Trenutno:
-

razdeli dve sledeči si vozili, ki sta bili zaradi kratke medsebojne razdalje identificirani kot eno
vozilo,
prilagodi osno obremenitev prvih osi nekaterih dobro definiranih tipov vozil, kot so 5-osni
vlačilci s polpriklopniki,
doda os, ki ne more manjkati, na primer srednjo os v trojni osi 5-osnega vlačilca s polpriklopnikom,
izbriše lahke neobstoječe osi pred in za težkimi vozili.

Samodejno čiščenje je neodvisno od meritev, saj rezultate spremeni brez pretehtavanja.
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Delitev po velikost deformacij
Vizualno pregledovanje vozil je zamudno opravilo. Ker imajo lažja vozila manjši ali celo zanemarljiv
vpliv na obremenitve voziščnih in mostnih konstrukcij, lahko večino napak pri tehtanju teh vozil
zanemarimo. Da pospešimo postopek čiščenja podatkov, vozila razdelimo na podskupine glede na
maksimalne deformacije, ki jih povzročijo, in detajlno preverimo le najtežja vozila. V skupini le-teh so
tipično vozila z maksimalno deformacijo nad 997-to permilago (z 0,3 % najvišjih deformacij), ali približno nad tremi standardnimi odkloni nad srednjo vrednostjo. Vozila z deformacijami pod srednjo vrednostjo imajo, čeprav z napakami, zanemarljiv vpliv na rezultate modeliranja prometnih obremenitev
na mostovih, zato jih nima smisla preverjati.
Preverjanje kakovosti in označevanje WIM podatkov
V tretji fazi vozila v podskupinah spustimo skozi procedure, ki iščejo napake. Uporabimo podoben
sistem točk, kot je bil predlagan v projektih ARCHES (2009) in BridgeMon (Corbally et al., 2014).
Sedanji nabor pravil je naveden v preglednici 10.1. Točke za vsako napako seštejemo. Če zbir za vozilo preseže 7, vozilo označimo z rdečo, če je manjši ali enak nič, z zeleno, sicer z oranžno barvo.
Preglednica 10.1:

Pravila za označevanje vprašljivih podatkov o vozilih, s pripadajočimi točkami

Pravilo
Razdalja med prvo in zadnjo osjo krajša od 1 m
Razdalja med prvo in zadnjo osjo daljša od 30 m ali zadnja medosna razdalja daljša
od 10 m
C Razdalja med prvo in zadnjo osjo daljša od 40 m
D Katerakoli osna obremenitev manjša ali enaka nič, in ne avto
E Obremenitev prve osi višja od:
8 t: 2 | 10 t: 3 | 12 t: 5 | 15 t: 7
F Obremenitev osi, razen prve, višja od:
13 t: 2 | 15 t: 3 | 20 t: 5 | 25 t: 7, za vsako os v vozilu
G Obremenitev prve osi nižja od:
5 t: 2 | 4 t: 3 | 2 t: 5
H Katerikoli osni pritisk višji od 15 t in višji od 85% skupne teže
I Katerakoli os lažja od 500 kg, in ne avto
J Skupna teža manj ali enaka 0, in ne avto
K Neuravnoteženi prvi dve bližnji osi (osi 1 in 2 bližje kot 2 m, z obremenitvijo ene
osi, ki je vsaj 2,5-krat višja od druge osi)
L Prva medosna razdalja daljša od 8 m
M Katerakoli medosna razdalja krajša od 40 cm
N Katerakoli medosna razdalja med 40 cm in 70 cm, za vsako medosno razdaljo
O Katerakoli medosna razdalja med 70 cm in 100 cm, za vsako medosno razdaljo
P Negativne medosne razdalje
Q RCS več od 99.7 centila za vsa vozila (nastavljivo)
R RCS manj od 99. centila za vsa vozila (nastavljivo)
A
B

Točk
7
7
7
7
1 do 7
1 do 7
1 do 5
7
2
7
4
7
7
2
1
7
2
-2

Vsa rdeče označena vozila, ki jih je običajno med 1 in 3 %, preverimo: vizualno jih pregledamo, če je
mogoče, popravimo in ponovno preračunamo, in nato odobrimo ali zavrnemo. Zeleno označena vozila
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ne potrebujejo preverjanja. Tudi če niso povsem brez napak (npr. z lahko dvojno osjo upoštevano kot
enojno), imajo zanemarljiv vpliv na obremenitve. Oranžno označena vozila, ki jih je po dosedanjih
izkušnjah med 1 % in 30 % vseh vozil, so do neke mere vprašljiva, vendar verjetno ne vplivajo na
rezultate računa obremenitev. Preverjamo jih, če je potrebna zelo visoka natančnost podatkov WIM.
Potrebno je opozoriti, da rdeče označena vozila niso samo tista z napakami, ampak tudi zelo težki
transporti (posebni prevozi), ki jih je treba preveriti.
Ročne kontrole
Rdeče označena vozila pregledamo ročno z namensko programsko opremo, da:
-

potrdimo izredno težka vozila, ki so peljala čez most,
popravimo vozila, ki jih je mogoče popraviti,
označimo vozila, ki jih ni mogoče popraviti in jih je potrebno izključiti iz nadaljnjih postopkov.

Tipični popravki vključujejo:
-

porazdelitev osnih pritiskov med voziloma v primeru njune sočasne prisotnosti na mostu (slika
4.14); če se vozila prekrivajo, je lahko porazdelitev osnih pritiskov napačna,
delitev vozil, ki so bila opredeljena kot eno vozilo,
združitev vozil, ki sta bili opredeljeni kot dve vozili,
brisanje neobstoječih osi,
dodajanje očitno manjkajočih osi.

10.5 Račun prometnih obremenitev na mostovih
Povoda za razvoj in prilagoditev metode za določanje realnih maksimalnih prometnih obremenitev na
mostovih sta bila predvsem:
-

-

Omogočiti enostavno ter časovno in cenovno učinkovito določanje realnih prometnih obtežb
tudi na manj zahtevnih in pomembnih obstoječih mostovih. Na teh se do sedaj, z izjemo Slovenije, zaradi kompleksnosti po pravilu niso uporabljale. Upoštevanje le-teh nedvomno izboljša upravljanje z mostovi na mrežnem nivoju. Posledično se poveča učinkovitost porabe omejenih finančnih sredstev za vzdrževanje cestne infrastrukture. Še večje prihranke za uporabnike pričakujemo zaradi manj nepotrebnih prometnih zastojev, kar bo izboljšalo mobilnost ter
zmanjšalo izpuste v okolje.
Povečati robustnost rezultatov. V literaturi poznane metode določitve maksimalnih prometnih
obremenitev zahtevajo množico predpostavk glede vhodnih podatkov, kar povečuje raztros
možnih rezultatov. V predlagani metodi konvolucije smo možnost izbire parametrov omejili
na minimum, kar z uporabo robustnih statističnih metod daje zanesljive rezultate tudi brez
detajlnega poznavanja metod za modeliranje prometnih obremenitev na mostovih.

Za kratke do srednje razpetine mostov, obravnavane v tej nalogi, je pomemben tekoči promet brez
zastojev. Kritični dogodki so pretežno sestavljeni iz enega samega zelo težkega vozila na mostu ali več
lažjih vozil, ki so na mostu istočasno (Žnidarič et al., 1998; Enright & OBrien, 2013). Na krajših mos-
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tovih z razponom od 5 do 10 m lahko kritični dogodek povzroči le nekaj osi na mostu. Za razpone
daljše od 50 m so kritični dogodki povezani z zastoji in gnečo na mostu.
Najbolj natančna metoda določanja učinkov prometnih obremenitev na mostovih je uporaba podatkov,
pridobljenih s sistemi WIM. Za izračun karakterističnih vrednosti obremenitev najpogosteje uporabimo statistične ekstrapolacije, ki pa v splošnem upoštevajo zgolj izmerjene dogodke, ne pa nujno tudi
težjih, ki se bodo verjetno zgodili tekom življenjske dobe mostu. Za odpravo teh pomanjkljivosti zato
nekateri avtorji (Enright et al., 2010) priporočajo dolgotrajne simulacije prometa, ki poskušajo generirati tudi neizmerjene dogodke. Po drugi strani obstajajo bolj enostavne metode, ki temeljijo na porazdelitvah ekstremnih vrednosti, ki so hitrejše in dajejo rezultate primerljive tistim iz simulacij.
Ne glede na uporabljeno metodo so za rezultate bistveni podatki na repih porazdelitev, ki vključujejo
ključna najtežja vozila, ki najbolj vplivajo na rezultate. Pomembna značilnost prometa je število zelo
težkih vozil – izrednih prevozov, ki imajo po pravilu posebne dovolilnice in ki bi se morala obravnavati posebej. Delež teh vozil v prometnem toku se močno razlikuje od države do države. Vključevanje ali
izključevanje teh vozil pomembno kroji rezultate modeliranja prometnih obremenitev.
Dejavniki, ki vplivajo na modeliranje prometnih obremenitev, so tudi:
-

dinamične obremenitve zaradi vozil, ki se običajno zmanjšujejo s težo in številom vozil oziroma osi na mostu,
razporeditev prometne obtežbe med nosilne elemente, oziroma, koliko obtežbe dejansko prevzame posamezni nosilni element.

10.5.1 Povratna perioda in maksimalne vrednosti
Evrokod (2009) za prometne obremenitve na mostovih določa karakteristične vrednosti notranjih sil za
katere obstaja 5% verjetnost, da bodo prekoračene v 50 letih, kar je enako povratni periodi 975,3 let,
kar se pogosto zaokroži na 1000 let. V ZDA (AASHTO, 2012) in Kanadi (OHBDC, 1979, 1983, 1991)
pa uporabljajo pričakovano srednjo vrednost 75-letnih ali 50-letnih obremenitev (Nowak, 1993;
Nowak & Grouni, 1994), ali 75-letno povratno periodo (verjetnost, da je vrednost obremenitev presežena enkrat v 75 letih). Te vrednosti so si blizu, vendar niso enake. Zaradi lažjih primerjav z rezultati
iz literature smo v delu uporabljali 75-letno povratno periodo. Na podlagi postopka, ki je obdelan v
poglavju 5.3.2, sledi, da lahko rezultate simulacij in konvolucije primerjamo, če obremenitve v obliki
kumulativne porazdelitvene funkcije odčitamo pri ordinati 0.365, na Gumblovem verjetnostnem papirju pa pri vrednosti 9,84.
10.5.2 Ekstrapolacija s porazdelitvami ekstremnih vrednosti
Statistični ekstrapolacija s porazdelitvami ekstremnih vrednosti je najbolj pogost postopek za določitev maksimalnih pričakovanih prometnih obremenitev tekom življenjske dobe. Za prikaz podatkov se
pogosto uporablja t.i. verjetnostni papir. Ta omogoča preverjanje, kako rezultati meritev sledijo modelu, kar je pomembno zlasti na skrajnem zgornjem delu repa porazdelitve. V ta namen se najbolj pogosto uporabljajo normalna porazdelitev in porazdelitve ekstremnih vrednosti. Kot primer, slika 10.9 (a)
prikazuje porazdelitveno funkcijo, izračunano za različna časovna obdobja, slika 10.9 (b) pa podatke
porazdelitvene funkcije na Gumblovem verjetnostnem papirju, iz katerega so lepše razvidne ekstremne
vrednosti in rezultati ekstrapolacije.
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Slika 10.9:
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Most VA0028: (a) porazdelitvena funkcija upogibnih momentov za različna časovna obdobja,
(b) Gumblov diagram maksimalnih dnevnih momentov

Očitno je, da se ekstrapolirane vrednosti zelo razlikujejo glede na delež števila podatkov 𝑁𝑇 , ki jih
uporabimo za modeliranje repa porazdelitve, v tem primeru z Gumblovo funkcijo. Različni avtorji
(Sivakumar et al., 2011; OBrien et al., 2010; Castillo, 1988) predlagajo, da za ekstrapolacijo uporabimo zgornjih 5 % do 30 % podatkov, 𝑁𝑇 .
Glavni izziv pri napovedovanje pričakovanih vplivov obtežbe je kako ekstrapolirati izmerjene prometne obremenitve. Običajen pristop upošteva nekaj tednov ali mesecev izmerjenih podatkov o prometu,
ki jih ekstrapoliramo v skladu s trendi.
Ekstrapolacija se začne s prilagoditvijo podatkov. Poznamo tri načine:
-

parametrično prilagajanje,
pol-parametrično prilagajanje in
neparametrično prilagajanje.

V prvem primeru iščemo funkcijo (ali vsoto več njih), ki opiše celotno porazdelitev, v zadnjem primeru v analizi upoštevamo surove podatke, v srednjem primeru, ki se pri modeliranju prometnih obtežb
največ uporablja, pa prilagodimo modelirano funkcijo izbranemu številu podatkov iz repa porazdelitve.
Rezultat je očitno odvisen od števila točk in funkcije, ki jo izberemo za ekstrapolacijo. V nalogi smo
se želeli izogniti delu subjektivnosti, ki je del klasičnih metod, in smo izbiro in prilagajanje funkcije
nadomestili z glajenjem izmerjenih podatkov. Za glajenje smo uporabili različne kernelove funkcije
gostote, ki smo jih upoštevali preko celotne porazdelitve. Bistvo kernelovega postopka je, da vsak
podatek nadomestimo s funkcijo, največkrat z Gaussovo, kvadratno ali trikotno. Obliko funkcije in
širino glajenja levo in desno od podatka definirajo parametri. Za Gaussovo funkcijo je to pasovna širina h (En. 5.19), za kvadratno (ang. Central Moving Average ali CMA) in trikotno drseče povprečje
(ang. Triangular Weighted Moving Average ali WMA) pa število točk, ki jih upoštevamo v posameznem koraku. Prispevke funkcij seštejemo, da dobimo poglajeni približek osnovne porazdelitve gostote
verjetnosti. Postopek je ilustriran na sliki 5.13.
Kot je prikazano v poglavju 6.5, izbira funkcije in njenih parametrov, če so zmerni, ne vpliva bistveno
na končne rezultate. Njen glavni namen je, da rezultate pogladi in omogoči lažje odčitavanje karakteri-
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Gostota verjetnosti (×10-6)

stičnih vrednosti. Slika 10.10 prikazuje primer močno povečane funkcije gostote verjetnosti repa upogibnih momentov na mostu VA0028, ki so bili glajeni z različnimi funkcijami in z različnimi parametri. Ne glede na izbor funkcije in izbrane parametre so razlike majhne, posledično so majhne tudi razlike v rezultatih modeliranja prometne obtežbe (poglavje 10.5.7).
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Slika 10.10: Primerjava vplivov glajenja funkcije verjetnosti z dvema Gaussovima kernelovima funkcijama, dvema pravokotnima in enim trikotnim drsečim povprečjem, detajl repa
10.5.3 Metoda konvolucije
Metoda konvolucije se že vrsto let uporablja za modeliranje notranjih statičnih količin na mostovih.
Tehnika je računsko precej manj zahtevna od simulacij. Že Moses in Verma (1987) sta pokazala, da
daje konvolucija podobne rezultate kot simulacije Monte Carlo, če velja predpostavka neodvisnega
prometa v dveh sosednjih pasovih. Tudi v Sloveniji metodo konvolucije uporabljamo več kot 20 let
(Žnidarič & Žnidarič, 1994; Žnidarič & Moses, 1997; Žnidarič, 2010).
Metoda predpostavlja, da je največji vpliv obremenitev dosežen zaradi po enega vozila iz dveh sosednjih pasov, ki se srečata na mostu. To v prostem prometnem toku velja za mostove z vplivnicami dolžine do približno 40 m, kar v Evropi zajame skoraj 90 % vseh mostov (SAMARIS D19, 2006;
Žnidarič et al., 2011). Ob predpostavki neodvisnega prometa v obeh pasovih lahko porazdelitveno
funkcijo za kombiniran dogodek izrazimo kot:
∞

𝑓𝑍 (𝑧) = ∑ 𝑓𝑋 (𝑘) 𝑓𝑌 (𝑧 − 𝑘)

(10.6)

𝑘=−∞

kjer sta fX in fY funkciji gostote verjetnosti prometnih obremenitev v dveh sosednjih pasovih, fZ pa je
funkcija gostote verjetnosti za sočasni vpliv prometnih obremenitev iz obeh pasov.
Po teoriji ekstremnih vrednosti (poglavje 6.2) dobimo ekstrapolirano vrednost tako, da damo osnovno
porazdelitveno funkcijo na potenco 𝑁𝑇 , kjer je 𝑁𝑇 število dogodkov, ki se bodo, ob nespremenjeni
verjetnosti pojavljanja, zgodili v izbranem obdobju (Ang & Tang, 2006). Če torej poznamo število
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srečanj tovornih vozil na mostu, na primer 100, upoštevamo samo delavnike in iščemo vrednost za 75
let, potem za 𝑁𝑇 velja:
𝑁𝑇 = 𝑁𝑀𝑃 𝑁𝑌 𝑁𝑃 = 100.250.75 = 187 500

(10.7)

kjer so:
𝑁𝑀𝑃 - število srečanj tovornih vozil na dan,
𝑁𝑌 - število upoštevanih dni v letu, največkrat 250 delovnih dni,
𝑁𝑃 - izbrana časovna perioda v letih.
10.5.4 Srečanje dveh vozil na mostu
Predlagali smo postopek, kjer se srečanje dveh vozil (ang. multiple-presence ali MP event) zgodi, če
težišči vozil v sosednjih pasovih, COG1 in COG2, ležita znotraj:
𝐿𝑀𝑃 = 𝐹𝐼. 𝐿

(10.8)

LMP je efektivna dolžina vplivnice, FI je faktor vplivnice in L je njena celotna dolžina (ARCHES D08,
2009). FI je definiran kot dolžina linije, ki površino pod vplivnico razdeli na dve polovici. Zunaj LMP
so skupne notranje sile zaradi vozil v dveh pasovih manjše od obremenitev zaradi enega vozila v najbolj neugodnem položaju na mostu. Za realne mostove preko ene razpetine znaša LMP , glede na pogoje vpetja, med 0,5 in 0,7.

Slika 10.11: Določitev faktorja FI v odvisnosti od oblike vplivnice – primer mostu preko ene razpetine
Dogodek torej klasificiramo kot MP, če je razdalja med težišči dveh zapodenih vozil krajša od 𝐿𝑀𝑃 .
Ker se razlika med vozili meri v časovni in ne v krajevni skali, določimo število srečanj 𝑁𝑀𝑃 tako, da
′
prištejemo vsako kombinacijo vozil, pri kateri je razlika časov njunih prihodov na most, 𝑇𝑀𝑃,𝑖
, krajša
od:
′
𝑇𝑀𝑃,𝑖
=

2 (𝐿𝑀𝑃 + 𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑖 − 𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑖+1 )
𝑣𝑖 + 𝑣𝑖+1

(10.9)
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kjer so:
′
𝑇𝑀𝑃,𝑖
𝐿𝑀𝑃
𝑣𝑖 in 𝑣𝑖+1
𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑖 in 𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑖+1

čas med dvema voziloma v dogodku MP, i in i+1,
je efektivna dolžina vplivnice v metrih,
sta hitrosti obeh vozil, v m/s, in
sta oddaljenosti težišč vozil od prve osi obeh vozil, v m.

10.5.5 Prečna porazdelitev prometne obtežbe po mostu
Prečna porazdelitev prometne obremenitve je odvisna od vrste mostu in od vrste in lokacije obremenitve. Najbolj pogosti načini določanja porazdelitev med nosilne elemente so:
-

modeliranje z metodo končnih elementov,
porazdelitev med nosilci (ang. girder factors) in
porazdelitev med prometnimi pasovi (ang. lane factors).

Računanje z umerjenimi modeli daje najbolj natančne rezultate, vendar je postopek razmeroma zapleten in zamuden. Zato sta v praksi pogosti drugi dve metodi. V nalogi smo izkoristili možnost, ki jo
ponuja sistem SiWIM®, ki za vsako vozilo shrani maksimalne izmerjene deformacije po nosilnih elementih. S statistično obdelavo teh podatkov lahko za vsak most ugotovimo dejanske prečne porazdelitve prometne obtežbe, tako med nosilci kot med prometnimi pasovi.
Zbrali smo podatke za 28 mostov, na katerih poteka promet po vsaj dveh pasovih. Preglednica 6.4
povzema rezultate iz mostov razpetin med 5,7 in 37 metrov, z različnimi vrstami prekladnih konstrukcij: armiranobetonskimi nosilnimi ploščami, armiranobetonskimi in prednapetimi nosilci s ploščo in, v
enem primeru, jeklenimi nosilci z lesenim krovom. Obremenitve med pasoma 1 in 2 so se gibale v
razmerjih med 81 % : 19 % in 58 % : 42 %. Rezultati v nasprotni smeri, od pasu 2 do pasu 1, so bili
podobni, razmerja so znašala med 86 % : 14 % in ponovno 58 % : 42 %. Povprečna porazdelitev
obremenitve iz voznega pasu na prehitevalni pas je bila 66,7 % : 33,3 % in v nasprotni smeri, iz prehitevalnega na vozni pas, 64,4 % : 35,6 %. Posledično smo v vseh nadaljnjih računih prometnih obremenitev pod voznim pasom obremenitve iz voznega pasu pomnožili z 0,67, obremenitve iz prehitevalnega pasu pa s faktorjem 0,33. In obratno, če smo računali obremenitve pod prehitevalnim pasom.
10.5.6 Potrditev metode konvolucije
Da bi potrdili pravilnost rezultatov dobljenih z metodo konvolucije, smo rezultate primerjali z rezultati
natančne simulacije, ki jih je pripravil avtor metode Enright (2016). Njegov postopek temelji na simulacijah Monte Carlo, na podlagi pol-parametričnega opisovanja porazdelitev (poglavje 5.4.1), ki temeljijo na podatkih WIM, modelira skupne mase in število osi, tipe vozil, medsebojne razdalje in podobno. Ključ postopka je, da generira več sto ali celo več tisoč let prometa, ki nadomešča postopek ekstrapolacije in tako do določene mere zmanjšuje negotovosti oz. netočnosti v procesu in razpršenost
možnih rezultatov. So pa rezultati še vedno zelo odvisni od uporabljenih predpostavk.
V obeh primerih, konvoluciji in simulaciji, smo uporabili naslednje predpostavke:
-

približno dve leti podatkov izmerjenih na mostu VA0028,
samo vozila z največ 7 osmi, da smo izključili posebne težke prevoze,
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-

dva pasova v isti smeri oz. avtocestni promet,
raznos obtežbe v skladu s točko 10.5.5, z utežjo 0,67 za vozni in 0,33 za prehitevalni pas,
račun upogibnih momentov in strižnih sil na začetku mostu,
pet prostoležečih razpetin: 5, 15, 25, 35 in 45 m.

Primerjali smo vrednosti pri 75-letni povratni periodi ter, 75-letno srednjo vrednost (preglednica 10.2).
Preglednica 10.2:

Most VA0028: primerjava notranjih sil izračunanih z metodama konvolucije in simulacije

Razpetina (m)

5

15
25
35
Upogibni momenti (kNm)

45

5

15
25
35
45
Strižna sila na začetku (kN)

75-letna PP - simulacija

312,5

1 432,9 2 676,1

3 882,2

5 233,1 281,8

387,4

435,7

463,7

482,0

75-letna PP - konvolucija

214,2

1 254,7 2 484,7

3 810,1

5 173,1 245,8

366,9

429,7

462,3

482,4

75-letna srednja vrednost

250,6

1 264,9 2 351,4

3 632,6

4 935,4 289,7

371,0

418,4

446,7

463,6

V povprečju so rezultati simulacije za 3,9 % višji od rezultatov konvolucije. Strižne sile so si bolj
podobne kot upogibni momenti. Pri razpetinah pod 25 m se razlike začnejo povečevati. Največje razlike so pri 5 m razpetini, kjer so rezultati konvolucije za 32 % nižji od simuliranih vrednosti.
Glavni razlog za razlike pri krajših razpetinah je, da metoda simulacije generira dogodke z vozili, ki so
znatno težja od izmerjenih. Slika 6.13 prikazuje tri simulirane dogodke, ki so povzročili najvišje upogibne momente (Enright, 2016). Vsi vsebujejo 4-osna vozila skupne mase nad 69 ton. To je znatno nad
težami izmerjenih vozil, od katerih je najtežje tehtalo 62,7 ton, naslednja štiri pa le med 51,7 in 57,2
tone. Poleg tega imajo tri od petih najtežjih simuliranih vozil osne razmike, krajše od resničnih vozil,
kar dodatno povečuje notranje sile. Za primerjavo smo ekstrapolirali dnevne maksimalne upogibne
momente izmerjenih 4-osnih vozil na Gumblovem verjetnostnem papirju in dobili pri 75-letni povratni
periodi vrednost 241 kNm (slika 6.14), kar je 23 % manj od simulirane vrednosti.
V splošnem daje metoda konvolucije, razen če se podatki močno zglajeni, manj konservativne rezultate od simuliranih. Razlike so odvisne od predpostavk uporabljenih pri simulaciji prometa in so bolj
izrazite pri krajših razpetinah, zaradi vpliva vozil oz. osnih pritiskov, ki so težji od izmerjenih in zato v
konvoluciji niso upoštevani. Pri razpetinah daljših od povprečne dolžine vozila (nad 15 m) se razlike
močno zmanjšajo.
10.5.7 Analiza občutljivosti parametrov
Primerjali smo vplive posameznih parametrov na rezultate s konvolucijo izračunanih notranjih sil.
Analizirali smo:
-

-

glajenje porazdelitev:
o brez glajenja,
o 1 h, 2 h, 4 h in 8 h pasovno širino, po enačbi (5.19), pri Gaussovi kernelovi funkciji,
o 3, 5, 7 in 15 točk pri centralnem drsečem povprečenju (CMA), in
o 3, 5, 7 in 15 točk pri trikotnem drsečem povprečenju (WMA),
vpliv vozil:
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upoštevanje celotnega prometnega toka ali samo delovnih dni,
vključitev težkih posebnih prevozov ali ne; ti so bili opredeljeni kot vozila z več kot
sedmimi osi (v Sloveniji sicer vsako vozilo, ki presega 40 ton, potrebuje posebno
dovoljenje),
število razdelkov v izračunu histogramov.
o
o

-

Uporabili smo podatke:
-

2-letnih meritev na mostu VA0028 in
1- do 2-mesečnih meritev na mostovih VA0072 in VA0468.

Glajenje porazdelitev
Rezultati kažejo, da je nizka stopnja glajenja (do 2 h pri Gaussovi funkciji ali do 5-točkovno CMA oz.
WMA glajenje) minimalno spremeni rezultate, vendar pomaga premostiti vrzeli v repih porazdelitev in
omogoča bolj natančno odčitavanje iz diagramov porazdelitvenih funkcij. Višje glajenje naredi rezultate bolj konservativne, vendar je potrebno imeti za takšno ‘pretiravanje’ dober razlog. Na splošno so
učinki glajenja podobni učinkom modeliranja repov. V obeh primerih so rezultati odvisni od tega, kako
natančno model sledi dejanskim podatkom.
Vpliv upoštevanih vozil
Kljub majhnemu številu izjemno težkih tovornih vozil na slovenskih cestah le-ta znatno vplivajo na
izračunane obremenitve. Na mostu VA0072 so se upogibni momenti in strižne sile na začetku mostu
povečale za 20 %, čeprav se je v povprečju čez most peljalo samo 1 vozilo na dan z več kot sedmimi
osmi. To še zdaleč ni zanemarljivo.
Vpliv dni v tednu
Rezultati iz vseh treh lokacij kažejo, da upoštevanje različnih dni v tednu (samo delavniki, brez nedelj
ali vsi dnevi) minimalno vpliva na izračunane notranje sile. Na mostu VA0072 razlike za vse razpetine
ne presežejo 1,2 %, kar je zanemarljivo. Razlike na drugih dveh mostovih so še bistveno manjše: na
mostu VA0028 le ± 0,2 % in na mostu VA0468 mostu ± 0,3 %.
Vpliv števila razdelkov
Ker nobena izmed znanih metod za določitev optimalnega številka razdelkov v histogramih ni primerna za količine podatkov kot jih generira sistem WIM, smo izbrali konstantno število razdelkov. Da bi
preverili vpliv njihovega števila na rezultate smo uporabili 25, 50, 100, 200 in 500 razdelkov in primerjali rezultate na razpetinah od 5 do 45 m. Rezultati kažejo, da se le-ti bistveno ne razlikujejo med
50 in 200 razdelki.
Za boljšo primerljivost rezultatov iz lokacij z različno gostoto podatkov smo vse rezultate pretvorili
glede na število podatkov v posameznem razdelku. Rezultati so zbrani v sliki 10.12. Najvišje vrednosti
smo ugotovili s približno 1 000 do 10 000 podatkov v razdelku. Pri nižjih vrednostih začnejo rezultati
hitreje, pri višjih pa počasi padati.
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Posledično je smiselno in praktično za obdelavo podatkov WIM uporabiti 50 ali 100 razdelkov. V
disertaciji smo, predvsem zaradi čitljivosti diagramov, uporabljali 50 razdelkov.

Notranje sile normirane z
vrednostmi s 50 razdelki

1.01
1
0.99
0.98

VA0072

0.97

VA0468

0.96
0.95

VA0028
100

1,000

10,000

100,000

Število podatkov razdelku

Slika 10.12: Odvisnost izračunanih karakterističnih notranjih sil od števila podatkov v razdelku

10.6 Vpliv količine in kvalitete podatkov na določitev prometnih obremenitev
Vsa dela do 7. poglavja so bila namenjena pripravi orodij za učinkovito izvedbo parametričnih študij,
ki bi dale odgovor o:
-

potrebni količini podatkov WIM za zanesljiv izračun prometnih obremenitev na mostovih in
vplivu kakovosti podatkov WIM na rezultate.

V ta namen smo uporabili podatke iz mostov VA0028, VA0072 in VA0468. V vseh primerih smo uporabili najbolj natančne vire podatkov, kjer smo rezultate vseh vozil najprej preverili s programi za kontrolo kakovosti podatkov, nato pa še vizualno z namenskim programom. Vsi podatki so bili zglajeni z
Gaussovimi kernelovimi funkcijami z zmerno 2 h pasovno širino.
10.6.1 Vpliv količine podatkov
Da bi ocenili vpliv količine podatkov na rezultate modeliranja prometnih obremenitev na mostovih,
smo najprej podatke razdelili na podskupine, ki so vsebovale različna števila rezultatov. Pri posamezni
velikosti vzorcev smo z metodo konvolucije izračunali obremenitve ter rezultatom določili srednje
vrednosti in koeficiente variacije. Cilj je bil oceniti, kako velikost vzorca podatkov vpliva na izračunane notranje sile, če jih primerjamo z rezultati največjega razpoložljivega vzorca podatkov. Slika 10.13
prikazuje kot primer rezultate za 25-m razpetino s podatki iz mostu VA0028.
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Slika 10.13: Odvisnost izračunanih upogibnih momentov od števila podatkov v razdelku: (a) srednje vrednosti, (b) koeficienti variacije
Ugotovljeno je bilo naslednje:
-

-

-

-

Podatkovni nizi z manj kot 50 000 vozili dajo v povprečju prenizke notranje sile, z visokimi
koeficienti variacije. Posamezni rezultati so bili bodisi podcenjeni ali precenjeni, odvisno od
izredno težkih vozil, ki so ali niso padla v posamezni niz.
Izjema so bile najkrajše 5 m razpetine, kjer se upogibni momenti in strižne sile na začetku
mostu niso spremenili za več kot ± 2 %, ne glede na velikost nizov. Najverjetnejši razlog so
ekstremne osne obremenitve na kratkih togih vozilih (3- in 4-osnih tovornjakih), ki se pojavljajo dovolj pogosto tudi v krajših nizih podatkov. Zelo težka daljša vozila (avtodvigala in priklopniki za težke tovore), ki vplivajo na notranje sile daljših razpetin, so po drugi strani redka
in je njihova prisotnost v manjših nizih bolj ali manj slučajna.
Za vse ostale primere, za vseh šest količin (upogibni momenti in strižne sile, na treh lokacijah)
velja, da se srednje vrednosti izračunanih notranjih sil približajo končnim vrednostim pri približno 50 do 100 tisoč vozilih v posameznih nizih. V teh primerih srednje vrednosti pri vseh
razpetinah dosežejo vsaj 99 % končnih vrednosti, koeficienti variacije pa padejo pod 3 %.
Na podlagi rezultatov ugotavljamo, da so za modeliranje notranjih sil na mostovih potrebni
podatki WIM o vsaj 100 000 vozilih.
Podatki o vsaj 50 000 vozilih so uporabni pogojno, verjetno bodo dali manj konservativne notranje sile, pri višjih nezanesljivostih.
Konvergenčni preizkus, z uporabo z različno velikih podatkovnih nizov, je uporabno orodje za
testiranje vpliva števila vozil na rezultate modeliranja prometnih obremenitev na mostovih.

10.6.2 Vpliv kvalitete podatkov
Za testiranje vpliva kakovosti podatkov WIM na rezultate modeliranja prometnih obremenitev na mostovih smo uporabili dva vira podatkov, ki smo ju uporabili v različnih fazah procesa ocenjevanja njihove kakovosti:
-

surovi rezultati, takoj po meritvi,
po uporabi postopkov za samodejno čiščenje rezultatov in avtomatizirano iskanje vprašljivih
podatkov o vozilih, ter
na različnih stopnjah podrobno vizualno preverjenih vozil v namenskem programu.
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Na podlagi dveh nizov podatkov (VA0028 in VA0072) sicer ni mogoče dajati dokončnih zaključkov.
Kljub temu pa je mogoče dati nekaj očitnih priporočil:
-

-

Preverjanje kakovosti podatkov je nujno. Medtem, ko so bile izračunane notranje sile na podlagi surovih izmerjenih podatkov do 25% višje od končnih vrednosti, sta postopka za samodejno čiščenje in avtomatizirano iskanje vprašljivih podatkov o vozilih približala rezultate na
nekaj odstotkov od končnih vrednosti.
Celovito vizualno preverjanje vseh vozil v namenski programski opremi, kot se je uporabljalo
v preteklosti, ni potrebno. V večini primerov zadošča preverjanje rdeče označenih vozil, ki po
dosedanjih izkušnjah ne presegajo 3 % vseh vozil iz baze podatkov. Kontrola le-teh primarno
omogoči, da potrdimo najtežja vozila, ki so bila označena bodisi zaradi visoke skupne mase ali
osnih pritiskov. Nadalje so med temi vozila tista z napakami, ki jih v namenskem programu
popravimo in odobrimo ali zavrnemo. Oranžno označena vozila imajo, tudi če vsebujejo
napake, majhen vpliv na rezultate modeliranja prometnih obremenitev. Če je zahtevana velika
natančnost rezultatov, je smiselno preverjati samo tiste, katerih skupna izmerjena deformacija
presega 90. centil. Preverjanje lažjih oranžno označenih in vseh zeleno označenih zapisov
pomeni izgubo časa, saj ta vozila ne vplivajo na rezultate modeliranja prometnih obremenitev
na mostovih. Poleg tega zeleno označena vozila nimajo izstopajočih lastnosti in imajo nizek
RCS faktor, kar pomeni, da so rezultati skladni z meritvami in ne potrebujejo dodatne kontrole.

10.7 Zaključek
Glavni cilj disertacije je bil ugotoviti, kako količina in kvaliteta podatkov WIM vplivata na modeliranje prometnih obtežb in, posledično, notranjih sil na mostovih. Zato smo:
-

-

Tudi s finančno pomočjo treh evropskih raziskovalnih projektov izboljšali obstoječi mostni
sistem WIM, da danes zagotavlja bolj natančne in stabilne rezultate.
Pripravili celovit sistem kontrole kakovosti podatkov. Razvita programska oprema išče vozila
s sumljivimi karakteristikami, omogoča njihovo korekcijo ter rezultate razdeli na vprašljive,
pogojno vprašljive in zanesljive, oziroma jih obarva rdeče, oranžno ali zeleno. Posledično se
je bistveno skrajšal čas potreben za kontrolo in odobritev rezultatov.
Celovito ovrednotili metodo konvolucije, ki na bolj učinkovit način kot simulacije Monte Carlo izračuna pričakovane prometne obtežbe obremenitve v izbranih časovnih obdobjih.

Rezultati so omogočili detajlno analizo vpliva količine in kvalitete podatkov na izračunane prometne
obtežbe. Uporabili smo tri vire podatkov, dvoletne meritve na avtocesti z redkim prometom in dvojne
krajše meritve na avtocesti z gostim prometom. Na podlagi rezultatov ugotavljamo, da potrebujemo za
zanesljivo modeliranje prometnih obtežb na mostovih podatke o vsaj 100 000 težkih tovornih vozilih s
skupno težo nad 35 kN. Z vidika zagotavljanja kvalitete podatkov WIM sta nujno potrebna vsaj:
-

avtomatsko čiščenje in kontrola kakovosti podatkov, ki najde izstopajoča vozila, ter
ročna (vizualna) kontrola do treh odstotkov vozil, ki jih sistem za kontrolo kakovosti označi z
rdečo barvo; ta vozila bodisi vsebujejo resne napake, ki bistveno vplivajo na rezultate modeliranja notranjih sil, in jih je potrebno popraviti ali izločiti, ali resnična zelo težka vozila, ki jih
je priporočljivo potrditi.
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Če se zahteva zelo velika natančnost rezultatov, je smiselno ročno preveriti še najtežja oranžno označena vozila, ostala vozila pa, tudi če vsebujejo manjše napake, ne vplivajo na izračunane vrednosti
prometnih notranjih sil na mostovih.

